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This book tells an unsettling coming-of-age story. It is a biography of the idea of black criminality in the making of modern urban America. The link between race and crime is as enduring and influential in the twenty-first century as it has been in the past. Violent crime rates in the nation’s biggest cities are generally understood as a reflection of the presence and behavior of the black men, women, and children who live there. The U.S. prison population is larger than at any time in the history of the penitentiary anywhere in the world. Nearly half of the more than two million Americans behind bars are African Americans, and an unprecedented number of black men will likely go to prison during the course of their lives. These grim statistics are well known and frequently cited by white and black Americans; indeed for many they define black humanity.\(^1\) In all manner of conversations about race—from debates about parenting to education to urban life—black crime statistics are ubiquitous.\(^2\) By the same token, white crime statistics are virtually invisible, except when used to dramatize the excessive criminality of African Americans. Although the statistical language of black criminality often means different things to different people, it is the glue that binds race to crime today as in the past.\(^3\)

How was the statistical link between blackness and criminality initially forged?\(^4\) Who were the central actors?\(^5\) By what means did black and white social scientists, social reformers, journalists, antiracist activists, law enforcement officials, and politicians construct, contest, and corroborate their claims regarding black criminality? How did they use crime among blacks to articulate their vision of race relations in modern urban America: what it was, what it is, and what it should be?\(^6\) How did they incorporate others’ ideas about race into their own suggestions about and solutions to the “Negro Problem”? How did they
produce, translate, and disseminate racial knowledge about crime to others? To put it another way, between 1890 and 1940, how and why did racial crime statistics become what Ted Porter calls a “strategy of communication”—a subject of dialogue and debate—about blacks’ fitness for modern life? Why did black criminality outpace, at times, many competitors—such as body odor, brain size, disease, and intelligence—in the national marketplace of ideas about, and “scientific” proofs of, black inferiority?

In 1928 Thorsten Sellin, one of the nation’s most respected white sociologists, argued that African Americans were unfairly stigmatized by their criminality. His article, “The Negro Criminal: A Statistical Note,” captured the moment when nearly four decades of statistical research on black criminality began to be called into question. In the aftermath of wide-scale racial violence during the Great Migration of black southerners to the urban North, African American researchers in the 1920s published a flurry of new statistical reports of racism among police officers, prosecutors, and court and prison officials. Convinced by the weight of evidence presented by these “New Negro” crime experts and crime fighters—the second generation of academically trained black sociologists and social workers—Sellin brought their work to the attention of his white academic peers. Speaking as a representative of the white majority in a Jim Crow nation, he exposed the “unreliability” of racial crime statistics and the deeply troubling ways in which blackness and criminality shaped racial identity and racial oppression in modern America:

We are prone to judge ourselves by our best traits and strangers by their worst. In the case of the Negro, stranger in our midst, all beliefs prejudicial to him aid in intensifying the feeling of racial antipathy engendered by his color and his social status. The colored criminal does not as a rule enjoy the racial anonymity which cloaks the offenses of individuals of the white race. The press is almost certain to brand him, and the more revolting his crime proves to be the more likely it is that his race will be advertised. In setting the hall-mark of his color upon him, his individuality is in a sense submerged, and instead of a mere thief, robber, or murderer, he becomes a representative of his race, which in its turn is made to suffer for his sins.

Sellin’s “we,” linked to the notion of the Negro as a “stranger in our midst,” marked not only his whiteness but also and more importantly, his
position within a dominant racialized community with the power to define those outside it. That same power, Sellin implied, could be used to break with the past—to change the future of race relations—because crime itself was not the core issue. Rather, the problem was racial criminalization: the stigmatization of crime as “black” and the masking of crime among whites as individual failure. The practice of linking crime to blacks, as a racial group, but not whites, he concluded, reinforced and reproduced racial inequality.

The issue here was not whether crime was real. Instead, what struck Sellin as the key variable to expose and contextualize was the ideological currency of black criminality. Since the 1890s influential black crime experts such as W. E. B. Du Bois, a pioneering social scientist, and Ida B. Wells, an internationally-known antilynching activist, labored tirelessly to deralicize black criminality. Although their early efforts to convince white academic and activist peers failed repeatedly, Sellin owed a great debt to their struggle, and ultimately their vision of racial justice. Their vision of fairness and equality included a society in which innocent law-abiding blacks would not suffer the sins of individual black failures. They imagined African Americans within what sociologist Orlando Patterson calls the “broader moral community” of the United States. Black scholars and activists pursued something akin to color-blind criminal justice by arguing that equal treatment, was the first step toward disentangling race and crime, destroying a pillar of racism, and creating a society in which blacks, like their white immigrant counterparts, were included within, as Du Bois wrote, the “pale of nineteenth-century Humanity.” They may not have set the terms of the initial discourse, but they most certainly altered it over time in unanticipated ways. Thus for Sellin and for the many black experts marginalized within the academy (but cited in his notes), black criminality had become the most significant and durable signifier of black inferiority in white people’s minds since the dawn of Jim Crow. During the 1930s Sellin would leverage his influence alongside the persistent efforts of black scholars and activists to break the legacy of racial criminalization, to disentangle race from crime.

*The Condemnation of Blackness* reconstructs the key moments, beginning one generation after slavery, when new sources of statistical data were joined to ongoing debates about the future place of African Americans in modern urban America. With the publication of the 1890 census, prison statistics for the first time became the basis of a national discussion about blacks as a distinct and dangerous criminal population. In the
wake of the Civil War and Reconstruction, when the culture and politics of white supremacy in the South and across the nation were being reconstituted, African American freedom fueled far-reaching anxieties among many white Americans. The census marked twenty-five years of freedom and was, consequently, a much-anticipated data source for assessing blacks’ status in a post-slavery era.

New statistical and racial identities forged out of raw census data showed that African Americans, as 12 percent of the population, made up 30 percent of the nation’s prison population. Although specially designed race-conscious laws, discriminatory punishments, and new forms of everyday racial surveillance had been institutionalized by the 1890s as a way to suppress black freedom, white social scientists presented the new crime data as objective, color-blind, and incontrovertible. Neither the dark color of southern chain gangs nor the pale hue of northern police mattered to the truth of black crime statistics.

From this moment forward, notions about blacks as criminals materialized in national debates about the fundamental racial and cultural differences between African Americans and native-born whites and European immigrants. These debates also informed questions about appropriate levels of African American access to the social and economic infrastructure of the nation. Calls for greater African American access to public education, for example, were challenged by statistical arguments that education turned black people into criminals. Still, to friend and foe alike, black criminality offered both a discursive and a practical solution to healing the deep sectional divisions of a war-torn nation. For white Americans of every ideological stripe—from radical southern racists to northern progressives—African American criminality became one of the most widely accepted bases for justifying prejudicial thinking, discriminatory treatment, and/or acceptance of racial violence as an instrument of public safety.

Tracing the emergence and evolution of the statistical discourse on black criminality sheds new light on the urban North as a crucial site for the production of modern ideas about race, crime, and punishment. On the one hand, the dominant historical narratives about black criminality before the 1960s have been told through southern criminal justice practices and framed as premodern. Racist southern politicians, vigilante criminal justice officials, and body-parts-collecting lynch mobs during the long Jim Crow era have formed the core subject matter of these backward-looking studies. On the other hand, the prevailing history of
the northern criminal justice system, starting in the nineteenth century, has been a modernizing narrative, one in which the development of everything from prisons to policing to juvenile justice to probation and parole has turned almost exclusively on the experiences of native-born whites and European immigrants. In this literature, it is as if black criminality had not been shaped by modern ideas or modern agencies, or that very little happening in the urban North pertained to black experiences until the post-World War II era. Much historical and sociological scholarship proceeds from this vantage point, giving the impression that the history of racial criminalization began and ended in the Jim Crow South. Then in the late 1960s, according to most accounts, a latent subculture of violence erupted and spread across the nation’s northern inner-cities. But the statistical discourse on black criminality from the 1890s forward was a modern invention that encapsulated northern and southern ideas about race and crime. Many postbellum race-relations writers innovatively pointed out that the highest rates of black criminality could be found in the cosmopolitan, freedom-loving urban North. Since then, such “indisputable” statistical evidence from places like Chicago, New York, and Philadelphia has been at the heart of modern ideas about race and crime.

At the dawn of the twentieth century, in a rapidly industrializing, urbanizing, and demographically shifting America, blackness was refashioned through crime statistics. It became a more stable racial category in opposition to whiteness through racial criminalization. Consequently, white criminality gradually lost its fearsomeness. This book asks, how did European immigrants—the Irish and the Italians and the Polish, for example—gradually shed their criminal identities while blacks did not? In other words, how did criminality go from plural to singular?

By examining both immigrant and black crime discourses in the urban North as they were mutually constituted by new statistical data and made meaningful to a Jim Crow nation, we can more easily discern distinct (and novel) patterns of talking about race and crime. Rather than following the lead of social historians of working-class immigrant and black communities who link ethnic culture to distinct patterns of criminal behavior, this book explores the genealogy of distinct patterns of racial crime discourses. In the period under investigation, crime, despite its variability in form and expression across groups, was a ubiquitous problem across the nation—so much a problem in the urban North that it was not clear that blackness would eventually become its sole signifier.
Even the wellsprings of violent crime, as historian and criminologist Jeffrey S. Adler found in his recent definitive study of homicide in Progressive era Chicago, flowed from the same broader cultural, social, economic, and demographic shifts and tensions affecting all non-elite urban people. “Contrary to the impressions of most observers,” he writes, “African American violence was similar to white violence. It resembled white homicide in the form it took; and African-American violence paralleled white violence in how that form changed.”

From the 1890s through the 1930s, from the Progressive era through Prohibition, African Americans had no monopoly on social banditry, crimes of resistance, or underground entrepreneurship; the “weapons of the weak” and “lower-class oppositional culture” extended far and wide and in many directions. The Condemnation of Blackness demonstrates and explains how ideas of racial inferiority and crime became fastened to African Americans by contrast to ideas of class and crime that shaped views of European immigrants and working-class whites.

Whiteness scholars have shown how crucial the attributes of skin color, European ancestry, and the gradual adoption of anti-black racism were to immigrant assimilation “into the singular ‘white race.’” Such benefits, Thomas Guglielmo found recently, even secured the whiteness of Chicago’s “Sicilian Gunmen” because their criminality “never positioned them as non-white in any sustained or systematic way.” Building on whiteness and critical race scholarship, I explore how postbellum southern black out-migration to the urban North—to Philadelphia, Chicago, and New York in particular—fueled an invidious black migration narrative framed by crime statistics and reshaped broader racial discourses on immigration and urbanization during Progressive era. Evoking the specter of black rapists and murderers moving north one step ahead of lynch mobs, innovative racial demographers such as Frederick L. Hoffman explicitly sanitized and normalized the criminality of northern white working and immigrant classes. Consequently, the black southern migrant—the “Negro, stranger in our midst”—was marked as an exceptionally dangerous newcomer.

One of the strongest claims this book makes is that statistical comparisons between the Foreign-born and the Negro were foundational to the emergence of distinctive modern discourses on race and crime. For all the ways in which poor Irish immigrants of the mid-nineteenth century were labeled members of the dangerous classes, criminalized by Anglo-Saxon police, and over-incarcerated in the nation’s failing prisons, Progres-
sive era social scientists used statistics and sociology to create a pathway for their redemption and rehabilitation. A generation before the Chicago School of Sociology systematically destroyed the immigrant house of pathology built by social Darwinists and eugenicists, Progressive era social scientists were innovating environmental theories of crime and delinquency while using crime statistics to demonstrate the assimilability of the Irish, the Italian, and the Jew by explicit contrast to the Negro. White progressives often discounted crime statistics or disregarded them altogether in favor of humanizing European immigrants, as in much of Jane Addams’s writings. In one of the first academic textbooks on crime, Charles R. Henderson, a pioneering University of Chicago social scientist, declared that “the evil [of immigrant crime] is not so great as statistics carelessly interpreted might prove.” He explained that age and sex ratios—too many young males—skewed the data. But where the “Negro factor” is concerned, Henderson continued, “racial inheritance, physical and mental inferiority, barbarian and slave ancestry and culture,” were among the “most serious factors in crime statistics.”

Similar comparisons would echo for the rest of the twentieth century. The Progressive era was indeed the founding moment for the emergence of an enduring statistical discourse of black dysfunctionality rather than the 1960s, as is commonly believed. The post-Moynihan social-scientific and public policy view of black pathology that scholars such as Robin D. G. Kelley criticize as “ghetto ethnography” began, statistically speaking, in the 1890s. The racial project of making blacks the “thing against which normality, whiteness, and functionality have been defined,” was foundational to the making of modern urban America. Shaped by racial ideology and racism, the statistical ghetto emerged, study by study, in the Progressive era as the northern Black Belt formed block by block. Inextricably linked at birth, they grew up together.

Northern black crime statistics and migration trends in the 1890s, 1900s, and 1910s were woven together into a cautionary tale about the exceptional threat black people posed to modern society. In the Windy City, in the City of Brotherly Love, and in the nation’s Capital of Commerce this tale was told, infused with symbolic references to American civilization, to American modernity, and to the fictive promised land of unending opportunity for all who, regardless of race or class or nationality, sought their fortunes. In these imagined communities of a post-slavery, post-Reconstruction civil rights America, “color-blind universalism” added an additional thread of contempt to the narrative. In a moment when
most white Americans believed in the declining significance of racism, statistical evidence of excessive rates of black arrests and the overrepresentation of black prisoners in the urban North was seen by many whites as indisputable proof of black inferiority.33

What else but black pathology could explain black failure in these modern meccas of opportunity? Unlike subsequent commentators in the 1920s and 1930s, Progressive era white race-relations writers frequently asserted that racism had nothing to do with black criminality. They self-consciously critiqued black criminality in what they perceived to be race-neutral language. The numbers “speak for themselves” was one frequent refrain, followed by “I am not a racist.”34 A variant attached to both rhetorical strategies accused black race-relations writers of being biased and sentimental toward their own. They were accused of “coddling” their own criminals and excusing their behavior. When black experts dug in, when they made forceful counterarguments of epidemic racism in the heyday of “separate but equal”—even in the North—they were often charged with playing the race card (a concept then still in its infancy). The familiar resonance of these statements and exchanges is a testament to their longevity in American culture and society.35

One explanation for the staying power of black crime rhetoric is that it had far more proponents than opponents compared to other racial concepts.36 Beginning in the late nineteenth century, the statistical rhetoric of the “Negro criminal” became a proxy for a national discourse on black inferiority. As an “objective” measure, it also became a tool to shield white Americans from the charge of racism when they used black crime statistics to support discriminatory public policies and social welfare practices. Evidence throughout the first half of this book shows that the gap in the racial crime rhetoric between avowedly white supremacist writers and white progressives narrowed significantly when it came to discussing black crime, vice, and immorality. Progressive era white social scientists and reformers often reified the racial criminalization process by framing white criminals sympathetically as victims of industrialization. They described a “great army of unfortunates” juxtaposed against an army of self-destructive and pathological blacks who were their “own worst enemies.”37 Race and crime linkages fueled an early antiliberal resentment that pushed African Americans to the margins of an expanding public and private collaboration of social, civic, and political reform.38 Northern white settlement house workers, for example, drew on these ideas when they
limited their crime prevention efforts “for whites only.” Local YMCA officials, playground managers, and recreation center supervisors drew on these ideas when they locked black youngsters out of constructive sites of leisure and supervised play. Trans-ethnic gangs of white men—backed by consenting police officers—drew on these ideas as they attacked black pedestrians and homeowners in an increasingly violent and enduring contest over racialized space in the urban North.

To be sure, racial liberals—a subset of white progressives—pushed back against the rising tide of northern segregation, discrimination, and violence during the Progressive era. Such leaders as Jane Addams and Mary White Ovington distinguished themselves in their NAACP commitments to civil and political rights. Drawing on the pioneering work of cultural anthropologist Franz Boas, racial liberals also promoted new cultural explanations of black criminality and rejected the biological determinism of the racial Darwinists who had dominated scientific discourse on race since the mid-nineteenth century. But there were limits to Boas’s culture concept. The statistical evidence of black criminality remained rooted in the concept of black inferiority or black pathology despite a shift in the social scientific discourse on the origins of race and crime. The shift from a racial biological frame to a racial cultural frame kept race at the heart of the discourse. Although racist notions of (permanent) biological inferiority gave way to liberal notions of (temporary) cultural inferiority, racial liberals continued to distinguish black criminality from white and ethnic criminality. In effect, they incriminated black culture. Attempts to deemphasize blackness and provide social welfare for African Americans never matched the scale or intensity of the Americanization project among immigrants. The racial-cultural content of white ethnic criminality gradually began to lose its currency during the Progressive era, while black criminality became more visible (and more contested by blacks).

Black crime researchers and reformers in fact contributed to and drew inspiration from the cultural discourse on crime. Many black elites had embraced Victorian ideals of morality and respectability in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, often trumping their white elite counterparts in sophistication and refinement. Seeing themselves as walking billboards for the race’s capacity for equal citizenship, and distinguishing themselves from “uncouth” and “criminally inclined” poor blacks, black elites often employed the language of racial uplift and the
“politics of respectability” to describe black criminality in terms of class and culture. Their race-relations writings and their social welfare efforts were often shot through with class bias and victim-blaming. At times, black northern elites were especially contemptuous of southern migrants. In rhetoric alone, when speaking to all-black audiences or when seeking credibility and financial support from white benefactors, their talk about black criminality seemed indistinguishable from that of their white counterparts. In the first post-civil rights era of the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries—Jim Crow’s early years—ideology often trumped race for African Americans vying for political, economic, and social resources among whites. Conservative black opinion makers and race reformers who dwelt on the self-destructive behavior of poor blacks were more likely than antiracist activists to be heralded as clear-eyed and unbiased by their influential white peers.43

For some African American writers and reformers, black criminality was a passport to relevancy in a wider white world in which black voices were actively suppressed.44 Others, such as James Stemons, a Philadelphia race-relations reformer and local crime fighter, used black criminality to engage in a kind of double-speak: they used the rhetoric of black criminality to draw attention to themselves for the purposes of critiquing racism. Often out of genuine concern for public safety, Stemons, Du Bois, Wells, and many others did not ignore crime in their own communities. But neither did they ignore the racial double standards in the urban crime discourse, the mistreatment of black suspects and criminals, and the poor quality of police protection offered to black communities. Despite their elitism, many black reformers tended to offer “root-cause solutions” alongside their class-infused cultural critiques of black criminality.45

Progressive era black social scientists and reformers also exposed and challenged the limits of racial liberalism long before the post-World War II failures of residential and workplace integration in the urban North fueled a national civil rights movement and set the stage for a national political backlash against liberalism.46 White social workers and white philanthropists failed to invest sufficient material resources into the uplift of African American urbanites, advising these communities to “work out their own salvation” before others could help them. But black progressives cried foul, and they pressed for the same responses to their needs that were being offered to white working-class and immigrant urbanites.
As much as they embraced the self-help ethos of the era, and as willing as they were to pull themselves up by their bootstraps and build churches, settlement houses, schools, businesses, labor organizations, and entertainment venues in their own communities, they recognized that, dollar for dollar, African Americans stood most in need of community investment and economic resources but were least likely to be helped. In the segregated black communities of the urban North, members of the working class and the elite recognized that thoughtful, constructive crime prevention cost money, lots of it. White philanthropy was the dominant financial source for all crime-prevention efforts, but native-born poor whites and new immigrants received the lion’s share of attention and aid. The hidden cost to black residents was not simply victimization by bad guys, but also brutality by bad police officers and the loss of faith in American society by the young and old, who saw the police as a representation of the government’s malign neglect of black people in general. As black sociologist Kelly Miller noted, thoughtful, caring policing was an important solution to inspiring blacks to invest in their own citizenship. Better policing would lead to better citizens in a feedback loop. The empathy police officers brought to black communities would be one pathway, he argued, through which African Americans would come to know they were valued in modern urban America.

Beyond their own need to distinguish themselves from social and cultural inferiors, black reformers noted time and time again that the stigma of criminality fell most heavily on the most disadvantaged, isolated, and neglected people of the urban North. As they saw it, the Progressive era discourse of black criminality was at its best a self-serving justification for segregation and black self-help even as its proponents—white elites—helped Europe’s huddled masses by advocating for social welfare agencies, recreation facilities, better policing, economic fairness, and an end to political corruption. At its worst, the stigma of criminality was an intellectual defense of lynching, colonial-style criminal justice practices, and genocide.

The worst fears of black race-relations writers, crime experts, and social workers came true when widespread mob violence and race riots erupted across the urban North during the Great Migration years and beyond. Out of the bloodshed, black researchers and reformers rewrote black criminality in terms of racism in the criminal justice system. They tied testimonies of white police officers’ complicity in anti-black violence
to evidence that Progressive era white vice had been deliberately relocated by police (and politicians) from immigrant communities into segregated black communities. Police misconduct, corruption, and brutality, they argued, helped to produce disproportionately high black arrest rates, the starting point for high juvenile delinquency commitments and adult prison rates. In this new formulation, New Negro researchers and civil rights activists such as Charles S. Johnson, Anna Thompson, and Walter White used statistical evidence of racial disparities in the northern criminal justice system as evidence that racial crime statistics were an unreliable index of black behavior. National Urban League and NAACP-affiliated black social scientists and reformers effectively appropriated the mainstream environmental discourse of white progressives and later Chicago School sociologists, breaking, for a time, the double standard that had long precluded such logic from working on behalf of African Americans. Sellin’s 1928 article captured the ascendance of this formulation and its legitimacy among some of the most influential white sociologists and criminologists in the country.

Yet even as National Urban League reports and NAACP press releases brought unprecedented attention to new evidence of police brutality and called into question racial disparities in northern prisons in the 1920s and 1930s, black criminality remained a racial problem. Certainly, civil rights workers significantly transformed black criminality discourse among many white social scientists and white liberal social reformers. Their activism also contributed greatly to one of the most persistent themes within civil rights discourse—the fight for due process and equal protection within the criminal justice system. But an emergent civil rights critique of racial criminalization did not dissolve the link between race and crime.

By 1940, on the eve of the Second World War and a northward migration three times larger than the Progressive era migration, black criminality had not become a universal signifier of poverty and social marginalization; it had not become a universal social problem in the same way that Americanization helped to unbind nationality and criminality in the Progressive era. New knowledge of racial criminalization and a new awareness of the limits of black crime statistics had not guaranteed a New Deal for blacks or a fundamental shift in the scale or intensity of social, economic, or political reform directed toward black communities. New Negro antiracism and crime prevention gained a foothold in the
broader ideological debate about the origins of black inequality just when America’s inner-city landscapes were undergoing dramatic changes. The harvest of white ethnic succession—economic mobility, suburban home ownership, union membership, and whites-only schools, playgrounds, and recreation centers—sown in the seeds of Progressive era reforms and crime prevention fueled a growing antiliberal sentiment that northern blacks were still their own worst enemies because immigrants by dint of hard work escaped slums in spite of poverty, nativism, and police misconduct.51

But contrary to popular belief, the gradual quieting of the statistical discourse on white ethnic criminality was as much the consequence of racial ideology linking whiteness with class oppression as it was the result of new social and economic interventions at the state and federal levels.52 Liberalism fueled immigrant success even as racial liberalism foundered on the shoals of black criminality. From the New Deal through the post-World War II period and for decades beyond, “the federal government, though seemingly race-neutral, functioned as a commanding instrument of white privilege.” It was a period “when affirmative action was white,” according to historian Ira Katznelson. “[A]t the very moment when a wide array of public polices was providing most white Americans with valuable tools to advance their social welfare—insure their old age, get good jobs, acquire economic security, build assets, and gain middle-class status—most black Americans were left behind or left out.”53

African Americans were also left behind in the federal government’s new Uniform Crime Reports, a breakthrough achievement in crime reporting developed in the 1930s. The new annual federal crime reports became the most authoritative statistical measure of race and crime in New Deal America, superseding decennial census data. Not only did these reports breathe new life into racial crime statistics, reversing gains made by black crime experts since the 1890s. The authors gradually removed the “Foreign Born” category from the crime tables, and by the early 1940s, “Black” stood as the unmitigated signifier of deviation (and deviance) from the normative category of “White.”54

The preceding half-century of increasing statistical segregation and expanding residential segregation naturalized black inferiority, justified black inequality, and tended to mask black counter-discourses and resistance, shaping race relations into the second half of the twentieth
century. Although by the 1930s the statistical discourse on black criminality in the urban North was far more contested than it had been in the 1890s, it remained largely rooted in segregationist thought and practice and in competing visions of blacks’ place in modern urban America.
In 1884 Nathaniel Southgate Shaler, a Harvard scientist and a prolific writer on late-nineteenth-century race relations, wrote his first article on what he and many others called the “Negro Problem.” Like many contemporaries in the years following Reconstruction, Shaler believed that no other nation of the “civilized” world had a difficulty as great as America’s Negro Problem. All evils old and new—militarism, monarchism, and the racial threat to Anglo-Saxon purity posed by the new global mobility of the Irish, Italians, and other so-called inferior races of Europe in the industrial age—paled in comparison, he warned, to the problem of the presence of black people in America. “There can be no sort of doubt that, judged by the light of all experience, these people are a danger to America greater and more insuperable than any of those that menace the other great civilized states of the world.” Shaler believed that white men of the late nineteenth century—white men of science, white men of the industrial age, white men of the modern world—had inherited this predicament from their seventeenth- and eighteen-century fathers, who had been “too stupid to see or too careless to consider anything but immediate gains” when they enslaved Africans in America. “It was their presence here that was the evil, and for this none of the men of our century are responsible,” he wrote, assuaging the guilt of his *Atlantic Monthly* readers, who would now have to continue the heavy lifting of rebuilding and reconciling a war-torn nation racked by uncertainty and anxiety about its future.1

Shaler’s articles emerged at a crucial moment in post Civil War debates about the future of black freedom in America. His studies and many others’ illuminate regional instabilities—between the North and South—within scientific and popular discourses on the nature and meaning of blackness. Their ideas reveal the stakes for late nineteenth-century
race-relations writers in search of an objective and unifying basis by which to measure and judge black fitness and behavior for survival, labor, and citizenship in a newly-modernizing nation. For these influential writers, postbellum census reports ushered in a racial data revolution that became the linchpin of an emerging white supremacist discourse on saving the nation through knowledge and acceptance of black death and self destruction.

This latest crisis had begun in the 1860s. In a moment equivalent to a historical blink of the eye, four million people were transformed from property to human beings to would-be citizens of the nation. Only a decade before, few white Americans other than abolitionists had anticipated that black people would become the legal equivalents of white people. In those outrageously heady days of the 1850s when slavery debates still raged, colonization schemes were still being hatched, and white optimism still percolated for black extinction if emancipation had to come, the possibility of living among and abiding black judges, politicians, and schoolteachers was, for many, unimaginable.2

By decade’s end the unimaginable had become reality, and the prospect of settlement and incorporation of African Americans added urgency and confusion to what many whites already saw as a desperate situation. “Now, far more than at any time hitherto, the white people of the United States . . . seem to be particularly interested to know precisely what manner of man the negro [sic] is,” proclaimed one writer in his 1868 introduction to The Negroes in Negroland; The Negroes in America; and Negroes Generally, a timely collection of previously published statements by some of the most respected European travelers to Africa and American men of renown. “Of these American writers, those from the North are here more particularly referred to; and it is trusted that the reader will ponder well the words of such truly able and representative men as John Adams, Daniel Webster, Horace Mann, Theodore Parker, Samuel George Morton, William Henry Seward, and others of scarcely less distinction.” In a nutshell, “disinterested” and authoritative white men the world over, from European colonists and anthropologists to American presidents and statesmen, had the same warning to dispatch, according to Hinton Rowan Helper: “Negroes” with their “crime-stained blackness” could not rise to a plane any higher than that of “base and beastlike savagery.” Helper presented his collection of expert opinions as an archaeologist uses fossils to reconstruct some prehistoric creature for the world to behold with gratitude that it no longer walks the earth. In
Helper’s case, the caption for posterity read: terrible things await a nation bent on handing ballots to beasts. “Seeing, then, that the negro does, indeed, belong to a lower and inferior order of beings, why in the name of Heaven, why,” he pleaded with his readers, “should we forever degrade and disgrace both ourselves and our posterity by entering, of our own volition, into more intimate relations with him? May God, in his restraining mercy, forbid that we should ever do this most foul and wicked thing!”

Helper’s warning failed. Reconstruction proceeded, but not before the seeds of dread, planted by Helper and many other post-emancipation writers, spread across the nation like crabgrass in June. When Shaler began writing about the Negro Problem after federal troops had withdrawn from the South, after ex-Confederates had returned to power, and after the nation had set itself on a path of reconciliation, those seeds continued to produce apprehension about a future fraught with peril. “The forecast of the unprejudiced observer was exceedingly unfavorable. Every experiment of freeing blacks on this continent,” Shaler wrote with seeming exasperation, “has in the end resulted in even worse conditions than slavery brought to them.” Haiti and Jamaica were perfect demonstrations of how blacks’ “defects” could wreak havoc on civilization. Haitians had once belonged to a colonial society of great “fertile lands” and “great industries of sugar and coffee culture” built on “mild slavery.” But with a corrupt government and a failed economy, “the black race [had] fallen through its freedom to a state that is but savagery with a little veneer of European customs.” These were “a people without a single trace of promise except that of extinction through the diseases of sloth and vice.” Jamaica was just as bad. It had once been a “garden land of the tropics,” the “British of the South,” but had now become a land of “barbarism.”

America must take heed, Shaler continued. Friends of the race who had not simply fought for blacks’ freedom but also demanded their “complete enfranchisement as American citizens,” who by blind faith and by declaration tried to “fit them for a place in the structure of a self-controlling society,” did not realize that “resolutions cannot help this rooted nature of man.” “The real dangers that this African blood brings to our state,” Shaler cautioned, lay in “the peculiarities of nature which belong to the negroes as a race.” Unlike in “our own race inheritance,” black brains stopped developing sooner, leaving “the negroes” with an animal nature unaltered by the “fruits of civilization.” The results were devastating: blacks
were incapable of controlling their sexual impulses; they were unable to work together for a common purpose; and, most importantly, they had no power to delay gratification and plan for the future. Despite their “charming nature,” their “quick sensibilities,” and their “present Americanized shape,” these “peculiarities” were easily overlooked by those who did not “know the negro by long and large experience,” and who falsely believed that they were like them. With patience and “the opportunity to search closely into the nature of this race, they will perceive that the inner man is really as singular, as different in motives from themselves, as his outward appearance indicates.” “There can be no doubt,” Shaler proclaimed, “that for centuries to come the task of weaving these African threads of life into our society will be the greatest of all American problems.”

To some readers of Shaler’s many race-relations articles, which spanned some twenty years beginning in the 1880s, Shaler might have been mistaken for a typical southern racist with a penchant for anti-black rhetoric and a fondness for scolding northerners for their radical excesses during Reconstruction caused by their belief that “the negro is only a black white man.” These readers would not have been totally wrong; he had much in common with writers like Helper. Shaler was a son of the South, born in 1841 in a slaveholding community in Kentucky, where his father practiced medicine. Reared in an environment of “southern racial paternalism,” he certainly knew firsthand the customs and habits of the Old South. Beyond that, however, Shaler saw himself as a “friend of the Negro.” He supported emancipation. He was a vocal supporter of industrial education for freedmen, drawing extensively on the expertise and personal observations of General Samuel Chapman Armstrong, a white commander of a black regiment during the Civil War, founder of Hampton Agricultural and Industrial Institute in 1868, and Booker T. Washington’s mentor. Although Shaler accepted legalized segregation as a short-term solution, he rejected it in the long run. These positions marked him and many of his contemporaries, to varying degrees, as late-nineteenth-century racial liberals.

Shaler also came to intellectual maturity in a far different milieu than the southern one in which he was reared. He attended Harvard for his undergraduate and graduate training, becoming a professor in paleontology at the university in 1870. As a young naturalist he was trained by or personally met some of the leading American and European race scientists of the day, including Louis Aggasiz, G. Stanley Hall, and Charles
Darwin. Through their influence and his own talents, Shaler built a career in the North that touched not only the lives of an estimated seven thousand Harvard graduates, but also the lives of countless others through his numerous articles in popular monthlies. Historian John Haller notes that Shaler’s “views about mankind, half scientific, half opinion and recollection, gave him a position of immense authority in the ripening of American attitudes on race.”

With one foot in the past and one foot in the future, Shaler was at the leading edge of post-emancipation racial science. He was one of the first naturalists and race-relations experts to call for the greater use of social scientific methods, particularly social statistics, to measure the behavioral characteristics of black people. Key individuals, such as the pioneering racial demographer Frederick L. Hoffman, would make major contributions to the social scientific study of black people, answering Shaler’s early call precisely because they made novel use of statistics, especially racial crime statistics. Equally important, Shaler was one of the first scientists of his stature and influence in the post-emancipation period to leverage his northern credentials against his homegrown southern sympathies in a call for national reconciliation—what he called “a union of endeavor on the part of those of North and South, of ex-slaveholder and ex-abolitionist alike”—in the scientific study of the Negro Problem. “In many ways Shaler’s concern for the Negro typified the change taking place in the New England mind in the late nineteenth century,” writes Haller. “Shaler accepted no justification for slavery, but he felt too much importance had been made of the southerner’s sin and not enough of the Negro’s place in nature.”

The post-emancipation period demanded a fresh and immediate inquiry into the new reality of black freedom in America. What grade of humankind were these Africans in America? What quality of citizenship did they truly deserve? What manner of coexistence should be tolerated? These were the burning questions that animated the minds of many white Americans, especially scientists, journalists, and reformers, a generation after the Civil War. These pioneering post-emancipation writers set out to lead the way in analyzing this brand-new situation while producing new knowledge about the true nature of black people.

Since Thomas Jefferson had famously penned Notes on the State of Virginia in 1787, numerous American scientific and lay writers had speculated about the natural traits and tendencies of blacks and their fundamental differences from whites. Before emancipation, this had been a
constantly evolving discourse tied to ideological perspectives on various aspects of black enslavement and resistance. But never before had race experts faced an intellectual challenge of the scale of mass freedom that so clearly demanded fresh insight. Now in freedom, many of the experts reasoned, blacks would have to rise or fall on their own virtues or vices, no longer benefiting from American slavery, which many like Shaler praised as “the mildest and most decent system of slavery that ever existed.” Since blacks’ vices by far outweighed their virtues, the experts claimed, without the “strong control” of their masters the freedmen would “naturally” tend over the coming generations “to revert to their ancestral condition.”

On one level, such thinking demonstrates the urgency for Shaler’s generation of race-relations writers to understand what, exactly, blacks’ “ancestral condition” was. On another level, their a priori belief in black inferiority—that “the inherited qualities of the negroes to a great degree unfit them to carry the burden of our own civilization,” as Shaler explained—meant that they really wanted to know the specific ways these inherited qualities made blacks harmful or helpful to America as citizens, not as slaves. They set out to revisit and revise old race theories based on the new reality of freedom.

The monumental shift from slavery to freedom meant more than the transformation of slaves into freedmen—the realization of the hopes and prayers and resistance of four million people; it also meant a paradigm shift in the terms used to discuss, debate, and deal with them. The slavery problem became the Negro Problem. What began, in Shaler’s words, as the historical problem of “African negro blood that an evil past” had “imposed” on the nation turned into a contemporary crisis centered on an array of social issues related to what places blacks would fill and at what pace they would enter the modern urban world as citizens.

Using new data from the 1870, 1880, and 1890 U.S. census reports, the earliest demographic studies to measure the full scale of black life in freedom, these post-emancipation writers helped to create the racial knowledge necessary to shape the future of race relations. Racial knowledge that had been dominated by anecdotal, hereditarian, and pseudo-biological theories of race would gradually be transformed by new social scientific theories of race and society and new tools of analysis, namely racial statistics and social surveys. Out of the new methods and data sources, black criminality would emerge, alongside disease and intelligence, as a fundamental measure of black inferiority. From the 1890s
through the first four decades of the twentieth century, black criminality would become one of the most commonly cited and longest-lasting justifications for black inequality and mortality in the modern urban world.

Throughout the first half of the nineteenth century, before freedom arrived, much of what passed as racial knowledge in the United States was rooted in the context of slavery and relied on personal observation as the basis for measuring the physical and social characteristics of black people. Beginning in the 1830s in response to the abolitionist movement, proslavery writers, many of them slaveholders, sought to justify chattel slavery as the natural state of existence for blacks. In addition to what they claimed to see with their own eyes, they drew on the received wisdom of the day: a combination of Old World travel literature on African savagery; New World race-making through colonial and state slave laws; the pseudoscientific race ranking of Enlightenment naturalists, such as Carolus Linnaeus’s *Systemae Naturae* and Johann Friedrich Blumenbach’s *On the Natural Variety of Mankind*; and plain old common sense, given the daily reality of the master-slave relationship as a self-evident and God-sanctioned legitimation of white over black. It all seemed the natural order of things. Southern lawyer William Drayton, for example, wrote in an anti-abolitionist pamphlet in 1836 that “personal observation must convince every candid man, that the negro is constitutionally indolent, voluptuous, and prone to vice, that his mind is heavy, dull, and unambitious; that the doom that has made the African in all ages and countries, a slave—is the natural consequence of the inferiority of his character.”

Proslavery writers’ personal observations went far toward mobilizing the intellectual and political justification for perpetual slavery and eventual secession. Since so much hinged on their anecdotal claims in an ideologically charged and highly politicized context, their credibility and authority were constantly subject to challenge. Southerners generally assumed that northern writers—scholars trained in northern universities or journalists or reformers for northern publications such as the *Atlantic Monthly*—were sympathetic to blacks. Northerners assumed the opposite about southern writers. That is why Hinton Rowan Helper, heir to this problem, was so explicit about the credibility and objectivity of his sources, highlighting their spatial distance from slavery and their status as men of character and high principle who stood above the fray and whose opinions could be trusted. Even though the sectional differences
that had culminated in war never perfectly matched the ideological differences between northern and southern race-relations experts, writers tended to assume that they did. Although anecdotal evidence remained a key source of racial knowledge well into the twentieth century, it left writers vulnerable to regional suspicions and accusations of sectional bias, leading gradually to greater desire for and reliance on “scientific” evidence to overcome this credibility gap.\(^\text{22}\)

The scientific effort to prove beyond doubt just how and why African Americans were inferior began in earnest among nineteenth-century scientists of the human body. Historians of scientific racism have variously called these men naturalists, physiognomists, anthropometrists, physicans, and biologists because of their common efforts to measure every aspect of the human body in search of fundamental racial differences. Setting the gold standard for this research early on by linking cranial capacity to racial fitness, Samuel George Morton, a Philadelphia physician and naturalist and one of Helper’s experts, began amassing eight hundred human skulls in 1820, the largest collection in the world. In 1849 he published findings that the English, the Germans, and the American whites were superior racial groups compared to American blacks, Chinese, and Indians. He based these findings on the volume of shot pellets or pepper seed it took to fill the skulls represented by each racial group. Although Morton himself later admitted that he had not accounted for the physical size and gender differences of those who had once been attached to the skulls—a serious lapse in his research methodology—his work was incredibly influential.

With the groundbreaking 1859 publication of Charles Darwin’s *On the Origin of Species by Means of Natural Selection, or the Preservation of Favored Races in the Struggle for Life*, the pursuit of racial knowledge through the scientific study of the body reached unprecedented heights. Many scientists followed the path blazed by Morton and Darwin, searching for the holy grail of racial difference in brain size, gray matter, skin color, genitalia, body odor, hair texture, head shape, facial shape, and jaw angle, to name a few.\(^\text{23}\)

Still others combined personal observation with the imprimatur of science, as did Josiah C. Nott, an Alabama physician, a student of Morton’s, and the leading American ethnologist in the 1840s and 1850s. As a medical doctor, Nott was one of many clinical researchers at the cutting edge of racial research throughout the nineteenth century.\(^\text{24}\) Much of his “expertise” came from observing patients in his medical practice, from which
he “verified” polygenesis, the early-nineteenth-century religious theory that God had made blacks as a separate and distinct species of humans far beneath whites among His creations. Nott believed that blacks were closer to primates than to whites. In correspondence with slaveholders and others interested in his work, the highly respected scientist liked to call his research the “nigger business” or “niggerology.”

As much a proslavery writer and racist propagandist as he was a scientist, Nott was not alone. “Many a racist awaited breathlessly some scheme of race classification which would withstand the testing methods of science and was prepared—once such a method was found—to pile mountains of ad hoc theory concerning the character and temperament of the races onto any discoveries concerning their measurable physical differences.” Even when proof of such physical differences eluded them, writes Thomas Gossett, racist scientists assumed mental differences: “They did not really need proof for what they knew was there.” By the latter half of the nineteenth century, scientific research had become an irresistible temptation for opponents of black freedom.

Despite this popularity, by the 1880s the best scientific efforts to prove the physical inferiority of African Americans had fallen short. Some leading scientists slowly recognized that variations within so-called races matched or exceeded those found between them. This fact did not hinder the blind faith of most Americans, including a rapidly growing segment of northerners, that “negroes” were nearly subhuman. But it did continue to undercut the many assertions of black inferiority by a growing cohort of white supremacists. White supremacist members of the Ku Klux Klan, the Knights of the White Camelia, and other terrorist groups in the South who shed the blood of black Republicans and enterprising black sharecroppers did not care about scientific corroboration. Across the nation, however, white supremacist scholars of the new humanities and social science disciplines, who modeled themselves on the natural sciences, looked to societies, past and present, as the independent variable by which to measure the real fundamental differences between the races. Just as Shaler had done with Haiti and Jamaica, most of these historians, economists, anthropologists, political scientists, and sociologists drew on and contributed to Anglo-Saxon civilizationist discourse, a global and Eurocentric spin on white supremacy. They extolled the Anglo-Saxon origins of democracy and modern political institutions, of which white Americans of English and German ancestry were the descendants and the natural-born leaders of the United States. As Shaler put it,
“Every American, born to the manner of his kind, feels the world open to him” and “when called on [will] be ready for statecraft.”

These new scholars of race and society shifted the scientific study of race toward a behaviorist paradigm, measuring inferiority not just by physical differences but also by the historical and contemporary behavior of “primitive” races in civilized societies. That is, they used evidence of political, economic, and social status found in society to shore up the physical evidence found in the body.

In nineteenth-century industrial America, the great scientific discoveries and technological innovations that unleashed the full potential of fossil fuels and set the United States on a course to be the world’s leading manufacturer and first modern superpower also produced overwhelming economic misery, disease, and death among coal miners, canal diggers, railroad workers, and men, women, and children who populated factories across the country. Inequality in the shape of unprecedented wealth and epidemic poverty called into question the basic principle of a liberal society that all individuals possessed the sacred right to pursue their dreams based on their own abilities and ambitions. While “rapacity, conspicuous waste, and inequality were becoming as American as apple pie,” in historian David Levering Lewis’s words, captains of industry and their political allies considered themselves to be walking examples of modern industrial society at its best. But the messy fact that millions demanded a fairer share of money and power created the need among elites to explain and justify their success. They could not sustain for long their plutocratic control in a democracy based on universal white male suffrage without ideological justification. Some decided that “a little socialism [was] now in order to avoid too much later.” Elites turned to universities and the new social sciences for a knowledge base for the defense of their ideological program. As historian Dorothy Ross observes, they “believed the survival of the Republic virtually depended on their success.”

In this emerging social Darwinist context, all evidence of domination in society by one group over another—as explained by Herbert Spencer, the most influential founder of American sociology and creator of the term “survival of the fittest”—came to be seen as a natural consequence of that group’s inherent superiority. Inequality based on exploitation, coercion, duplicity, and genocide were subsumed within an understanding that the oppressed were dominated because of their own inherent weaknesses. Scientifically speaking, then, industrial elites naturally dominated the working poor, Anglo-Saxons naturally dominated the Celts.
and Mediterranean peoples of Europe, and whites naturally dominated blacks in America. “The superiority of a race cannot be preserved without *pride of blood* and an uncompromising attitude toward the lower races,” proclaimed Edward A. Ross, an avowed Anglo-Saxonist and pioneering sociologist, at one of the earliest annual meetings of the American Academy of Political and Social Science.\(^4^1\)

According to the dictates of Anglo-Saxonism, all lower races were not to be handled in exactly the same way. Although each race had its unique weaknesses, “colored” races in general were to be treated very differently from European races because the latter were within the pale of civilization.\(^4^2\) “The problem of the proletariat, of the distribution of wealth and education, the dangers arising from the great social congestions in our cities, the difficulties of uniting one social order [out of] diverse branches of the Aryan peoples, are trials which we share with every important state in the civilized world,” explained Shaler. European immigrants were indigenous whites; they were assimilable not just culturally and economically but biologically as well. “We can see how English, Irish, French, Germans, and Italians may, after a time of trouble, mingle their blood and their motives in a common race, which may be as strong or even stronger, for the blending these diversities.”\(^4^3\) In this formulation, as post-emancipation writers wrestled with the relative challenges of incorporating various Europeans “races” versus “Africans” into a rapidly growing U.S. economy, Anglo-Saxonism was indistinguishable from white supremacy. In the words of W. E. B. Du Bois, a student of Shaler’s and the first black social scientist to attain national status as a race expert:

> [The] widening of the idea of common humanity is of slow growth and to-day but dimly realized. We grant full citizenship in the World Commonwealth to the “Anglo-Saxon” (whatever that may mean), the Teuton and the Latin; then with just a shade of reluctance we extend it to the Celt and Slav. We half deny it to the yellow races of Asia, admit the brown Indians to an ante-room only on the strength of an undeniable past; but with the Negroes of Africa we come to a full stop, and in its heart the civilized world with one accord denies that these come within the pale of nineteenth-century Humanity.\(^4^4\)

Whatever geology Du Bois learned from Shaler at Harvard, he did not imbibe Shaler’s view of the Negro Problem.\(^4^5\) Numerous scholars have demonstrated that at the moment the Negro Problem was becoming a
major subject of social thought and social scientific investigation, even as social Darwinists, Anglo-Saxonists, and later eugenicists produced volumes of literature on the inferiority of southern and eastern Europeans, late-nineteenth-century race-relations writers began to clearly articulate the modern foundations of white privilege.46

Being on the white side of the color line in the late nineteenth century was by no means adequate protection against oppression of all sorts, including racial violence. In the urban North, xenophobia and nativist violence were daily facts of life among, and against, various European immigrants competing economically, politically, and socially for a small share of the wealth accruing to mostly native-born whites.47 Nevertheless, in a world where blackness presumptively defined savagery, whiteness had its privileges.48 In Rayford Logan’s classic study of the white racial attitudes portrayed in major newspapers and literary magazines of the North between the end of Reconstruction and the rise of Jim Crow, a period he called the “nadir,” he wrote that “the ‘belligerent’ Irishman, the ‘tight-fisted’ Scotsman, the ‘dumb’ Swede were inherently less objectionable than the ‘lazy, improvident, child-like, irresponsible, chicken-stealing, crap-shooting, policy-playing, razor-toting, immoral and criminal’ Negro.”49 The anti-immigrant expressions of free blacks of the antebellum North also testified to the advantages of European newcomers; they observed firsthand the adoption of anti-black racism by new immigrants and the steady erosion of job opportunities for blacks. “Every hour,” wrote Frederick Douglass, “sees us elbowed out of some employment to make room perhaps for some newly-arrived immigrants, whose hunger and color are thought to give them especial favor.”50 In his recent study of late-nineteenth- and early-twentieth-century Italian migration to Chicago, historian Thomas Guglielmo echoes the arguments and observations of Logan and Douglass:

In the end, Italians’ many perceived racial inadequacies aside, they were still largely accepted as white by the widest variety of people and institutions—naturalization laws and courts, the U.S. census, race science, anti-immigrant racialisms, newspapers, unions, employers, neighbors, realtors, settlement houses, politicians, and political parties. . . . For much of the turn-of-the-century and interwar years, then, Italians were white on arrival not so much because of the way they viewed themselves, but because of the way others viewed and treated them.51
Although social Darwinism and nativism were defining ideological forces in the Gilded Age, they were not universally embraced by all social scientists. Many northern sociologists were “deeply committed to the study of social issues, and their basic stance was one of social reform.”

In particular, they proactively sought to aid a new cohort of urban reformers called progressives who wanted to stem the violence, social disorder, and class conflict among native-born white Americans and new European immigrants. Together as scholars and activists, sometimes one and the same, they highlighted the need for reform of many social ills from sanitation to food regulation, from inadequate building codes to tenements, from monopoly power to political corruption, from alcoholism to prostitution. Like their reform counterparts, many northern sociologists believed that white immigrants possessed enough latent talent that, with outside help, they were capable of overcoming their shortcomings. Most believed that Europe’s lower races, though uncouth, were still the beneficiaries of European civilization and were therefore much farther along on the evolutionary scale of progress than Africans who, as Georg Wilhelm Friedrich Hegel had argued earlier in the nineteenth century, were still in a state of nature.

On their way to a higher plane of civilization in the United States, new immigrants’ advance in the “struggle for mastery” would take place in the northern inner city, as Anglo-Saxons’ had triumphed in the Great Plains. On the northern inner-city frontier, however, it would be urban progressives rather than the U.S. Army that would help to make their settlement possible through social reform. Yet in both places Native Americans and African Americans were either outside the boundaries of reform or stood in the way.

White progressives, it must be said, were unified only in their typically middle- to upper-class backgrounds, their high level of education, their belief in knowledge-based reform and advocacy, and their commitment to serving primarily the interests of white communities. Otherwise, they varied widely in temperament, in style, in the causes they pursued, in their belief systems, in their political affiliations, and in their views of black people. By region, southern progressives tended to support industrial education for blacks. They often complained about the negative consequences of Jim Crow segregation, the isolation of blacks, and the loss of contact with white society; they tended to be among the few southerners who quietly criticized lynching as a “necessary evil.”

Northern progressives were like their southern counterparts in their commitment to funding black education in the South, in their ambivalent acceptance
of segregation, and in their intermittent expressions of disgust for lynch mobs.57 Beyond that, however, they tended to have a limited view of the conditions facing black northerners and to varying degrees often practiced segregation and discrimination in the same communities in which they actively helped whites.58

Ray Stannard Baker, a northern journalist, observed the growing exclusion of blacks from northern reform efforts—what he called the extension of the color line from the South to the North. In his 1907 study, *Following the Color Line: American Negro Citizenship in the Progressive Era*, Baker reported on the racial attitudes of northerners in several cities, including Indianapolis, Cincinnati, Philadelphia, New York, Chicago, and Boston. “In Boston, of all places,” he wrote:

I expected to find much of the old [antislavery] sentiment. It does exist among some of the older men and women, but I was surprised at the general attitude which I encountered. It was one of hesitation and withdrawal. Summed up, I think the feeling of the better class of people in Boston (and elsewhere in Northern cities) must be stated: We have helped the Negro to liberty; we have helped to educate him; we have encouraged him to stand on his own feet. Now let’s see what he can do for himself. After all, he must survive or perish by his own efforts. . . . Northern white people would seem to be more interested in the distant Southern Negro than in the Negro at their doors.59

Gone were the days of New England’s firebrand antislavery activists and writers such as William Lloyd Garrison and radical Republicans such as Thaddeus Stevens and Charles Sumner. In reference to Garrison’s diminishing influence as early as 1884, black journalist T. Thomas Fortune wrote, “There are no ‘Liberators’ today.”60

Many northern white progressives rejected social Darwinism among whites while simultaneously espousing some variation of racial Darwinism among blacks, limiting their effectiveness as advocates of reform for blacks. According to Gossett, “It is an ironic fact that the men who challenged the conclusions of Social Darwinist individualism, who championed the cause of the lower classes and argued that their low state was not generally to be explained by their poor heredity, were, if anything, more given to racist theorizing than were their opponents . . . men whom we generally think of as liberals and who did the most to loosen the grip of the social and economic laws propounded by Spencer and [William
Graham] Sumner accomplished part of their task by appeals to race theory.” Even progressives, whose liberal credentials on racial matters were not in question, at times and especially in relation to black criminality disseminated anti-black ideas. Two years before Baker published his widely read book on the nationalization of the color line in the Progressive era, he condemned lynching because it degraded white men to the level of black men. “The man who joins a mob, by his very acts, puts himself on a level with the negro criminal: both have given way to brute passion. For if civilization means anything,” he wrote, “it means self restraint,” otherwise “the white man becomes as savage as the negro.”

In short, northern white progressives were often, or at various periods in their intellectual development and civic pursuits, liberals and racists. In his critique of Richard Hofstadter’s 1944 analysis of progressives, Lewis writes that Hofstadter was indifferent to the subtleties of “the left and right wings of Progressive reform.” The same can be said of much of the scholarship on progressives with regard to a recognition of two camps separated by how much they resisted the status quo on race relations. The smaller of the two camps, comprising the first generation of modern racial liberals, eventually helped to spearhead or lend their financial support to nascent civil rights organizations, such as the National Association for the Advancement of Colored People (NAACP), founded in 1910. NAACP founders were responding to increasing northern racial violence in the first decade of the twentieth century and to the outcries of local black activists. But in many instances, northern white progressives neglected to think systematically about black people as one more struggling group like Italians, Russians, Jews, or poor native whites who needed their help. Consequently, whether by choice or unwittingly, many northern white progressives failed to act proactively on blacks’ behalf. To be sure, there were courageous men and women who transcended the moment.

The Great Migration altered this general pattern of neglect, but the Progressive era was over by then. Reflecting the influence of post-emancipation writers like Shaler on their racial attitudes, many northern sociologists had pro-southern sympathies, according to historical sociologist John Stanfield, and “rarely inquired into black life mainly because they assumed that blacks were the South’s problem.” Many of them also believed that northern blacks were the primary source of their own problems. As Frank Blackmar, a University of Kansas sociologist, put it, “Owing to his ignorance, superstition, indolence, childish nature, and racial characteristics, he is his own worst enemy.”
Shaler acknowledged the disinterest of his northern colleagues by calling for more of them to become involved, uniting “ex-abolitionist and ex-slaveholder alike.” But until the Great Migration era, many of them followed the ideological temper of the times and left the bulk of the initial charting of the Negro Problem to southerners. Beginning in 1895, within the first fifteen volumes of the *American Journal of Sociology*, sociology’s premier academic journal, the Negro Problem “was little discussed and not defined as reformable,” according to historical sociologist James McKee. “From the 1890s on, the North was so focused on its own problems, particularly those of the new corporate economy and the new massive wave of immigrants from Europe, that it had little concern for the blacks in the South.”68 Lewis adds, “[T]he new northern wisdom in race relations counseled the sons and daughters of the abolitionists that it was unrealistic to expect African-Americans to measure up fully to obligations of citizenship, that it was both kinder and more expedient to entrust them to solutions devised by the white South.”69 This does not undercut the claims made above that a national discourse on the Negro Problem was ascendant at this time. It does, however, emphasize the sectional differences at play within the discourse as various reformers set out to save the nation by enacting Jim Crow in the South and Americanization in the North. Many northern sociologists pursued a proactive agenda on behalf of white immigrants and struggling native whites, just as southern sociologists pursued a proactive agenda on behalf of white supremacy.

The Negro Problem or Race Problem was, then, according to those who used these terms, partly an extension of the reconstitution of new economic roles for new groups in society, partly a product of a growing belief that black people could not and should not be assimilated as truly free members of a white society, and partly a new intellectual synthesis of the two. The vicious backlash against black southerners who were attempting to assert their freedom in every arena of life during and after Reconstruction gradually unfolded as a tale of national progress, of the triumph of a stronger race over a weaker race. Nearly every manner of anti-black terror, oppression, and exploitation, from lynching to convict leasing to political disenfranchisement, brought forth new intellectual efforts of racial justification.70 The very health of the nation depended on legitimate and unprejudiced policies of subjugation when workable in light of African Americans’ newly granted constitutional rights, and malign neglect otherwise. “I am far from blaming the Southern whites for their
action in summarily excluding the enfranchised race from political advancement,” Shaler wrote, as the long shadow of Jim Crow began to spread across the nation in the 1890s. “The ignorance of these Africans, their general lack of all the instincts of a freeman, have made this course, it seems to me, for the time at least, imperatively necessary.” Shaler believed that the science of racial inferiority and the politics of racial subjugation converged in new ways in the 1890s.

The new social scientific imperative of the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries was to save the nation by measuring black inferiority through any sign of African Americans’ failure to dominate or to lead or even to survive in modern society. These new scholars hoped that post-emancipation demographic reports, with their tallies of births, deaths, morbidity, and prisoners, would prove to be key indicators of black fitness or lack thereof. “Unhappily for our inquiry there is a lack of statistical data on which we can hope to base a definite conclusion as to the physical condition of the negroes of the southern States,” Shaler wrote in 1890, just before the twelfth census was published. Although the tenth census of 1870 provided the first large-scale data source on the general health and well-being of black people after slavery, it fell short for two reasons. First, given the challenges of counting the population of freedmen in the midst of the chaos and devastation after the Civil War, the sampling methods used were ultimately deemed too unreliable. Second, like the 1870 data, the 1880 data were considered poor predictors of the future of the race, a future that would be shaped by children who were born outside of slavery, who had not been properly trained and cared for by beneficent masters, and who would be in their twenties by the time the 1890 census was published. The year 1890 was thus a crucial milestone, marking the twenty-fifth anniversary of the end of slavery, and initiating the first of many historical signposts social scientists used to evaluate the progress of black people. Since most post-emancipation writers believed that slavery had sustained black people and protected them from their own defective biology and savage ways, this would be the first census to show how the race was truly faring on its own.

The publication of the 1890 census was undoubtedly a highly anticipated event. Francis Amasa Walker, superintendent of the 1870 and 1880 censuses, wasted no time getting the word out in an 1891 article, “The Colored Race in the United States.” Even before the population returns had all been counted, since only the “figures for all the late slave States” and Kansas were available, Walker used his Washington contacts to gain
access to the data. Table 1 presented the percentage of the “colored” population from 1790 to 1890. Though the “colored” population had grown ten times as large in absolute terms over this period, from 757,208 in 1790 to an estimated 7,500,000 in 1890, the figures, more importantly, showed blacks as a steadily declining population in relative terms: from the high-water mark of nearly 20 percent of the overall population in 1790, to roughly 14 percent on the eve of emancipation in 1860, to just under 12 percent in 1890. From these figures Walker predicted continual declines in the future, leading “toward reducing the relative importance of this element in the population of the country.” He claimed that the fear in the 1870s and 1880s of a possible “negro supremacy” because, according to some estimates, the black birthrate outpaced the white birthrate was unfounded. The “facts . . . show that the anticipations which so many Americans” have formed of the colored population increasing to a “very high point, have little foundation in recent experience.”

Walker’s optimistic interpretation of the early data has been identified by several scholars of scientific racism as the “black disappearance hypothesis,” and Walker is recognized as the first social scientist to interpret the 1890 census data as a ray of hope that blacks were steadily moving toward extinction in the United States. In Walker’s view of the relative decline in the population, the real sign of trouble for blacks was their high rate of mortality, especially in the urban North. Untrained and outmatched by white immigrants, Walker said, the race faced a virtual death sentence in the most advanced cities in America. “It will be seen from the foregoing data,” he concluded, “that the colored population of the United States is at the present time maintaining” its slight absolute growth “only by means of a very high birth rate, just a little in excess of a very high death rate. . . . Indeed, in the case of an untrained and ill-developed race, any cause, whether diminution of marriages or persistence in the criminal practices, which diminishes the birth rate is more than likely to accelerate the death rate.”

Contemporaneous racial Darwinist and white supremacist scholars—some with liberal and northern credentials—explained this movement toward extinction as the natural fate of a primitive race, struggling to survive on its own in an advanced civilized society. They would also marshal and interpret statistical data to repudiate a new variation of the old abolitionist charge, soon to be reignited among the first generation of black scholars and their white liberal allies, that racism and racial inequal-
ity were important factors contributing to blacks’ apparent inferiority. Among race-relations experts, a new social scientific discourse on the Negro Problem had begun, set in motion by a racial data revolution.

In his 1890 *Atlantic Monthly* article “Science and the African Problem,” Shaler perfectly articulated the imperative of this new moment. The need, he recognized, was for racial researchers to move beyond anthropometric and anecdotal evidence and to embrace the new racial demographic data. “By taking a broad statistical view of the field, it will be possible to found our conclusions on much surer ground,” regarding African American potentiality. “Statistics will lead the way to a new understanding of black people’s ‘true racial capacity,’” he wrote, and he called for new research on morbidity and mortality. Other scholars, especially American sociologists, were also on the cusp of promoting statistics as the key to “accuracy and precision” in unlocking the mysteries of various population changes in modern industrial society. Richard Mayo-Smith, a Columbia University social scientist who was an avid promoter of statistics and trained some of the most successful economists of the period, wrote that “the sociologist must be acquainted with the technique of statistics, both the form of question and the methods of tabulation. He should seek to reduce his observations as far as possible to statistical form in order thereby to gain accuracy and precision.” Statistics, Mayo-Smith advised in a separate article, would put the “United States . . . in a position to analyze to better advantage than ever before the effect of race character upon institutions and of races upon each other.”

Sociologist Tukufu Zuberi notes that nationwide population statistics, which were “institutionalized by the mid-1800s,” became a crucial source for social scientists in the late nineteenth century. “Especially important in this regard,” he writes, “were their use of census data and the innovation of survey sample methods.” Since the search for certainty among racial scientists had been a continuous struggle throughout the nineteenth century, they embraced the new positivism in the social sciences as a way to close the credibility gap rooted in the sectionalism of the late war and its aftermath.

With the ascendance of “statistical Anglo-Saxonism” at the “fore of the human sciences” and reform in the 1890s, abstract ideas of universal suffrage and abstract principles of equality, which had proven false and dangerous in the catastrophe that was Reconstruction, would no longer shape the future of race relations. Statistical data on the absolute and relative growth of the black prison population in the 1890 census, for
example, would now be analyzed and interpreted as definitive proof of blacks’ true criminal nature. Such empirical evidence could then justify a range of discriminatory laws, first targeting blacks, then punishing them more harshly than whites.\textsuperscript{90} It is important to note that Shaler did not at this point add criminality to his list of black facts to study, like disease and death, though within ten years he did, following a decade of the highest number of lynchings of black people in American history.\textsuperscript{91}

As the twentieth century approached, it was left to others to justify this latest trend in racial terror, targeting black criminality for the newest statistical proof of black savagery and pouring racial crime statistics into the foundation of modern race-relations discourse. In the meantime, Shaler saw the handwriting on the wall even if he could not yet read it all. “It is clear that we are in the midst of a great darkness, which can be illuminated only by patient inquiry.” Those who are best equipped to save the nation by helping to lead us in the “composition of our ideal society,” Shaler concluded, are those who are interested in the Negro Problem and have data rather than just words to share with us.\textsuperscript{92}
With the 1896 publication of Frederick L. Hoffman’s *Race Traits and Tendencies of the American Negro*, a tour de force in the annals of post-emancipation writing on the Negro Problem, statistical data on black criminality secured a permanent place in modern race-relations discourse in the United States for the first time. *Race Traits* was the first book-length study to include a nationwide analysis of black crime statistics, making it arguably the most influential race and crime study of the first half of the twentieth century. In his tone and in his findings, Hoffman, an actuary and statistician for Prudential, the insurance giant based in Newark, New Jersey, presented his work as innovative and essential. “Crime, pauperism, and sexual immorality are without question,” he proclaimed, “the greatest hindrances to social and economic progress, and the tendencies of the colored race in respect to these phases of life will deserve a more careful investigation than has thus far been accorded to them.”¹ Hoffman’s rise to prominence, and the making of *Race Traits* and its intriguing aftermath reveals how racial criminalization linked to crime statistics helped usher in the age of Jim Crow.

Picking up where others had left off, Hoffman’s pioneering statistical analysis of black criminality was embedded within a broader analysis and explanation of increasing black mortality rates as previously observed by former census superintendent Francis A. Walker.² In Hoffman’s path-breaking formulation, crime was a major factor in the high mortality rate and was presented as a key finding in the black disappearance literature. Hoffman’s emphasis on the innate self-destructive tendencies of black people, now a quarter-century removed from slavery, fueled his unequivocal argument that blacks’ social and economic conditions, still largely attributed to white control, had absolutely nothing to do with black criminality. To drive this point home further, Hoffman touted his status
as a northern-based race-relations expert. He highlighted data from the urban North, specifically Philadelphia and Chicago, to demonstrate that black criminality was as high in the racially liberal North as it was in the emerging Jim Crow South. The timing of the publication of *Race Traits*—the year the U.S. Supreme Court affirmed white superiority and signed off on segregation as the law of the land in *Plessy v. Ferguson*—coupled with the book’s novel use of the statistical method and its cogent writing made the book the “most influential discussion on the race problem to appear in the late nineteenth century.” As it happened, Walker contributed to the immense success of Hoffman’s study as an officer of the American Economic Association, the most prestigious social science organization in the nation, which published the book in its journal.

The success of *Race Traits* also resulted from the way Hoffman marketed himself as a foreigner. His credibility was doubly secured by his unfamiliarity with American race relations and his reliance on data rather than words, as Harvard scientist Nathaniel S. Shaler had so presciently advised. “Being of foreign birth, a German, I was fortunately free from a personal bias which might have made an impartial treatment of the subject difficult,” Hoffman wrote, emphasizing that he had limited his analysis to the “exclusive use of the statistical method” and had “in every instance” simply given the facts. “In the field of statistical research, sentiment, prejudice, or the influence of pre-conceived ideas have no place. The data which have been brought together in a convenient form speak for themselves. From the standpoint of the impartial investigator, no difference of interpretation of their meaning seems possible.” Given that nearly all race-relations writers of the late nineteenth century—self-identified experts on the Negro Problem—were tied to or associated with ideological positions rooted in the sectional conflicts of the Civil War and Reconstruction periods, Hoffman claimed that as a new arrival he had no blood on his hands.

Hoffman was indeed a German immigrant to the United States, landing at Castle Garden in New York City in 1884 as a jobless, penniless nineteen-year-old unable to speak English. Although he may have appeared to be one of Europe’s huddled masses, he was in fact from an upper-middle-class family with Anglo-Saxon blood coursing through his veins. He would have received a university education in his homeland but for the untimely death of his father and his mother’s insistence that he immediately begin working at the age of fifteen. Shortly thereafter, Hoffman made his way to the United States in hope of making a mark on the
world. He arrived just as the *Atlantic Monthly* was publishing Shaler’s first article on “The Negro Problem.” Although it would take roughly eight years for Hoffman to publish his own seminal article on the subject and another four to position himself as its foremost authority, by 1896 he was far from being the “impartial investigator . . . free from personal bias” he then claimed to be.

Hoffman traveled extensively throughout the United States during the first ten years after his arrival, trying to find his stride in the business world. Numerous dead-end and temporary jobs sent him to several cities and states in the Midwest, the Northeast, and the Deep South. As an avid reader of U.S. history and travel literature and a frequent visitor to museums, historical societies, and monuments, Hoffman became engrossed, biographer F. J. Sypher notes, in the “landscape, the people, and the culture around him.” On his first trip south in 1887, traveling from St. Louis down the Mississippi River aboard the *City of New Orleans*, he was captivated by the Southland’s beauty, noting in his diary that he had passed through a “veritable gateway to Paradise” upon reaching Natchez, Mississippi. He instantly fell in love with “the oleanders and magnolias, and especially the orange trees, which reminded him of holiday times in Germany, when his parents would receive oranges from southern Italy.” But as any American well knew and Hoffman was quick to learn, when it came to race relations the postbellum South could be as brutal as it was beautiful. On the riverboat Hoffman witnessed, in his own words, the “truly horrible brutality practiced upon the negro deck hands.” Perhaps struck by the blatant contrast between his experience as a white immigrant who had never been the victim of racial violence while working in or freely traveling across the nation, he was no longer free of the taint of American racism. What was he to make of it?

Hoffman would spend most of the next eight years, from 1887 through much of 1894, living in no fewer than six southern towns and cities in Georgia, Tennessee, and Virginia, experiencing southern culture, planting southern roots, and learning southern race relations. During a period of unemployment in 1888, he made a monthlong visit to the Georgia Historical Society in Savannah, where he was first introduced to black mortality research conducted by a local physician. Eugene R. Corson’s study, “The Future of the Colored Race in the United States from an Ethnic and Medical Standpoint,” first given as a lecture at the society then revised and published in 1893, after the 1890 census data were published, noted higher rates of deaths from disease among southern blacks
than among whites. This was a crucial finding, Corson maintained, given that the whites in his study lived under the same environmental conditions as the blacks. The difference, he argued, was the physical inferiority of blacks. Hoffman’s reading of Corson’s lecture was a life-altering experience. “This discussion laid the foundation of a lifelong interest in the mortality aspects of the so-called negro problem,” he later recalled.10

More watershed moments in Hoffman’s coming-of-age-in-the-South story soon followed. In the summer of 1891, in Atlanta, Georgia, Frederick Ludwig Hoffman married Ella George Hay. Reared in a “thoroughly Southern family,” Ella was the daughter of a Confederate soldier and the granddaughter of a plantation slave owner.11 The newlyweds quickly settled down in Hampton, Virginia, where Hoffman became familiar with Hampton Institute’s program of black industrial education and racial accommodationism. By 1892 Hoffman had fully immersed himself in the “Negro question,” expressing his private thoughts on the “worthlessness of certain negroes” and imbibing the racially conservative views of Frances Morgan Armstrong, a Hampton administrator and the daughter-in-law of Hampton’s founder, General Samuel Chapman Armstrong.12 Unlike her father-in-law and southern white progressives in general, Armstrong seriously questioned whether industrial education by itself was enough to correct blacks’ racial defects. After the general died in 1893 she continued his work, “but without believing in its merits,” according to Sypher.13 Armstrong’s private repudiation of industrial education for blacks, which she expressed to Hoffman, suggests that her beliefs were more in line with racial Darwinists. Hoffman, ever the quick student, learned much from Armstrong, who became his close adviser and confidant and a major influence on his writing of Race Traits.14

His residence in Hampton and his relationship with Armstrong marked the beginning of the end of Hoffman’s neophyte years as a southerner and as a stranger to American race relations. A series of professional and intellectual developments during his last years in the South inspired Hoffman to combine his budding talent as a statistician in the insurance industry with his budding passion for shaping future race relations. In 1890 Hoffman wrote to Ella that he had come to realize his professional purpose in life. He saw in government statistics an effective means by which to expose problems in society and to help guide reform.15 Although he was concerned at that time with industrial conditions among the white working class in northern mill towns, his interest shifted to the Negro Problem during his residence in Hampton. In 1892 he began corresponding
with government officials, including Carroll D. Wright, a highly esteemed economist, census official, and commissioner of the U.S. Bureau of Labor, in order to collect statistical data on blacks’ economic, social, and health conditions. His first published article, “Vital Statistics of the Negro,” appeared in the April 1892 edition of The Arena, a Boston-based progressive journal. Hoffman’s article was the fourth entry on the Negro Problem published by the journal subsequent to Shaler’s three 1890 articles.

In “Vital Statistics,” Hoffman expanded on Walker’s thesis that previous investigators had overestimated the “future colored population.” Rather than analyze unreliable birthrate data as others had—the records were spotty and poorly kept—Hoffman turned to mortuary reports for eight southern cities. He found that on average blacks died at nearly twice the rate as whites. Although environmental conditions were a factor for all groups living in poverty, the “two main causes” of high mortality among blacks were consumption and venereal diseases, which he linked to their “inferior constitution” and “gross immorality [Hoffman’s italics].” The data, including statistics from the U.S. Army during the Civil War, clearly showed that more blacks than whites died of tuberculosis. In all these cases blacks and whites faced the same external conditions, according to the U.S. surgeon-general from whom Hoffman quoted directly in an 1889 report, demonstrating that the difference was the result of “a race proclivity to disease and death.”

In the expert opinion of the nation’s foremost medical authority and Hoffman, health care discrimination plus the physical, emotional, and psychological toll of racial oppression apparently had nothing to do with black health and mortality disparities. Although Hoffman liked to declare otherwise, it seems the data did not speak for themselves since there was more than one way to interpret them. As for venereal disease mortality, Hoffman had no actual data. Instead, he asserted that “any physician who practiced among the colored people” would attest that as many as 75 percent of them were “cursed” with a sexually transmitted disease. He followed up the anecdotal evidence with more death tables, showing that, across the board, black babies and black women died at higher rates than their white peers. From his perspective, every statistic or expert testimony was scientific proof of inferiority and degeneration. “Thus we reach the conclusion that the colored race is showing every sign of an undermined constitution, a diseased manhood and womanhood; in short, all the indications of a race on the road to extinction.” In his first article,
Hoffman was on his way to shaping racial statistics into a powerful, full-blown narrative of black self-destruction, racial decay, and the futility of reform. He asked rhetorically, why waste the nation’s resources on a “vanishing race”?

With the forces of logic, reason, and statistics on his side, Hoffman appeared to foreclose the possibility of seeing blacks’ situation any other way. Yet within the following year, in 1893, he presented a completely opposite interpretation of a high mortality problem among whites. In their case he blamed society and called for economic intervention. Suicide, the most literal act of self-destruction any individual can commit, was on the rise in the United States, and Hoffman collected mortality statistics to prove it. “Suicide and Modern Civilization,” also published in *The Arena*, was, according to Hoffman, “the first time . . . the [suicide] statistics for American states and cities” had ever been presented. Across the country, especially in the urban North where state and county agencies kept the best records, suicides had risen dramatically since the 1860s. Massachusetts, the epitome of America’s Puritan past and industrial future, recorded over 900 suicides in the last half of the 1880s, compared to 394 “self-kilings” in the first half of the 1860s, a 130 percent increase. Connecticut’s rising suicide rate, Hoffman found, was even more startling, growing 216 percent over a similar period. Always striking in its grandeur, New York City held the dubious honor of being the suicide capital of America in the late 1880s, recording 1,188 suicides that represented a 52 percent increase over the 1870s. Philadelphia and Baltimore had far fewer suicides but saw the rate of “voluntary destruction” increase by roughly 70 percent over the same period. If every suicide and attempted suicide were actually recorded, Hoffman wrote in a dire tone, “the army of those who seek in suicide a relief from earthly troubles would assume alarming proportions.” The “plain but impressive language of statistics” had given “a picture of the darkest side of modern life.” The stresses and strains of modern civilization were to blame, Hoffman wrote, and had contributed to increasing rates of insanity and brain diseases. According to an expert Hoffman cited, these individuals were victims not of “their own vices,” but “of the state of society into which the individual is thrown.” Hoffman agreed, insisting that the “total amount of misery and vice prevailing in a given community” was a manifestation of something fundamentally wrong in society. “The study of statistics of suicide, madness, and crime is one of the utmost importance to any society when such abnormal conditions are on the increase,” he wrote in a
plea for reform. “When such an increase has been proved to exist, it is the duty of society to leave nothing undone until the evil has been checked or been brought under control.” The “health of the people” must come before the “wealth of the people.” Hoffman concluded that “We must be far from truly civilized as long as we permit to exist, or accept as inevitable, conditions which year after year drive an increasing army of unfortunates to madness, crime, or suicide. . . . It is the diseased notion of modern life—almost equal to being a religious conviction—that material advancement and prosperity are the end, the aim, and general purpose of human life. . . . It is the struggle of the masses against the classes.”

Hoffman interpreted whites’ self-destructive behavior as a consequence of a diseased society, not of a “diseased manhood and womanhood.” White criminality was a response to economic inequality rather than a response to a “race proclivity.” On the white side of the color line, it would take nothing short of “emergency measures” to save modern civilization from itself.

Hoffman’s emergent advocacy was bidirectional. On the one hand, he interpreted the data on black mortality as a race problem, a call to do nothing. On the other hand, he interpreted the data on white mortality as a social problem, a call to do everything possible—to “leave nothing undone.” Taking one extreme position, then the other, Hoffman was becoming an outspoken partisan in debates about America’s future well before he began writing Race Traits. Historian Lundy Braun writes that “he shared with other Progressive-era reformers . . . a faith in the expertise of middle-class professionals” to influence “the culture of knowledge production in the United States,” and to “shape policies of the state and civil society in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries.”

His tremendous influence in these areas was defined in part by his choice, and the decisions of many others, to see blacks’ problems as uniquely their own, just as he chose to see whites’ “struggle for mastery” as society’s problem. In a society where the ideology of white supremacy was ascendant, Hoffman saw no inconsistency in his thinking. In his earliest writings he was not a social Darwinist in the sense that he thought helping the weak was antithetical to social progress and nature’s plan; the problem was helping a race of people outside the pale of civilization who had, according to his interpretation of the latest data, proven themselves to be permanently inferior to all whites, including European immigrants like himself. “The city negro brought into direct competition with the white race has usually but one avenue out of his dilemma—the road to prison
or to an early grave,” he wrote in an article following the suicide report.26 In this racial Darwinist formulation, permanent racial inequality and premature death among blacks was a scientifically sound solution to the Negro Problem, and a progressive means to economic equality among whites through a more effective use of social resources.

In relation to the recurrent economic depressions of the late nineteenth century and related immigration and labor problems among whites, Hoffman’s career was propelled by his attempt to outflank late-nineteenth-century racial liberals with novel racial statistics. Nondiscrimination laws in the 1880s forced insurance companies to offer blacks the same benefits for the same premiums that were guaranteed to whites. Prudential balked at the new laws and hired Hoffman in 1894 because of his expertise in the field of black mortality. The company wanted him to prove on actuarial grounds that discriminating against blacks was justifiable. “Prudential and Hoffman aimed to turn the racial fantasy of the extinction hypothesis into hard scientific numbers that could be deployed” for the purposes of profit and prejudice.27 It was in this context that Hoffman made his most original contribution to the analysis of new racial demographic data by zeroing in on black criminality. Two years later he would elevate it to the national stage of race-relations discourse in an effort to silence northern racial liberals who had not yet been swayed into accepting black inferiority through biological evidence, such as small brains and diseased bodies.

Hoffman’s decision to focus explicitly on black criminality was likely influenced by his encounter with a debate between two prison doctors on why black convicts died in prison at much higher rates than white convicts.28 In the February 3, 1894, edition of The Medical News, R. M. Cunningham, a former Alabama prison physician, reported that “the negro mortality was three times greater than white,” based on examination of “some 2,500 convicts” over several years ending in 1890.29 Although, according to Cunningham, the site of investigation was a first, since no comparative racial study and explanation of mortality differences among prisoners had hitherto been attempted, the results confirmed previous research. The “well-known facts” of blacks’ physical deficiency and asymmetrical development—their small thoracic regions versus their large stomachs and penises—predisposed them to diseases such as tuberculosis. “All one has to do is to see 300 or 400 negroes naked in a large bath-house, and then step through a door and see 75 or 100 white men in the same condition, to convince him of the correctness of
this view.” The statistical fact of black men dying in prison was written into the observed evidence of inferiority found in the body. Like life in the army, prison life was supposedly free of racism, eliminating it as a factor in the mortality differences. “This is certainly true at the place whence the foregoing statistics were obtained.” That 85 percent of the prisoners were black, when before emancipation 99 percent of Alabama’s prisoners were white, and that more than five times “as many negroes as whites [were] committed for crime” had nothing to do with discrimination. According to Cunningham, Alabama’s laws were “im impartially administered so far as race is concerned.” These disparities were also observable in northern prisons, where racial equality was a given, he explained as yet another proof that blacks were at the root of their own demise.

In rebuttal, M. V. Ball, a prison doctor at Eastern State Penitentiary, which housed Philadelphia’s convicted felons, wrote that Cunningham’s data were accurate but his interpretation was all wrong. Black prisoners were indeed far more likely than whites to die of tuberculosis in a Pennsylvania prison, as in other northern prisons, but the causes were related to childhood poverty, unsanitary living conditions, and poor hygiene. “In the early years are sown the seeds of tuberculosis,” Ball wrote, “which require but the confinement of prison to mature and develop.” He added that mortality statistics did not generally “take into account social distinctions,” therefore masking the effects of poverty on populations that disproportionately suffered from it. Ball cited as an example data from the New York Board of Health “for various tenement districts” that revealed that childhood mortality rates among struggling Italian immigrants were similar to those of struggling blacks, and were much higher than for the city in general. “Make the conditions favorable for the negro from childhood up, and then first can we say that” blacks are more disease-prone. “The criminal nature of the negro must be viewed in the same light,” Ball continued. Before ascribing the overrepresentation of blacks in Pennsylvania’s prisons or in Georgia’s or in Mississippi’s to their inferiority, racial prejudice must be taken into account. “In the South, where lynch-law is most commonly dealt out to the negro, we might attempt to ascribe this greater criminality to lack of fair treatment, and prejudice on the part of the white man; but in the North we are supposed to be exempt from this accusation.” Although Ball hesitated to say that northern racism was potentially as important to assessing black criminality as southern racism, he was certain that the current state of
statistical analysis left much to be desired. “In criminal statistics, as in medical statistics, we do not compare classes.” Until we do, he concluded, “I would refer the differences” to environmental conditions rather than to “physical distinctions.” “Until the sociological factor is studied and taken into account, the so-called hereditary and racial characteristics as witnessed in the adult are liable to lead to wrong conclusions.”31

If there was one moment when Hoffman, the young, ambitious, German-born statistical maven, had to step back and either reconsider his interpretation of racial statistics or charge ahead, fortifying his ideas with more forceful language and emphasis, this was the moment. This debate did not begin as his fight, but it most certainly ended that way when he published a rejoinder to Ball’s article in the September 22, 1894, issue of The Medical News. Hoffman attacked Ball’s every point with no fewer than twelve proofs of counter-data and counter-testimony. Most of the data and expert opinions he cited were recycled from his 1892 article, but this time his language was far more pointed and expressive, revealing a strong desire to eliminate any possible reason for interpreting the data in social terms or in a manner similar to his own position on white suicide and criminality. His strongest and most consistent argument against Ball was to unequivocally assert the total absence of racism and discrimination as determinative of the health and welfare of blacks in American society. Because “the negro is placed under exactly the same conditions, social and economic, as the white race,” there was no way to explain the mortality and criminality differences other than their “race proclivity to disease and death.” “Any city in the South will show that year after year, for the past twenty years,” blacks died at rates 25 percent to 100 percent higher than whites. Records from the army presented similar data as “proof so convincing that it will be hardly necessary to add anything further in support of the theory of distinct race characteristics.” Moreover, the surgeon-general, “a recognized authority,” Hoffman continued, had come to the same conclusion “in such an emphatic manner.”32 Even the British troops in the West Indies outlived blacks in an environment where blacks had an advantage, “as life in the West Indian Islands is to the negro a paradise on earth, being an out-door rural life, with little manual labor,” he wrote, echoing Shaler’s words about Haiti and Jamaica.33 Back in the United States, actuarial data “by all the life-insurance companies” confirmed that blacks on average died ten to twelve years younger (in their early twenties) than whites. With their economic incentive to seek healthy clients regardless of race and to per-
form routine “medical examination[s],” Prudential Insurance company’s 50 percent higher payout to the beneficiaries of black policyholders was yet “another proof of the permanency” of racial difference. Hoffman continued, writing in an arrogant tone to show that Ball had missed or had refused to acknowledge what was plain for all to see: “Need more proof be brought forward to maintain the assertion that the negro and the white man differ fundamentally. . . . I could quote authority after authority to prove that such is really a fact.”

That Hoffman felt compelled to go to such lengths to refute Ball, given that it was not his research that had been directly challenged, demonstrates how passionately he believed that demographic evidence was the smoking gun for which so many racial scientists and race-relations writers, such as Shaler, had been looking. But this was not just about one individual’s pursuit of scientific certainty in solving the Negro Problem. Hoffman’s was not the only voice of white absolution for the sins of America’s founding fathers and mothers, nor was his the only voice speaking of black degeneracy, black savagery, and black extinction in the 1890s. He kept extremely good company in this regard, from scientists to academics to journalists to religious leaders to American statesmen. Rather, this was about how one individual could make a difference in redefining a “scientific” problem and in pushing the boundaries of conventional knowledge and understanding into new research areas. At this time social scientists were attempting to raise their academic profile by becoming professionalized, by founding academic journals, and by adopting empirical methods to give their findings the veneer of scientific certainty like those of their senior colleagues in the natural sciences. With a real knack for spotting emerging statistical trends in the United States and with a little help from his European counterparts, Hoffman identified key areas of demographic research, sometimes based on entirely new data that others had not yet noted or had only casually considered.

With black crime, like white suicide, Hoffman took Cunningham’s and Ball’s lead into the realm of black prison and arrest statistics and put himself on the cusp of yet another original contribution. Left with one final proof in order to dismiss all of Ball’s interpretations, Hoffman cited a French physician’s 1889 study that tied the physical differences between West Indians and “the white man” to “distinct social aptitudes,” noting that “a similar study of the negro criminal in this country would lead to similar conclusions.” This was Hoffman’s first published comment on
“the negro criminal,” demonstrating his dedication to searching for the data and to filling what was an obvious void in debates about the scientific origins of black disease, death, and self-destruction. A far more robust and pioneering crime analysis was to follow in the book. In the meantime, Hoffman haphazardly noted, without citing dates or using tables, wide racial disparities in Chicago arrest rates and Pennsylvania prison rates. Unlike work on black mortality, the large-scale study of black criminality from the statistical standpoint was mostly uncharted territory.

Anecdotal, anthropological, and journalistic assessments of black criminality had informed nineteenth-century popular opinion and social practices. Colonial laws targeted unsupervised gatherings of enslaved men and women and conspiring free blacks to ensure against black uprisings. Antebellum blacks were often subject to discriminatory policing even as they suffered violence periodically at the hands of native-born white and immigrant mobs in northern cities. Since nine out of ten blacks were enslaved until the late nineteenth century, the scientific measure of black criminality first awaited freedom, then reliable data. As late as 1893, as indicated by the absence of any mention of blacks in one of the first textbooks on what would later be considered American criminology, An Introduction to the Study of the Dependent, Defective and Delinquent Classes by University of Chicago social scientist Charles R. Henderson, quantitative research on black criminality had not yet begun. Given how much Hoffman seemed to delight in pioneering the compilation and presentation of vital statistics on a national scale, he probably consulted Henderson’s book before proceeding with his own study. The likelihood is further demonstrated by noting just how tightly drawn was the intellectual circle that encompassed Hoffman, Henderson, and others. In the second edition of The Dependent, Defective and Delinquent Classes, Henderson wrote on “the Negro factor” for the first time and cited Hoffman’s Race Traits, which had been published in 1896, three years after the first edition.

Another important report on the national crime situation that lacked statistical data on black criminality appeared the same year as Henderson’s first edition, and Hoffman likely read it. The report was written by his colleague at the U.S. Bureau of Labor, Carroll D. Wright, from whom Hoffman had obtained data before writing his first race article. Wright linked crime to unemployment and the exploitation of unskilled and uneducated workers. His only reference to African Americans was a slim mention in a discussion of general trends in industrial nations in the
nineteenth century where, he argued, crime rose as a natural consequence of the transition from feudalism to wage labor and from slavery to freedom. It seems likely that Hoffman noted the absence of vital statistics on black crime in Wright’s article, then studied Wright’s argument that preventing white crime required better protection of the white working-class against the ravages of economic depressions in the industrial marketplace. “The shutting down of the mines of Pennsylvania, or the reduction of work therein,” Wright wrote, “throws large bodies of men out of employment. . . . Crime is the result, and the criminal statistics swell into columns that make us believe that our social fabric is on the verge of ruin.” Wright’s evocative language reflects the growing compassion of many American social scientists who, in the wake of a national recession in the 1890s, began to argue against social Darwinism. They were also arguing against the emerging biological determinism of European criminal anthropology, which was gaining popularity due to the efforts of its foremost promoter, Cesare Lombroso, an Italian prison inspector. On the origins and solution to white criminality, Wright may have influenced Hoffman directly, given the tone and tenor of his suicide article.

Wright and Hoffman shared the same school of thought. Society and the government had a responsibility, both argued, to protect the health and welfare of the white citizenry; otherwise crime, disease, and death were inevitable results. As Wright put it, “The health of the workers of a community is essential to their material prosperity, and the health of a community has much to do with the volume of crime.” Within the general population, among Anglo-Americans and new European immigrants, the problems of disease, death, and self-destruction were rooted in industrialization and modern civilization. Harry Vrooman expressed similar views and was also a contributor to *The Arena*. A socialist writer and organizer of the Progressive Labor party, Vrooman argued that “the whole problem of crime, as to-day expressed in society, is summed up in the problem of poverty; we have churches enough, schools enough, moral sentiment enough, to regenerate the world in a decade, were it not for the awful pressure brought to bear on nine tenths of the human race, which all but forces them to be vicious.” Moreover society owed the “the great army of unfortunates” not just economic security, but “goodwill” that encouraged “respect [for the ethical code]” and an obligation “to sustain . . . the social order.” In other words, sympathy and compassion for working-class white Americans were as important as living wages and humane working conditions. Vrooman took his analysis one step further
by attributing part of the blame for “Bowery crimes,” a reference to a New York City immigrant slum, and “wage slave[ry]” to “Northern greed” during the Reconstruction period. Under “negro domination,” he wrote, a “black horde of practical savages” controlled by “Yankee plutocrats” plundered the South. Notwithstanding the challenge to universal white economic mobility posed by free black labor, Hoffman, Wright, and other progressives believed that at the nexus of crime and whiteness there was only a class problem. There was no race problem.

Ball agreed entirely with the conclusion that race was not the determinant factor in white mortality and white criminality, but he believed the same held true for blacks. In response to Hoffman’s latest entry in what had turned into a nearly yearlong debate in the pages of The Medical News, Ball insisted for the second time, though much more forcefully, that mortality and crime statistics in and of themselves could not be trusted. “Figures in themselves mean nothing; they must be carefully analyzed and studied in connection with social conditions.” Without taking into account a host of known “sociologic factors,” statistics were an insufficient basis upon which to “draw conclusions” and could easily become misrepresentations of reality. Repeating a cliché, Ball wrote, “There are three kinds of lies, someone has said, ‘white lies, black lies, and statistics.’”

From Ball’s perspective, the statistical lies told by Hoffman, Cunningham, and others had little to do with the actual mortality and prison data, which he admitted were not in “dispute.” There was no doubt that more blacks than whites died of tuberculosis and went to prison, but explaining why was the essential problem. Ball rejected the racial meaning Hoffman obsessively gave to the statistics. He balked at Hoffman’s omission of other kinds of demographic data that showed rates of mortality among the Irish and Italians living in impoverished neighborhoods of the urban North as similar to rates among blacks. According to Ball, even the 1890 census data, when read with a different interpretive lens, showed that “foreign-born whites and the children born of foreigners have the same death-rate as the colored, because they often dwell in the same surroundings and are under the same economic conditions.”

Even when mortality differences seemed to point to racial differences, Ball found not biology, but more subtle environmental influences related to housing and hygiene. The extreme housing differences between whites of the “wealthy classes” and blacks “who live in the alleys back of their mansions” accounted for huge disparities in mortality.
In regard to crime statistics, environmental factors, such as the misconduct and biases of criminal justice officials, were similarly as determinative, Ball continued. “All law-breakers are not sent to prison, and the more influential the criminal, the less likelihood of conviction. The police-court investigation in New York City shows us that morals cannot be determined by the number of arrests, and that the most disorderly element in New York City was most exempt from police interference.” Ball was citing the findings of the Lexow Commission of 1894, the first blue-ribbon investigation of police corruption and violence in American history, which made headlines at the same time his article appeared. According to historian Marilynn Johnson, the New York State Legislature launched an investigation of the New York Police Department after a series of high-profile corruption scandals. The investigation “produced more than ten thousand pages of testimony that detailed multiple cases of police graft, vice protection, racketeering, and election fraud.” The investigation was nicknamed the “Clubbers Brigade” to highlight the connection between corruption and brutality by police officers, a hundred of whom appeared before the commission to explain their equal number of assault convictions. Like Ball, a lawyer for the commission noted the discriminatory effects of police misconduct. “Those in the humbler walks of life were subjected to appalling outrages. . . . They were abused, clubbed and imprisoned, and even convicted of crime on false testimony by police and their accomplices. . . . The poor, ignorant foreigner residing on the great East Side of the city has been especially subjected to a brutal and infamous rule by the police.” For Ball, then, the circumstances affecting disease and criminality among the “poor, ignorant foreigner” were likely to be as “active in the negro.” Moreover, the tendency to compare blacks to the “whole white race with its four or five social divisions” exaggerated the racial distinctiveness of blacks, rendering invisible the commonality of “poverty and ignorance” among various subgroups. Such a method is “not scientific,” he unequivocally asserted to Hoffman. “Thus, before we can call characteristics racial and dependent upon distinct organic differences, we must eliminate the sociologic factor.”

But Hoffman hardly looked back as he wrote Race Traits and Tendencies of the American Negro. In this full-length treatise on the racial deterioration of black people in America published two years later, he never explicitly acknowledged Ball’s warnings. While he made a few veiled references to the environmental argument of “some authors,” he insisted that the evidence of race deterioration was “indisputable” and that “no
difference of interpretation . . . seems possible.” With the notable addition of more mortality data, which he claimed had never been published or had “never been duly considered by those who believe so firmly in the all powerful effect of the ‘milieux,’ ” much of the book was an expanded version of his previous articles.  

What was new in the book, however, was of no minor consequence. His major innovation was in presenting for the first time a statistical “study of the negro criminal.” Whereas in slavery it was a “well-known fact that neither crime [nor] pauperism” existed, he began, in freedom the latest data positively proved otherwise. The 1890 census, according to Hoffman, showed 24,277 “negro criminals” out of the nation’s 82,329 total prisoners, about 30 percent, and nearly three times the number of black men and women in the general population (12 percent). Although black men constituted more than 90 percent of all “colored prisoners” (just over 22,000), both sexes were most likely to be incarcerated for violence, “the most serious of all crimes.” Out of nearly 7,000 men imprisoned for homicide, just over a third, 2,512, were black men. Black women made up nearly six in ten female prisoners convicted of murder, representing 227 women prisoners out of 393. For rape, “the most atrocious of all crimes,” black men composed 41 percent of convicts. For property offenses, arson ranked at the top among black men and women as a proportion of the total, at 46 percent and 61 percent respectively. Hoffman thus praised the “wisdom” of insurers in “restricting the amount of fire insurance obtainable by colored persons.” If the information in the book spoke for itself, as Hoffman frequently claimed, it seemed at times to have been too soft-spoken. The message apparently was worth repeating: black criminality justified black proscription.

Regarding lynching, for example, Hoffman interpreted press accounts of rape as justifying mob violence even as he admitted that there was no statistical evidence to link the two. “The evidence on this point is not such as would recommend itself to an investigation of this kind, in which official data are the main reliance,” he wrote. Instead he supplemented “newspaper evidence” with “the opinion of those most competent to judge,” including the Virginian historian Philip Alexander Bruce, whose influential 1889 book The Plantation Negro as a Freeman was one of the most heavily cited postbellum race studies. Bruce, quoted by Hoffman, described the rape of white women by black men as “indescribably beastly and loathsome,” without peer in the “whole extent of the natural history of the most beastial [sic] and ferocious animals.” Although
Bruce claimed to be impartial, dispassionate, and free of a personal connection to slavery, his book in general and his chapter on black criminality in particular represented the standard repackaging of proslavery beliefs for a postbellum audience.\textsuperscript{61}

By relying on such experts, Hoffman combined crime statistics with a well-crafted white supremacist narrative to shape the reading of black criminality while trying to minimize the appearance of doing so. Thus the innovative and enduring significance of Hoffman’s crime analysis was not only in presenting the data for the first time, but also in setting the terms and shaping the frame of analysis. Table after table of arrest and prison statistics from cities across the nation, such as Chicago, Philadelphia, Louisville, and Charleston (SC), and from states including New Jersey and Pennsylvania, Hoffman proclaimed, all “confirm the census data, and show without exception that the criminality of the negro exceeds that of any other race of any numerical importance in this country.” When “the negro learns to respect life, property, and chastity, until he learns to believe in the value of a personal morality operating in his daily life, the criminal tendencies \ldots will increase.”\textsuperscript{62}

Although anecdotally black criminality had already become a popular measure of black progress and potential among postbellum writers, in Hoffman’s seminal statistical formulation it secured a more fundamental and permanent role in future race-relations discourse. It was now nearly impossible to read black crime statistics as symptomatic of the failed promises of racial equality in the wake of the Civil War and Reconstruction or, as Ball had suggested, to see crime beyond race as a sociological consequence of economic and social inequality in the industrial age. The construction of an avenue along which such thinking might have traveled was postponed indefinitely. Even suicide among blacks, according to Hoffman and in contrast to suicide among whites, was strictly viewed as pathological: “in most cases, to escape the consequences of his crimes.”\textsuperscript{63} Ultimately, by framing black criminality as a key measure of black inferiority in the same way that his peers and predecessors had done through anatomical measurements and mortality data, Hoffman wrote crime into race and centered it at the heart of the Negro Problem.

In \textit{Race Traits} Hoffman brilliantly tied black criminality to a repudiation of abolitionists’ and neo-abolitionists’ claims that with freedom, education, and moral training blacks would gradually achieve equality with whites.\textsuperscript{64} He framed black behavior as impervious to civilizing influences
by wedding increasing crime trends to the dramatic increase in black schools and churches over the three decades after slavery:

I have given the statistics of the general progress of the race in religion and education for the country at large, and have shown that in church and school the number of attending members or pupils is constantly increasing; but in the statistics of crime and the data of illegitimacy the proof is furnished that neither religion nor education has influenced to an appreciable degree the moral progress of the race. Whatever benefit the individual colored man may have gained from the extension of religious worship and educational processes, the race as a whole has gone backwards rather than forwards.65

This was a powerful indictment of nascent liberal efforts for racial equality at the dawn of the Jim Crow era. Not only did Hoffman state that education and religion were a waste of time and money, but he also implied that they were harmful to the goals of racial uplift. The charge that black education by itself was a stimulus to crime would follow in the wake of Race Traits.66

It is entirely possible that, given the time Hoffman had spent at Hampton Institute, he owed some credit to Frances Morgan Armstrong for emphasizing the futility of black education.67 “Unfortunately, for the negro,” she stated, “the course of the race is influenced by those who have filled his mind with false ideals, who commencing with ‘forty acres and a mule,’ have ended with the prospect of an education in colleges or industrial schools.” General Armstrong, with whom she disagreed, fit this description perfectly. The black crime problem, as diagnosed statistically by Hoffman and subsequent writers, undoubtedly struck a blow at the optimism of the liberal northerners who were major supporters of industrial education in the South and challenged their faith that education was the key to solving the Negro Problem.68 From this point forward, white philanthropic and reform efforts on behalf of racial advancement would be evaluated to varying degrees by black crime statistics.

Hoffman’s book was exceedingly influential across the nation, especially among leading students of American demography.69 “The national white consensus emerging at the turn of the century,” notes historian David Levering Lewis, “was that African Americans were inferior human beings whose predicament was three parts their own making and two parts the consequence of misguided philanthropy.”70 Hoffman played no
minor part in building this consensus. Historian George Fredrickson writes that *Race Traits* “became a prized source of information and conclusions for anti-Negro writers for many years to come,” in part because of its practical value.71 Despite the few articles he had written as a newly minted southerner, Hoffman was a relative unknown to the vast world of race punditry prior to *Race Traits*. By 1896, however, he had remade himself in print as a foreign-born resident of New Jersey with no obvious past or association with the South. He worked as a statistician for one of the largest insurance companies in the country—an ostensibly polemics-free line of work. In the tradition of an Alexis de Tocqueville, he marketed himself as a clear-eyed, plainspoken, unbiased foreign observer of American race relations and demographic trends. Unlike Shaler, Hoffman had no obvious baggage to disclaim, but like him, Hoffman sought to transcend sectional strife by winning northerners to southerners’ points of view. He reminded his readers that “racial inferiority was the keynote of the pro-slavery argument,” which had been falsely “explained away” by the abolitionists.72 With data and reason rather than passion and emotion, Hoffman tried to remove the stain of southern depictions of “black beasts,” dressing up black criminality for the North. His citing of northern crime statistics and his use of *Chicago Tribune* lynching statistics were subtle ways of drawing northerners’ attention to their own color-blind evidence that revealed the growing specter of black migrants “for whom,” he wrote, “vice and crime are the rule and honesty the exception.”73

In 1896 Hoffman sounded a national call to action. “Today, more than ever, the colored race of this country forms a distinct element and presents more than at any time in the past the most complicated and seemingly hopeless problem among those confronting the American people.” The migration of blacks to “all sections of the country” was resulting in their increased population in “all the large cities,” a fact heretofore unrecognized, Hoffman wrote, since “these tables, I believe, are the first to present with a considerable degree of accuracy the massing of the colored population of northern and western cities.” The danger awaiting these cities due to this migration was cumulative. First, the rate of black population growth in large cities was faster than the rate for whites. Second, blacks “crowded into a very few wards,” thereby creating segregated neighborhoods resulting in an “Africa” in the city. Finally, the black neighborhoods in northern cities were “as a rule . . . the most undesirable sections of the cities.” In Philadelphia’s “Africa” or Chicago’s, New York’s,
Boston’s, or Cincinnati’s, wrote Hoffman, “the colored population is found to be living in the worst section of the city” where “vice and crime are the only formative influences.” The time was now for “individual states” and the “nation at large” to take heed of this “most serious aspect” of the Negro Problem—its northern population growth. This increasing presence of “undesirable characters” with their “evil effect” on northern cities was “a serious hindrance to the economic progress of the white race.” “In the plain language of the facts brought together,” Hoffman warned, “the colored race is shown to be on the downward grade, tending toward a condition in which matters will be worse than they are now.”

The fact that northern city leaders already blamed much of their crime on the slum communities of the foreign-born meant that warnings about the criminal tendencies of impoverished black migrants would have sounded more familiar than alarmist. Even the muckraking housing reformer Jacob Riis, author of an 1890 classic study of New York tenements and slum life, emphasized the common criminality of impoverished immigrants and blacks. According to Riis, “As the Chinaman hides his knife in his sleeve and the Italian his stiletto in the bosom, so the negro goes to the ball with a razor in his bootleg.” When Hoffman announced that Chicago’s “Italians, Polanders and Russians” lived under conditions “without question more severe” than blacks, and blacks still showed the “most decided tendency towards crime in the large cities,” he unequivocally marked the black urban migrant as a criminal of exceptional measure. On this one crucial point, Hoffman seemed to directly answer Ball’s earlier criticism that poverty trumped race because the Irish and Italians showed similar death rates when compared to blacks in similar conditions. “Of the various nationalities enumerated,” Hoffman wrote, “the Irish and Italians show a percentage of arrests decidedly above the average, yet small when compared with that of the colored element.”

In a milieu where environmental or sociological explanations of the criminality of native-born and foreign-born whites were ascending along-side the gradual segregation of northern blacks, Hoffman helped to legitimate the further isolation of blacks as a dangerous race with exceptional problems. Historian and criminologist Jeffrey Adler observes that, as black migration to Chicago gradually increased in the next decade, “Chicagoans of European extraction, including both recent migrants and old-stock native-born Americans, often felt a powerful bond of racial solidarity,” including a shared fear of blacks as criminals. Most “white city dwellers” in Chicago and “other northern cities,” Adler
writes, “believed that African Americans were violent and deviant,” and the whites sought various public policy measures to seal themselves off from them. The first modern race-relations expert to evince the statistical connections between black migration to the North, urbanization, and criminality, Hoffman helped to certify the nationalization of the Negro Problem. He smartly anticipated that these three factors taken together would shape, to varying degrees, race-relations discourse into the next century and beyond.

The impact of Hoffman’s ideas was detectable immediately following the book’s publication. Among white reviewers, the reception ranged from
adulation and critical acclaim to mixed praise. All agreed on Hoffman’s exceptional talents as a statistician, and all noted the significance of blacks moving to the urban North, spreading vice, crime, and disease in their wake. In one of social science’s premier northern journals, a white reviewer acclaimed that Race Traits was a pioneering achievement. It was a “most thorough and painstaking compilation” by a “competent” statistician to “deal with the vital and social statistics of the negro race in the United States,” exclaimed Miles Menander Dawson, a New York actuary and a frequent reviewer of insurance-related publications. Thoroughly convinced by Hoffman’s findings, Dawson summarized every section of the book without a single critical comment. No other race committed as much crime as blacks, wrote Dawson, despite the facts that about the same percentage of black children attended school as whites and almost the same percentage of blacks and whites were active Christians. “Even in northern cities, where abundant opportunities are given,” Dawson noted, blacks are so inefficient that “comparatively few engage at skilled labor.” Hoffman’s persistent efforts to render racism invisible were paying off.

Before launching into his own inspired denunciation of blacks, Frederick Starr, a white anthropologist at the University of Chicago and a proponent of Lombrosian criminology, praised Hoffman for being an “unbiased foreigner” instead of a “prejudiced observer”—a recognition of the stakes of post-racialism at the dawn of Jim Crow. Starr’s review, “The Degeneracy of the American Negro,” was caustic, exhibiting the passion that Hoffman had perhaps intended to ignite. Starr’s own summary of the “astonishing results” of “criminality in the two races” proved that Hoffman had unambiguously made his point to some of his white peers. “Conditions of life and bad social opportunities cannot be urged in excuse,” Starr wrote, because immigrants’ conditions “are fully as bad as for the blacks but their criminality is much less. The difference is racial [Starr’s italics].” Starr reiterated Hoffman’s conclusions in his own unequivocal terms: “What can be done? Not much. . . . Less petting and more disciplining is needed; fewer academies and more work-benches. Recognition of white men and black men is fundamental. The desire to turn bright black boys into inefficient white men should cease. It is imperative that we demand honesty toward the negro and decency from him. But we may expect the race here to die and disappear; the sooner perhaps the better.” Interestingly, the linking of crime to the folly of academic training reinforced an idea that Shaler had joked about in his 1884 article: A “little colored girl” had once said that “you can’t get clean corners
She was right, Shaler added, noting that it was even “difficultly effected in our own blood. The world needs clean corners, it is not so particular about the algebra [Shaler’s italics].” In the near future, new evidence of black criminality would help to shape debates about the state of black education in America.

Not all white readers or critics of Hoffman’s work, like Ball, unconditionally embraced his racialism even as they agreed that his data were sound. A notable exception was biologist Gary L. Calkins of Columbia University. This was somewhat ironic, given how much the first generation of American social scientists modeled natural scientists, and how much ideological support they drew from biologists in asserting the constitutional inferiority of African Americans. Calkins described the book as an “admirable work,” noting that Hoffman’s logic was “convincing” and that his data clearly pointed to the “downward” trajectory of the race. But he was far from convinced by Hoffman’s all-encompassing racial analysis, arguing that “racial difference” might account for some of the disparities between whites and blacks but “that it accounts for all . . . is hardly proved by the facts produced.” The health-related disruptions of migration and urbanization make no racial distinctions, he argued. “Nor must it be forgotten that a race suddenly thrown upon their own resources under entirely new conditions, as were the negroes after their emancipation, must necessarily suffer change of circumstances, regardless of race tendencies.” Likewise, their immorality, “which is constantly increasing,” he added, “could” be viewed from the same perspective.

Such initial cautions by white researchers such as Calkins and Ball gradually found greater currency among northern progressives when they began, somewhat half-heartedly, to apply their immigrant environmentalism to African Americans as the Great Migration era approached. For the moment, however, dissent was small by comparison to the attitudes of many whites who were already animated by thoughts of southern “black beasts” and who fully embraced Hoffman’s empirically based, race-neutral depiction of a nationwide black crime problem. For the moment, the bulk of the questioning of the new crime data and its racial interpretations was left to a new cohort of black scholars, reformers, and journalists.

These middle-class and elite black women and men were young; many had never been enslaved, and some had received first-rate educations at the most elite institutions in the nation. Ironically, they were members
of the generation captured by the 1890 census, the census that many scientific racists had eagerly anticipated would prove the race’s inferiority once and for all. Historian Glenda Gilmore calls them the race’s “best men” and “best women” because they used their pedigrees and talents as personal testimonies to the race’s infinite capacity for citizenship and excellence. They considered themselves “their own best argument,” writes historian Deborah Gray White, against the charge of racial inferiority. Not all of them actively desired to be antiracist leaders, but those who did included Mary Church Terrell and the women who founded the National Association of Colored Women in 1896, and W. E. B. Du Bois and the men who launched the American Negro Academy in 1897. Although they were hardly of one perspective or position on the Negro Problem—1895, for example, marked the rise of Booker T. Washington, the white-appointed accommodationist leader of the race—they tended to explain their circumstances quite differently than whites did, if for no other reason than that they overwhelmingly asserted their hopefulness, their humanity, and their inalienable rights to freedom and fairness. “The present seems dark to the negro and that there is an increasing discontent, is perfectly evident, still I am far from despairing of his success in the future,” wrote William Saunders Scarborough, a professor of classical languages at Wilberforce University, the first black author of a Greek college textbook, the first black member of the Modern Language Association, and a founder of the American Negro Academy. “If the South and North, white and black, will unite on lines of justice and humanity to man, the race question will work out its own solution with the least friction and best results.” Notwithstanding much intra-racial class and gender friction, many elite black men and women, in the words of historian Kevin Gaines, “sought to refute the view that African Americans were biologically inferior and unassimilable by incorporating ‘the race’ into ostensibly universal but deeply racialized ideological categories of Western progress and civilization.”

Ida B. Wells was the first of this generation of black scholars and reformers to link the language of civilization with statistics to defend the race against charges of criminality. She published her first two pamphlets, *Southern Horrors: Lynch Law in All Its Phases* (1892) and *A Red Record: Tabulated Statistics and Alleged Causes of Lynchings in the United States, 1892–1893–1894* (1894), at the same time that Hoffman authored his first articles. Although neither cited the other’s work, Hoffman must have been aware of Wells’s work and her British antilynching
campaigns of 1893 and 1894 by the time he published *Race Traits* in 1896. In 1892 Wells was a primary school teacher, a journalist, and an antiracist activist in Memphis who lost three close friends in a triple lynching after they defended their grocery store against a mob of white men intent on burning it to the ground. This was not an uncommon occurrence. Professional and entrepreneurial blacks were frequent targets of mob violence in the South, especially when their commercial activities weakened the grip of white business owners who systematically exploited blacks. For Wells, the tragedy and personal loss were extremely difficult to accept, especially when the local white press applauded the violence. That she had long borne witness to white journalists’ usual justifications for lynching as the only way to handle black criminals and “Negro rapists” left her no option but to speak truth to power. In the preface to *Southern Horrors*, she wrote, “Somebody must show that the Afro-American race is more sinned against than sinning, and it seems to have fallen upon me to do so. The Afro-American is not a bestial race. If this work can contribute in any way toward proving this, and at the same time arouse the conscience of the American people to a demand for justice to every citizen, and punishment by law for the lawless, I shall feel I have done my race a service.”

Historians of Wells’s life and times credit her for inventing “forceful new arguments” and for being a “point of origin” in “American critical thought on lynching and racism.” Gail Bederman writes that Wells turned the Anglo-Saxon “discourse on whiteness, civilization, and manliness” on its head by redefining lynching as an act of barbarity by white men who “burned innocent black men alive for the ‘crime’ of sleeping with willing white women, while they themselves brutally and boldly raped black women.” In 1892 Wells’s printing press was destroyed by arsonists; threatened with mortal harm, she left the South forever. She became a statistic, one of the soon-to-be-counted and much-discussed black migrants, first landing in New York, frequently visiting Philadelphia to draw support from the city’s resourceful black religious and education leaders, and eventually settling in Chicago for the remainder of her life. There, after the turn of the century, she led a call for progressive-style crime prevention and outreach among young black men who suffered the triple burdens of labor-market discrimination, the stigma of criminality, and segregation from white- and immigrant-only social welfare agencies.

Like almost everyone else in the twentieth century, Wells later witnessed and responded to the ubiquitous referencing of black crime statistics in all
manner of race talk, which she had less to do with in the 1890s than did later black social scientists such as W. E. B. Du Bois, Kelly Miller, Monroe N. Work, Richard R. Wright, Jr., Sadie T. Mossell, and Anna Thompson. In comparison to Hoffman, Wells neither identified herself as a statistician nor focused on the 1890 census. Still, her method for compiling lynching statistics was the same as Hoffman’s. In preceding him by two years, she was doubtless one of the first race-relations writers, black or white, to analyze the Tribune’s lynching data. Though an overwhelmingly white-on-white American tradition of vigilante “justice” from the colonial period to the nineteenth-century Old West, lynching had only become a racist blood sport in the 1880s and 1890s. On average in these two decades, “one person was lynched every other day, and two out of three were black.” At the start of the twentieth century, lynchings fell to one every four days, but 90 percent of the victims were African Americans. Like Hoffman, Wells was keenly aware of how her personal identity mattered to the reception of her study, proclaiming that her research had come strictly from white newspaper sources. “Out of their mouths,” she boasted defiantly in the opening pages of A Red Record, “shall murderers be condemned.” The heart of her condemnation was her meticulous reading, one by one, of press accounts of just over eleven hundred black men, women, and children who were “hanged, shot and roasted alive from January 1st, 1882 to January 1st, 1894,” of whom 31 percent were actually “charged with rape.”

Her research findings defied most whites’ understanding of lynching (and even, to a lesser extent, the way some elite blacks viewed the matter). Before Wells, few white people questioned the claim that the “majority” of lynchings in the country were, as Hoffman put it, “undoubtedly” the results of rape committed by black men. Wells’s aim was to debunk the myth that nearly every lynching of a black man represented a statistic of a ravaged white woman. She also wanted to challenge the emerging idea that any evidence of black criminality in the North was obvious proof of black inferiority, since many whites claimed that northern racism did not exist. In her retelling of northern press accounts, she highlighted how northerners contributed to the lynching craze and the scapegoating of black suspects by fabricating their own stories of black predators in their midst. In Philadelphia, for example, she told of an attractive and “well educated” white girl from a “good family” who had been stealing from her parents for some time. When a shadow of suspicion fell on the girl, she lied to the “daily papers” that a “colored man” had “gagged” and
“bound” her and had stolen the money. In Cleveland, a mother and grandmother conspired to have a black handyman disposed of by accusing him of “outrag[ing]” their four-year-old child. A preliminary hearing produced no evidence, but revealed that the women had concocted the scheme to avoid paying him a season’s worth of wages.107

Wells’s most provocative findings involved the rape or attempted rape of black women by white men. Of the dozen or so cases she cited, most took place in the South, but a few were from the Midwest and the Northeast. Typically a white man or a “gang” of whites sexually attacked a young black woman. If the men were arrested, they were either acquitted or served minor sentences (far less than the many years similarly convicted black men received if they were lucky enough to make it to prison). None of them fell prey to a lynch mob. In Nashville, for example, Pat Hanifan “outraged a little colored girl,” received a six-month jail sentence, and then became a city detective. In Baltimore “a gang of white ruffians assaulted a respectable colored girl” who was out with her escort. Her date was held down while she was raped. All were acquitted. “Colored women,” Wells wrote bitterly, “have always had far more reason to complain of white men in this respect than ever white women have had of Negroes.”108

In _A Red Record_, Wells exposed the enduring sexual violence perpetrated against black women, begun in slavery, and the unacknowledged hypocrisy of the lynching hysteria.109 She exposed the double bind of racial and sexual exploitation manifested in the figurative and literal dehumanization and destruction of black bodies.110

Given Wells’s total repudiation of white supremacists’ explanations for lynching and black criminality, it is easy to imagine Hoffman’s incredulity when he came upon her work. It is not easy to imagine that he never knew of her work. He was extremely well read, curious, and thorough in his attempts to draw upon experts on topics of interest to him. That Hoffman probably ignored Wells’s work is suggested by the fact that Robert Porter, one of his peers and the superintendent of the 1890 census whose signature appeared on the title page of the report on crime in the nation, publicly commented on the success of Wells’s British campaign.111 Although Wells’s efforts created a storm of national controversy and an international scandal, for the most part she was not taken seriously by mainstream white race-relations writers like Hoffman, who from the beginning dominated the social scientific discourse on black criminality. Race and gender explain much of the “deafening silence,” according to her biographer. Wells fit into no neat categories. She was a “kind of political
exile.” She was too bold as a female public figure, too outspoken in criticizing white women reformers for accepting lynching as a “necessary evil,” too proud of her race to condone the conservative accommodationism of Washington-type black male leaders, and ultimately too unladylike and provocative in her sex talk for black club women. Her unequivocal antiracism may have marginalized her the most.112

Other black men and women of Wells’s intellectual acumen and personal commitment to race work were slightly less marginal by comparison to Wells because they either believed that some blacks had racial tendencies toward criminal acts or because some, as racial uplifters, were more willing to traffic rhetorically in the high-value currency of black criminality so as to be taken seriously by whites.113 But regardless of their gender or their class elitism or their rhetorical strategies, the first generation of professionally trained black social scientists, the vast majority of them men, were generally ignored by their white counterparts.114 They were also few in number.115 As one historian notes, in the early years of mass freedom “scholarly speculation among African-Americans was a luxury as rare as Mississippi snow.”116 From the 1890s until the 1920s, except when their words conceded, corroborated, or confirmed that blacks committed too many crimes—no matter their typically nuanced framing of the problem as primarily a symptom of industrial capitalism plus racism—“most white practitioners of racial science were able to silence the opposition of black thinkers.”117 Historian Davarian Baldwin explains that “the innovative Black scholarship on race relations was different enough from most ideas within the traditional organizational structure of” the field of sociology “that the work was systematically illegible, illogical and hence invisible.”118

Nevertheless, black scholars responded to Hoffman’s book with a mixture of ambivalence, sharp criticism, and restrained outrage. Neither W. E. B. Du Bois, the first black Harvard-trained social scientist and the first black academic to gain national attention as a race-relations expert, nor Kelly Miller, a pioneering black mathematician whose quantitative training and interest in the Negro Problem led him to launch a sociology department at Howard University, accepted Hoffman’s prediction or Starr’s endorsement of their race’s impending disappearance.119 In his review, Du Bois called it an “absurd conclusion” based on the “unscientific use of the statistical method.”120 Although Miller first conceded that the book was the “most thorough and comprehensive treatment of the Negro Problem, from a statistical standpoint,” rivaling in its ability to
“awaken” scientific interest in blacks what Harriet Beecher Stowe’s *Uncle Tom’s Cabin* had done to arouse “sentiment and generous feelings” for the race, he then agreed with Du Bois that Hoffman’s conclusion was really a smokescreen for “*a priori* considerations.”

Miller’s 1897 review, the first published paper of the American Negro Academy and itself a bestseller among African Americans, dissected the book chapter by chapter, allowing none of Hoffman’s arguments to escape scrutiny. For example, he discounted Hoffman’s entire treatment of the North as proof positive of blacks’ hereditary shortcomings, arguing that social “captivity” and “isolation” were far more characteristic of the conditions facing the “Northern Negro.” Blacks in the North were “completely submerged,” he wrote. Their crime was primarily determined by their “social degradation.” Not questioning the data but reversing Hoffman’s statistical logic, Miller said that the census “nowhere” proved “any connection between crime and race but between crime and condition.”

Northern black crime rates, from Pennsylvania’s prisoners to Chicago’s arrestees, were “six to eight times greater” per capita than whites because of racial discrimination. “The criminal outbreak under the circumstances is only natural.” If whites were to “exchange places” with blacks, then “the same story would be narrated of” them.

To be sure, Miller did not discount “this high criminal record” as simply a myth or a product of statistical sophistry. On a very basic level, he accepted Hoffman’s charge of excessive criminality as partly the responsibility of blacks to fix. This was one of the earliest indications of the powerful rhetorical and ideological currency of black crime statistics even among African Americans. It is important, however, to note—for this was a point frequently ignored by Miller’s white peers—that to admit that blacks played a role in the crime problem was not to concede racial inferiority but to insist that everyone had a part to play in the solution. Ultimately, Miller saw the problem in universal terms, both historical and sociological, that he believed held true for all groups: “The Jews in Egypt labored under circumstances remarkably similar to those of the American Negro” as they struggled to survive amid their own moral and physical “degeneracy” in the wilderness of freedom for forty years after emancipation. “Luckily for the Hebrews, there were no statisticians in those days. Think of the future which an Egyptian philosopher would have predicted for this people! And yet out of the loins of this race have Sprung the moral and spiritual law-givers of mankind. We should not be discouraged because the Negro does not make a bee-line from Egyptian
bondage to the Promised Land beyond Jordan. . . . If all the misdeeds of any people or individual were brought to light, the best of the race would be injured and the rest would be ruined.”

Along similar lines, Du Bois found much of Hoffman’s data “interesting and valuable,” but considered his interpretations highly suspect. There was no inherent reason why Hoffman had to emphasize “the bad as typifying the general tendency” of the race. Clearly the statistics showed mixed results: “increasing intelligence and increasing crime” as well as more wealth and more poverty. “Such contradictory facts are not facts pertaining to ‘the race’ but to its various classes, which development since emancipation has differentiated.” Like Miller, Du Bois suggested an alternative reading of the data in both universal and antiracist terms. It was “natural” among “all races,” he wrote, to experience in a “single generation” more material progress than moral progress. After all, the “dazed freedman” could comprehend the urgency of work “much easier” than how to rebuild the family and moral foundation destroyed by slavery. The “younger generation” only turned to crime in the face of “dogged Anglo-Saxon prejudice” by which they were “subjected to different standards of justice” than “white malefactors.” “To comprehend this peculiar and complicated evolution, and to pronounce final judgment upon it, will take far greater power of analysis, niceness of inquiry, and delicacy of measurement than Mr. Hoffman brings to his task.”

Du Bois’s superior education, including a Harvard Ph.D. plus three semesters at the University of Berlin—the crème de la crème of academic training in the social sciences—prepared him to see the irony in Hoffman’s German background and his “unscientific use of the statistical method.” Turning the tables on Hoffman, the former student of Max Weber pointed out that in Hoffman’s “own German fatherland” high death rates matched or exceeded those of blacks in the United States. Were residents of Munich also headed for race extinction? What of Montreal, Naples, Belfast, Budapest, Breslau, and Madrid, which “all have shown within a few years, death rates equal” to or in excess of “American Negroes in cities”? Was illegitimacy among the inhabitants of Rome, Munich, Stockholm, Paris, and Brussels the beginning of the end of morality among Europe’s elite races, given that their rates of out-of-wedlock childbirths were higher than the “Negroes of Washington [D.C.]”? The bottom line, argued Du Bois, was that the study of black life needed much more investigation at the local level and “from particular points of view.”
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This was precisely Du Bois’s point in “The Study of the Negro Problem,” an address delivered at a meeting of the American Academy of Political and Social Science in the fall of 1897, several months after his review appeared. By this time Du Bois was an assistant instructor at the University of Pennsylvania and was conducting the first-ever book-length sociological investigation of an American city. The study was “a breakthrough achievement,” the seminal text on urban sociology, not soon to be matched by the research of the nation’s inaugural sociology department at the University of Chicago, founded in 1892. It seems an unlikely coincidence that his groundbreaking study, The Philadelphia Negro, was launched about the same time Hoffman’s book was making headlines since, as Du Bois recalled many years later, he was brought to Philadelphia to conduct research to investigate the “theory” that the city “was going to the dogs because of the crime and venality of its Negro citizens.” Having already completed the fieldwork at the time of the annual meeting—835 hours of interviewing in 2,500 households, the life histories of 10,000 men, women, and children—Du Bois told his white peers that the “manifest and far-reaching bias” of race-relations writers should no longer substitute for the pursuit of a “reliable body of truth,” that “deep, fierce convictions” must no longer guide the “uncritical study of the Negro.” Systematic investigation of facts must supplant widely held opinions based on “faith [rather] than of knowledge.” “Intensive studies” should be conducted in “limited localities” by “competent and responsible agents.” The use of “any general census,” he warned finally, was likely to lead to “dangerously misleading” conclusions.

Without naming names, Du Bois paused to highlight Hoffman’s work as a case in point. The “foreigner’s views, if he be not exceptionally astute, will depend largely on his letters of introduction”; like American pseudo-experts whose credibility is secured only by “birthplace and parentage,” he will “fail” to capture the complexity of the Negro Problem and will “succumb to the vulgar temptation” to turn any “little contribution” into “general conclusions as to the origin and destiny of the Negro people in time and eternity . . . Thus we possess endless final judgments as to the American Negro emanating from men of influence and learning, in the very face of the fact known to every accurate student, that there exists to-day no sufficient material of proven reliability, upon which any scientist can base definite and final conclusions as to the present condition and tendencies of the eight million American Negroes; and that any person or publication purporting to give such conclusions simply makes
statements which go beyond the reasonably proven evidence.”

Unsurprisingly, given its dramatic rise as a national topic of discussion and debate, Du Bois singled out black criminality as a research area that was thoroughly awash in myth, stereotype, and ignorance. “It is extremely doubtful,” he complained, “if any satisfactory study of Negro crime and lynching can be made for a generation or more, in the present condition of the public mind, which renders it almost impossible to get at the facts and real conditions.”

On that cool November day in Philadelphia, as Du Bois instructed a mostly white audience of social scientists and reformers on how to study the Negro, he may have found himself uncertain about how his own ongoing intensive study of Philadelphia’s black criminals would be received by the public. By suggesting that no real knowledge could be ascertained for several years to come, he appeared to be hedging against his own contribution to reifying in white people’s minds that too many blacks had “criminal tendencies.” Even as he critiqued the “final judgments” of his white supremacist peers, he knew that eight months earlier he himself had verged perilously close to being guilty as charged.

Du Bois’s March 5, 1897, speech “Conservation of the Races,” delivered at the inaugural meeting of the American Negro Academy, put crime at the forefront of the Negro Problem. Before the racial gifts of the American Negro—“our physical powers, our intellectual endowments, our spiritual ideals”—could be realized in that “broader humanity which freely recognizes differences in men” without inequality, we must seek unity and purification, Du Bois told an august gathering of Talented Tenthers, the upper crust of the educated black elite. “Weighted with a heritage of moral iniquity from our past history, hard pressed in the economic world by foreign immigrants and native prejudice, hated here, despised there and pitied everywhere; our one haven of refuge is ourselves.” But eight million people can rise to greatness only by first being “honest, fearlessly criticizing their own faults, zealously correcting them.” We must put an end, he continued, to political corruption, materialism, crime, and immorality. We must be “united to keep black boys from loafing, gambling and crime; united to guard the purity of black women and to reduce the vast army of black prostitutes that is today marching to hell.” Members of the black vanguard must “bravely face the truth, not with apologies, but with solemn earnestness.” Wagging a proverbial finger at poor southern blacks, his words nearing a crescendo, Du Bois stated that “a note of warning” should echo “in every black cabin in the
land” that “unless we conquer our present vices they will conquer us; we are diseased, we are developing criminal tendencies, and an alarmingly large percentage of our men and women are sexually impure.”

Many historians see “Conservation” as a remarkable demonstration of Du Bois’s youthful embrace of racial essentialism, a view that all blacks were endowed with the same special gifts only needing to be unlocked from the inside, part antidote to Hoffman’s charge of self-destructive race traits. Lewis observes that Du Bois later looked back on this perspective as “something of an embarrassment.” What has not received the same attention in this speech, however, are Du Bois’s earliest thoughts on black criminality. These profoundly significant ideas occupied a central place in his initial engagement with the race-relations discourse. The crime problem was so important to him at the outset of his scholarly and activist career that in his coming-out speech before his black mentors and esteemed peers, he recommended making crime fighting their top priority: “We believe that the first and greatest step toward the settlement of the present friction between the races—commonly called the Negro problem—lies in the correction of the immorality, crime and laziness among Negroes themselves, which still remains as a heritage from slavery. We believe that only earnest and long continued efforts on our own part can cure these social ills.”

The fact that Du Bois was still writing *The Philadelphia Negro* is crucial to capturing the complexity and tensions in his early crime analysis. This was an experimental period in Du Bois’s intellectual development. As a twenty-nine-year-old budding social scientist, he tried to approach the race problem by resisting preconceived conclusions. The “difficulties of studying so vast and varied a subject are so large that the first work to be done should be rather of an experimental or preliminary nature,” he wrote two months after the “Conservation” speech in a letter to Carroll D. Wright, the census official who had worked with Hoffman years before and was now seeking Du Bois’s expertise for an economic report on black southerners. Du Bois was, after all, setting out to practice what he preached against in Hoffman’s work.

But Du Bois could not entirely expunge his personal views from his own scholarship, a limit he recognized and fully admitted in the opening pages of *The Philadelphia Negro*. From “Conservation” to the American Academy of Political and Social Science address to the final Philadelphia report, there is an unmistakable tension between his elitist sensibility and Victorian concern about individual moral accountability, and his
professional view of crime as a “tangible phenomena of Negro Preju-
dice.” In *The Philadelphia Negro*, Du Bois did not hesitate to moralize
against the young black gamblers and prostitutes of Philadelphia’s cor-
r upt Seventh Ward, or to wage a full-scale rhetorical attack on the im-
morality of poor black southerners. In Du Bois’s early writings, in
Hoffman’s writings, and in the writings of many others who succeeded
them, the data and discourse on black criminality at this founding mo-
ment masked the full range of ideological differences among many white
and black race experts. When the statistical reality of black criminality
was first making its way along the information railway of the industrial
age, the critique of racism and the critique of racial inferiority were con-
stantly overlapping. As numerous scholars have emphasized in their
studies of racial uplift ideology, more often than not black elites’ intra-
racial appeals for unity and progress in the Progressive era depended on
one-sided jeremiads against poor and disreputable blacks.

Contemporaries could hear or read in these statements the same con-
demnation of blackness, if that is what they chose to do. For example,
among Hoffman’s many proofs of crime and immorality as race traits, he
wrote, “That an immense amount of concubinage and prostitution pre-
vails among the colored women of the United States is a fact fully admit-
ted by the negroes themselves.” He also cited evidence from the ground-
breaking book *Hull House Maps and Papers*. The fact was “so forcibly
brought out” by Jane Addams and Florence Kelley, Hoffman wrote, that
wherever large numbers of blacks lived in the urban North, “houses of
ill-fame and dives of the lowest order abound.” Compiled by two white
liberal pioneers of the settlement house movement, *Hull House Maps* was
a proto-Compstat analysis, mapping vice and crime in Chicago’s slum
communities for the ultimate purpose of community-based crime preven-
tion. Context made all the difference in how both black and white ex-
erts expected their crime analyses to be interpreted and understood.

Du Bois claimed that *The Philadelphia Negro* was first and foremost
a seminal study of the history and sociology of a black community in the
urban North. It was the first of many local “intensive,” systematic inves-
tigations of the facts and real conditions of black life in America. “The
world was thinking wrong about race, because it did not know,” Du Bois
wrote years later, reflecting on his initial scholarly engagement with race-
relations discourse. “The ultimate evil was stupidity.” *The Philadel-
phia Negro* was the first step in his multistep knowledge program to end
the Negro Problem. With this purpose in mind, Du Bois produced an
unprecedented in-depth analysis of the class structure of black Philadelphia. Considering the whole as greater than the sum of its parts, the four classes he identified—the “aristocracy of the race” (12 percent), the “hard-working, good-natured people” (52 percent), the “poor and unfortunate” (30 percent), and the “submerged Tenth (6 percent)”—amounted to a powerful rebuttal to the sweeping negative generalizations against all blacks, especially the charge of criminality. Du Bois saw the problem of black criminality much like the way Hoffman had characterized white criminality, as an “unfortunate” consequence of economic conditions. “We have here the [statistical] record of a low social class, and as the condition of a lower class is by its very definition worse than that of a higher, so the situation of the Negroes is worse as respects crime and poverty than that of the mass of whites.” In the wake of a “period of financial stress and industrial depression,” he continued, black and white crime both increased, but less so for whites “by reason of their richer and more fortunate upper classes.”

Even his use of the term *submerged* shifted partial responsibility away from this “lowest class of slum elements” by implying that these individuals were oppressed by means other than just their own behavior.

Within this frame of analysis, Du Bois intended for crime to be seen as “a phenomenon that stands not alone, but rather as a symptom of countless wrong social conditions.” In an unflinching chapter-long investigation of the serious crimes of the “submerged Tenth,” Du Bois described mostly young black men who typically stole or assaulted others; who tended to be “ignorant,” southern-born, repeat offenders; and who lived “in such [an] environment that they find it easier to be rogues than honest men.” Yet all of the lawlessness did not alter his assessment that racism was the “vastest of the Negro problems.” He reminded readers that since the colonial period these “perpetrators” had been subject to all the handicaps of being poor and black defendants in the criminal justice system. He redefined race traits as temporary deficiencies rooted in the moral debasement of slavery. He linked emancipation and northern migration to the universal experience of displacement and strain, like the wilderness period for the Hebrews of the Old Testament. He emphasized ongoing, not simply historical, acts of white discrimination in every sphere of black life. Beyond the “ordinary,” all of these were aggravating causes of black criminality. According to Du Bois, they were the factors that made black people’s crimes both excessive and peculiar. Otherwise, the heart of the Negro Problem was not crime but the exclusion of black
people from within the “pale of nineteenth-century Humanity.” In the work’s final pages, he wrote:

We have, to be sure, a threatening problem of ignorance but the ancestors of most Americans were far more ignorant than the freedmen’s sons; these ex-slaves are poor but not as poor as the Irish peasants used to be; crime is rampant but not more so, if as much, as in Italy; but the difference is that the ancestors of the English and the Irish and the Italians were felt to be worth educating, helping and guiding because they were men and brothers, while in America a census which gives a slight indication of the utter disappearance of the American Negro from the earth is greeted with ill-concealed delight. . . . This is the spirit that enters in and complicates all Negro social problems and this is a problem which only civilization and humanity can successfully solve.

As was commonly expressed on the white side of the color line, Du Bois wanted Philadelphia’s black crime problem to be greeted as a cause for concern and intervention rather than as a celebration of internecine genocide.148

Far less noted by historians was Du Bois’s initial linking of crime fighting to racism.149 Even in “Conservation,” Du Bois did not simply wag a finger at black criminals and prostitutes, though the tone and tenor of his rhetoric suggested otherwise. He combined his primary call for an anti-crime self-help solution with a secondary call for whites to end racism. “We believe that the second great step toward a better adjustment of the relations between races,” he stated, is the color-blind recognition and rewarding of talent in the “economic and intellectual world.” In The Philadelphia Negro, he tipped the balance toward equal responsibility, calling for a dual approach to the crime problem: “The Duty of the Negroes” was to first make every effort “toward a lessening of Negro crime” in spite of racial oppression; “[t]he Duty of the Whites” was to eliminate prejudice and discrimination in spite of “intermingling” with a “race so poor and ignorant and inefficient as the mass of the Negroes.”

That the Negro race has an appalling work of social reform before it need hardly be said. Simply because the ancestors of the present white inhabitants of America went out of their way barbarously to mistreat and enslave the ancestors of the present black inhabitants gives those blacks no right to ask that the civilization and morality
of the land be seriously menaced for their benefit. . . . But if their [whites’] policy in the past is parent of much of this condition, and if to-day by shutting black boys and girls out of most avenues of decent employment they are increasing pauperism and vice, then they must hold themselves largely responsible for the deplorable results.\textsuperscript{150}

From “Conservation” to \textit{The Philadelphia Negro}, even as he thought out loud and committed words to the page, the two sides of the problem were approaching inseparability in Du Bois’s mind.\textsuperscript{151} The complications in his own thoughts thus led him to doubt what the “public mind” was able or even willing to comprehend that November day before the American Academy of Political and Social Science.\textsuperscript{152}

Du Bois’s admonition against Hoffman’s brand of racial analysis, two years before the final publication of \textit{The Philadelphia Negro}, seems to have been his attempt at saying that it was possible to criticize bad behavior among blacks without eliminating racism as a major factor and passing final judgment on the inferiority of the entire race. Elsewhere during this period he would begin to express his personal despair over the tendency of whites to simplify the race problem and to see in the struggle and “strivings of the Negro People” justification for prejudice. In one of his most famous essays, first published in the August 1897 issue of \textit{Atlantic Monthly}, midway between his “Conservation” speech and his American Academy of Political and Social Science address, Du Bois first described his own sense of living behind the veil, of being defined by others as a “problem.”\textsuperscript{153} “It is a peculiar sensation, this double-consciousness, this sense of always looking at one’s self through the eyes of others, of measuring one’s soul by the tape of a world that looks on in amused contempt and pity.” He then linked the racialized oppression of black people in America to an enduring conundrum:

A people thus handicapped [by centuries of enslavement and degradation] ought not to be asked to race with the world, but rather allowed to give all its time and thought to its own social problems. But alas! While sociologists gleefully count his bastards and his prostitutes, the very soul of the toiling, sweating black man is darkened by the shadow of a vast despair. Men call the shadow prejudice, and learnedly explain it as the natural defense of culture against barbarism, learning against ignorance, purity against crime, the “higher” against the “lower” races. . . . But the facing of so vast
a prejudice could not but bring the inevitable self-questioning, self-disparagement, and lowering of ideals which ever accompany repression and breed in an atmosphere of contempt and hate.\textsuperscript{154}

Here, before \textit{The Philadelphia Negro} was finished, was the first articulation of the self-fulfilling prophesy of racism, poverty, crime, and inequality in modern America. Still, the Philadelphia study was Du Bois’s most important scholarly contribution, an exegesis of this most complicated phenomenon. He opened the \textit{Souls of Black Folk}, his most widely read publication—in which he intoned that “the problem of the twentieth-century is the problem of the color-line”—with a reprint (and slight revision) of the 1897 \textit{Atlantic Monthly} essay. For many years to come, in numerous reports, essays, speeches, and editorials, he would press his two-pronged solution to the crime problem, shifting emphasis and blame ever so slightly to suit the biases and “stupidity” of his audiences.

Immediately following the completion of \textit{The Philadelphia Negro}, Du Bois’s tendency to move back and forth between emphasizing the need for self-improvement and emphasizing an end to racism, depending on the complexion of the audience, is perfectly illustrated by an article and a speech he gave in the same year. The article, “The Negro and Crime,” appeared in the May 18, 1899, issue of the \textit{Independent}, a northern liberal magazine. In responding to an earlier article in the publication that had blasted blacks for their vices (“the negro is the mongrel of civilization”), Du Bois firmly insisted that the history of slavery and the emancipation experience went a long way toward explaining the “Negro criminal class”—“it is astounding that a body of people whose family life had been so nearly destroyed . . . should in a single generation be able to point to so many pure homes.” He then listed and explained four additional causes in the order of their significance: convict leasing, discrimination in southern courts, mob violence, and “the drawing of the color-line.”\textsuperscript{155}

By contrast, a few months later he delivered a speech, “The Problem of Negro Crime,” at the Atlanta Negro Historical Society. According to a caption accompanying the January 1900 reprint in the \textit{Bulletin of Atlanta University}, the address was “handled in such a way to make a deep impression upon those who heard.” Du Bois began by asserting that the strictest test of the “Negro’s progress is that of his criminal record.” Citing the 1890 census, he said, “despite, then, all the discrimination and all other excuses that might be brought there can be no reasonable doubt but that the Negroes of this land furnish two or three times as many
criminals proportionately as the whites.” In his usual way, he linked crime to the natural disruption of the emancipation period and concluded with five self-help recommendations: “establish better homes”; “educate our children”; inculcate a faithful and honest work ethic regardless of how menial the job; associate with “decent people” only; and unite with white Georgians to open a juvenile reformatory to keep young people from the “prison and chain gang.” Herbert Aptheker, who first collected and assembled Du Bois’s voluminous body of work, observes that around 1904 Du Bois “rejected” the views he expressed that day. In an October 1940 address, Du Bois publicly reflected on his change of perspective at that time.156

Still, despite all the moralizing and data crunching about black criminals, Du Bois’s *The Philadelphia Negro* was “shamefully neglected.”157 The book never came close to attracting as large an audience as Hoffman’s *Race Traits*. It did not become a nonfiction bestseller. It did not turn race-relations discourse on its head. Although it was reviewed in a few academic periodicals, it was ignored by the *American Journal of Sociology* (AJS).158 No mention of the book appears in that journal until 1903, when it was listed among texts used at Hampton Institute as part of a survey of sociology curriculums around the country.159 Nearly a decade passed before it was first cited in the footnotes of an *AJS* article.160 As late as the 1930s, not even the University of Pennsylvania’s sociology department officially acknowledged, as historians Thomas Sugrue and Michael Katz write, “the most significant research in the history of the department.”161 It neither influenced a generation of sociology students nor garnered Du Bois critical praise and scholarly adulation befitting his accomplishment. It was an ominous sign, no less clear than in Ida B. Wells’s case, of the outcome for a black race-relations expert or reformer who refused to let racism off the hook.

To be sure, Du Bois’s Philadelphia research helped secure his next position at the historically black campus of Atlanta University. But in Lewis’s assessment, he became a “scholar behind the veil.” He wrote and supervised thirteen major research studies between 1898 and 1910, unmatched by most peers in quantity and quality, most of them cutting-edge reports that dissected all aspects of black life in the South. Du Bois nevertheless became an increasingly marginal figure to northern research foundations that repeatedly passed him over to fund white race experts who did not have a tenth of his training or experience.162 Only with historical hindsight culminating around the centennial anniversary of *The Philadelphia
Negro’s publication have Du Bois’s scholarly contributions been posthumously recognized within the academy. A 1991 appraisal of his work in the American Economic Review notes that “the extent of descriptive and statistical detail in Du Bois’s studies is rarely matched even today.” Reflecting on the legacy of his exclusion from the “white car of scholarship,” historian Ira Katznelson writes that American social science and history have suffered “intellectual conformity and normative bankruptcy” by failing to include the “first rate work” of Du Bois and other black scholars “relegated to the outer limit or edge of social standing.”

Du Bois’s work was not totally unappreciated by white race-relations writers of his day. A review in the American Historical Review, the leading journal of historians, praised Du Bois for his candor. “He is perfectly frank, laying all necessary stress on the weaknesses of his people, such as their looseness of living, their lack of thrift, their ignorance of the laws of health, the disproportionate number of paupers and criminals among them as compared with the whites.” The anonymous reviewer’s only criticism was that some of his conclusions were overly optimistic that the Negro Problem could be solved in social terms. Du Bois had not sufficiently considered the saliency of racial inferiority. Speaking for the profession, the reviewer concluded, “We believe that separation is due to differences of race more than of status.” Du Bois’s crime rhetoric did draw attention, but not exactly in the ways he had intended.

In September 1899 Walter Willcox, one of the most influential economists of his generation and the chief statistician of the United States Census Bureau, delivered one of his most widely quoted papers, “Negro Criminality,” before the American Social Science Association meeting in Saratoga, New York. The New England-born professor from Cornell University, promising a “fair-minded, clear-sighted and outspoken position,” asked his audience to reconsider their ideas about racial bias in the nation’s criminal justice system. Reminding them of familiar southern examples of racism, such as juror discrimination and sentencing bias, he asked whether the same arguments could hold true in the North. “Does it take less evidence to convict a Negro here, or is a Negro’s sentence for the same offense likely to be longer? Such claims have never to my knowledge been raised.” He then cited the latest prison data that showed that black prisoners in the North had higher per capita rates of incarceration than in the South (69 versus 29 of every 10,000 residents). In light of the numbers, there was not an obvious answer to his question other than the presumption among these good-hearted northern academics that
northern racism could not explain the difference. So as to be clear, he stated: “These facts furnish some statistical basis and warrant for the popular opinion, never seriously contested, that under present conditions in this country a member of the African race, other things equal, is much more likely to fall in to crime than a member of the white race.”¹⁶⁷ In other words, what many already believed to be true was now proven.

Willcox then cited the opinions of “representative Negroes” from the July 1898 annual Negro Conference at Hampton Institute. “The criminal record of the colored race in all parts of the country,” Willcox quoted, “is alarming in its proportion.” Like Booker T. Washington’s annual Tuskegee conferences, Hampton’s annual gatherings were intended to show southern moderates and northern philanthropists the benefits of industrial education as a worthy movement for black self-help or, as the New York Times noted in its coverage, “the aim in regard to each [topic discussed] was to find the faults for which the negro was responsible and to see how to supply the lack or find the remedy.”¹⁶⁸ Given African Americans’ own testimonies, then, racism was less the problem than racial inferiority. Considering that slavery “was never established” in the North, and that across the region the percentage increase of blacks going to prison was even greater than in the South, Willcox argued that the national black crime problem could no longer be ignored. “In these figures, one finds again some statistical basis for the well-nigh universal opinion that crime among the American Negroes is increasing with alarming rapidity.” In a final attempt to dispel any remaining doubt about his conclusions, he read Du Bois’s note of warning in “Conservation” and said, “I may quote the concession of the Negro who is perhaps doing as much as any member of his race to throw light upon its present condition.”¹⁶⁹

At the dawn of the Jim Crow era, writing crime into race became the latest trend among race-relations writers across the country. Hoffman’s innovation of using crime statistics had helped to overcome the long-sought-after scientific goal of credibility within racial scientific discourse. Many of Hoffman’s predecessors, who had once struggled to distance themselves from the charge of proslavery bias while objectively acknowledging the “feral state” to which blacks had returned since freedom, welcomed the “new scientific study of the negro.” G. Stanley Hall, for example, a pioneering Harvard psychologist, founder of the American Journal of Psychology in 1887, and one of Shaler’s mentors, described this period as a terrific opportunity to embrace the new social science research because it was a “more solid and intelligent basis” on which to end the sentimental notion
of racial equality. Racial “differences are coming to be better understood,” he wrote, “so that what is true and good for one is often false and bad for the other.” As “an abolitionist both by conviction and descent,” Hall instructed black people to stop “sympathiz[ing] with their own criminals” and to “accept without whining patheticism and corroding self-pity [their] present situation, prejudice and all.”

With a growing body of evidence of the excessive crime rates of black people everywhere they could be counted—despite, or because of, the underlying social, political, economic, and racist realities underlying those statistics—the idea of black criminality quickly became a fundamental measure of black progress and potential in modern America.

Hall’s racialized vision of crime prevention—a call for a separate solution to crime among blacks—was emblematic of how the idea of black criminality shaped the thinking of many white reformers, including neo-abolitionists and progressives, in this era. White criminality was society’s problem, but black criminality was black people’s problem. Such thinking contributed to discriminatory social work approaches and crime-fighting policies in black communities, with devastating consequences, including the worsening of social conditions. Among whites, struggling neighborhoods were considered a cause of crime and a reason to intervene. Among blacks, they were considered a sign of pathology and a reason for neglect. Against the grain, Du Bois called crime “a sinister index of social degradation and struggle.”

Still, the idea flourished even as some raised doubts about the accuracy of the census crime data as a source for comparing the criminal tendencies of different groups. One of the first academics in the United States to have “statistics” attached to his title, the pioneering University of Pennsylvania professor Roland P. Falkner, believed that comparative analysis “should be thorough, systematic and reasonable.” More than a scientific issue, he wrote, “it is a matter of the gravest practical importance” since “popular interest” in crime is chiefly concerned with “the greater criminality of the foreign-born and colored elements as compared with the native and white.” He argued that the census would have been more accurate if it had reported the total number of prisoners received during the year versus the population on a single day. The new method, he proposed, was
able to account for new offenders who had served a short sentence but had been released before the census enumeration. It also avoided double-counting prisoners with sentences of one year or more. Falkner pointed out that by measuring new commitments instead of population, sentencing bias would have been eliminated. “If one class receives longer sentences than another, or commit classes of crimes for which longer sentences are given it will appear unduly magnified in the census report.” Falkner concluded that the 1890 census had distorted the criminal tendencies of different groups. Blacks were shown to have committed more crimes than their total share and immigrants fewer.173

Falkner anticipated many of the criticisms of early prison and police data made by late-twentieth-century scholars. But, as social science historian Lawrence Rosen has pointed out, these limits were not generally “obvious to the criminologists and criminal statisticians of the nineteenth and the early years of the twentieth century.” Their “uncritical generalizations,” therefore, have to be understood in the historical context in which they informed early-twentieth-century popular and public policy understandings of criminality.174 Similarly, historian Daryl Michael Scott warns contemporary scholars that too frequently social science “studies written prior to World War II have been interpreted not in light of the intellectual and political debates that prompted those research projects, but in connection with proposals and policies that originated during Lyndon Johnson’s Great Society.”175 Significant doubts about the accuracy, reliability, and interpretive use of crime statistics for comparisons of racial groups did not emerge among white social scientists until the 1920s and 1930s in the midst of a nationwide campaign to standardize arrest statistics, culminating in the Uniform Crime Reports.176

In the meantime, Willcox acknowledged Falkner’s doubts about the census data in a footnote. He agreed that prison statistics “exaggerated the criminal tendencies of Negroes” but felt that this distortion was offset by the fact that comparing prisoners to “persons of all ages” tended to “understate the true criminality of a race.” This was a weak defense since age distortion—population inflation due to the inclusion of children and the elderly—impacted all races, which he also admitted. The sentencing distortion still adversely singled out blacks. Willcox nevertheless “[brought] the facts home” by ending his statistical proof of black criminality with a quotation from Du Bois.177

Black race-relations writers often contributed to the crime discourse with the intent of challenging white supremacists’ interpretations.178 As
Du Bois’s and Wells’s works demonstrate, black crime experts often used crime data and racial violence as symptoms of oppression to focus precisely on the “conditions of life” in the North and South that many white race-relations writers often dismissed. At times, however, they also unwittingly contributed to the writing of crime into race.

Monroe N. Work, for example, a graduate student at the University of Chicago and soon to be its first black sociologist, answered the challenge to the race posed by Hoffman’s research. Complementing Du Bois’s Philadelphia findings, Work launched his own intensive five-month study of black criminality in Chicago from November 1897 to May 1898, which was published in late 1900. Focusing primarily on arrest statistics since 1872, he confirmed the then well-known trend that black criminality was proportionately highest in the North and was increasing. He also found that black Chicagoans were arrested on average six times more frequently than immigrants. Written in a dry, clinical voice more characteristic of empirical reports today, “Crime among the Negroes of Chicago: A Social Study” was nearly devoid of antiracist tones and must have confirmed what many readers of the American Journal of Sociology believed to be true. In a somewhat incoherent final section, however, Work disagreed with Hoffman’s “position that the negro is retrograding” by countering that blacks were “making progress in civilization.” If the “hypothesis of his social advancement” was true, the graduate student tentatively suggested, the black man’s crime is due to his “transitional state from a lower to a higher plane” and the “economic stress” accompanying it. Work observed that 75 percent of Chicago blacks “had, or gave, no occupation” at the time of their arrests compared to 38 percent of whites. In addition to economic factors that increased black criminality, Work added the causes of crime “common to all races” and “the race characteristics peculiar” to blacks.

In comparison to Du Bois, Wells, Kelly Miller, and the future work of Richard R. Wright, Jr., whatever nod to racism Work intended by his final comments could not have been very convincing. Like other black writers, he mistook white social scientists’ ability to cite white criminality as a symptom of the ravages of the industrial economy and modern civilization—“common” causes—as an invitation to apply the same logic on their side of the color line. Ultimately, the crime research and especially the intra-racial appeals for moral betterment by many black writers and reformers often achieved the opposite effect, reifying the ten-
dency among most whites “to believe the worst about Negro character and prospects.”

The premium placed on the work of black writers whose crime discourse explicitly confirmed white supremacists’ beliefs and practices was on full display in the reception of William Hannibal Thomas’s 1901 book, *The American Negro: What He Was, What He Is, and What He May Become*. The Ohio-born black missionary, educator, and journalist in the postbellum South based his study on twenty-five years of personal observations. His methodology alone should have made his work marginal by the standards of the audience for whom he claimed to be writing, especially since he dismissed the reliability of existing data to measure the “actual crime instinct in the negro.” Nevertheless, the book was, according to the author, an indispensable “contribution to American sociology.” Speaking directly to “American white people,” Thomas gave his readers more justification for depicting the race as criminal than any “accurate” statistic could ever have accomplished by itself. His most recent biographer writes that Thomas’s “list of negative qualities of Negroes seemed limitless.” Unmatched in his racist rhetoric by any other black writer of his day, Thomas insisted that the majority of blacks were mentally retarded, “savage[s] at heart,” and amoral—“unable practically to discern between right and wrong.” Most “negroes” were an “intrinsically inferior type of humanity” who preferred a “low order of living” and whose history was a “record of lawless existence, led by every impulse and passion.” Equating the sum of black humanity to apes, Thomas wrote: “Really, the inferiority of the negro in mind, morals, judgement [sic], and character is such that there is no doubt that some very plausible confirmatory evidence of the justness of the simian theory of human origin might be derived from a close inspection of his demeanor.”

Controversial and attacked by the vast majority of African Americans of every ideological perspective, *The American Negro* was hailed by many whites as the most authoritative treatise to date on African American inferiority. Even before the manuscript had been accepted for publication by the Macmillan Company, Franklin H. Giddings, one of the founding fathers of American sociology, the founder of Columbia University’s sociology department, and the third president of the American Sociological Association, wrote in his reader’s report that the book was the most complete, detailed account of the American Negro ever published: “As a sociological study it is one of the most valuable things to [be] put in the
hands of genuine students of American conditions that I know of."187 As news of its forthcoming release hit the market, the book was hailed not only for its thorough treatment, but for its objectivity as well. The writer “presents his subject without an atom of the sentimentality which has so often proved a blemish in many books otherwise most excellent,” announced the *New York Times* book review section a month before the book’s release.188

More impressive still was the fact that the author was a black man. After the book appeared in print, the *New York Times* gave it another rave review: “Mr. Thomas is probably, next to Mr. Booker T. Washington, the best American authority on the negro question” because of his race and his enlightened perspective on his own people. “No white man has ever so far as we can remember, arraigned the freedman with such scathing denunciation of his faults and vices” as Thomas. “Such a jeremiad, delivered by one belonging to the very race against which it is hurled, carries unmistakable conviction of the writer’s sincerity and knowledge whereof he speaks.” Thomas’s observations lead to a “mental vision” of a “sinister and terrible figure still to be dealt with in our social economy.” Finally cutting to the book’s most damning observation, the unsigned review noted that there was nothing whites could do to help, “since the most ignorant and degraded examples of freedmen are to be found in the North, where they have enjoyed every advantage around them unrestricted. What better proof of racial incapacity is needed?” Without a fundamental change in the “negro’s” nature, the situation was nearly hopeless.189

Thomas’s observations, like Hoffman’s data, revealed as much about the hardening of racial categories in the new century as they attempted to explain why crime was a growing problem in black communities.190 The inseparable linking of the two social categories of race and crime was not inevitable; it was the conscious result of several writers’ attempts to expand definitions of blackness beyond physical traits, historical association with slavery, and nineteenth-century romanticization of blacks as a child race. White or black writers who could marshal crime statistics from government data with alarmist predictions about the future of the race in urban places, especially northern cities, plus tie in a compelling narrative of the historical and biological factors that made American Negroes fundamentally different from American whites, and finally repudiate charges of racism, were sure to be noticed by many.191
In the same vein as the New York Times, C. C. Closson, a white reviewer for the Journal of Political Economy, praised Thomas as a candid and courageous black writer. Recommending the book, Closson wrote that despite some of Thomas’s tendencies to exaggerate, “unfortunately, there is probably too much of truth in the picture.”\textsuperscript{192} Although the American Journal of Sociology never reviewed Du Bois’s sociological treatise, it did review Thomas’s. Ironically, the reviewer, Richard R. Wright, Jr., a theology student at the University of Chicago and a pioneer black Social Gospeler on the city’s South Side, panned the book for highlighting only the worst elements of the race. “His book is as fair a characterization of the race as a detailed description of the slums and dens of vice of Chicago would be of the whole city,” he wrote.\textsuperscript{193} It may or may not have been considered a mistake by the journal to give Wright the opportunity to denounce the book. But in light of the high praise it received among whites Wright’s review likely corroborated, for some at least, a sense that Thomas’s study stood alone against a rising tide of black “sentimentality.” Putting Du Bois in the ranks of those with a “rosy faith in the negro’s prospects,” one critic jointly reviewed The Philadelphia Negro and The American Negro, giving the edge to Thomas. “Professor Du Bois’s statistics are worthy of careful study,” but “they are a little weak in the pages devoted to showing that the negro is not so criminal as he is popularly represented to be.”\textsuperscript{194} That Du Bois was even compared to Thomas—two “negroes” of equal talent—was a sign that his credibility among white social scientists was in free fall. Du Bois nonetheless pointed out that the enthusiastic reception of Thomas’s “virulent criticisms” was not at all surprising. “Mr. Thomas’s book is a sinister symptom” of the times, witnessed in “the exigencies of the book market” and the “more or less unconscious Wish for the Worst in regard to the Negro,” he explained. “If the Negro will kindly go to the devil and make haste about it, then the American conscience can justify three centuries of shameful history; and hence the subdued enthusiasm which greets a sensational article or book.”\textsuperscript{195} The excitement surrounding The American Negro revealed just how quickly black criminality had captured the nation’s imagination after 1896. To be sure, southern rhetoric about black criminals—racist justifications for lynching, convict leasing, prison farms, and chain gangs—preceded Hoffman’s book. But in the wake of new national crime statistics, especially northern prison and arrest data from Philadelphia, Chicago, and New York, southern claims of blacks’ criminal nature were finally
exorcized of the ghost of their Confederate past. In the wake of the new crime discourse, Shaler’s call for the scientific “union of endeavor on the part of those of North and South, of ex-slaveholder and ex-abolitionist alike” was finally being answered, even from the pen of a black man.  

Southern white writers wholeheartedly welcomed the new lines of communication as an important step toward national reconciliation. Thomas Nelson Page’s 1904 book, The Negro: The Southerner’s Problem, was one of the earliest and most explicit attempts in the new century to convince northern readers that white southerners were not inherently any more racist or violent toward blacks than northerners were. Page was a descendant of the Virginia planter class and a popular fiction writer of the Old South. He explained that “deep racial instincts are not limited by geographical bounds”; the increasing numbers of northern lynchings and mob attacks on “wholly innocent” and “unoffending Negroes” were proof of that. Southerners only appeared more brutal, reasoned Page, because of the “greater number of Negroes in that section.”

Page effectively used population and crime statistics the same way a Prudential Insurance statistician had in 1896: where blacks are, crime will follow. The ex-chief of the Census Bureau, Willcox, had helped clear the way for Page’s argument by showing that black criminality in the North was increasing at a higher rate than in the South. Clearly, Willcox argued, a racially biased southern criminal justice system could not explain higher black criminality in the racially liberal North. Either the North was not as tolerant of blacks as federal policy and some northern writers had made it appear, Page added, or black criminality brought out the worst in everyone. To argue the latter, Page relied on “the most remarkable study of the Negro which ha[d] appeared.” Referring to Thomas’s book, he ominously boasted:

His chapter on this subject will be, to those unfamiliar with it, a terrible exposure of the depravity of the Negroes in their social life. . . . Unfortunately for the race, this depressing view is borne out by the increase of crime among them; by the increase of superstition, with its black trail of unnamable immorality and vice; by the homicides and murders, and by the outbreak and growth of the brutal crime which has chiefly brought about the frightful crime of lynching which stains the good name of the South and has spread northward with the spread of the Negro ravisher.
With his northern readers at full attention at the “frightful” thought of more “Negro ravishers” and more northern lynchings—based convincingly on the “depressing view” of an “open-minded” black expert and increasing crime rates—Page made black criminality a rallying cry for national reconciliation. In his view, the fact that both sections of the country were vulnerable to being “drag[ged] down” by the “debased” Negro threatened the nation’s future and whites’ racial supremacy. “No country in the present state of the world’s progress can long maintain itself in the front rank,” he wrote, “and no people can long maintain themselves at the top of the list of peoples if they have to carry perpetually the burden of a vast and densely ignorant population.” With ten million Negroes within its borders, the South needed understanding, not repudiation, from the North.200

Two years earlier, in 1902, Thomas Dixon, Jr., a southern lawyer, minister, and playwright, wrote a best-selling novel similarly focused on nationalizing white southerners’ views on black criminality.201 According to a reviewer, The Leopard’s Spots: A Romance of the White Man’s Burden was meant to justify white supremacy to northern readers by presenting as “vividly as possible the faults and crimes current among the Negroes of the South.”202 At the book’s climax, a black man was burned at a stake for having raped and murdered a white woman. “Plainly the design is that the reader,” a reviewer wrote, “shall exclaim in his indignation, ‘I too would have helped to do the same, under the same circumstances!’”203 The “circumstances” portrayed by Dixon gave the book’s eye-catching title its significance, implying that there was no possibility of changing black people’s brutal nature through philanthropy and education. By Dixon’s rendering, then, the outlook was grim if northerners continued to try to elevate Negroes to the same level as whites. The two grand themes found in The Leopard’s Spots—national unity and black retrogression—reached hundreds of thousands of Americans through its print run of nearly one million books.204

Dixon’s work, with its commercial success, and Page’s book, which followed shortly, demonstrated the increasingly popular appeal of thinking about black criminality and white responses on a national scale. Dixon’s other bestseller, The Clansman, which was adapted for the big screen and became one of the first motion picture blockbusters as The Birth of a Nation, put the lynching of a black rapist at the heart of a national narrative about exterminating the danger within.205 The general
recognition of this trend in popular culture and social scientific thought inspired a major roundtable at the 1907 annual meeting of the American Sociological Association in Madison, Wisconsin. Some of the most prominent sociologists in the country gathered to hear and discuss Alfred Stone’s paper, “Is Race Friction between Blacks and Whites in the United States Growing and Inevitable?” Stone, a southern sociologist and a Mississippi plantation owner “who controlled the lives of hundreds of black tenants,” wanted his northern colleagues to be very clear about one thing. Race prejudice was inevitable, but it was not a southern white phenomenon or a northern white aberration, he stated. It was the natural “antipathy” of whites, “an inherited part of his instinctive mental equipment,” to the presence of a fundamentally different and inferior race. “The proposition is,” Stone continued “too elementary for discussion, that the white man when confronted with a sufficient number of negroes to create in his mind a sense of political unrest or danger, either alters his form of government in order to be rid of the incubus, or destroys the political strength of the negro by force, by evasion, or by direct action.”

Stone’s paper only implied a connection between black criminality and black inferiority as a source of race friction. Apparently stating that explicitly might have been too elementary, since four of the eight sociologists who published responses to Stone’s paper—Walter Willcox of Cornell University, U. G. Weatherly of Indiana University, J. W. Garner of the University of Illinois, and Edwin L. Earp of Syracuse University—interpreted black criminality as the center of the problem. Willcox referred to it as a “rough index of race friction.” Weatherly spoke of it as one of the most obvious indications of black inferiority: “Patience and toleration toward [the black man] are difficult when the facts that come most to the attention of the average white are those of crime, unthrift, and political corruption.” Garner tied black criminality to migration and urbanization, while Earp, expressing the most liberal interpretation, saw it in relation to a lack of economic opportunities. In a subsequent review of Stone’s conference paper after it had been repackaged in Studies in the American Race Problem along with others of his essays (and Willcox’s “Negro Criminality”), Frank Blackmar, a University of Kansas sociologist, praised the book for “being the most valuable contribution yet appearing on the race problem in the United States.” Impressed by the race-relations interpretations of his esteemed northern colleagues, Blackmar added, “Owing to his ignorance, superstition, indolence, childish nature, and racial characteristics,” the black man “is his own worst enemy.”
This roundtable discussion, published in the May 1908 issue of the American Journal of Sociology, crystallized the way in which African American criminality had gradually helped to bridge deep divisions over the meaning of black freedom since the end of slavery and Reconstruction, opening new lines of communication between the North and the South in search of a national solution to the race problem. In light of the conclusions reached at the Wisconsin meeting, Lewis writes, a “grim truth” emerged that “the march of science and industry tended to exacerbate race relations in the North as well as the South.” Two months later, in this “climate of national victimizing,” New York feminist writer and evolutionary theorist Charlotte Perkins Gilman offered her own “suggestion on the Negro Problem.” Since the problem was “the question of conduct” or preventing those “who are degenerating into an increasing percentage of social burdens or actual criminals,” she recommended state-run forced labor camps.

The race writers who conducted major studies or seminal works with a new emphasis on crime as the Negro Problem at the dawn of the Jim Crow era identified the transition from slavery to freedom as the origin of the problem. Frederick Hoffman argued that it was a “well-known fact” that crime did not exist during slavery, but in freedom, and especially in large cities, blacks were being reduced by their inferiority and immorality to “the anti-social condition” that “before many years will be worse than slavery.” Walter Willcox insisted that slavery had not built up moral capital in black people; therefore they were unprepared and irresponsible in freedom. W. E. B. Du Bois believed that crime was a normal result of a “vast and sudden change like that of emancipation,” especially for those “unable to adjust themselves to the new circumstances.” William Hannibal Thomas noted that slavery had effectively restrained the “abeyant passions of [negroes’] undisciplined nature.” Thomas Nelson Page observed that slavery had civilized the “savage from the wilds of Africa.” It was precisely the blacks who had not grown up in slavery, whom he called the “new issue,” who were fueling black crime rates. Thomas Dixon, Jr., like Page, pointed out that crime was an immediate consequence of the loss of southern whites’ control during Reconstruction. While it is obvious that these writers did not all agree about whether slavery had bred crime—Du Bois called crime a “heritage of slavery”—or had restrained it, they did agree that the present situation represented a sharp break from the past.
Many white race-relations writers hoped to blaze a research trail to solve the Negro Problem by writing crime into race. In the process, they also hoped to save the nation by using black criminality as a rhetorical bridge to heal deep sectional divisions and distrust rooted in the postbellum era. These writers saw vital racial statistics as a pathway to certainty and serenity. Beginning with Hoffman, they wanted their fellow Americans to see the indisputable evidence of black criminality as the key to binding the nation together in a campaign to keep the “negro” in his place.

Although the notion of black people as a race of criminals was pervasive and ubiquitous, the future was not all bleak. Some white race experts were not entirely convinced despite the new crime statistics. Like most black scholars and reformers, they resisted the temptation to completely dismiss “conditions of life” and racism as factors in the crime problem. M. V. Ball had been among the first northern whites to call the racialization of crime statistics into question, just as Ida B. Wells had been among the first southern black women to do the same. Even the popular science writer and Harvard scholar Nathaniel Southgate Shaler, who had done as much as any northern race-relations expert in the postbellum period to call for statistical investigations of black inferiority, balked at the new crime data. “The statistics of crime are not in such form as to make it clear in what regards they depart from the averages of the white population,” he wrote in a 1900 *Popular Science Monthly* article. Even the most horrifying crimes, Shaler believed, were not “peculiarly common among the blacks.” Given that of five million black men “probably not one in ten thousand” was guilty of rape, and given that rapes by white men tended to be underreported, Shaler was “inclined to believe that, on the whole, there is less danger to be apprehended from them in this regard than from an equal body of whites of the like social grade.”213 Shaler’s speculation that white men were as guilty (if not more so) of rape as black men was surely perceived by some whites as an act of racial treason. Wells’s work might have influenced him.

Seeing the arc of the discourse after nearly twenty years had passed from Shaler’s first article on “The Negro Problem,” the self-described racial liberal took an optimistic view of “the future of our American negroes.” Though still a “half-savage people” and an “unexplored race,” Shaler remained hopeful that over time, through industrial training and with the “masterful race’s” help, blacks could become “valuable citizen[s].” That black people actually had the inherent capacity for citizenship, in Shaler’s assessment, was a repudiation of the racial Darwinism of Hoffman and
many others, and spoke to the shifting winds of the discourse among northern liberals. Du Bois’s efforts, like Wells’s, it seems, were not totally in vain. A dim light was beginning to shine on northern racism. “Sambo,” Shaler wrote, was deprived “of opportunities in all the higher walks of life” in the North and the South. “In this matter there are but two courses open to us—one of folly, the other of wisdom. We may leave the black people to work out their own salvation as best they may, to lie as a mass at the bottom of our society. . . . Or we may set to work” with knowledge and strength to meet the great challenge ahead.214

Although Shaler passed from the world a few years later, in one of his last articles he renewed his call to solve the Negro Problem and to save the nation. But this time, well into the Progressive era, he was insisting that a rising cohort of racial liberals pursue a middle ground between racial research and racial reform:

A necessary part of the work of true emancipation of the negro is a careful inquiry into the history and former status of the people. Such an inquiry, placed and kept in good hands, is a necessary preliminary to sagacious action. It may serve to unite the men of all parts of the country in a work that so nearly concerns us all. There is not, nor is there likely to arise, a situation that so calls for intelligent patriotism as this we are sorely neglecting. We may go far away and rear an empire with our armies; but if we leave these, our neighbors, without a fair chance to develop the good that is in them, we shall have lost our real opportunity for great deeds—mayhap we shall fix among us evils that in the end will drag us down.215
As if inspired by Nathaniel S. Shaler’s parting words, one year after his call for a change in direction, a University of Chicago sociology graduate student joined the black crime debate, publishing a series of articles titled “The Criminal Negro” in *The Arena*, the favorite progressive journal of Shaler, Frederick L. Hoffman, and many others. Frances Kellor was the first white female social scientist to publish a major study of black criminality, and more importantly the first bona fide racial liberal to seriously investigate the subject following W. E. B. Du Bois.1 In her 1901 publications she used more ink writing specifically on black criminality than any other white racial liberal to that point.2 Whereas Hoffman had come to the fore as an innovative racial Darwinist and Shaler as a nationally renowned natural scientist whose homegrown southern sympathies and rosy views of slavery trumped his abolitionist credentials, Kellor made her debut as a northern-born-and-bred liberal scholar with working-class roots, a deep commitment to real-world reform, and an optimistic view that the black crime problem was not insurmountable.3

Kellor was at the leading edge of a new direction in the national black crime discourse. Directly responding to the groundbreaking and influential work of Hoffman, Du Bois, Walter Willcox, and Jane Addams,4 she reframed the debate over heredity and environment as an open research question, staking an a priori claim to a middle ground between the two: “The problem of the causes of crime resolves itself into one of heredity and environment” that “racial tendencies alone cannot explain.”5 Kellor conducted a battery of anthropometric and psychological tests on ninety black female prisoners in eight southern states, comparing their body sizes and shapes, their sensory sensitivity, and their memory capability against her findings on sixty-one white female prisoners in “northern institutions.” At the time of publication, she was also beginning to conduct
some of the first race experiments at Tuskegee by measuring black female college students in order to compare them to the prisoners. Until Kellor, no one had attempted to identify a black criminal type in the United States. Following Cesare Lombroso’s criminal anthropological methods on Italian prisoners, she found no biological evidence that such a type existed.

Kellor’s methods were unusual among mainstream white American sociologists, who leaned heavily toward an environmentalist view of white criminality, as was true of her mentor, Charles R. Henderson, author of a pioneering textbook in American criminology. Within the still relatively new black crime discourse, by reproducing Lombroso’s methods she attacked head-on the presumption that the black masses showed physical or mental traits that revealed criminal natures. By actually testing the theory, she was able to disprove it. She was then able to move toward an environmental critique of the causes of black criminality, the true focus of her research.

“The Criminal Negro” was the first scholarly attempt by a white northern liberal to highlight southern conditions in relation to the national discourse on black criminality. It revealed two systems in the United States: one northern, one southern; one reformatory, one punitive; one white, one black. “Only the North sustains theories worthy of the name criminal sociology, and only the North has adopted the reformatory idea,” Kellor wrote. “The South is still in the age of revenge and punishment. Its system is neither systematic nor scientific. This is true” because “its criminal class is largely negro.” With 90 percent of all African Americans residing in the South, Kellor painted a striking picture of a corrupt, vindictive, and racist criminal justice system that tailored its discriminatory laws through the county fee system, the all-white jury, felony enhancements targeting black agricultural workers, the chain gang, convict leasing, and the prison farm for the purposes of extracting financial profits from the bodies of black men, women, and children. There were fewer than a handful of reformatories, she added. No kindergartens, no crime preventive agencies, nor any of the many progressive and constructive influences taking root among white northerners were available to black southerners. Tragically, in such circumstances and amid the poverty of large black families, even in the North, she revealed, the black man “has been left to look out for himself” while “we deplore and comment upon the morality of the negro.” Yet “think of the cost and attention often required to save one [white] child in the North!” These were
the circumstances, she emphasized like Hoffman’s nemesis of old, M. V. Ball, that the census with its “bare statistics” could not explain. Implicitly repudiating Hoffman’s work and explicitly questioning Willcox’s denial of northern racism, Kellor argued that crime statistics had not proven that blacks were “incapable of advance.” “The negro is more disadvanta-
geously placed than is any other class in America,” she concluded. “It is impossible to estimate the persistency of racial traits or of the limitations, mental or physical, imposed by racial development, until a parallel envi-
ronment is removed; that is, the environment must be shown to be of such a nature that it offers every opportunity for development and im-
provement. In no phase of the negroes’ life—domestic, social, industrial, political, or religious—does this appear to be the case.”

Kellor’s analysis anticipated a new line of inquiry among northern progressives that linked black criminality not to hereditarian theories of race but to the absence of environmental interventions like those prolifer-
ating among whites in the urban North. By calling attention to the failure of whites to help black families overcome the “deteriorating influ-
ences” of city life, and by demonstrating through her anthropometric analysis that blacks had no biological defects that prevented their rising to meet the demands of an “advanced civilization,” Kellor, like Du Bois, refocused the debate back to the old abolitionist question of what re-
 sponsibility whites had in solving the Negro Problem. Her work pre-
saged two important changes in the black crime discourse that would gradually emerge among northern white racial liberals during the first two decades of the twentieth century. The first was the appeal for “reme-
dial measures” in solving the Negro Problem, including expanded eco-
nomic opportunities, education, social work, and crime prevention. The second was the rejection of biological determinism, including rede-
fining racial traits as cultural traits, a paradigmatic shift in the science of race that placed African Americans once and for all within the pale of civilization, at least in the minds of most liberal social scientists. The German-born anthropologist Franz Boas, the founder of cultural plural-
ism over these years, deservedly received much of the credit for this trans-
formative moment.

The intellectual landscape did not change overnight. William Hanni-
bal Thomas’s acclaimed The American Negro was published the same year as Kellor’s articles, and The Leopard’s Spots by Thomas Dixon, Jr., and The Negro: The Southerner’s Problem by Thomas Nelson Page soon followed. Hoffman’s 1896 predictions of blacks’ eventual extinction due
to inferior biology and self-destructive behavior were still very much in keeping with the dominant racial scientific discourse. Consequently, his ideological response to black migration and crime when it was but a trickle near the turn of the century remained a source of comfort to many northern and southern race experts seeking common ground in the spirit of white supremacy and national reconciliation. Even when that trickle turned to a flood at the onset of World War I, launching the Great Migration—the largest relocation of African Americans (a half million) prior to the World War II period—Hoffman’s initial linking of migration, urbanization, and criminality remained a salient framework within which numerous experts continued to debate and discuss race relations. Moreover, as a national crime expert Hoffman remained extremely influential for many years to come, continuing to be the nation’s premier source for the statistical reproduction of black criminality figures outside of census reports until the creation of the FBI’s *Uniform Crime Reports* in the 1930s.15 Praising his 1915 annual reports on homicide statistics, a reviewer for the *American Statistical Association* wrote, “That the only effort to present this branch of criminal statistics for the country as a whole is left to be undertaken year after year by a single individual in unofficial life is no less a tribute to Mr. Hoffman than it is a condemnation of the various agencies of government which should be concerned with accumulating and interpreting this information.”16 Part of his longevity was explained by the continued marginalization of black race-relations experts within the social sciences.

When Du Bois debated Hoffman’s ideas around the turn of the century, he rejected the notion that blacks were racially inferior. Du Bois admitted that their criminality was high, their morals lacking, and their letters wanting, but these were not irrefutably racial traits. Du Bois and most other black race-relations writers countered the issue of the Negro Problem with evidence of racism and inequality, or instances of race progress, or themselves as their own best examples.17 Equally important, black race-relations writers expressed their moral outrage about the failings and misdeeds of their social inferiors, emphasizing intra-racial class and culture distinctions as evidence that biology was not the problem. They described black women’s high employment rate as an invitation to moral decay in the domestic life of black families. A working mother could neither nurture her children nor prevent them from falling into “evil ways.” Underpaid black women domestics were constantly at risk for sexual immorality through the advances of white male employers.
who offered extra pay for sexual favors or a better paying job in prostitution. Black men’s high unemployment rate and reputation for low efficiency led, black writers claimed, to idleness, drunkenness, and gambling. Assault or homicide were the by-products of bad friends, bad wine, bad bets, or a nasty brew of all three. Black men with decent jobs as service workers in hotels or restaurants picked up the vile habits of white men who vacationed in vice but did not live there. These otherwise hardworking black men imitated the worst habits of those they served without knowing how to break the cycle. The black household too often needed lodgers to pay the rent, an unfortunate breach of the sanctity of home, marriage, and family; too often the moral structure collapsed under the weight of too many people living too freely in too little space. The unsuspecting children, especially girls, would eventually be victimized by male boarders and thus start down the road to lives of sexual depravity. Children who were fortunate enough to keep their privates hidden from the stares and groping of strangers were still invaded by the “vicious elements” and “immoral characters” they passed daily on their neighborhood streets.

Nevertheless, any evidence of northern black criminality or immorality presented by African Americans was filtered into the mainstream social scientific discourse as definitive “proof” of black inferiority. It did not matter to many of their most influential white peers that the black race-relations experts had intended their discourse and data to be interpreted within a broader critique of racial inequality and industrialization. The black writers had taken their cue partly from white writers, who located the source of white pathology in the economy. Even when white experts understood their intentions, their ideas were often dismissed as sentimental bluster. Upon reviewing Du Bois’s most widely read collection of essays, The Souls of Black Folk, a classic of modern American literary realism and a canonical text of African American existentialism, Carl Kelsey wrote, “Not until he ceases to go about with ‘chips on his shoulders’ as it were, will he gain the influence to which his mental attainments entitle him.” Kelsey, a prominent University of Pennsylvania sociologist and a visible player among Philadelphia’s white racial liberals, sometimes collaborated with local black reformers such as James Stemons, a journalist, antiracist activist, and pioneering crime fighter. Yet Kelsey dismissed Du Bois’s personal expressions of racial victimization. “No doubt it is strange to ‘be a problem,’ he wrote, “yet one who knows the educational opportunities afforded Professor Du Bois, finds it
hard to appreciate” his claims that prejudice is so widespread and debilitating. For black elites, promoting themselves like walking billboards for the race’s mettle sometimes backfired, as evidenced by the thoughts of even some sympathetic whites who conflated the exceptional opportunities of a tiny minority with the circumscribed options of the masses. “The author is too much inclined to emphasize the bad,” Kelsey concluded as he dismissed Du Bois’s prediction that the twentieth century would be defined by the color line.20 Not until the 1920s, in the wake of widespread racial violence across the urban North and mounting evidence of racist police violence and corruption, were national black crime experts able to construct a lasting alternative antiracist discourse.

For the moment, the trappings of the dominant racialist crime discourse limited the effectiveness of African Americans’ rhetorical strategies. At the national level, race continued to trump class as the language of black inferiority until the culture concept was born. Between 1896 and the beginning of the Great Migration, writing crime into race had become more than the sum of white and black writers’ data, discussion, and debate. Race-relations writers had inscribed criminality onto nearly every aspect of black people’s existence. That crime became linked to migration, to education, to politics, to housing, and to philanthropy reveals the pervasive influence of those who had forced the question to the nation of whether African Americans should continue to have access to social resources at all. “What have the thousands of churches and schools and colleges, maintained at the cost of more than a hundred and fifty million dollars, produced?” asked Thomas Nelson Page. “We may inquire first: Has the percentage of crime decreased in the race generally?”21 Until the Great Migration period ended, the underlying premise of criminality as the sine qua non of racial inferiority was extremely difficult to surmount. By debating the meaning of high versus low criminality or increasing versus decreasing crime rates, black writers unwittingly reinforced the importance of crime in defining black life.

Still, they had few options, given that the crime discourse framed serious policy proposals about the future of black life in America. Hoffman’s and Page’s linking of crime to education, for example, became part of a national debate about literacy as a stimulus to crime among blacks.22 In the spring of 1904, Atlanta University held the Ninth Atlanta Conference on crime among Negroes in Georgia. Its published proceedings, Some Notes on Negro Crime, edited by Du Bois, was one of the first major studies to feature the opinions of southern black educators and reformers and
a few southern white allies who examined the subject of crime in the South in relation to a broad range of social issues. According to Du Bois and the conference experts, “illiterate Negroes . . . furnish more of the criminals than those who read and write.” More importantly, because there was such little difference between the “wholly illiterate” and those “who [could] just barely read and write,” Du Bois added, the “full degree in which ignorance causes Negro crime” was not clearly shown by the statistics. He was subtly arguing that the poor quality of education for blacks rendered the classification “literate” too imprecise to be a reliable measure of the education levels of Negro criminals. In a letter Du Bois wrote to the editor of the Nation two winters before the Atlanta conference, he was more insistent that even the so-called literate Negro prisoners were barely educated. He revealed that of 24,277 black prisoners, fewer than 40 percent were considered literate, and only 321 of those “had any education above that of the common schools.” Kellor’s mental tests of black women prisoners corroborated Du Bois’s findings. Those “classed as literate on the prison records,” she wrote, “in no exact sense could be regarded as able to read and write.”

After Du Bois failed to end the literacy-as-crime debate in 1902—when he cited the specific section and page number of the 1890 census where it was shown that the literate black population (42.9 percent) was underrepresented in the black prison population (38.8 percent)—he tried again in the 1904 conference proceedings. This time he relied on the opinion of a southern white man. Perhaps he was modeling white writers’ co-optive strategies, just as Ida B. Wells had cited white press accounts of white rapists. Du Bois quoted Clarence H. Poe, a white southern editor of the Raleigh Progressive Farmer, whose article had first appeared in the February Atlantic Monthly. Poe began by acknowledging the “oft repeated charge” that literate Negroes were more criminal than illiterate ones. He traced its origin to a speech given at a meeting of the National Prison Association in 1897; from there, Poe wrote, “it was printed in one of our foremost magazines, the North American Review (Philadelphia), in June 1900.” Fiction substituted as fact, according to Poe, the “charge” toured the South from a Georgia governor’s public address, to a Mississippi preacher’s “broadcast over the South,” and through the pages of “scores of [news]papers.” Poe quoted the following rant against Negro education from a southern editorial: “To school the Negro is to increase his criminality. Official statistics do not lie, and they tell us that the Negroes who can read and write are more criminal than the illiterate. In New
England, where they are best educated, they are four and a half times as criminal as in the Black Belt, where they are most ignorant. The more money for Negro education, the more Negro crime. This is the unmistakable showing of the United States Census.”

Nearly a decade before the North Carolinian bristled at his fellow southerner’s distortion, the New Jersey-based Hoffman had used the same statistics to argue similarly that “education ha[d] utterly failed to raise the negro to a higher level of citizenship, the first duty of which [was] to obey the laws and respect the lives and property of others.” But Hoffman and the southern editorialist were both mistaken. “To make the matter plain,” Poe cited the same numbers Du Bois had used in the Nation. He also admitted, like Du Bois, that only in western states was there a slightly larger proportion of literate prisoners to the illiterate, but since the West had only 1 percent of the nation’s black prisoners, no general conclusions could be drawn.

The argument that Du Bois was refuting for the second time, albeit using Poe’s testimony, had significant staying power because no one could deny that black crime rates were higher in the North or that the North had better schools for blacks. The presumption that white supremacy did not rule in the North—that blacks in the Land of Lincoln had as much freedom as their able minds and bodies entitled them to—weighed heavily among writers and readers who had been seduced by racial Darwinist thinking. The way this mind-set works, explained Howard University professor Kelly Miller, is that where “legal processes are acknowledged to be fair, and where the Negro has the fullest educational opportunity, he shows a criminal rate three to four times as great as his ignorant and oppressed brother in the South. And the conclusion is hastily reached that education makes the Negro a criminal.” Miller refuted the reasoning behind the conclusion not just because it was a flawed deduction based on statistics, but because it was a prejudiced opinion against blacks. He argued that although blacks in Massachusetts had been five times more likely in 1890 to serve time than their Mississippi counterparts, the “white man in Massachusetts [had been] ten times as criminal as the white man in Mississippi.” Miller wrote indignantly, “Shall we discount the superior education of the white man in the Bay State because he seems to be only one-tenth as saintly as his less enlightened white brother on the banks of the Mississippi? Or shall we foster the bliss of ignorance only when it is found under a black skin? Ordinarily one would explain the high criminal rate of the Northern States on the ground of congested population
and more stringent enforcement of law; but logical processes seem to be of no avail against sweeping assertions to the detriment of the discredited Negro.”30

Clearly, Miller believed that the dehumanization of black people was a prerequisite for the “bliss of ignorance” that substituted for nonracialist, environmentally focused statements that explained high crime and good schooling. Did not population density and better policing in the North affect blacks as it did whites, Miller asked, but for strictly viewing all blacks’ behavior through the lens of racial inferiority? So much racist reasoning depended on perspective. Race seemed the least significant explanation for criminality and education when, from a national perspective, Miller compared per capita education costs. In Massachusetts twenty-five dollars was spent on education per white person; in South Carolina just under four dollars per capita was spent on whites and about seventy-five cents per capita on blacks. Miller had effectively exposed the underlying manipulation of statistics to bolster racist interpretations, specifically those that relied on the North as a sort of proving ground, ostensibly free of slavery’s past and white supremacy’s present, to illustrate just how futile it was to try to change “the leopard’s spots” or black people’s inferior nature.31

For years to come, counterevidence continued to be collected to show that educated African Americans were in fact law-abiding citizens. To use Kelly Miller’s words, graduates of black colleges were no more likely to be criminals than “the alumni of institutions for the white race.”32 Gilbert Stephenson, a southern white municipal judge, polled officials at common schools, high schools, industrial schools, and colleges about the number of black graduates known to have committed crimes. He also asked prison wardens how many black inmates were skilled mechanics. “The records of the South, as a whole, show that ninety percent of the colored people in prisons are without knowledge of trades,” wrote Stephenson. Based on Stephenson’s study, educated blacks were far from over-represented in the South’s prisons.

In a separate study, Booker T. Washington conducted a similar investigation of black skilled workers in prison. One Alabama warden told him, “There is not a man in this prison that could draw a straight line.”33 As for the typical primary, secondary, or college graduate, school officials knew of very few who had turned to crime. In its first thirty-five years, Tuskegee had fewer than a half dozen graduates out of over two thousand who had “been arrested, convicted, or in any way charged with a
crime.” Hampton claimed four prisoners who had actually graduated and five who were dropouts; Fisk recorded only one. At the pinnacle of higher education, Ray Stannard Baker wrote in 1907 that “no Negro student has ever disgraced Harvard and that no students are more orderly and law-abiding than the Negroses.” Despite increasing rates of literacy and ever-growing numbers of blacks attending school, tracking the criminal careers of black students kept black writers on the defensive and reinforced the appropriateness of using crime to measure black progress. James K. Vardaman, Mississippi’s proudly racist governor, made the stakes painfully clear with his advice that “on the strength of [crime] statistics” southern states were “perfectly justified . . . in refusing to educate [blacks] at all.”

Even as the crime discourse continued to fuel the spirit of white supremacists determined to spread Jim Crow across every sphere of American society, it also pricked the conscience of a small number of northern progressives. “There must be a world of irony in the heart of the seeing Negro who reads in the papers the lurid descriptions of his own crime, while he lives in [New York’s] Tenderloin district and looks out upon its . . . daily dangers” and “temptations” presented by “other races,” wrote Mary White Ovington, a leading white settlement house advocate and a social survey researcher who specialized in documenting the struggles of northern African American families. Although Ovington had begun her career as a social reformer after visiting London’s East End slums, then plunging herself into the work of the Greenwich House, New York’s first settlement for the struggling white and immigrant poor, shortly thereafter she became an influential researcher and advocate for the northern black urban poor. “She knows more about it than anyone I know,” wrote an admiring Du Bois, who, according to his biographer deserved much of the credit for Ovington’s background knowledge and inspiration. Over many decades she was Du Bois’s closest white “confidante and advisor,” beginning with her moral and financial support for his research program at Atlanta University not long after Souls had appeared. Ovington felt “it was impossible to read him and not be moved.” She also became a founding member of the National Association for the Advancement of Colored People (NAACP).

With some nudging from their black peers, a small number of white liberals like Kellor and Ovington increasingly recognized the lopsided nature of urban progressivism. They began to see their own desire to help struggling and self-destructive whites—the “great army of unfortunates”—as
an incongruity worthy of further investigation, if not more. “The one class in the North with which the negro child is comparable,” observed Kellor, “is the laboring class crowded in tenement districts. The habits, training, and opportunities are somewhat alike.” Of those among both groups who ended up in reformatories, many are “largely [trained] in the street or in depraved homes.” But “the agencies in the north reach whites far more effectively than they do negroes.”

Reformers such as Kellor and Ovington began to see the inconsistency between a hopeful vision of white criminality as largely a symptom of industrial capitalism and a reason to intervene, and a pessimistic view of black criminality and the futility of reform.

From this consciousness-raising among northern white racial liberals came the seeds of a counter black crime discourse sown in the years leading to the Great Migration. In the midst of expanding black communities within or on the borders of much larger immigrant communities in the urban North, new cultural explanations emerged among an influential core of white liberal writers and reformers to reinterpret the places blacks would fill and at what pace they would enter the modern urban world as citizens. In this changing context, Franz Boas’s new cultural anthropology laid the groundwork as the most influential social scientific source for rethinking blacks’ potential to become full participants in American society.

Although Boas’s cultural anthropology would not become widely known until the 1911 publication of The Mind of Primitive Man, his scientific ideas began to raise new questions and new doubts about heredity and environment as early as 1905. Based on his interpretations of anthropological accounts of the great cultural achievements of past African civilizations, Boas argued that there was no evidence to “countenance the belief in racial inferiority which would unfit an individual of the Negro race to take his part in modern civilization.” Boas presented his early ideas in a special issue of Charities magazine, the premiere journal of northern charity workers and philanthropists. He was one of twenty-two contributors to a remarkable collaboration of nationally recognized white and black social reformers and a few leading race-relations experts sharing, for the first time since the abolitionist era, their own perspectives on the crisis of “the Negro in cities of the North.”

“We do not know,” Boas explained to his liberal peers, “of any demand made of the human body or mind in modern life that anatomical or ethnological
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evidence would prove to be beyond the powers of the Negro.”41 Like Kellor’s publications, Boas’s 1905 article would signal a new “scientific presumption” that “the Negro has the inherent capacity for progress, for civilization.”42

With Boas’s rejection of biological determinism, a fresh set of perspectives on black criminality and new arguments for racial advancement entered the race-relations discourse. Boas’s interest in attacking biological racism was motivated in part by his primary concern with nativism in the urban North and related policy debates on restricting immigration. The assimilation of southern and eastern European immigrants was ultimately his central focus, as it was for the vast majority of Progressive era reformers.43 Yet his 1911 treatise, The Mind of Primitive Man, undoubtedly opened the door for blacks to be accepted as full participants in America. Along with some of the most influential and outspoken northern progressives, Boas argued that black inferiority was not innate but was a temporary state perpetuated by whites’ “social neglect.” The Mind of Primitive Man thus marked a crucial transition moment for new cultural explanations of black criminality.44

As white racial liberals, Boas and those he influenced made great strides toward justifying racial equality in the urban North. In contrast to white racial Darwinists, including southern sociologists (or apologists), they constructed an alternative stage on which crime among blacks could be seen as a social problem rather than a biological one, as something temporary and reformable rather than innate and fixed. In light of modern capitalism’s contradictory forces of expanded economic opportunities and social freedoms as well as new forms of misery and blight, these northern liberals brought blacks closer to their pro-immigrant structural critiques. For example, they recast black juvenile delinquency and prostitution partly as social dramas shaped by white racism and white privilege.

Still, they stopped short of where they went for white immigrants. They used culture as both a salve and a sieve, to mediate the line between racial oppression based on hereditarian theories of black inferiority and unambiguous color-blind appeals for social, economic, and political reform. Facing institutional racism and intensifying segregation and discrimination by the public at large, many racial liberals ultimately capitulated. By replacing biology with culture, sociologist Tukufu Zuberi argues, they did not overcome the problem of essentializing differences among groups. It
“was a move from one type of essentialist perspective, the biological evolutionary, to another type of essentialist perspective, the cultural. This shift witnessed the birth of assimilation and a focus on unproductive behavior of the unassimilated as a dominant perspective—in a word, a return to viewing the ‘Negro as a [peculiar] problem.’”

The limits of their cultural perspective were most clearly visible in discussions of black criminality and immorality. For all the new possibilities suggested by Kellor’s crime analysis, there remained a dark side: “The negroes’ criminality is that of an undeveloped race. That of the whites is more characterized by a capacity born of development. There are few professionals among the negroes, and there are no truly ‘great criminals.’ They may be ‘prominent,’ but the two are not identical. The negroes’ crimes show an absence of social and personal responsibility, and are the outgrowth of impulse rather than of well-laid plans and complicated schemings.” As Kellor discounted race traits and made significant strides toward an environmental or sociological perspective on black criminality, part of her analysis reified the inferiority of blacks even as criminals. “Negroes are notorious thieves, but they remain months and years in stockades that would not hold ordinary northern safe blowers twenty-four hours.” In this transitional formulation, not only were African Americans second-rate criminals but the sources of their criminality were peculiar by comparison to whites. Black prostitutes, for example, were viewed differently from native whites and immigrants. They were not yet seen as victims of industrialization and its attendant dangers as were the young white factory girls and domestic servants no longer under the protective gaze of their mothers. Black women’s problem, Kellor wrote, was that they yielded “to white men quite as readily as in slavery.” Even the constructive agents in the black community were not like their white counterparts, shining the light of salvation and education on the “wage slaves” of the urban North. Instead, “negro teachers and ministers are frequently the most immoral of their race,” she explained. Kellor’s crime-as-culture proto-analysis foreshadowed the way the new discourse would continue to explain why black people’s criminality was still fundamentally different from that of whites and immigrants. The new term capacity signaled a new language to measure historical and social differences between blacks and whites. Terms that would come to be defined as cultural concepts attempted to place blacks on the same plane as whites, even if at the bottom.
The writing of crime into culture, then, became a counter-discourse that was deeply flawed not because it inherently examined the crimes and immorality of individual blacks but because it emphasized the cultural distinctiveness of black thieves, rapists, and murderers. Their ancestral victimization as the children and grandchildren of ex-slaves tied them to both an exceptional past and a peculiar present. Immigrants from dozens of European cities had their own distinctive histories of oppression and subjugation, but their trans-Atlantic voyage and landing at Ellis Island helped to wash away those distinctions. Relatively speaking, Progressive era social reformers were more willing to look beyond the “unproductive” behavior of the immigrant masses, excuse it, or do something about it than was generally the case with black migrants.50

These liberal social reformers did not ignore the illegal and immoral offenses of the transplanted either. Frederic Bushee, a leading Boston settlement worker and author of a pioneering 1903 study of immigrant life in the New England capital, described the Irish and Italians as the most criminal elements in the city, “excepting the Negroes.” The Irish had the highest rates of petty crime, and the Italians topped the list for major felonies. “There is a moral degradation among Irish families as a result of drink which is not found among other nationalities,” he wrote. “For quarrels which are serious affairs, for flashes of anger which mean a knife thrust, one must go to the Italian quarters.”51 Harvard economist William Ripley, who wrote the preface to Bushee’s study, had his own nativist theories about the inferiority and criminality of the new immigrants: “The horde now descending upon our shores is densely ignorant, yet dull and superstitious withal; lawless, with a disposition to criminality; servile for generations, without conception of political rights.”52 Yet Bushee, Ripley, and many others insisted on seeing past the moral turpitude, violence, and “disposition to criminality” in all of its ethnic dimensions among the newcomers.

With a vision of European immigrants as “Americans in Process,” many immigrant reform advocates insisted on focusing on the promises rather than the perils of assimilation. Bushee described the Irish and the Italians as extremely likable people despite their flaws. The Irish were especially well suited for contributing “many valuable traits to the American people.” With their “happiness,” “love of pleasure,” and fondness for “games and sports,” he wrote, “it is fortunate that they possess the char-
Figure 3-1 “How Criminals Are Made” captures the environmental critique of crime made by Progressive era social reformers as they focused on helping struggling white and immigrant inner-city families. From the 1907 Annual Report of the Central Howard Association, courtesy of the Newberry Library.
acteristics which make them easily assimilable” in spite of their “weak personal characteristics.” The Italians had good bones, he added, but needed a bit more direction and guidance. “They are a simple peasant class who respond readily to their environment.” Yet they could not be “allowed to continue in unwholesome conditions,” for “we may be sure the next generation will bring forth a crop of dependents, delinquents, and defectives to fill up our public institutions.”53 Put another way, “the great problem for us in dealing with these immigrants,” Ripley stated, is not that of their nature but of their nurture. . . . They are fellow passengers on our ship of state; and the health of the nation depends upon the preservation of the vitality of the lower classes.” Citing Chicago’s Hull House and Boston’s South End House as two of the nation’s pioneering and premiere inner-city crime prevention agencies to be emulated, Ripley called for more playgrounds, schools, libraries, and all the “uplifting influences of these sorts to meet the needs of the women and children of the immigrant classes.”54 It was also in the nation’s interest, added William S. Bennet, a plainspoken congressman from New York and a co-panelist at a 1909 immigration conference where Ripley made his remarks, to cease stigmatizing immigrants as a race of criminals. “Learn to treat the individual immigrant not as one of a nationality at all,” he said, “and not allow the crime of one Italian, in a moment of passion to weigh for any more than the crime of an American.”55

Like the legions of lesser-known settlement workers, most of whom were tireless college-educated white women who dedicated a tremendous amount of time and money to helping the less fortunate, many immigrant spokespersons were far less sanguine about the future of black people.56 “The Negroes in general reveal the faults of an immature race,” a consequence of the “evil effects” of slavery, which had saddled them with “peculiar forms of immorality.” Their assimilation in the foreseeable future, Bushee advised, was not “desirable.”57 These urban reformers and immigrant advocates were not the exceptions, the historian Allen Davis noted in his classic study of social settlements, in an era when most “thought of the progressive movement as for whites only.”58 They were not the women and men who, at a minimum, investigated the conditions of African Americans in the midst of immigrant communities, recognizing that the fate of black people was in some way connected to the fate of poor white and immigrant urbanites. The racial liberals—Kellor, Boas, Ovington, Addams, and a handful of others—were exceptional in this way. In her recent study
on “settlement folk,” historian Mina Carson explains further: “The [typi-
cal] settlement leaders also showed what today we would see as ‘blind
spots’ in their identification and condemnation of major social problems.
In its first forty years the settlement movement did not ameliorate, or even
directly address, white society’s systematic discrimination against black
Americans. Though several of the white founders of the NAACP had
settlement connections, institutionally the settlements failed to make any
significant contribution to white Americans’ consciousness of racism or to
furthering black peoples’ rights and opportunities.” 59 Among most lib-
eral social reformers, among those deeply immersed in the on-the-ground
work of establishing beachheads against the degradation of white youth
and immigrant families, black criminality confounded the theory and the
practice of racial equality.

Over time, white immigrants’ escape from the slums by way of eco-
nomic and social privilege—“becoming Caucasian”—and progressives’
successful immigrant-focused legislative and social reforms raised and
reinforced doubts about blacks’ cultural readiness. 60 Most native whites
and their newly minted cousins embraced these doubts because to them,
perceptually, black life in urban ghettos was stagnant, if not dangerous.
Even white racial liberals yielded to the contradiction that America guar-
anteed all of its citizens a fair shake when they knew, better than most, of
“the world of irony” blacks faced daily on the tenement streets. 61 Like
Ovington, they knew that whiteness was the precondition. 62 On the one
hand, these exceptional race reformers—those who would gain their
neo-abolitionist stripes as supporters of new civil rights organizations—
helped to open a small number of settlements for black neighbors by
1910, while encouraging black reformers to open more of their own. 63
On the other hand, in an era when white supremacy was ascending, this
was a surrender to segregation and a deeply flawed solution at best. 64
Black northern reformers had neither sufficient financial resources nor
the sympathy of white philanthropists, who were interested mostly in in-
dustrial education for southern blacks, to fund the scale of work needing
to be done. 65 “The settlements founded by the blacks themselves were
the poorest equipped, the most severely underfinanced and understaffed,
and the shortest-lived.” 66 Besides, immigrants were not left to save them-
selves. Carl Kelsey’s admonishing of Du Bois for his expressive anti-
crasis in Souls of Black Folk was a telling sign of the liberal crime dis-
course to come. Prejudice, he wrote, “will cease when the blacks can
command and compel the respect and sympathy of the whites.” 67 For
even the most sympathetic white social reformers, focusing on black criminality—even through the lens of Boas’s new cultural pluralism—was a rhetorical and programmatic solution; it rationalized their gradualist approach to racial equality and limited black reform efforts.68

Kelsey was among the nearly two-dozen white and black liberal experts called on by Charities magazine in 1905 to provide a “suggestive survey” of the “typical facts” found among “Negroes in the northern cities.”69 This collaborative effort marked the moment when the North officially became the universally accepted proving ground of African American fitness for citizenship in modern America. For all the ways in which crime had in a decade become the linchpin of a national social scientific debate about black inferiority, with northern crime statistics commonly cited as definitive proof, northern liberal reformers were now ready to weigh in. “The Negro’s worth as a citizen is to be tested in the great cities of the north as nowhere else in the world,” wrote Charities contributor Fannie Barrier Williams, a black club woman and a vocal proponent for settlement work in black communities. The reformers “have begun to recognize that if the ever-increasing Negro population is treated and regarded as a reprobate race, the result will be an increase of crime and disorders of all kinds that will grow more and more difficult to handle and regulate.”70

The editors of the special issue likewise expressed a sense of hopefulness and optimism and a desire to avoid emphasizing “statistical inquiry” and the perspectives of the “more bitter elements of the race conflict,” citing “Mr. Page” as Exhibit A. Along with Charities’ editor Edward T. Devine, secretary of New York’s Charity Organization Society (COS), which sponsored the journal, and managing editor Paul Kellogg, many of the most influential progressive reformers in the nation edited the issue, including Hull House’s Jane Addams, the housing muckraker Jacob Riis, and University of Pennsylvania political scientist Simon N. Patten, who was Devine’s mentor and encouraged him to found Columbia University’s School of Social Work.71 As leaders and innovators of urban reform movements, the editors privileged the value of local knowledge derived from clinicians, from people on the ground who could speak as social workers, probation officers, visiting nurses, ministers, and educators. Some of these men and women were already or soon to become national race-relations experts, such as Kellor, Du Bois, Ovington, Boas, Booker T. Washington, and John Daniels, a white Boston settlement worker who wrote In Freedom’s Birthplace: A Study of Boston Negroes, a 1914 sequel to Bushee’s immigrant study. Their contributions added to
the credibility of the reports, but this was really about local knowledge in the service of shedding light on a regional controversy in the midst of a national debate.\textsuperscript{72}

At the heart of the reports, according to the editors, was the problem of “deprivation.” Whether in Philadelphia, New York, Chicago, or the border cities of Baltimore and Washington, D.C., the contributors had shown time and time again, black people lacked both opportunity and a sense of responsibility. For example, northern discrimination among industrial employers and unions kept black men on the economic margins of society in Boston, according to Daniels, and in Chicago, observed Richard R. Wright, Jr. At the same time, too many recent southern migrants were deprived of the requisite fitness for industrial work. These “industrial scavengers” exhibited the “Negro traits of instability, and eat-drink-and-be-merriness,” wrote Daniels, contributing to their limited job prospects. Lillian Brandt, an in-house white researcher for the New York COS, similarly observed that the single young black men and women arriving in the urban North were “seeking employment in conditions to which they are unaccustomed,” which explained some of their “excessive criminality.” Kelsey noted that some of the male migrants had no intention of working at all; instead, they had come in search of social intimacy with white women. “Possibly he hears the boast in the North [that] a Negro may enter a restaurant and be waited on by a white girl.” Others, Kelsey continued, were “ex-convicts and otherwise undesirable individuals” on the lam from southern law enforcement.\textsuperscript{73}

Whether black men arrived in trouble or ended up that way, Francis Kellor added that many black women migrants “left [their] happy-go-lucky, cheerful life in the South” only to end up “drift[ing] into immorality.” They often had the best of intentions, but partly due to their “ignorance,” their inflated ambitions, (“to them going to Philadelphia or New York seems like going to Heaven”), and the “sharks” posing as legitimate employment agents many became prostitutes.\textsuperscript{74} To do something, Kellor gave up her scholarly career shortly after publishing “The Criminal Negro” to become a full-time reformer. She helped found the National League for the Protection of Colored Women, with branches in Philadelphia and New York. Kellor had always had one foot in the academy and the other in the reform community. Her research on southern prisons and Tuskegee had been funded by Celia Parker Woolley, a leader of the Chicago Women’s Club and a local white settlement worker who, along with Ida B. Wells, opened the Frederick Douglass Center to promote interracial
harmony through tea parties and parlor lectures. Kellor’s protective league aimed to “rescue” black female migrants at ports and train depots before they were lost to prostitution. The league was among the earliest of the small number of Progressive era agencies established to help black migrants. It was absorbed by the National Urban League (NUL) in 1910. In the context of explaining why black people were falling short or, as the Charities editors wrote, “are not yet fitted to survive and prosper in the great northern cities to which so many of them are crowding,” an Alabama black educator corroborated the connection between northern migration and criminality. “It is the shiftless and unstable who make no effort to take advantage of the superior opportunities of the North, and whose only ostensible purpose is to seek social and moral degradation under the guise of domestic employment,” wrote William E. Benson in a self-serving bid to promote his southern industrial school and Booker T. Washington’s philosophy that blacks were best suited for the South and should cast down their buckets where they were.

The most explicit linking of black criminality and the movement of blacks to northern cities in the special issue was made by another black educator, J. H. N. Waring, principal of Baltimore’s High and Training School and also a physician. Using the language of an epidemiologist, Waring stated that crime among blacks was like a disease spreading at an alarming rate, no less direful than “the white plague of tuberculosis.” With no desire to be a “prophet of evil,” Waring nevertheless predicted “that some future day, unless conditions are definitely and radically changed, a Black Plague . . . will afflict us as one of the legitimate fruits of our present sowing of the seeds of indifference to the welfare of the millions of ignorant, half-taught, badly-housed, poorly-fed, and despised blacks in our population.” Waring obviously expressed far less ambivalence about why blacks were not measuring up in the North, defining criminality much more clearly in relation to racism and neglect than to some underlying pathology migrants carried with them. He focused on racial disparities in education, housing, and law enforcement. “Schools for white children fulfill all the requirements of the ideal school and thousands of dollars are spent annually to make them architecturally beautiful, to adorn them with libraries and works of art, and to furnish instructors of the highest ability and skill.” But black schools, he complained, were often “dilapidated buildings . . . abandoned by the whites as unfit for further use.” Like the schools, black neighborhoods also suffered from a lack of
“conscience of the American people.” “City fathers” thought nothing of licensing liquor stores in “almost every colored neighborhood.” The police frequently locked up “boys of tender age” with “hardened and depraved criminals, when a word of advice or reprimand would have served the purpose of the law.” Instead, they have “done much to take away their sense of shame and self respect and really start them on criminal careers.” With all of this, Waring surmised, “the wonder is not that there are so many criminals, but that there are any colored people who value honesty, honor, chastity and virtue!” The racial disparities also troubled William L. Bulkley, a fellow contributor and a black principal of a Manhattan elementary school: “With the white child in America, everything industrial, civil, political, and social is possible. What of the black?”

In the main, the Charities reports sent mixed signals about the conditions of life for African Americans in the urban North. Rooted in personal observation and survey research, the white and black liberal contributors shared a common recognition that life was hard for black newcomers to the urban North. In one of the earliest publications of its kind in the Progressive era, white liberal testimonies of racism above the Mason-Dixon line corroborated the claims of black writers who cried foul, but faced charges of sentimentality and bias by their racial Darwinist counterparts. Yet the editors’ framing of the report suggested that white northerners were part of the problem but less the solution. With criminality and immorality as the fully accepted units of measurement, the editors billed the studies as a report card on how far black people had come in taking advantage of northern opportunities while “surmount[ing]” their own “difficulties.” That many of these difficulties were self-inflicted (crime) and self-induced (inability to compete) raised serious doubts about the extent to which racism was the core problem. Some went so far as to argue that racism was justifiable. Kelsey, for example, stopped just shy of defending economic discrimination when he wrote that white people across the nation were beginning “to demand efficiency, and the Negro is more and more left to himself to work out his salvation.” To be sure, ambivalence and intimation characterized the editors’ tone and Kelsey’s, and were similarly notable in studies by Kellor and Daniels.

As an emerging counter-discourse to the likes of “Mr. Page,” the white liberal vision was still not easily reconcilable with Waring’s perspective or those of the other black contributors to the report, with the exception of Benson and Washington, who were pro-southern critics of northern
migration. Fannie B. Williams, for example, was as optimistic a northern black reformer as any who contributed to the report, citing the opening of two new community agencies in Chicago—the Frederick Douglass Center and the Trinity Mission—as promising signs of change. But even she felt the need to remind her white liberal peers that black northerners could not do it alone. “It might be inferred that the colored people are quite capable of taking care of themselves and advancing their own condition in every direction. Let us not be undeceived [sic] in this,” she wrote. “In every community the Negro is practically dependent, for nearly everything of importance, upon the dominant race.” That black people are segregated in “the worst portions of the city,” limited to the worst jobs despite “merit” and “education,” and are even being replaced at the bottom of the job chain by new immigrants, she continued, were not conditions they alone could reverse. The Negro “is the victim of more injustice than is meted out to any other class of people.” The real problem among blacks was their lack of “preparation” to deal with segregation and racism when those around them “among other nationalities” found “elevating and liberalizing influences.” This was an entirely different kind of inefficiency or lack of training than what many white liberals had in mind.

For blacks overcoming their own difficulties or working out their own salvation was no simple matter of self-help and personal responsibility, according to Williams, when the spirit of the age was a “lowering of that public sentiment that formerly was liberal and more tolerant of the Negro’s presence and efforts to rise.” Moreover, the churches, the most dominant institutions of “moral uplift” in black communities, were in most cases, she wrote, saddled with “oppressive indebtedness.”82 “My friends,” the bottom line is “that society . . . is doing everything that heart and brain can devise to save white young men and white young women, while practically nothing is being done for the colored young men and women, except to prosecute and punish them for crimes for which society itself is largely responsible.”83

But if black inferiority was still viewed as a justification for racism even among northern white liberals such as the Charities editors and contributors, then according to Boas’s new “scientific presumption,” it was not to last forever. Most intellectual historians who have studied the construction of race within the social sciences have granted Boas the high honor of turning the direction of race writing on its head.84 The German-born Jewish immigrant had experienced firsthand the consequences of racial ideology. In Germany of the late 1880s “antisemitism had become
an important political force,” writes historian George Stocking, “and Boas had felt its impact personally—his face bore scars from several duels he had fought with fellow students who had made antisemitic remarks.”

Based on studies and lectures he had begun in the early 1890s, Boas’s first major book-length publication, *The Mind of Primitive Man*, helped lay the foundation for a generation of new thinking about the progress and poverty of blacks.

*The Mind of Primitive Man* was a quasi-manifesto for social activism in the sense that it was organized as a chapter-by-chapter attack on the widespread scientific belief that heredity trumped environment in explaining the causes of social and economic inequality. As a leading proponent of the belief that European immigrants and African Americans were not racially inferior, Boas argued unequivocally that physical and mental traits could not be judged fairly by the racially imbued categories of “civilized” and “primitive” without properly accounting for differences in a people’s history, social conditions, and habits of life that affected their bodies and minds. Moreover, he argued, physical and mental traits were not only alterable but were in fact not pure representations of the races. He made the point, which is now scientific orthodoxy, that there were more genetic variations among individual members of racial or national groups than there were between the groups. That is why, Boas explained, it was not hard “to find among members of the American race, for instance, lips and nose which approach in form those of the negro [sic]. The same may be said of [skin] color.”

That racial categories were hardening at this moment put Boas’s statements directly at odds with an increasing public desire to believe in racial purity. White southerners were hysterical over the threat of “social equality” or what they took to mean the apocalyptic possibility of black men “ravishing” white women and passing on their “degenerate” traits to a “pure” white race. A small but vocal group of white northerners leading the eugenics movement were equally apoplectic about “degenerate” new immigrant types mixing their inferior blood with old-stock Americans. In 1911 the eugenics movement had just begun to influence national public policy through its work with the Dillingham Commission on Immigration. In fact, the 1909 conference where Ripley, Bennet, and Kelsey expressed their pro-immigrant sentiments in rebuttal to the latest findings of leading American eugenicist Charles V. Davenport, whose Long Island laboratory attracted hundreds of thousands of dollars from wealthy philanthropists, was part of the national debate leading to the U.S. Senate
investigation, which was named for its chairman. In the commission’s published reports, Boas wrote his dissenting opinion that no “biological chasm” separated old Americans from new immigrants. Although, like most others in the mainstream social scientific and reform communities, Boas’s work was intended primarily for the benefit of new immigrants, his rejection of racial determinism had an incremental and profound impact on the study of black life among liberal race-relations writers. This was due primarily to his ability to expose not only the fallacies of supremacist assumptions about race, but also about culture.

Boas argued that neither race nor culture was fixed by heredity. His definition of culture was rooted in civilizationist discourses that judged European or African societies by their historic achievements—their governments, technology, arts, and mastery over nature. Accordingly, cultural traits, like physical and mental traits, were shaped by environmental factors—climate, geography, natural disasters, war, and conquest. Boas’s key intellectual move was to argue based on anthropological evidence, citing the historic achievements of African civilizations before European colonization, that there was no “close relation between race and culture.” Instead, the future of the Negro would be determined not by a biological imperative but “on the basis of history and social status,” a history, Boas insisted, that was civilized and prosperous before European contact. “In short,” Boas concluded, “there is every reason to believe that the Negro when given facility and opportunity, will be perfectly able to fulfill the duties of citizenship as well as his white neighbor.”

On another level, however, Boas erased the color line and replaced it with a culture line. Not in the sense that he supported another form of segregation—to the contrary, he had argued forcefully for the total inclusion of blacks into America’s social fabric—but in the sense that he still linked inferior behavior with black people. He did not frame black pathology in universal terms like Ida B. Wells with her emphasis on white-on-black crime, or like Du Bois with his emphasis on high
mortality and illegitimacy rates across European cities, or like Kelly Miller with his rhetoric of Hebrews struggling in the wilderness on their way to the promised land. Nor did he do what countless settlement workers and progressive reformers did to deemphasize pathology and nationality among various European immigrants by linking their fates to poor native-born white Americans struggling in the midst of massive demographic, economic, and social changes. As much as he had argued that in a global context American blacks were culturally more European than African, Boas also made it painfully clear that in a national context blacks were culturally inferior to all whites: “Undesirable traits . . . are at present undoubtedly found in our Negro population.”

Du Bois’s large body of research on class differentiation among African Americans in the North and South and in urban and rural communities did not factor into Boas’s blanket charge of cultural inferiority. Boas, however, was not backpedaling on his debunking of racial determinism. To insist that black people’s fates were not determined by their biology, that they had the inherent capacity for equality, and that they needed white people’s support and greater opportunities to succeed were about as radical a set of precepts as any white scientist had uttered in the age of Jim Crow segregation. Nevertheless, he was stating to his readers what he considered the obvious in order to illustrate the consequences of their social neglect. “There is nothing to prove that licentiousness, shiftless laziness, [and] lack of initiative, are fundamental characteristics of the race,” Boas wrote. “Everything points out that these qualities are the result of social conditions rather than of hereditary traits.”

Still, for many readers, culture was race even if the anthropological evidence showed otherwise. By pointing out negative traits that had historically defined black people, Boas confirmed many white readers’ a priori suspicions of blacks, with their “peculiar” or exceptional difficulties, even if they were now supposed to accept some of the blame. Failing to follow an important ingredient in the rhetorical assault on ideological racism, as demonstrated by the universal terms of his black counterparts and his white progressive peers, Boas undercut the value of his findings. Not until the 1920s would a new generation of scholars, with Melville Herskovits and Zora Neale Hurston in the forefront, begin to have a tremendous impact on dispelling many late-nineteenth- and early-twentieth-century racial myths about African and African American culture and history.
Historians have noted that for all of Boas’s pioneering racial egalitarianism, he was still very much a man of his times. Stocking argues that “given the atmospheric pervasiveness of the idea of European racial superiority,” Boas’s work amounted to an attack on orthodox racial beliefs rather than a “staunch” petition for racial equality. “Despite his basic liberal humanitarian outlook, he was a white-skinned European writing for other white-skinned Europeans at the turn of the century, and he was a physical anthropologist to boot,” writes Stocking. Historian Vernon Williams describes a “Boasian Paradox,” identifying the contradiction between “his philosophical egalitarian sentiments” and his tentative acknowledgment that although most African Americans remained culturally inferior to whites, “in a just society” they would eventually approach equality. Given the repeated references beginning in 1894 to the culturally determined “undesirable” traits of African Americans in his speeches, personal correspondence, and minor publications, culminating in The Mind of Primitive Man in 1911, Boas’s “racial vision [up to that point] had severe limitations.” Most importantly, then, in the context of the history of ideas about African American criminality in modern America, the work of these scholars suggests that for Boas black immorality and cultural inferiority was a rhetorical bridge between a dominant racist discourse and an emerging racial liberal discourse. Williams consequently concludes that Boas “first adumbrated the position of modern-day liberals” that with cultural advancement and opportunity blacks could achieve equality.

Writing crime into culture, therefore, represented a transition for social scientists and reformers who were beginning to explain black criminality in terms of environment rather than biology. In other words, it was the initial product of twentieth-century racial liberals’ first successful attempts to defend the humanity of blacks and their right to fair play in American society, and at the same time to concede that blacks were still sufficiently inferior behaviorally or socially to warrant special attention, but not necessarily special help. This shift in argument articulated by Boas did not mark a clean break from writers who had failed to privilege the logic of an environmentalist view over their own racial prejudice. To the contrary, northern white progressives had placed structural problems at the forefront of their own reform activities. Yet at the turn of the century, they had shown relatively less interest or willingness to address urban problems complicated by segregation and discrimination that favored European immigrants over blacks. That began to change for a smaller
cohort after two hundred thousand southern blacks moved to the North and West between 1890 and 1910, nearly tripling the black population in New York State alone. By the second decade of the twentieth century, some white racial liberals forged new interracial bonds and assumed greater commitments to the struggle for racial equality. Within a one-year period ending in 1910, for example, they helped to create the NAACP and the NUL—the two premier interracial civil rights organizations of the twentieth century.

As a founding member of the NAACP, one of Du Bois’s closest white allies, and a colleague of Boas, Mary White Ovington embodied the upper limit of racial liberalism in the Progressive era. Her study, *Half a Man: The Status of the Negro in New York* (1911), was the second major sociological study of black life in the urban North behind Du Bois’s *The Philadelphia Negro*, published more than a decade before. Boas, who had worked with many settlement workers, including Ovington, on the Greenwich House Committee on Social Investigations that sponsored her study, wrote the foreword to *Half a Man*. He described her work as a “most painstaking inquiry” into blacks’ “social and economic conditions, [that] brings out in the most forceful way the difficulties under which the race is laboring, even in the large cosmopolitan population of New York.” He framed her study as an explicit rebuttal to “claims that the Negro has equal opportunity with the whites and that his failure to advance more rapidly is due to innate inability.” Finally, Boas signaled that because anti-Negro ideology was so pervasive and segregation on the rise—as demonstrated by Ovington’s book—African Americans would have to rise to a level “infinitely greater” than that “demanded from the white.”

Ovington’s discussion of crime in *Half a Man* was similar to her *Charities* article. She began with her observations of the interaction between “colored children” and “their mischievous young white neighbors.” Along the streets bordering tightly packed neighborhoods of a growing population of southern migrants and native black New Yorkers, some black children picked up the bad habits of their immigrant and white neighbors. Ovington wrote that of those who did, “many outdo the whites in depravity and lawlessness.” Yet deeper within these neighborhoods, she suggested, the opposite was true: “The colored child, especially if he is in a segregated neighborhood is not greatly inclined to mischief.” Contrary to her own integrationist interests and those of her fellow members of the NAACP, Ovington suggested that with respect to
criminality blacks might be better off by themselves. “My own experience has shown me that life in a tenement on San Juan Hill is devoid of the ingenious, exasperating deviltry of an Irish or German-American neighborhood.” While “there is plenty of crap shooting, rarely interfered with by the police,” she conceded, “there is little impertinent annoyance or destructiveness.”

Ovington rejected the narrowly focused racial reasoning of many writers by identifying the development of some black children’s aggressive behavior as a response to a racist social environment. These boys and girls learned how to be tough because of their interaction with white children, she explained. “To hold his own with his white companions on the street or in school, the Negro must become pugnacious, callous to insult, ready to hit back when affronted.” Ovington also revealed a crucial aspect of black parents’ responsibility to their children that did not register as family values capital among racial Darwinist and pro-immigrant writers: teaching black children to defend their self-pride and personal respect against racial insults from old and new Americans. She wrote of the lessons taught and learned by parent and child respectively: “Many are like the little girl who told me that she did not care to play with white children, ‘because,’ she explained, ‘my mother tells me to smack any one who calls me a nigger, and I ain’t looking for trouble.’ The colored children aren’t looking for trouble. . . . They believe if they had a fight, it wouldn’t be a fair one, and that if the policeman came, he would arrest them and not their Irish enemies.”

Apparently black youth also learned well their lessons about how to respond to the police, according to Ovington. She regretted how “harshness, for no cause but his black face, has been too frequently bestowed upon the Negro by the police” and was “especially noticeable” in interracial conflicts when a “white officer, instead of dealing impartially with offenders, protected his own race.” In her *Charities* report, Helena Titus Emerson, a white New York kindergarten teacher, noted the same problem for black youth in a neighborhood dominated by Italians, Germans, and “the least desirable type of shiftless Irish.” “The attitude of the [white] public school teachers is not always impartial,” she wrote, “and police protection [of black children] is so often inadequate that, during the spring months, especially, there are such frequent clashes between the colored and white boys on the streets, that they sometimes assume the proportions of junior race riots. Even the little kindergarten children have been shamefully abused, and many an anxious parent has to accompany his boy on the
street lest he be attacked by several white boys and be unable to reach school.” In the midst of New York City race riots in 1900 and 1905, Ovington described how policemen had abdicated their responsibility to dispense color-blind service and protection, resulting in an object lesson for youth: the indiscriminate mass arrests of blacks being attacked by white mobs.

In November 1911 Du Bois, now research director for the NAACP and editor of its national *Crisis* magazine, listed in the monthly four unrelated incidents of police officers’ excessive use of deadly force against blacks. In states ranging from Pennsylvania to Florida, he wrote, “there are perhaps a half dozen other cases of this sort during the month.” He also noted five cases in which blacks had committed the “slaying of officers.” Self-defense may have been the cause in some of these instances. Based on dozens of letters written by black suspects and convicts to the NAACP in the 1920s, self-defense was one of the most frequently cited causes of interracial homicide of white male citizens and police officers by black men. In cities across the nation, such violent confrontations with police officers would continue to show black children and adults alike that justice was, in Du Bois’s words, “For White People Only.” On streets where black offenders and victims were perceived to be equally dangerous, clear limits were set on the actualization of blacks’ rights to due process and equal protection under the law. “As it is,” wrote Ovington, “there is no safety for any Negro in this part of the city at any time.”

By highlighting the corrupting influences of “mischievous” immigrant neighbors, hostile youth armed with racial epithets, and racially abusive police officers, Ovington had broadened the social context in which black juvenile delinquency could be explained. Playing by the rules was clearly more than the product of black children’s inherent capacity for self-control. To some extent their behavior, whether good or bad, was dependent on their interactions with whites of all ages. This was an atypical argument before a typically racist audience. “The average white resident in northern cities,” migration historian Florette Henri writes, “was convinced that blacks had an innate proclivity toward crime.” She explains that their certainty was derived from baseless talk, biased and inaccurate news reporting, and crime statistics with too much fine print. Such pervasive thinking about blacks, Henri notes, even affected “some Negroes.” For example, a black probation officer in Pittsburgh discovered her egregious error in concluding that the black juvenile delinquency rate had
doubled in the previous year when she subsequently discovered that it had in fact “considerably decreased.” Nonetheless, Ovington knew from personal experience how many white New Yorkers believed that blacks, especially southern migrants, were preprogrammed to be inferior. According to this line of thinking, Ovington sardonically concluded, “there is nothing evil” that blacks are “not at the bottom of.”

Whereas Ovington had rightly targeted northerners’ racialist views on black criminality, she was not immune from them. Seemingly puzzled by the “very large percentage of crime among colored women” and an “unduly large percentage of disorderly depraved colored” girls, Ovington was less certain about the current social origins of black female criminality than of male “colored prisoners.” Given their low social status, she wrote, black men’s criminality was “no higher” than could be expected. But her ambiguity about black women was unmistakable when she declared that “depravity among the girls and improper guardianship” were “the race’s most serious defects.” She meant that black girls had an exceptional record of being charged by the Children’s Court for sexual improprieties, and their mothers were too often negligent about properly supervising them. In her review of *Half a Man*, Sophonisba P. Breckinridge, a Chicago political scientist and settlement house reformer, observed that black women were “peculiarly subject to degrading temptation.”

These gendered charges were not unique to black females. Ovington knew that poor native-white and immigrant girls were subject to the same “degrading temptation.” Northern progressives like Jane Addams, the patron saint of the settlement movement and a founding member of the NAACP; Louise De Koven Bowen, a Hull House donor and administrator and a leader in the child-saving movement; and Kellor saw these problems to varying degrees as a direct consequence of industrialization.

Addams was particularly outspoken in her 1912 study of prostitution, *A New Conscience and an Ancient Evil*. She linked the rapid changes of a modern industrial economy, with its unprecedented need for mothers and their daughters to contribute cash wages to the household, to a rise in prostitution. From the reformers’ perspective, working mothers left too many young children without adequate moral guidance. In other cases, mothers who managed to stay at home often could not avoid sending their daughters out to work, exposing them to the morally corrupting “cheap theaters and dance halls” or the evil designs of unscrupulous men. This was especially true for many immigrant girls, according to
Addams. Since factory work was undesirable due to its dangerous conditions, brutal hours, and low wages, and given the lures of the burgeoning mass consumer culture and its attendant pressure to look fashionably “American,” prostitution, in a moment of “utter weariness and discouragement,” was a ready alternative. By and large, Addams was unequivocal in her stance that the roots of prostitution were found in the broadest economic, social, and political context. She could not separate this “social evil” from the inadequacies of industrial legislation, trade unionism, police regulation, and political corruption. Ostensibly frustrated after pointing out that it was the state’s responsibility to eradicate prostitution, Addams asked, “Is it because our modern industrialism is so new that we have been so slow to connect it with poverty and vice all about us?”

Three years earlier Addams had examined the evils of modernization, urbanization, and industrialization among Chicago’s white and immigrant youth, many of whom were clients of Hull House. In *The Spirit of Youth and City Streets*, she focused primarily on a startling rise in male juvenile delinquency and sharply criticized the ravages of modern city temptations such as dance halls, saloons, poolrooms, five-cent theaters, gangs, and drugs. Sorely lacking wholesome recreation, Addams observed, these children had few constructive outlets for their youthful energy and their “spirit of adventure.” In Chicago’s hardscrabble neighborhoods, far from the Midwestern farms and Old World villages, their “sex susceptibility” was getting the better of them. “The newly awakened senses are appealed to by all that is gaudy and sensual, by the flippant street music, the highly colored theater posters, the trashy love stories, the feathered hats, the cheap heroics of the revolvers displayed in the pawn shop windows,” she wrote. Recreation could win the war on vice, but the battle had to be led by city leaders. “We certainly cannot expect the fathers and mothers who have come to the city from farms or who have emigrated from other lands to appreciate or rectify these dangers.” Nor could “we . . . expect the young people themselves” to kill the “cancer” of “modern city conditions.”

Against tremendous odds, Addams and her Hull House staff worked with the new Juvenile Court of Chicago, founded in 1899 as the first modern alternative to youth incarceration. The goal was to save thousands of children from becoming hardened criminals. *The Spirit of Youth* was originally to be titled “Juvenile Delinquency and Public Morality” or “Juvenile Crime and Public Morals,” but Addams felt that these titles
were “too sociological.” They evoked statistics that missed the human element and the pathos of the growing white-youth-urban-crime problem. In Addams’s case and emblematic of how northern progressives generally wrote about white criminality and juvenile delinquency, sentimentality was a good thing. “She has established a point of view at once sympathetic and optimistic which must characterize all efforts at improvement,” wrote J. P. Lichtenberger, a University of Pennsylvania sociologist and a departmental colleague of Carl Kelsey. “The book will do much good.” A review in the American Journal of Sociology concurred, adding that “sociology has published a classic. So exquisitely and poetically has Miss Addams revealed the precious stuff of which young hearts are made . . . that we gladly give her book a place besides Wordsworth’s great Ode.” Because of “her singularly comprehensive experience Miss Addams has rendered a notable service to society, which is just now coming into full consciousness of its long-neglected obligation to childhood.”

Citing dozens and dozens of cases, Addams knew firsthand that “many city boys” had been arrested and brought before the court for everything from playful vandalism to murder. She especially singled out a range of offenses along the city’s railroad tracks—throwing rocks at trains, breaking signal lights, setting fires, stealing from freight cars, and committing armed robbery—as a way of “illustrating the spirit of [youthful] adventure” in relation to the locomotive, the ultimate symbol of modern industry. Many other instances turned tragically violent. A Polish youth shot and killed an Irish boy after a gang of Irish youths came to his house seeking retaliation for his “whipping” one of their own. “This tale could be duplicated almost every morning,” Addams wrote. “What might be merely a boyish scrap is turned into a tragedy because some boy has a revolver.” Chicagoans were growing “heartsick” over the mounting tragedies. Within the past month, another teenage boy, a transplant from a “little farm in Ohio . . . had shot and killed a policeman while resisting arrest and was now awaiting the death penalty.” He was one of “the best type of Americans, whom we boast to be the backbone of our cities,” Addams noted somberly, as she tried to reconcile white youth violence with the rhetoric of Anglo-Saxon superiority.

Gang- and drug-related crimes, she continued, were also out of control. The “cocaine habit” had noticeably spread in recent years. A Hull House investigation in 1904 discovered a gang of truant and unemployed neighborhood boys addicted to the drug. “They stole from their
parents, ‘swiped junk,’ pawned their clothes and shoes—did any desperate thing to ‘get the dope,’ as they called it.”125 Drugs were not the only means of satisfying their “desire to dream and to see visions” that had potentially deadly consequences. Inspired by a movie and taking “Dead Men Tell No Tales” as their mantra, three boys, “aged nine, eleven and thirteen” conspired to rob and murder the neighborhood milkman. Fortunately, the bullet missed him. Numerous youth robberies and burglaries had been a direct result of the five-cent theater or the “house of dreams,” Addams explained. All told, fifteen thousand youths had been arrested and brought before the Juvenile Court in the past year. Most of them “had broken the law in their blundering effort to find adventure” and “self expression.”126

Girls were counted in that number. Gangs of thieving young women were “discovered in Chicago last June” roaming the city streets, picking pockets, and shoplifting. Others were found on the precipice of prostitution after “revolt[ing] against the monotony of [factory] work.” One young lady regularly sought refuge in dance halls. “I just had to go to dances sometimes after pushing down the lever of my machine with my right foot and using both my arms feeding it for ten hours a day—nobody knows how I feel some nights.” The partying ended when a sympathetic man befriended her, only to try to steer her into prostitution. “Of course, I threatened to kill him,” she told Addams; “any decent girl would.”

For Addams, the situation born of the spirit of youths who were misdirected and unsupervised in the nation’s cities called for a change in the nation’s priorities. Is everyone “so caught in admiration of the astonishing achievements of modern industry that they forget the children themselves?”127 Addams focused on the apathy, neglect, and exploitation facing white and immigrant youth in Chicago; the experiences of black boys and girls were nearly completely absent from her antimodernist critique.128

However, in her follow-up study, A New Conscience and an Ancient Evil, Addams, like Ovington, did not exclude black women, showing them as victims of the same “modern industrialism” affecting white women. To their credit, both recognized that racism made matters worse. As Ovington explained, “She gets the job that the white girl does not want. [Ovington’s italics]”129 Domestic work, the least attractive and lowest paid occupation for women, represented black women’s subordinate position in the labor market.130 In New York City, for example, 90 percent of black working women were domestics or personal servants, compared
to 40 percent of the white women in the workforce. Black women’s employment options in Philadelphia, Chicago, and elsewhere were no better. Jobs in factories, workshops, department stores, and hotels open to black women were “extremely limited,” according to Addams. “The majority of them,” she wrote, “therefore are engaged in domestic service and often find the position of maid in a house of prostitution or of chambermaid in a disreputable hotel, the best-paying position open to them.”

Historian Elizabeth Clark-Lewis’s study of African American domestics in Washington, D.C., offers a firsthand account of a black woman who recalled “making money all the time” in a “joint” that illegally sold liquor and “had gambling.” So consistent was Beulah Nelson’s income compared to that of her brother and his wife, with whom she lived, that she was able to use her earnings to prevent her family’s eviction by paying the “back rent, rent due, and two months ahead.” Although Nelson had sought out her own “best-paying” job, many newly arrived southern migrants were sent unknowingly to such scandalous places by employment agencies, observed Louise De Koven Bowen, president of the Juvenile Protection Association of Chicago. In fact, Bowen wrote, the same agencies “would not take the risk of sending a white girl to a place where, if she was forced into a life of prostitution, the agency would be liable to a charge of pandering.” Based on its assessment of the situation, the Chicago Vice Commission of 1911 concluded that “The prejudice against colored girls who are ambitious to earn an honest living is unjust.”

By contrast, historian Roger Lane asserts that most black prostitutes, at least in Philadelphia, were not victims of broader social barriers. “Only a small fraction of them were physically forced into the life,” he writes. Lane speculates that “the rest of them were there by choice” because black women preferred the additional freedom prostitution gave them over the “sexual harassment and the loss of dignity” endemic to domestic work. Historian Kevin Mumford challenges Lane’s portrayal of black women’s autonomy in prostitution, suggesting that sexual racism prevailed even within prostitution. Black women were paid less overall and were more often limited to streetwalking, the most degrading sex work. Nevertheless, compared to the wider “field of employment” for white women, black women’s search for respectable and legitimate work was clearly circumscribed by racial discrimination, despite any individual preferences black women may have exercised when accepting domestic work in a “disreputable” place.
Still, the association of black women with vice transcended the perils of limited economic opportunity for women and racial discrimination against blacks. Because the bugaboo of statistical disproportion now framed crime among blacks as excessive and unnatural, and most significantly as a reflection of the fundamental difference between blacks and whites, sympathetic writers like Boas, Kellor, Ovington, and Addams turned to culture rather than biology to account for this difference. Because these racial liberals truly believed that most blacks were indeed culturally inferior to most whites, they did not shrink from incriminating black culture, even as they passionately rejected the biological determinism of such conservative colleagues as Eleanor Tayleur, who in 1904 wrote in a progressive journal that a black woman had the “brain of a child and the passions of a woman steeped in centuries of ignorance and savagery, and wrapped about with immemorial vices.”

Beyond racial liberals’ recognition of the limited employment options for black women, they emphasized culture to explain black women’s disproportionate fall into prostitution. Ovington did this when she called sexual activity among black girls in New York city a racial defect. The historical reason for the defect, as expressed by “Negroes themselves,” she wrote, was that slavery had fundamentally handicapped the black family to the point where “it is inevitable that numbers of their women should be slow to recognize the sanctity of home and the importance of feminine virtue.” Addams agreed entirely with this long-view explanation for present-day cultural inferiority. “Confessedly,” she wrote, blacks have “the shortest history of social restraint.” Coupling their “belated” moral development with current social conditions, Addams concluded that the results were not surprising: a “very large number of colored girls entering a disreputable life.”

In a February 1911 editorial for the first volume of Crisis, Addams’s focus on the innate cultural weaknesses of black women compared to their white and immigrant counterparts is striking. The editorial was an early contribution to the NAACP in her role as a “spearhead” of the new interracial movement against racial violence and the further erosion of black political and civil rights. She began by acknowledging the growing problem of residential segregation in northern cities. It is clear, she wrote, “that not only in the South, but everywhere in America, a strong race antagonism is asserting itself, which has various modes of lawless and insolent expression.” But the problem was not just racism, she continued;
it was that “in every large city we have a colony of colored people who have not been brought under social control”:

One could easily illustrate this lack of inherited control by comparing the experiences of a group of colored girls with those of a group representing the daughters of Italian immigrants, or of any other Southern European peoples. The Italian girls very much enjoy the novelty of factory work, the opportunity to earn money and to dress as Americans do, but this new freedom of theirs is carefully guarded. Their mothers seldom give them permission to go to a party in the evening and never without chaperonage. Their fathers consider it a point of honor that their daughters shall not be alone on the streets after dark. The daughter of the humblest Italian receives this care because her parents are but carrying out social traditions. A group of colored girls, on the other hand, are quite without this protection. If they yield more easily to the temptations of a city than any other girls, who shall say how far the lack of social restraint is responsible for their downfall? The Italian parents represent the social traditions which have been worked out during centuries of civilization. . . . it is largely through these customs and manners that new groups are assimilated into civilization.\textsuperscript{142}

Within the progressive black crime discourse, Addams attacked racism but simultaneously excused it on the grounds that African Americans lacked sufficient “inherited” resources to deal with the challenges of modern city life. Within the progressive white crime discourse, Addams framed immigrant crime and immorality as social problems wholly divorced from any inherited defects of the Old World. Nationality as a factor explaining juvenile delinquency in Chicago hardly registered in \textit{The Spirit of Youth} except when Addams described instances of interethnic violence. In this plea for public recreation, her silence on group deficiencies and ethnic patterns of criminality among immigrant newcomers was matched by her silence on the plight of inner-city black youth. Black youth victimization was rendered totally invisible, as were the added effects of racial violence directed at black youths by their white counterparts, as Ovington and Fannie B. Williams had observed. Indeed, Addams’s only mention of a black person in relation to the dangerous temptations of city living was of a “colored man, an agent of a drug store,” who had gotten several neighborhood kids hooked on cocaine.\textsuperscript{143} Yet in “Social
Control” she clearly used Italian immigrants’ whiteness (or Europeanness) as a measure of their superior fitness and assimilability—“worked out during centuries of civilization”—in a way that was meant to stress the temporal backwardness of “colored people.” Moreover, the spirit of her comments to a mostly black readership gave a false impression that modernization and industrialization were not “wreaking [the] foundations of domesticity” among the nation’s urban white and immigrant youth.\textsuperscript{144} Were the happy, well-adjusted, and well-supervised “Italian daughters” of her NAACP editorial different from those in her other writings, one ten-hour shift away from prostitution? One can only speculate about whether Addams worried about fueling black sentimentality (or the excuse of racial victimization) and distorted the picture of young immigrant women so as not to excuse the immorality of young black women.

Without a doubt, Addams brought attention to black political and civil injustices, the horrors of lynching, and the evils of segregation and “race antagonism.”\textsuperscript{145} At times, she even gave direct assistance to anti-racist campaigns to end de facto segregation in the urban North. In 1903, after Wells sought her assistance, for example, Addams successfully called upon influential white Chicago elites to put an end to a movement for segregating Chicago’s public schools.\textsuperscript{146} But in regard to delinquency and crime, Addams did not write about black youth the same way she wrote about white and immigrant youth. At the moment when black migration to the North was the subject of intense debate linked to what many believed was an impending crisis of black criminality nationwide, she did not include blacks in her repeated calls for public recreation, which she argued was a silver bullet against “the number of arrests among juvenile delinquents.”\textsuperscript{147} Addams’s inconsistency may be partly explained by the fact that, according to Davis, she drew inspiration and guidance from the pioneering research on adolescence and juvenile delinquency of psychologist G. Stanley Hall.\textsuperscript{148} Hall, a self-identified abolitionist and a proponent of scientific racism and segregated crime prevention, instructed black people in 1905 to stop “sympathiz[ing] with their own criminals” and to “accept without whining patheticism and corroding self-pity [their] present situation, prejudice and all.”\textsuperscript{149}

In most cases when the stark realities of antiblack violence were not foremost in the minds of white progressive race-relations writers, black criminality and immorality remained tangible signs of black pathology even among the most committed racial liberals. In the cases of Addams and Ovington, the implication of highlighting excessive immorality among
black women was that social, economic, and political reform might not be enough to reverse blacks’ cultural inferiority, especially since it was the duty of women to nurture the moral character of their families and therefore their race. As necessary as structural reforms were overall in the context of black and immigrant communities in or on the borders of vice districts, liberal race-relations writers still suggested that black women needed an additional dose of moral tonic to help save their race. My argument that Boas had erased the color line only to unintentionally replace it with a culture line helps to explain the contradictory assumptions underlying progressives’ limited on-the-ground reforms aimed at blacks on the eve of the Great Migration. When Kelsey wrote in 1909 that “much is now charged to the Negro, as a Negro, which should be charged to the Negro as an ignorant and untrained man,” he was calling for a fundamental shift away from a biological determinism that he recognized as racist to a cultural determinism that he and other liberals recognized as race neutral or color blind.

The problem, however, was that black male ignorance and inefficiency, like black female ignorance and immorality, were defined in relation to slavery and to white civilizationist discourses that already ranked all blacks at the bottom. Therefore black reform, by historical, sociological, and philosophical definition, ought to be separate and distinct since blacks, as the logic dictated, could rise to a higher plane only through their own struggle following emancipation. All whites of whatever nationality were, by definition (through centuries of struggle in the wilderness of Europe and colonial America), already on a higher plane capable of being saved by others. When children are born to broken homes, when “the natural prop is gone, the normal limb removed,” wrote Mabel Rhoades, a white University of Chicago graduate student in one of the first sociological investigations of the Chicago Juvenile Court, “we have always to make the best possible substitute,” helping “the patient . . . get about to do his [or her] share of the great world’s work.” Progressive era social reformers had come to intellectual maturity in a highly paternalistic and racialized milieu. That some of them as “friends of the Negro” represented a nascent neo-abolitionist movement in the urban North does not negate the fact that by incriminating black culture, they legitimized piecemeal urban reform efforts on behalf of blacks.

Too often white reformers settled for indexing racial injustice rather than fighting it. For example, Jane Addams could point out the perilous consequences of residential segregation for black families without ending
the practice of segregated activities at her own Hull House. Historian Thomas Philpott argues in his study of Chicago’s reformers that “in the main, settlement houses served blacks separately or did not serve them at all. Most settlement workers, like most reform-minded people and most Chicagoans, generally were racists, or, if not, they were conformists: They went along.” Even as late as the 1920s, when Chicago’s black population had more than tripled to nearly 110,000 people and the flow of European immigration had been cut off by World War I and the National Origins Act of 1924, Hull House continued its policy of “exuding interracial good will but including almost no Negroes.” By 1930 only about one-third of private welfare agencies in Chicago were willing to use 1 percent of their budgets to fund services for blacks. In New York in 1929, the Children’s Aid Society reported that Harlem had “only 15 percent of the recreation facilities it needs.” African American reformers continued to insist that blacks not only had very few places for constructive leisure activities but that they also could not improve conditions without help. George Edmund Haynes, a Columbia University–trained black sociologist and the first research director of the NUL, insisted that the problems of black “maladjustment” must be fixed by “methods similar to those that help other elements of the population.” In a 1913 race-relations progress report commemorating the fiftieth anniversary of the Emancipation Proclamation, Haynes described the failure of liberal intervention as the “sequel of segregation”:

To make the view of the urban situation among Negroes full and clear, a number of conditions which exist in some cities but are absent in others should be included in the list. In many cities the sequel of segregation means less effective police patrol and inadequate fire protection, in others it means unpaved streets, the absence of proper sewerage and lack of other sanitary supervision and requirements. . . . Playgrounds in Negro neighborhoods are so rare as to excite curiosity, and organized play is just being heard of in the Negro world. . . . In these efforts for self-realization in the city the Negro needs the fair dealing, the sympathy and the cooperation of his white brother. For the problem of his adjustment is only a part of the great human problem of justice for the handicapped in democratic America.

Yet almost no public facilities used by whites, like beaches and playgrounds, were open to blacks without serious risk of mortal harm. In the
Great Migration period and beyond, cities across the urban North experienced wholesale white-initiated attacks on their black residents. In the Red Summer of 1919, Chicago, one of more than twenty cities to see race riots, experienced unprecedented racial violence ignited by whites’ stoning to death a black child who crossed an aqueous color line at a public beach on Lake Michigan.\(^{160}\) Although racial violence was a constant reminder of the limits of racial reform among the white masses, ironically those limits were in part shaped by reformers’ ambivalence about blacks’ cultural—albeit moral—fitness. At the grassroots level of social work, white settlement workers largely failed to put their own ideals into action when it came to black neighbors. In the spirit of documenting racial disparities, Bowen revealed the paucity of crime prevention agencies open to African Americans. In a 1913 report for Chicago’s Juvenile Protection Association, she observed that even when “colored people” did attempt various efforts to assist “dependent and semi-delinquent colored children,” they did not have sufficient resources, all the more disturbing, she noted, since “all the public records give a high percentage of Negro criminals.”\(^{161}\)

Some observers came to see the ways in which racial violence substituted for social reform. Six years before Chicago’s South Side beach became ground zero for the racial conflagration that enveloped the city, Bowen reported that a “little colored boy” had been “mobbed” the previous summer. She also noted in her 1913 investigation that blacks had begun a campaign to open a “model dance hall,” but whites in the vicinity objected on the grounds that it would be a “public nuisance,” and “[t]his effort toward better recreation facilities had to be abandoned.”\(^{162}\) At a 1920 meeting of the NUL, Bowen continued to emphasize the missed opportunities to include African Americans in all manner of inner-city social work. “We are not apt to think of the negro as an immigrant, but in reality he occupies the same position as does the foreigner who comes to us from other shores, except that the negro’s position is more difficult, for he is subjected to racial discrimination, and while no limitations are imposed upon the children of the immigrant, this unfortunately, is not true of the negro.”\(^{163}\)

Even a white southern reformer stated in 1914 that it was just “good business economy to save . . . [Negro] children from vagrancy and crime” through public taxation, not to mention that in his opinion “playgrounds with directors [were] cheaper than penal institutions or probation officers.” Thus it did not make sense to Charles H. McCord that during
1912 cash-strapped “Negroes” in Atlanta spent in excess of $100,000 in “fines and stockade sentences” related to crime. That money plus “lost time and lawyers’ fees,” he calculated, could have bought a “fifty-acre tract of land” to be developed into a “park for Negroes with greenhouses, wild animals, and a boating lake and swimming pool.”

S. Waters McGill, a Nashville, Tennessee, YMCA official, captured the situation experienced by many blacks across the nation in verse:

Plenty of room for dives and dens,
   Glitter and glare and sin;
Plenty of room for prison pens,
   Gather the criminals in;
Plenty of room for jails and courts—
   Willing enough to pay;
But never a place for lads to race,
   No never a place to play.
Plenty of room for shops and stores,
   Mammon must have the best;
Plenty of room for the running sores
   That rot in the city’s breast;
Plenty of room for the lures that lead
   The hearts of our youth astray;
But never a cent on a playground spent,
   No never a place to play.

Whereas southern cities provided far fewer resources to combat juvenile delinquency for black or white youth, in northern cities white youth were still the overwhelming beneficiaries of public and private assistance.

Following the poet’s lead, historian Elisabeth Lasch-Quinn takes reformers to task for their “faulty interpretation of black culture” and “failure to address the problems of blacks.” She argues that despite settlement workers’ personal knowledge of poverty and discrimination, their “debilitating depiction of the black individual as lacking the most basic capacity for self-control buttressed the settlement movement’s failure to redirect its efforts from white immigrants to black migrants.” Historian Anne Meis Knupfer agrees, adding that “although Breckinridge, Addams, and Bowen had also expressed strong disapproval of such segregative practices, their actual involvement in establishing and sustaining the African American settlements, missions, girls’ homes, and orphanages was minimal.” As a result, Lasch-Quinn concludes that white settlement
workers “largely ignored” black migrants, calling instead for “black self-improvement organizations, which they thought would begin the slow ‘civilizing process.’” Meanwhile, for white immigrants they sought structural changes in the “local political economy and provision of social services.”

Additional studies by Dorothy Salem, Anne Firor Scott, and Judith Trolander that compare the involvement of white settlement workers with black neighbors with their involvement with whites and immigrants confirm the pattern. “Huge private donors” were key to the efforts of settlement workers, but “fund-raising for agencies to serve blacks was difficult,” writes Trolander. For whites, “it was the settlement workers’ ability to move within the two worlds of the wealthy and the working class that gave them their unique identity.” Bowen, for example, donated more buildings to Hull House out of her own pocket than there were black settlement houses opened in Chicago during the Progressive era. Her contributions amounted to more than a million dollars, a sum equal to more than twenty-one million dollars in 2008 dollars. From local, state, and national politicians to the wealthiest men and women of the industrial age, from beat cops to visiting nurses, from probation officers to real estate developers, white settlement workers had access to power, resources, and spheres of influence impossible for middle-class and elite black reformers to match. By almost unanimous consent, dollar for dollar, black communities stood most in need.

Whether research dollars or seed money to cover the salaries and operating expenses of social welfare agencies were at stake, African American reformers were especially disadvantaged. Even Du Bois, the most prolific and accomplished black social scientist of the Progressive era, often complained about the difficulties of raising money to conduct the work he hoped to accomplish. It was a core struggle in his life as a scholar and activist, according to his biographer. “Without money, both scholarship and advocacy faltered.” David Levering Lewis notes that not only did Du Bois frequently complain about losing research funds to white race-relations writers with far less experience and more sanguine views of racism, but his money worries also threatened to keep him from attending scholarly conferences because of the cost of travel.

Similarly, Ida B. Wells described the financial challenges she faced in trying to open a crime prevention agency in the heart of a South Side Chicago vice district. The idea had come to her while conducting a men’s Bible class at Grace Presbyterian Church. Among young men, “ranging
from eighteen to thirty years of age,” Wells facilitated topics relevant to their experiences, including the spread of racial violence in the North. In the summer of 1908, in Springfield, Illinois, about two hundred miles south of Chicago, a white woman accused a black man of assaulting her. In the manhunt for a suspect, three random black men were lynched and three others were shot. Although many African Americans defended themselves, many of their homes were burned to the ground, and as many as two thousand black residents were driven from town.173 The Springfield riot led directly to the founding of the NAACP. The violence, Wells recalled discussing with her young male charges, “seemed to be becoming as bad in Illinois as it had hitherto been in Georgia.” The following year, Will “Froggie” James was lynched by five hundred townspeople who fired bullets into his body as it hung from a downtown arch in Cairo, Illinois. His lifeless body was then decapitated (his head placed on a fence post) while his remains were burned to ashes. Horrified, Wells became determined to reach out to black men in trouble with the law and began visiting black male prisoners in Joliet Penitentiary.174 Out of her conversations with the prisoners and the young men in church, Wells resolved to establish the Negro Fellowship League to extend a “helping hand” to new arrivals in the city’s seedy settlement zone—because “with no friends, they were railroaded into penitentiary,” she recalled saying to the Bible group. The league “would be on the lookout for these young people. . . . To this all were agreed, but as we had no money, they could not see how it could be brought together.”175

Although Wells was a major figure in the black club woman’s movement with many contacts among leading white club women, only luck allowed her to find a wealthy donor for the league. Shortly after the church meeting, she attended a five-hundred person banquet as an invited speaker of the Congressional Union Church at the luxurious Palmer House hotel in downtown Chicago. Another speaker was J. G. K. McClure, the head of the Chicago Theological Seminary, whose topic was “The White Man’s Burden.” According to Wells, in his statistically rich speech about black people as a national problem he said: “Even here in Chicago, which is the black man’s heaven, although he is less than 3 percent of the population, last year he furnished 10 percent of the crime.” Wells remembered that right then the presiding officer of the church whispered to her that he expected her to challenge McClure’s statement. At first she demurred, since her subject was lynching and the need for fair trials and color-blind justice, plus she had not come to debate. But then she changed her mind,
thinking that no wonder “race prejudice seemed to be growing in Chicago if that was the sort of addresses being given.” Wells told the audience that the statistics were misleading if they led people to assume that blacks were the “most criminal of the various race groups in Chicago. It does mean,” she insisted, “that ours is the most neglected group. All other races in the city are welcomed into the settlements, YMCA’s, YWCA’s, gymnasiums and every other movement for uplift if only their skins are white. . . . Only one social center welcomes the Negro, and that is the saloon. Ought we to wonder at the harvest which we have heard enumerated tonight?” Among those listening was Mrs. Victor F. Lawson, the wife of the owner and publisher of the Chicago Daily News, who told Wells that she was “so surprised” to find out that her husband’s “several thousand dollars” had been given to support segregation at the YMCA. The Lawsons were outraged. After several months passed, Mrs. Lawson decided to bankroll the Negro Fellowship League for one year. She insisted, however, on being an anonymous benefactor because she told Wells she had given to a “colored church” in the past and as a result had been overwhelmed by “others soliciting aid.” The league opened in May 1910, complete with a lodging facility, a reading and game room, and an employment bureau. Mrs. Lawson supported the league for three years until her death in 1912. With her passing, so too did the agency. Her husband withdrew funding, insisting that it should have been “self-supporting” by that time.

For grassroots reformers and black social workers, acquiring the necessary funds to open, run, and sustain a settlement or community center was extremely difficult. “The settlements for ‘colored people’ never had the capacity to provide black Chicago with adequate, much less equal service. Several white settlements were in a position to relieve the strain on black centers by opening their own doors to blacks who lived nearby.” Instead, they tended to “follow the color line.” Many scholars have observed that when black settlements and other social welfare agencies were opened with the financial assistance of white philanthropists, the racial vision of the white benefactors and board members often clashed with what black reformers had in mind. Progressive era black social workers in Chicago, New York, Philadelphia, Cleveland, Boston, and across the South were frequently forced to choose between no funding or molding the programming of the institutions to accommodate the perspectives of their white sponsors. “Over and over again, the pattern repeated,” writes historian Deborah Gray White.
For example, when Wells worked with Celia Parker Woolley, the wealthy white leader of the Chicago Women’s Club and sponsor of Frances Kellor’s groundbreaking crime research, to open the Frederick Douglass Center in 1905, Wells assumed she would be tapped as the first director. To her surprise, Mary Plummer, a luminary among local representatives of the suffragist movement and the wife of George W. Plummer, one of Chicago’s top corporate lawyers, was put in charge. Wells went along, becoming vice president. As Woolley had planned, the Douglass Center was intended to focus mainly on promoting interracial dialogue.

In the wake of the Atlanta race riot of 1906, the dialogue between Wells and Plummer imploded over a disagreement about the riot’s causes. The violence had claimed the lives of twenty-five black people, with hundreds more injured, and not a single white person was arrested (out of thousands involved, including members of the police and the state militia). Director Plummer, like white Atlantans, justified the racial violence because of the purported behavior of black criminals and rapists. After hearing J. Max Barber, an Atlanta-based black journalist, give first-hand testimony of the events, Plummer replied, “I do not know what we can say about this terrible affair, but there is one thing I can say and that is to urge all of you to drive the criminals out from among you.” When Wells challenged her statement and reminded her of all she had told her about lynching over “these years,” Plummer retorted, “Have you forgotten that 10 percent of all the crimes that were committed in Chicago last year were by colored men?” Besides, she added, “every white woman that I know in the South has told me that she is afraid to walk out after dark. I hope some day to find out for myself if it is true.” With that, the interracial dialogue ended. “There was nothing more for me to say,” Wells recorded in her autobiography.

Wells’s memory may have distorted Plummer’s actual words, but not the spirit of the exchange. Plummer left the Frederick Douglas Center due to resentment of Wells’s challenging her authority, and Wells left because Woolley, the funder, still wanted a white woman in charge. In Wells’s assessment, the center was never the same after she departed. “A source of outrage and frustration,” White observes, “the racism of some of the nation’s most progressive white women reveal[s]” the limits black women reformers faced in doing the very thing they were encouraged to do. Saving their own in a context where all reformers, black and white, depended on the philanthropic and political support of white elites left African Americans at a distinct disadvantage.
There were dire consequences for blacks given this disparity in the scale and nature of progressive reforms. For example, what began as a series of local attempts to save women from prostitution became a national movement and one of the twentieth century’s “great crusades,” culminating in the Mann Act of 1910. Also known as the White Slave Traffic Act, its prosecutors targeted foreign-born whites and African American men for transporting white women across state lines “for the purposes of prostitution or debauchery, or for any other immoral purposes.” Although the act itself was written in color-blind language, the racialized term white slavery culturally and politically prescribed victimization for whites only.

The term white slavery had long been a trope of the nineteenth-century labor movement. To emphasize the industrial exploitation of the northern white working classes, labor leaders linked them rhetorically to a state of debasement associated only with black chattel slavery or the experiences of the racialized “Other.” The same idea worked in much of the writings of anti-vice crusaders. Like Indian captivity narratives, white-slave narratives exploited white middle-class “anxieties” stimulated by the “migration of rural and small-town girls to the new urban wilderness.” According to historian Mark Connelly, at the heart of the tracts lies the sexual victimization of “beautiful native American country girls” by “dark” men or, as the author of America’s Black Traffic in White Girls wrote, a “foaming pack of foreign hellhounds.” As in Addams’s writings, “almost all of the white-slave tracts include discussion of the plight of immigrant white slaves, who are treated quite sympathetically.” “Alien women and girls” were the only group named in the legislation itself. The popular success of the tracts helped to lead to a U.S. Senate investigation in 1909–1910, and the Mann Act passed soon after.

Black women’s perceived moral shortcomings or racial “defects” disqualified them from the protective status of the law. As late as 1997, no historian had published evidence of a single Mann Act prosecution of a white man for “endangering the morals of a black woman,” writes Mumford. “The racial basis of the movement—the exclusion of black women from the category of the deserving and redeemable—created a social policy that effectively relocated vice” in segregated black communities “and, ultimately, led to the abandonment of black prostitutes.” According to the findings of the Chicago Vice Commission in 1911, that also meant that white prostitutes were “invariably driven” into black communities.
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neighborhoods by the police, adding to the “demoralizing example[s] and influence for the colored youth of both sexes.”

In contrast, Kellor’s National League for the Protection of Colored Women, which based its work on the perception of southern black women’s moral weakness and ignorance of northern city life, represented the height of white progressives’ attempts to save black women from prostitution. According to Hazel Carby, an interdisciplinary scholar of black female migration in the early twentieth century, Kellor’s efforts appeared “on the surface” to be a defense of black women’s “female virtue but it is quickly evident that she does not believe that women have any moral fiber or will of their own that can be mobilized in the defense of their own interests.” The problem was “located in black women themselves.” Because of Kellor’s views, Lasch-Quinn adds, she “helped further racist assumptions about the inferiority of blacks by blaming them for their situation.” Paradoxically, these two antiprostitution movements at the federal and the local levels represented two sides of the same coin, one that distinctly criminalized black women. In both cases the basis for black women’s criminalization was their well-intentioned sponsors’ belief in black cultural inferiority.

The confluence of victim blaming and expert knowledge of historical and structural inequalities by a reformer intimately connected with settlement houses reached its clearest expression on the eve of the Great Migration in John Daniels’s *In Freedom’s Birthplace: A Study of the Boston Negroes* (1914). After conducting six years of research (1908–1913) at the Robert Gould Shaw House in Boston, Daniels wrote with the utmost authority. The Shaw House was a segregated spin-off of the South End House, where Daniels had initially worked with Frederic Bushee beginning in 1904. Daniels’s study picked up where Bushee’s 1903 pro-immigrant study left off. Like Du Bois’s *The Philadelphia Negro* and Ovington’s *Half a Man*, Daniels’s *In Freedom’s Birthplace* was a seminal investigation of the history and sociology of African Americans in a major northern city. In 1915, a year after the book came out, a reviewer called the books by Daniels and Ovington the “two most notable” monographs to appear in “the last few years” on “the Negro problem in various northern communities.”

Daniels began by tracing the earliest presence and achievements of black Bostonians from the colonial period, through the revolutionary era, to the moment when the great antislavery agitator David Walker rose to national prominence with his 1829 *Appeal*. Giving credit to
Walker, “a leader among his people,” and Frederick Douglass, “the most remarkable of them all,” for inspiring William Lloyd Garrison, Daniels narrated Boston’s abolitionist movement as a triumphant era of blacks taking the lead in their own march toward freedom. “Thus, while by his part in the [American] Revolution,” he wrote, “the Negro had contributed to his consequent emancipation throughout the North, by his part in the Civil War he himself proved the decisive factor in the establishment of his freedom throughout the nation.” For all of this, by 1895, with the passage of the Massachusetts civil rights act that prohibited discrimination in all public arenas, blacks “had been made fully equal.”

White Bostonians were so pleased with race relations that, according to Daniels, “popular sentiment with reference to the emancipated people was generous to a degree of indulgence.” Without a hint of sarcasm or insincerity, Daniels wrote, “the fact of being a Negro actually counted as an element of advantage,” conferring “special sympathy and help.”

But in the wake of the “wretched exhibition” of black inferiority during the Reconstruction period and the passing away of the “Old Guard” in the North, the high tide of racial harmony in Boston was gradually heading back to sea. Like so many of his racially liberal peers, Daniels acknowledged that segregation and discrimination were on the rise in the North and that white northerners had begun to embrace the southern view. Like most of them, he also justified the change in “sentiment.” At the sight of the “ignorant” and “uncouth,” and “indeed brutish” new migrants from the South, white Bostonians could not help but recoil. “Never before had Boston experienced the Southern Negro en masse.” Here Daniels paused for a bit of historical revision, noting that actually the “escaping slaves of Abolition days were sufficiently abject specimens,” but most had been “kept out of sight” and had been over-shadowed by the “highly refined type” of Negro. But now, he explained, “in the face of the black horde” invading the North since the war the “present backward conditions” of the “race” were plain for all to see. The current problem was not the “possession of . . . rights and privileges” but “rather the underlying equipment for the proper exercise of such rights and privileges.” “Nothing could be more unquestionable than the inherent weaknesses” of Negroes. So “morally backward” was the race that “to go into any extended citation of figures to prove that there is a more pronounced tendency to immorality and criminality among the Negroes than among the whites would be superfluous. That such is the case may be, indeed must be presumed.”
As was true in the assessments of so many of Daniels’s peers, evidence of blacks’ criminality and immorality fundamentally called into question how much whites could and should do to help them. Daniels insisted that the future would now depend not on “the bestowal of favor from without, but upon their own independent effort from within.” Even white “settlements, clubs and classes of a social service nature” could not be blamed for the many agencies that “make it a hard-and-fast rule to have nothing to do with” Negros. Among the majority, “it is more practicable” to adopt the “segregation plan” given the “general backwardness of Negroes, and the prevailing disinclination of the whites to be thrown into close association with them.” The real heavy lifting had to be done by blacks alone; doing it was the only effective path to “self-dependability,” despite the fact that, as he noted, social work conducted by Boston’s black club women was “of necessity of humble proportions.” Struggling financially, they could count only on periodic fundraisers and dues not more than “twenty-five cents a month.”

Financial hardships aside, “the future of the Negro people,” Daniels emphasized, called for fundamental improvement in “moral stamina.” In every way, organizationally, politically, industrially, and morally, Daniels stated plainly, blacks were the “most backward group in the community.” All evidence of their base social status was a reflection of their “actual” inferiority, best measured by their pathology: “The Negro’s disproportionate commission of crime and his flagrant sexual laxity are but two of the most obvious outcroppings of a generally discernible moral and ethical undevelopment, by which he is characterized.” Moreover, Daniels, like Addams, suggested that blacks were “centuries of civilization” behind. He wanted his white readers to be clear that this pathology was not their fault and that his book was not yet another abolitionist attack on white racism as the cause. Citing Phillis Wheatley, Prince Hall, and David Walker, Daniels wrote that since “far back in the colonial days, the plaint that he was the object of contempt and ill-usage was raised by the Negro himself,” and for too long was “fostered” and “indulged” by a “small minority of the white population.” Given the “sorry spectacle” of Reconstruction and the “great numbers of raw and uncouth Negro immigrants” in Boston and across the nation, the sentimental cry of black victimization had to cease. Contrary to the “pathetic and monotinous refrain” of those who blamed their condition on prejudice, race hostility was, he argued, “roughly commensurate with extreme racial differences.”
So as not to be mistaken for a retrograde racial Darwinist or a liberal turned neoconservative, Daniels smartly turned to the most influential liberal social scientific research on race in the Progressive era. Incorporating Boas’s groundbreaking research into his own, he insisted that “racial differences” were not biological, “nor can it be presumed that . . . this inferiority is necessarily permanent and insurmountable.” After all, he noted, blacks and whites practically looked alike, spoke the same language, practiced the same religion, and were patriotic. “Except for color and certain other physical characteristics—the American Negro is very closely like the native white American.” Even if one conceded that dark skin, “a strong natural odor, and kinky hair,” were sufficiently offensive to warrant special attention, he added, it was “hardly probable” that prejudice would exist if blacks were, in fact, superior to whites in “knowledge and attainment.”

The problem was not with the exceptional blacks whose “individual attainment really bears witness to,” in Boasian terms, “the latent capacity of the Negro in general.” It was “the past and . . . the present [of] the average Negro” who “has always been and still is inferior to the average white man” that proved the rule. Boas had also used the fact of exceptional blacks who “outrun their [white] competitors” to discredit biological determinism, since variations within the race often exceeded those between races, while still insisting that blacks’ “average achievement will not quite reach the level of the average achievement of the white race.”

In 1914, exactly a half century before the legislative victories of the modern civil rights movement would come to be known as the Second Reconstruction—a final act of national will to exorcize America of the ghost of her Jim Crow past—there was no irrational or unjustified racism, according to Daniels. Save for a few racist individuals, the free market dictated race relations in the Progressive era:

In Boston, as is the case in most American communities, affairs regulate themselves very largely on a simple business basis of sale and purchase, with material means, rather than race or color, as the determining element. The fact that the Negro is steadily becoming better able to pay for privileges is his best guarantee of possessing these privileges. Restaurants and theaters, for instance, find that a Negro’s money goes as far as a white man’s profits. A cab driver deems it wiser to pick up a fare from a Negro than to let his vehicle stand idle. Stores of all kinds, even the most select, see no
good reason for declining to sell their wares to members of this race. Banks draw no color line in accepting deposits.

And for the right price, he added, the Negroes can live anywhere they choose, including “superior white neighborhoods.” The bottom line, Daniels argued, is that for those without the means to “pay for privileges,” those who are barred from the marketplace of American dreams, “the aversion in question is based upon recognition of the Negro’s past and present inferiority.” Unambiguously ascribing white prejudice and discrimination to black inferiority, Daniels concluded that “It is not race-feeling. It is not color-feeling. It is inferiority-feeling.” White people “feel and act toward him accordingly.” When “his present incapacities” disappear, so too will the “Negro problem.”

U. G. Weatherly, an Indiana University sociologist, positively reviewed In Freedom’s Birthplace in the American Journal of Sociology, describing Daniels as a “clear, incisive critic, whose virile sympathy for the Negro is always held in check by his discriminating candor.” University of Pennsylvania sociologist J. P. Lichtenberger, who had praised Addams’s The Spirit of Youth, likewise considered In Freedom’s Birthplace among the best “local studies of the Negro Problem” ever written. Although Addams’s book was commended precisely for its sympathetic tone and for the “good” that it would do on behalf of white youth, Lichtenberger hailed Daniels’s book for its frank honesty. It is “one of the most unbiased studies we have seen.” Highlighting Daniels’s finding that the “actual inferiority” was the root problem behind “the prevailing prejudice,” he endorsed Daniels’s conclusion that the most good would come when black people helped themselves. Had Lichtenberger reviewed Frederic Bushee’s study of Boston at the beginning of the Progressive era, he might have noted the striking similarity between Bushee’s claim that black assimilation was undesirable and Daniels’s recommendation a decade later. Until African Americans embraced segregation and took the necessary time “to make a history for” themselves, Daniels argued, they were not “yet prepared to be received fully, or even in major degree, within the general fabric and organization of the white community.” A major litmus test for credibility among liberal experts on the Negro Problem was the degree to which one conceded blacks’ shortcomings.

Such ideas were forged not only out of the groundbreaking research on race relations in the urban North of Frances Kellor, Frederic Bushee,
Carl Kelsey, Franz Boas, the many *Charities* contributors, and settlement workers such as Mary Ovington, Jane Addams, and John Daniels, but also out of the close professional relationships of these individuals. These northern white race-relations experts reviewed each other’s work, vetted and corroborated each other’s findings, collaborated on specific projects, worked in the same academic departments, and shared national leadership positions in social scientific and reform communities. J. P. Lichtenberger and U. G. Weatherly, for example, later served together as president and vice president of the American Sociological Association in 1921. The intellectual and professional ties that bound these individuals together inspired mutual respect for each other’s ideas. Their collaboration fueled their willingness to write crime into culture. They were responding to their black peers and critics, as was so clear in the special issue of *Charities* and in the work of Addams and Daniels. The perspectives of W. E. B. Du Bois and Fannie B. Williams and Ida B. Wells were subsumed by these writers even as they moved beyond, or devalued, anti-racist critiques. From the opening of the Progressive era to its waning days on the eve of World War I and the Great Migration, black criminality had become not just a universal tool to measure black fitness for citizenship; it was also a tool to shield, to varying degrees, white Americans from the charge of racism, helping to determine the degree to which whites had any responsibility to help black people.

By the standards of liberal race-relations discourse in the wake of Boas’s *The Mind of Primitive Man*, much of their work was recognized as, in Lichtenberger’s reading of Daniels’s study, “decidedly optimistic.” Unlike Frederic L. Hoffman, they emphasized that neither black inferiority nor white racism were “irreducible nor necessarily permanent.” Although the full impact of Boas’s turn toward cultural determinism within the liberal race-relations discourse was still in the making at the time *In Freedom’s Birthplace* was published in 1914, it was clear that liberal social scientists of the Progressive era were rejecting racial determinism in favor of a new language of racial inequality. Rather than “race traits and tendencies” to define the permanency of black pathology, the new term “inherent capacity” emerged among these writers to emphasize the remedial nature of black pathology. In this counter-discourse there was a way out.

For the first time since the days of abolitionism, this small cohort of northern racial liberals of the Progressive era began to acknowledge northern white racism even as they remained deeply ambivalent about black
immorality and criminality. Boas, for instance, reminded his readers that they could not fairly judge blacks’ missteps without recognizing that society “does not give us [whites] a chance to step out of its limits.”

Ovington scolded her audience for constantly making generalizations (“we classify and measure and pass judgement [sic]”) about “colored Americans” when “we white Americans” do not do the same “concerning ourselves.”

In brief moments, even their ambivalence receded before the double standards increasingly in vogue. Bowen, for example, told whites not to make the Negro “the universal scapegoat.” “When a crime is committed,” she explained, “the slightest pretext starts the rumor of a ‘Negro suspect’ and flaming headlines prejudice the public mind long after the white criminal is found.”

An editor of a religious paper in Newark, New Jersey, confirmed Bowen’s statements, noting that “the [daily] reader sees after the name of a lawbreaker the word ‘Negro’ or ‘colored,’” but “never sees the word ‘white’ in this relation.” To illustrate for whites the cumulative negative impact of linking race with crime, the editor added “white” to every headline in the morning paper for four consecutive days in 1911. Fifty headlines were revised; these five were some of the most interesting:

SIX ON STOOP SHOT BY MAN (WHITE) ACROSS STREET; SHOOTS DETECTIVE FOUR TIMES AND IS SHOT TWICE HIMSELF (WHITE); BURGLAR (WHITE) SON OF BANKER ADMITS LOOTING EIGHTEEN HOMES; EX-POLICEMAN (WHITE) CAUGHT PASSING “PHONY” CHECK; AND POLICEMAN (WHITE) ACCUSED OF EXTORTION.

Adding to the saliency of the editor’s observations was the fact that no crimes committed by blacks had been reported in the four days of analysis. Sarcastically, the editor concluded, “If it were not for the whites, the papers would not be worth reading.”

Daniels was ideologically on the center-right of this emerging liberal discourse, which was still a counter-discourse rather than the prevailing one. Given the segregation and discrimination African Americans experienced in their own communities and not on some pages of liberal reform literature, Daniels’s work veered close to the type of wholesale black denunciation made by racial Darwinists, in spite of his liberal credentials. For this reason, Lasch-Quinn calls his work “insidious.”

Daniels wanted to incorporate and move beyond what Boas and his other liberal peers had just begun to do. His ideas clearly resonated with the increasing bitterness and disappointment many white northerners felt in the face of the
falsity of Hoffman’s predictions. The African American population continued not only to grow as the twentieth century unfolded, but also to spread northward, pressing for equality in America’s modern metropolises against all odds—biological, cultural, and environmental.

In a 1910 essay, as both a personal and a figurative testament to black survival in spite of the white contempt facing black northerners, Du Bois described in bitter prose the “deep and passionate hatred,” which he witnessed as a new arrival to New York City shortly before joining the national staff of the NAACP. “I sit and see the souls of the White Folk daily shriveling and dying in the fierce flame of this new fanaticism,” he wrote. In lieu of an American tradition of moral greatness in the world, “whiteness” was becoming the new measure of the nation’s “thought and soul”:

Are we not coming more and more day by day to making the statement, ‘I am white,’ the one fundamental tenet of our practical morality? Only when this basic iron rule is involved is our defense of right nationwide prompt. Murder may swagger, theft may rule and prostitution flourish, and the nation gives but spasmodic, intermittent and lukewarm attention. But let the murderer be black or the thief brown or the violator of womanhood have but a drop of Negro blood, and the righteousness of the indignation sweeps the world. Nor would this fact make the indignation less justifiable did not we all know that it was blackness that was condemned, and not crime.224

Here was a picture of modern urbanity in black and white strikingly at odds with Daniels’s portrait of a color-blind urban America.

Daniels’s work was made possible by the contradictions Boas and other racial liberals had failed to surmount. They pursued limited reforms for blacks in spite of their knowledge and their efforts to save whites from the disintegrating tendencies of modern capitalism that spawned crime everywhere in urban America. The examples were blatant and abundant: Corporations bribed city officials in exchange for their votes on the approval of new trolley lines; ward bosses owned or held interests in saloons where illegal gambling made them rich; political banquets were indistinguishable from black-tie events for organized criminals; judges, juries, bail bondsmen, and bailiffs sold protection to the well-to-do; police regulated prostitution and policy syndicates by controlling competition in exchange for middle-class incomes; lawyers and accountants negotiated
THIS MAN is not responsible for THIS MAN even if they do belong to the same race.

AMERICAN LOGIC.

THIS MAN is responsible for all that THIS MAN does because they belong to the same race.
and recorded the illegal transactions of well-paying clients; small business owners fenced the booty of petty thieves; pharmacists increased their profitability by selling over-the-counter cocaine; bellhops, bootblacks, cabdrivers, and waiters brought together buyers and sellers of illegal goods and services; and nearly all consumers favored the cheaper prices of stolen merchandise. Nevertheless, more than any group in society, blacks were blamed for America’s fundamental need to have winners and losers or have-nots. Of the future to come in cities across the urban North, historian Thomas Sugrue has written that “Detroit’s postwar urban crisis [in the 1940s] emerged as the consequence of two of the most important, interrelated, and unresolved problems in American history: that capitalism generates economic inequality and that African Americans have disproportionately borne the impact of that inequality.”

One of the lessons learned during the Progressive era was that on the white-side of the color line compassion was crucial to reform. It was a central theme in the work of muckraking journalists, liberal social scientists, and sympathetic settlement workers as they pooled their talents and fought against the ravages of economic, social, and political inequality in the industrial age. Because of the crisis of white crime and immorality in the urban North, these compassionate men and women called for citywide help and financial support. For sentimental and sympathetic progressives, white crime and poverty statistics signaled a call to action. In most instances, progressives used them to justify intervention against the ideology of social Darwinist neglect. With nationality so much a part of global industrialization, they looked beyond race, beyond the distinct histories of each group, whether Russian Jews escaping violence or southern Italians escaping economic subjugation. Liberal reformers did not call for parochial crime prevention to address the particular circumstances of each immigrant group’s racial and cultural baggage. Settlement workers, for example, fought ecumenically against the social causes of native white and immigrant criminality. They fought, as Du Bois described in 1904, “by all the ways in which goodness and beauty and truth creep into the human heart.”

Figure 3-2  “American Logic” depicts the way that the NAACP’s Crisis magazine began to explicitly identify a double standard in the crime discourse. The “logic” dictates that crime distinguishes class among whites but treats blacks as an undifferentiated racial group. Crisis, June 1913.
African American researchers and reformers during the Progressive era might have been known as progressive leaders in their own right had they had the resources and influence of their white liberal peers. As much as they were in the moment, they were not of it. They were so marginal as to be nearly invisible. The financial constraints they faced, the color of their skin, and the fact that they advocated for a group considered by most white liberals to be, at best, a “ward of civilization,” as Lichtenberger put it, left them fighting for social work and crime prevention with one hand tied behind their backs. Even when money may have mattered most, the ineffectiveness of their short-lived organizations was not only a testament to the intractability of the economic and social problems impacting many black communities, but it also reinforced white liberal notions that incriminating black culture was the best approach to paving the way for civilization building. For those only recently brought into the light of civilization, the best way to improve their inherent resources for social control, to become assimilable, as Addams and Kelsey suggested, was to build cultural “capacity” by internally working out their own salvation.

The contradiction between racial liberals’ soft pitch for self-segregation as the key to moral regeneration, and by extension racial advancement, and their hard line against racial terror and southern-style segregation was masked by their willingness to listen to and engage black writers and reformers. Most other white reformers and social scientists of the Progressive era wrote off black experts for being too sentimental and hopelessly biased and for coddling their own criminals. Equally important, these few racial liberals also lent their support to the constitutional fight for racial equality. But the fragile nature of their arguments and their ambivalence cannot be ignored. Their ambivalence made it easier for more reactionary forces to simply ignore black suffering and to define most that was good in the world as “white.”

Ida B. Wells’s experiences with white club women in Chicago revealed the growing frustration of black researchers and reformers who exposed the cracked foundations of modern racial liberalism. Wells not only challenged the “tendency” of white liberals “to be condescending and self-congratulatory about their ventures into race-relations,” in the words of her latest biographer Paula Giddings, but she also linked the double standards in the crime discourse to the realities of the deepening crisis of racial inequality and racial violence. Her protestations were increasingly seconded by others. The mild-mannered George Edmund Haynes, who
would become the first research director for the NUL in part because he was not a firebrand, wrote in 1913, “Professions of democratic justice in the North, and deeds of individual kindness in the South, have not” been enough to reverse the rising tide of segregation across the nation. Du Bois had predicted in 1910 that if things continued on the same trajectory, trouble would appear on the horizon. “Eastward and westward storms are brewing—great, ugly whirlwinds of hatred and blood and cruelty,” he wrote nearly a decade before the Red Summer of 1919. “I will not believe them inevitable. I will not believe that all the shameful drama of the past must be done again today before the sunlight sweeps the silver seas.”

In Philadelphia, where Du Bois first thrust himself into the “shameful drama of the past” and first studied from the inside out the modern matrix of race, crime, and inequality, storm clouds were indeed brewing. In the City of Brotherly Love where, Dr. Ball, the local prison doctor, had first debated Hoffman, the future of race relations was being shaped one random act of neglect, isolation, and violence at a time. A metropolis of the nation, the birthplace of modern democracy, and an iconic symbol of the American creed tied to a history of extending liberty to all who might seek it, Philadelphia was the perfect place to see on the ground how the future of race relations came to pass.
Philadelphia’s settlement house workers were positioned on the front lines of crime prevention during the Progressive era. They dealt with the specter of crime and criminals every day, pursuing crime prevention as part of their efforts to improve immigrants’ and, to a lesser extent, blacks’ lives in northern cities. In addition to fighting the structural causes of crime, such as bad housing, political corruption, poor policing, and vice, they made moral reform a priority. By focusing on the moral character of the poor people they served, settlement house workers also stigmatized behavior. Because of their faith in their ability to change individuals’ lives while also seeking reforms in public policy, their focus on individual behavior shifted some attention away from interpreting crime as symptomatic of structural inequalities. Where African Americans entered into this equation, individual moral reform of native-born whites and European immigrants gave way to limited racial reform or no reform at all.

Philadelphia was home to the largest population of African Americans in any northern city during the Progressive era, a major destination of southeastern migrants. In raw numbers, it fell to second in black population behind New York in 1920 and then to third behind Chicago in 1930. Through the 1930s, the proportion of African Americans in Philadelphia outpaced its big-city competitors on average by a factor of two to one. As a city with a rich tradition of nineteenth-century Quaker liberalism and black elite institution-building, its northern-born black population was among the earliest targets of the sociological and statistical crime gaze as a baseline from which to measure what southern black migrants did with their freedom in the urban North. In Frederick L. Hoffman’s work, in W. E. B. Du Bois’s groundbreaking *The Philadelphia Negro*, and in numerous other studies, Philadelphia was one of the most important black-criminality research sites in the nation.
During Du Bois’s eighteen-month stay while researching in a notoriously rough neighborhood at the College Settlement House beginning in 1897, he was never assaulted or robbed, although he noted that crime was all around him and his young bride, and he sounded almost surprised at their good fortune. Writing about the people among whom he lived, Du Bois vividly described the fluidity with which working-class life and crime melted together:

The corners, night and day, are filled with Negro loafers—able-bodied young men and women, all cheerful, some with good natured, open faces, some with traces of crime and excess, a few pinched with poverty. They are mostly gamblers, thieves and prostitutes, and few have fixed and steady occupation of any kind. Some are stevedores, porters, laborers and laundresses. On its face this slum is noisy and dissipated, but not brutal, although now and then highway robberies and murderous assaults in other parts of the city are traced to its denizens. Nevertheless the stranger can usually walk about here day and night with little fear of being molested, if he be not too inquisitive.

Du Bois’s immersion in the haunts of criminals may have brought him close to danger, but his tame experience was more the rule than the exception for settlement house residents.

Susan Wharton, a board member at the College Settlement House, illustrates the sensitivity that some white settlement house reformers brought to the subject of crime among immigrants and blacks. In the opening paragraphs of the 1900 annual report of the Starr Centre, she described the situation in far more nuanced terms than did many writers like Hoffman, who were strictly on the outside looking in. That Wharton lived only a few blocks away from the people to whom she attended in South Philadelphia may have given her a discerning eye. “That many persons living in this neighborhood are criminals in the eye of the law cannot be denied,” she wrote, “that many are not criminals, and are striving to lead a right life in the face of fearful conditions, is equally certain.”

South Philadelphia was home to a wide array of southern and eastern European immigrants, southern black migrants, and white and black old Philadelphians. Characteristic of preindustrial walking cities, Philadelphia’s neighborhoods south of Market Street—the main dividing line between the northern and southern halves of the city—were separated by insurmountable class barriers no wider than a typical brick-laid street.
Pine Street, for example, was a visible border separating poverty from prosperity. Many of the homes beginning at Pine and proceeding north were built for the wealthy in the early nineteenth century. Wharton lived one-third of a block north of Pine on Clinton Street. Built in 1836, Clinton was a model street for wealthy families who wanted to escape the hustle and buzz of the downtown business district just four major blocks to the north at Market Street. The homes on Clinton, with their “carefully designed doorways and the contrast of white trim against red brick, enhanced by overhanging shade trees, made this one of the most charming streets in the city.”

Poverty had its model thoroughfares as well. To children especially, south of Pine Street was a world unto itself; Pine represented the end of the known universe. Lombard Street extending from the Delaware River, the city’s easternmost border, to Broad Street, where City Hall was built at the intersection with Market Street between 1870 and 1900, was a major corridor of dilapidated homes, disorderly houses, and charity experiments. At 7th and Lombard, the Starr Centre, established in 1897, stood at an intersection of municipal neglect, limited economic opportunity, and social isolation. It was home to some of Philadelphia’s most troubled residents.

Through her daily work at the settlement house, where she transcended the enormous barriers of class, space, and time to help South Philadelphia’s poor blacks and immigrants, Wharton noted in 1900 that the area surrounding the center had been a laboratory for social reform, a place where “literally all kinds of experiments have been tried” but without positive effect. Instead, the people here were “more dependent [and] more conscious of being objects of pity,” which left them with less motivation and fewer reasons to be hopeful. “From the ineffectual raid of the police to the sentimental almsgiving of the visitor,” Wharton wrote, seemingly exasperated, “everything seems to have had its day.” The 1907 annual report of the Starr Centre mocked the persistent poverty at its doors when it noted that the only luxury that could be found in this slum were the “abundant children.” Four years later little had changed; the center remained in “a district with a good deal of bad history, and an insistent present need for uplifting forces.”

The Starr Centre was not the only uplifting agency on Lombard Street. The venerable Mother Bethel church stood at 6th and Lombard as a beacon of hope and an outward sign to old black residents that things really did change, despite how much they appeared to stay the same. The
men and women who supported the church had done more than survive; they had prospered to the extent that they were able to build a bigger and more charitable church. Mother Bethel, built by Richard Allen in 1816, was the first church of the African Methodist Episcopal (A.M.E.) denomination. The country’s first independent black denomination in the North, it had successfully severed all ties to the white Methodists of Philadelphia who had subjected their fellow black Christians to institutional racism.

Almost perfectly centered between Mother Bethel and the Starr Centre, half a block south of Lombard on 7th Street, was the headquarters of the Octavia Hill Association (OHA). Neither a settlement house nor a church, the OHA, founded in 1896, was a housing renewal organization and another attempt to improve neighborhood conditions. On and around Lombard Street and deeper into South Philadelphia, the OHA targeted the most “insanitary, delapidated [sic], and over-crowded dwellings” for complete renovation through purchase or management. Using its motto—“Philanthropy and 4 per cent”—the OHA set out to raise funds, buy property, renovate both the physical condition of the housing and the moral fiber of the tenants, and give its supporters a 4 percent return on their philanthropic investment. More than any other progressive reform organization in Philadelphia at the time, the OHA illustrated the extent to which poverty did not evoke passionate reform from private or public sources. In the context of limited local government attempts to fight poverty and social Darwinism, the OHA made charity an investment rather than a handout. Noting in a 1902 pamphlet how important decent housing was to the health of a city and the “standard of the citizens toward their work and toward the city,” an official wrote that it was “almost hopeless to expect a man who is living under bad conditions to do anything worth while [sic].”

The Starr Centre and the OHA shared more than a common concern for inspiring impoverished South Philadelphians to respectable living through modest structural improvement and moral uplift; the Starr Centre also rented from the OHA. The director of the OHA, Mrs. William F. Jenks, resided on the 900 block of Clinton Street with Susan Wharton. These reformers and their agencies in particular were clearly cut from the same progressive cloth. Primarily as vehicles of neighborhood improvement, the agencies conducted a wide range of anticrime activities, if seen in the broadest light. That is, in the process of implementing standard progressive reforms such as social and moral training, industrial education,
fiscal management, housing improvement, and political reform, neighborhood reformers attacked the root causes of crime. The Starr Centre, for example, offered classes in parenting, provided supervised recreation, and visited homes as three direct attempts at improving the moral environment of at-risk youth. Too many young children, reformers noted, were left at home alone or under the care of adolescents who could not properly behave themselves, let alone adequately supervise their younger siblings.

Wharton described the methods and goals of one of the Starr Centre’s premier programs. Consisting entirely of black families, the Coal Club was a cooperative discount-buying program. Rather than having individuals buy coal by the bucket at the most expensive rates, the Starr Centre bought coal in bulk based on weekly collections from club members. Each member then received his or her share of coal at the discounted rate. Although the immediate goal of the Coal Club was member savings, visitors achieved the more significant objective through weekly collections. Wharton wrote, “Our visitors go nominally to collect savings, [but] really to influence the lives of the families among whom they visit.”15 Home visiting formed the centerpiece of the Starr Centre’s work among “the submerged tenth.”16 In exchange for modest social service benefits through direct contact and influence, evil habits and conditions were literally checked at the front door.

The Octavia Hill Association’s complement to the Starr Centre’s Coal Club visitor was the friendly rent collector. As the owner or manager of a renovated property, the OHA sent trained female rent collectors to do social work and raise tenants’ standard of living.17 In many cases, the OHA limited its remodeled housing and direct contact to those who were apparently redeemable and “deserving.” “All of our tenants are thoroughly investigated before they are accepted,” announced an official.18 In buildings whose tenants were identified as “lawless” or whose premises were used for “immoral purposes,” renovations waited until the riffraff departed or were evicted. Property acquisitions might even be delayed where a negligent owner condoned bad tenants. OHA officials, for example, waited until a “well-to-do negro” died before buying his property in 1903. Then they evicted “a disreputable class” of his black tenants who riotously drank and gambled “often on the very steps of the houses.” The OHA replaced the evicted tenants with “very poor Polish immigrants who . . . proved satisfactory and very appreciative of their homes.”19
It comes as no surprise that the OHA drew a sharper line than did the Starr Centre between tenants considered likely criminals and the respectable poor. Money may have mattered most in OHA’s case since it spent thousands of dollars to acquire and renovate its properties. It seems that from the association’s perspective, it was one thing to make affordable, decent housing available to poor people by eliminating slumlords and absentee landlords; it was quite another to turn around and give the improved housing to misbehaving tenants who were unlikely to pay their rent on time or at all. In this way, crime prevention viewed broadly in the context of Progressive era reforms was often limited to “deserving” individuals, an action that simultaneously stigmatized the “undeserving,” leading to further social isolation and inequality for a subgroup of the poor.20

In their public addresses and pamphlets, OHA reformers in particular highlighted criminality to the point that it sometimes overshadowed the miserable conditions that had caught their attention in the first place. Their rhetoric sometimes betrayed their stated concern for moral uplift through housing reform because it seemed to justify excluding the people who needed decent housing most. For example, in a 1902 pamphlet the OHA characterized the Irish tenants in one of its properties as “destructive.” Citing individual examples, the writer gave the impression that Irish men and women were heavy drinkers. While the men worked as longshoremen during the day, the women trafficked in illegal liquor or rented space for gambling. Worse still, their children did not attend school, and many of the truant boys were in gangs that stole lead pipes to sell as scrap and that vandalized vacant houses.21 A pamphlet titled “Distinctive Features of the Octavia Hill Association” mentioned the 1903 purchase and renovation of a disgraceful heap passing as a four-story brick house that had been occupied by a “low, shiftless class of negroes, living without supervision or control.”22 In a third case, at a 1913 meeting of the National Civic Federation in Washington, D.C., convened to discuss that city’s alley housing situation—where the poorest of the poor lived—the OHA bragged of its successful housing reform in two predominately black courts behind Mother Bethel church. “These two courts were of large notoriety and harbored some of the worst elements of the neighborhood,” noted the OHA speaker.23

This last statement fit with the overall conclusions drawn by experts on the alley housing problem in Washington, D.C., that the costs to the nation’s capital of too few decent homes were disproportionately high
rates of illegitimacy, mortality, and crime among blacks. Albeit in a small measure, the OHA had contributed to a national forum that emphasized improving bad housing as much as it did eliminating black criminals. To be sure, the district’s housing reformers were on the side of the little people. They answered “nay” to the question of whether the people of the alleys, many of whom were “shiftless” and “some vicious,” deserved capital punishment for their “shortcomings.” Yet their practices reflected the type of slippery thinking that shifted criminality from being considered a symptom of structural inequality to being considered the cause. The critical fact was that there was not enough adequate housing, regardless of people’s overall respectability. That criminals could be found among the struggling black poor of D.C. or Philadelphia was not a legitimate justification for poor people’s miserable housing conditions.

Reformers’ judgments regarding crime among blacks as an excuse for inaction seem harsh, given the bleak social and economic conditions people faced, and considering that the reformers were intimately familiar with the almost conspiratorial neglect of politically impotent neighborhoods by city officials and the blatant exploitation by real estate owners and their agents. The OHA’s carefully prepared investigations for local business leaders, regional conferences, and the Pennsylvania state legislature demonstrate its commitment to publicizing the need for housing reform, but at the cost to blacks of conflating slum conditions and criminality. In a 1916 summary of its latest research regarding the general area surrounding its headquarters, the OHA stated: “Densest negro population, dangerous for women to go into, surface drainage of the most flagrant and revolting kind, privy vaults almost universal.” As much as crime was a legitimate concern among reformers, the police, and residents in particular, there was no obvious connection between the need for indoor plumbing and the potential for harm to women in a crowded black neighborhood—unless, to mostly native white reformers, one ipso facto meant the other.

That was precisely the thinking of the University Settlement House of the University of Pennsylvania, which announced the near completion of a new settlement house at 26th and Lombard in May 1906. Just east of the university campus and across the Schuylkill River, the University Settlement stated proudly that it was “not doing slum work.” “The boys and young men” whom it sought to uplift were of a distinctly better class than those found in a “low, filthy, quarter of a city or town, a street or place where debouched [sic] and criminal persons live or resort.” The
reference was to an area like 7th and Lombard, where the Starr Centre and OHA were located—an area that in addition to its “filthy” conditions and crime also had a large, struggling black population. Consequently, for University of Pennsylvania students who “avail[ed] themselves of the opportunity to study human nature from every conceivable point [of] view,” one view was not represented because poor blacks were not among the “young men and women on the east bank of the river.”27 If they had been, the area would have been considered a slum and therefore off-limits, according to the University Settlement’s own definition. “Slum development,” an internal report noted, was “most characteristic in neighborhoods invaded by [a] low grade negro element.”28

Whether they redlined these communities or not, many of Philadelphia’s early settlement workers showed little reluctance to narrowly define black residential areas in terms of their crime. The Eighth Ward Settlement House, founded in 1897, the same year as the Starr Centre, and located about five blocks away, specialized in helping “low grade negro[es].” According to its head social worker, Francis R. Bartholomew, the surrounding community was almost entirely all black, with the Negro “at his worst.” Here, she wrote, was a “degraded” community that was an embarrassment to its race. Bartholomew argued that because there were few exceptional blacks in the neighborhood, evildoing confirmed popular images of a crime-infested community. The combination of real crime in the neighborhood and the stereotype of innate black criminality was, in her opinion, “the most serious menace to the progress of the Negro race.”29

To Bartholomew, as to so many other racialist writers of the post-Reconstruction period, crime had become a defining characteristic of the Negro Problem. Southerners used crime to justify disfranchisement, lynching, and Jim Crow segregation; northerners used it to justify municipal neglect, joblessness, and residential segregation. To an extent, race and crime experts at the national level were blind to the complexities of local causes and conditions. With a few exceptions like Jane Addams, Susan Wharton, and some of the contributors to the 1905 Charities report on black conditions in northern cities, many nationally recognized experts did not live among the people they studied. Instead, they relied heavily on Census Bureau statistics and recycled data from local experts that supported their interpretations.30 Therefore, the characterizations of black neighborhoods by reformers like Bartholomew and officials at Octavia Hill and University Settlement traveled well beyond city limits.
Bartholomew’s spirited concerns about crime, however, cannot be easily categorized as the product of her own racism. She blamed a “degraded white element”—corrupt white male politicians and white female prostitutes—for contributing to the bad moral condition of the neighborhood. Wharton agreed entirely with this assessment of whites as contributors to the downward trajectory of the community, stating that in general whites took advantage of blacks. Through insurance schemes and below-market wages, whites worked blacks “for everything they are worth.” Taking into consideration the “pessimistic attitude of the public,” newspapers’ negative portrayals of blacks as “dishonest and easily influenced,” and a segregated housing market where many blacks are “fortunate if they find themselves in a decent alley,” Wharton concluded that the “repressive policy of our cities is fast making criminals.” During the first decade of the twentieth century, in Manhattan’s San Juan Hill district, a mixed black and immigrant community, settlement house reformer Mary White Ovington observed that even immigrant youths degraded black youths by way of fistfights and racial epithets. Even though these local observers offered nuanced depictions of crime in black neighborhoods and often disagreed with national experts about who or what was ultimately to blame, they helped to cement black criminality as a foundational problem built into the very structure of urban black communities.

The extent to which this root crime problem represented a racial problem for blacks can also be measured by contrasting settlement workers’ views of crime among immigrants and native whites in Philadelphia. Unlike black neighborhoods, poor white neighborhoods were not so easily characterized by the predominance of one foreign group. Although Philadelphia had mixed areas of blacks and immigrants prior to the Great Migration as did New York City and Chicago, blacks were still more segregated in the city than any one foreign group. With the exception of Casa Ravello, opened for Italians in 1907 by the Starr Centre, no other settlement house studied here claimed to serve the needs of a single nonnative group. Many settlement houses in Philadelphia were similar to Jane Addams’s Hull House, which served all immigrants’ needs on Chicago’s polyglot West Side. As long as the neighborhoods themselves were mixed, the settlement houses were also mixed. Therefore, because of their heterogeneous populations, immigrant communities were more difficult to stigmatize by the criminality of one group. Immigrant groups were occasionally singled out for their racial inferiority, as was the case
in a 1910 memorandum by OHA officials describing Polish Catholics as a “race more ignorant than Jews and with much lower standards of living.”37 But by and large, and in comparison to African Americans, whole immigrant neighborhoods were almost never condemned because of an easily identifiable misbehaving foreign element.

The College Settlement House (CSH) was one of Philadelphia’s oldest privately run social work agencies. Three branches were located deep in South Philadelphia, either on or near Christian Street (a half mile south of Lombard), which marked a corridor for social work primarily among immigrants. Head social worker Anna F. Davies referred to this inner-city area as the nation’s new frontier with “perils more destructive than the western frontiersman ever knew.”38 The 1904 annual report of the CSH described the neighborhood conditions at its riverfront branch at 502 S. Front Street this way: “cheap lodging-houses, saloons and furnished-room houses, it stands against a background dark with economic and moral depression and depravity.”39 Although the annual report mentioned that native whites, Jews, Italians, and Irish lived in the area, no group was blamed for the “wharf rats” and “gutter rats” that “discredited” the neighborhood. The CSH pointed out that its volunteers stood guard at the branch, “letting in the right ones and keeping out the wrong ones,” but there was no attempt to stigmatize the race, ethnicity, or nationality of troublemakers who were turned away more than others.40

Instead CSH officials emphasized troubled race relations between groups. A “drunken” Irish woman randomly mocked a Jew when she “pulled his beard.” He attempted to cane her in response, but hit the wrong person, resulting in an exchange on the “relative merits of Jew and Christian.” In another skirmish of epithets, an Irish vendor called a Jewish woman a “Christ Killer” because she offered him five cents rather than six for a box of strawberries. Native white children also showed flashes of anti-Semitism when they frequently threw things at Jewish peddlers.41

Police officials recognized the CSH’s attempts to minimize intergroup confrontations through activities at the house, even if they could not agree on how effective the activities were at reducing crime. In one instance, a police lieutenant praised the CSH, noting that “we don’t have nearly so many boys arrested since that house was opened.”42 But in another instance, a police officer jokingly commented, “Yes, you have ’em in there singing and things like that [but] then they come out and go through somebody’s pockets.”43 CSH officials argued that this behavior was a
reflection of the need for “better grade Americans” to teach “good” Americanization rather than “bad.”\textsuperscript{44} Because of the impact of political corruption and vice, CSH officials believed that responsibility for street crime was “far more widely distributed throughout the community than [was] readily acknowledged.”\textsuperscript{45}

On the other side of Market Street, completely across town in North Philadelphia, the North House Association (NHA) had been helping its largely native white and immigrant neighbors find jobs and improve their moral character since the 1870s. The NHA described the people who used its facilities as the “stagnant backwater of humanity.” Although the NHA was more explicit that the newest arrivals—Russian Jews and Polish Catholics—were “neither good neighbors nor good citizens,” its staff could not decide whether the newcomers had “ruined the neighborhood, or conditions of life here [had] ruined them.” Shifting attention away from the new immigrants, the NHA pointed out that the majority of the people in the neighborhood living in the worst housing were in fact “worn-out Americans.” White men of few skills, without ambition or the desire for training, who lacked steady work but often drank their wages, these people were, according to the NHA, physically and mentally “stunted” and “entirely undeveloped morally.” But as troubled as the men were, the NHA, unlike the OHA or University Settlement House, did not view their “immorality” as a justification for not trying to help them. Furthermore, they were not deemed a menace to the progress of the white race, nor were their Russian or Polish counterparts representative failures.\textsuperscript{46}

White settlement houses chose not to define their work in racial terms. For example, the Friends Neighborhood Guild (FNG) defined its North Philadelphia “mission work” in terms of saving the children of the poor from the “classes of the indifferent poor and even criminals.”\textsuperscript{47} Despite working primarily among “ignorant and work-driven” foreign groups, the FNG identified its goals as “civic and social progress” rather than as racial progress.\textsuperscript{48} Prior to the 1920s there were almost no blacks involved with the FNG, which may partly explain the absence of racial

\textbf{Figure 4-1} Photo depicting the impoverished youth of the Friends Neighborhood Guild. Note that nearly every child is without shoes and without nationality. 1901 Annual Report of the Friends Neighborhood Guild, courtesy of the Friends Historical Library of Swarthmore College.
rhetoric. In that sense, downplaying racial characteristics was consistent with the Americanization goals of most settlement houses. The FNG envisioned its immigrant young people becoming full-blooded Americans. Through summer field trips to the Zoological Gardens, Atlantic City, and West Point Academy, offered as “reward[s] of merit” for good attendance and behavior, FNG officials broadened the horizons of their future fellow citizens. Some were even taken to the nation’s capital. After completing a three-day trip to Washington, D.C., in June 1901, one of four teenagers who visited President William McKinley told his mother, “I’ll be the better all my life for that trip.” The trip may or may not have changed the young man’s life forever, but it certainly suggested to him and other native white and immigrant youth at the FNG how much was in store for the well behaved.

These small examples of positive reinforcement speak volumes about the optimistic attitude of many settlement workers toward wayward native white and immigrant youth, especially since, according to FNG records, so many of them were in trouble with the law. In response, the FNG obtained a probation officer in 1903 to investigate children’s cases and advise them in court. After more than a decade, young people were still getting in trouble with the law, according to an FNG report that indicated that the importance of the FNG as a crime-prevention agency was not to be understated, “witnessed by the number of boys of all ages who must report to the probation officers who have their evening office hours at the FNG.” That same year, after “much debate,” the FNG installed pool tables at its headquarters for boys to meet “night after night, rather than on street corners, or in commercial pool rooms.” Thirteen- and fourteen-year-old working girls were also targeted for crime prevention. Concerned that too many attended the “cheap dances and theaters of the neighborhood” with their “done-up hair,” the FNG established a Department for the Older Girls, subjecting them to “moral and educational talks.” The “sex susceptibility” and “spirit of adventure” among Philadelphia’s white female youth began to draw as much thoughtful attention as Addams was calling for in Chicago. The FNG even did “rescue” work. Young women “found to be living an immoral life” were sent to the Society to Protect Children from Cruelty, where it was hoped, they would be placed in “good homes.” Considering the amount of time and energy the FNG devoted to crime prevention among immigrants, its reluctance to link race (or ethnicity) and crime is all the more striking when compared to organizations dealing with blacks.
Figure 4-2 “The Washington Party” captures the Americanization project among the older boys of the Friends Neighborhood Guild in real time. From the slum to the White House, their visit to President William McKinley demonstrates the powerful resources that settlement house workers marshaled to enrich the American dreams of European immigrants. 1901 Annual Report of the Friends Neighborhood Guild, courtesy of the Friends Historical Library of Swarthmore College.

The social workers and probation officers in the midst of the daily grind of crime prevention within settlements like the FNG may not have seen their good works as the building blocks of white privilege. Righting the wrongs of troubled teens by showing them that playing by the rules might lead them all the way to the White House was no minor demonstration of their humanity and worth as future law-abiding citizens. The message was that the sky was the limit. The same could hardly be said for African Americans, whether at-risk youths or the most respected black man in America. Four months after the FNG teens visited President McKinley, and one month after his assassination, Booker T. Washington dined with President Theodore Roosevelt at the White House. The “Dinner Incident,” as it was billed by the press, was intended to be a gesture of goodwill by the new president and an opportunity to secure Washington’s help in
selecting a few conservative black Republicans for federal appointments in the South. It turned into a racial scandal. Southern journalists and politicians howled in outrage and described the dinner as an affront to white supremacy. So did some white northerners. In response to the incident, a New Jersey letter to the *New York Times* cautioned, “The Anglo Saxon race and the negro must reach their destinies in this country along parallel lines, let us trust, but with the lines never approaching to social unity.” Washington never again dined at the White House, and a generation would pass before any other black man did. Although the national press buzz quieted after a few weeks, echoes of the event resounded for years. The *New York Times* reported in March 1905, for example, just as Roosevelt was about to be inaugurated for a second term, that a white high school student in a Washington, D.C., English class chose to demonstrate how to use the word *debased* in a sentence by writing “Roosevelt debased himself by eating with a nigger.”55 Whether at the level of presidential politics or local crime prevention, Progressive era racism was not an abstraction, even if the dots did not always connect clearly.

The complicated ways in which white progressive reformers responded to the needs of immigrants versus blacks were rarely as stark as the picture drawn by national race experts like Frederick Hoffman and John Daniels or as suggested by the “Dinner Incident.”56 Reformers did not necessarily go out of their way to stereotype and discriminate against poor blacks, though some obviously did. Instead, many paid no attention to a group of impoverished blacks that suffered greater isolation and inequality than immigrants. If poverty and social isolation were the only conditions for receiving social welfare assistance, African Americans would have been the overwhelming recipients in many city agencies, but even in the same neighborhoods, many organizations turned the other way.

The subtle ways in which broader notions of black inferiority widened the gap between white reformers’ views of black criminality and their views of immigrant criminality may be understood in one sense as the difference between an instinctive thought process and a reflexive one. For example, in his 1907 study of race relations, journalist Ray Stannard Baker described being struck by the “greater prejudice against the coloured man” in regard to his criminality as compared to the immigrant. A Philadelphia grand jury presentment, he wrote, had called for “some measures” to be taken against a “crime wave” perpetrated by the “undesirable alien and the irresponsible coloured person.” The newspaper reported the story under
the headline “Negro Crime Abnormal” and made absolutely no mention of “the alien” at all. “When I inquired at the prosecutor’s office about the presentment,” Baker recalled, “I was told: ‘Oh, the dagoes are just as bad as the Negroes.’” When confronted face-to-face with such contradictions, many white progressives may have said the same, but in more ways than one—as writers and as reformers—their actions spoke louder than their words.

Consequently, there were clear differences in the way that settlement house workers defined black people’s behavior as a racial problem in addition to a moral problem. The added element of racial thinking set blacks apart from immigrants and native whites, which intensified the stigmatization of black crime and made successful crime prevention among blacks appear more improbable and unlikely. This was so much the case that some settlement houses either avoided blacks altogether, like the University Settlement House, or deemed some blacks too unworthy for reform, like the Octavia Hill Association, or, in the case of the Eighth Ward Settlement, focused so heavily on the need for racial advancement that structural reform in a black neighborhood was barely on the agenda.

This third effect marked the clearest difference in crime prevention on behalf of immigrants and native whites compared to blacks. Despite the common strategy of rhetorically attacking the structural causes of crime but in reality pursuing goals that emphasized individual moral reform, organizations like the College Settlement House and Friends Neighborhood Guild still promoted avenues of opportunity for immigrants and native whites. Historian Thomas Philpott describes a similar situation in Chicago: “Among social workers and reformers, none were more conscious of Negro conditions than the leaders of the settlement movement. No other group of whites was so concerned about blacks nor so free of contempt for them. If the settlement workers were not ready to treat Negroes the same as other ethnic groups, then no white Chicagoans were.”

The racial thinking and rhetoric of progressive reformers that often accompanied crime prevention among blacks was a reflection of and a contribution to the growing racism and segregation that black Philadelphians increasingly faced during the first decade of the twentieth century. In other words, blacks’ social and economic status in the urban North was on a downward trajectory compared to the status of new immigrants. Blacks, therefore, could not afford to yield any ground to conservative
Figure 4-3  Staged charity photo of black children as pickaninnies, complete with protruding bright white eyes, eating watermelon in the yard of the Pennsylvania Society for Protecting Children from Cruelty. The racialized depiction of needy black youth draws on popular racist imagery as a stark reminder of the fundamental differences in black and white poverty. Charities, October 7, 1905.
interests who never doubted blacks’ innate criminal tendencies and inability to survive in the industrial North, nor could struggling blacks avoid being victims of what Wharton observed was the “repressive policy of our cities [that] is fast making criminals.” Too many “friends of the Negro” in Philadelphia were ultimately too ambivalent about racial differences, as opposed to nationality differences, to stem the tide of black repression, thereby ineffectively preventing crime among blacks. Instead, they emphasized the need for racial progress, albeit through self-improvement rather than structural reform.

Unlike several of their contemporaries in the local settlement house movement, some reformers in Philadelphia approached the twin evils of repression and crime with a much clearer understanding of their mutual dependence. During the Progressive era they emerged as part of a broader movement of interracial organizations on the national level, such as the National Association for the Advancement of Colored People (1910) and the National Urban League (1910), and of local organizations in Philadelphia, such as the Association for the Protection of Colored Women (1905), the Armstrong Association (1908), and the Association for Equalizing Industrial Opportunities and League of Civic and Political Reform (1910). Within the context of these national and local movements to stem the tide of repression against blacks, many reformers placed black criminality at the heart of their work.

When the leaders of what would become the National Association for the Advancement of Colored People decided to issue a call for a conference on racism in 1909, disfranchisement and racial violence had been sweeping through the South for over two decades. Given that each southern state from Texas to North Carolina had adopted the equivalent of omnibus anti-black legislation, there was no end in sight to the South’s white supremacy campaigns. From the North’s perspective, the South had a monumental race problem, but most white northerners were inclined to do little about it. Since the Supreme Court had officially sanctioned segregation with its landmark “separate but equal” ruling in the 1896 case of Plessy v. Ferguson, the North had been justified in leaving the South to its own devices. There were, however, white northerners who were sympathetic to the plight of black southerners and who contributed time, money, or both to industrial education. Booker T. Washington, principal of Tuskegee Institute, had made his famous “Separation of the Races” speech in Atlanta, Georgia, the year before the highest law of the
land codified second-class citizenship for African Americans. Washington’s speech helped define the times, advising blacks to forsake their political rights and social freedoms by learning how to use their hands efficiently and profitably. Washington, Tuskegee, and industrial education in general became major targets for white northerners who turned away from the South’s abrogation of the Constitution’s Fourteenth and Fifteenth amendments to look toward the training of a vast pool of productive “free” black agricultural and industrial workers. Following in the wake of the Civil War’s hideous devastation, many whites, northern and southern, thought that the nation finally appeared to be moving forward as one.

Whites were not mistaken. The most telling sign of this new national unity was an increase of racial violence in the North. The small minority of white northerners and infinitesimal number of blacks who signed the call for a race conference in Cooperstown, New York, had already seen much bloodshed in May 1908 with the “eighty injuries, six fatal shootings and two lynchings” from a race riot in Springfield, Illinois, home of Abraham Lincoln. Naming their conference after Lincoln, they wrote in the conference call that the nation had failed to “live up to the obligation imposed upon it by the Emancipation proclamation” because of a “spread of lawless attacks upon the [N]egro, North, South and West.” Recognizing widespread public apathy in the face of such violence, the call warned that “silence under these conditions, mean[t] tacit approval.”

The call set out to reignite the fire of nineteenth-century abolitionism and marshal the advanced scientific guard of twentieth-century progressivism in order to uphold the civil and political rights of millions of Americans.

The list of signers was impressive, including Ida B. Wells, Jane Addams, and W. E. B. Du Bois. In addition to attending as Philadelphia’s own national expert at the conference, Susan Wharton of the Starr Centre was a participant in this new movement. It probably came as no surprise to other Philadelphia reformers that Wharton identified with the nascent NAACP, given her exceptional commitment to blacks and their point of view.

By the time the NAACP became a formal organization in 1910, Wharton had begun to sever most ties with the Starr Centre after receiving lukewarm support for her proposal to open a new center for blacks in the Thirtieth Ward. While pursuing her plans, the Starr Centre’s board members expressed their unwillingness to broaden the organiza-
tion’s reach to accommodate the shifting population of blacks from the Seventh Ward to the neighboring Thirtieth Ward. In 1912 board members voted to officially break all financial ties to Wharton’s new branch, concluding that it was “unwise . . . to undertake at present so large a work for the Colored People.” Their decision appeared to be more than a practical matter of funding. It was consistent with the increasing segregation in Philadelphia that pushed blacks west and north from their historic home in the Seventh Ward. The Starr Centre’s head social worker, Jane Rushmore, admitted in 1910 that economic conditions in Philadelphia were worsening for blacks while “race prejudice is always vigorously pushing them back.” She also hinted that the Starr Centre would do even less for blacks who had not moved because experience had shown that working with the “slum negro” was not a “useful field.” Explaining Rushmore’s comment, Lucy Barber, a student of white Philadelphia reformers, argues that the “spread of an ideology of racial segregation in Philadelphia” also contributed to the failure of “social services to distinguish between personal failures of individual blacks and group oppression.” Because Philadelphia’s mixed immigrant and black neighborhoods were giving way to segregation, settlement houses and other social agencies in South Philadelphia were free to concentrate on a growing population of immigrants. The Starr Centre had already opened its Casa Revello branch for Italians in the winter of 1907, noting in an annual report that Italians were victims of “circumstance” and were “isolated among those with whom they ha[d] come to dwell.” Disdain for the “slum Negro” and uncertainty about whether blacks were victims of circumstance or agents of their own suffering led the Starr Centre to abandon them four years later. Wharton’s experience as a former board member and worker at the Starr Centre, and now as head social worker of the newly opened Whittier Centre for the Study and Practical Solutions of Negro City Problems, gave the Lincoln Conference an updated perspective on Du Bois’s findings of a decade before.

As a measure of the changing times among social workers, Du Bois noted in his Philadelphia research that charity work among blacks was fairly generous by comparison to job opportunities. By 1910 both were in short supply. In the late 1890’s, he explained how shamelessly many Philadelphians barred blacks from good jobs, yet supported charity. “The same Philadelphian who would not let a Negro work in his store or mill will contribute handsomely to relieve Negroes in poverty and distress,”
Du Bois wrote. After citing dozens of specific examples of qualified blacks denied jobs because of their skin color, Du Bois made a convincing argument that most white Philadelphians preferred two kinds of blacks—the common laborer and the charity case. Barely hiding his outrage at this injustice, Du Bois strongly suggested that crime was the city’s “penalty” for its prejudice: “How long can a city say to a part of its citizens, ‘It is useless to work; it is fruitless to deserve well of men; education will gain you nothing but disappointment and humiliation?’ How long can a city teach its black children that the road to success is to have a white face? How long can a city do this and escape the inevitable penalty?” Similarly warning about the danger to northern cities resulting from the Negroes’ “economic handicap,” Kelly Miller, a Howard University sociologist, wrote in 1906 that “When these cities are threatened with such frightful death rate and crime rate among this neglected class they should remember that it is but the logical outcome of the hard industrial lot.” That Du Bois named this not-so-easily-detected paradox “contempt and pity” before the turn of the century reveals the quick pace of Philadelphia’s embrace of black repression during the next decade. Looking back from Wharton’s perspective at the time of the conference, Philadelphia’s overall feeling toward blacks might then have been more accurately described as contempt and loathing.

James Stemons, a Philadelphia postal clerk, writer, and reformer, also brought new evidence of northern repression to the Lincoln Conference. As Du Bois had done earlier, Stemons complained loudest about the failure of northern industries to open decent jobs to blacks. Besides work in domestic and personal service, “what opportunity,” he asked, “has the average Negro for working to make an honest living in any northern locality?” Even service work was disappearing for many blacks. “Negro waiters” were no longer being employed in many “first class hotel[s] or restaurant[s],” according to Stemons. Choosing instead to take advantage of surplus labor from the new immigration, especially in New York and Philadelphia, these places often showed their contempt for blacks by displaying Jim Crow signs on menus and “conspicuous places” that read “None but white help employed in this establishment.” The same movement was afoot in the employment of “colored domestics,” Stemons continued. Newspaper classifieds revealed their shrinking job prospects: Blacks placed the majority of ads “asking for domestic positions, both males and females,” while a “large percentage” of postings read “none but
white need apply.” Concluding his speech, Stemons said that elevating the industrial status of blacks to be equal to “other citizens” was a “problem which demands the immediate attention of this conference.”

As a local race man, Stemons spoke about what he knew. He had solicited local employers to hire qualified black workers; campaigned for Pennsylvania Democrats during the presidential election of 1908; written articles for newspapers; edited his own journal for a short time, for which he was featured in the 1908 Colored Directory of Philadelphia; and begun to network among black and white clergymen in order to bring his ideas to fruition. Stemons’s credentials were all the more impressive because in 1897 he had come to Philadelphia, penniless and friendless, to seek financial support for his Industrial Rights League, which had failed the year before in Ohio. He left Cleveland, stopped a short time in Buffalo, New York, and eventually decided to make his mark in the City of Brotherly Love, where he hoped his would-be followers would be more generous. Originally a Midwestern migrant from Hutchison, Kansas, all he had when he arrived in Philadelphia, other than the clothes on his back, was a solution to the race problem, an earnest commitment to apply it, and a letter from a white clergyman vouching for his sincerity.

Early on, Philadelphians proved as eager as others to hear his oratory, but as unwilling to bankroll his plans. To survive, Stemons worked as a janitor at a downtown theater and as a waiter at a first-class hotel, and he eventually became a full-time postal clerk in 1909, where he may have worked until retirement. To supplement his income and give voice to his ideas, Stemons attempted to publish an autobiographical novel that remains a 750-page manuscript to this day. He successfully published a book called The Key in 1916, an expansion of a 1907 pamphlet. Otherwise, Stemons constantly struggled financially to become a full-time reformer. Lamenting another failed attempt to publish a manuscript, his sister wrote that she “long[ed]” to see him be rewarded “in a material way” for his “divinely inspired” commitment to solving the race problem. “I have never heard or read of such a life of sacrifice as yours,” Mary Stemons wrote.

Stemons was indeed exceptional as a working-class black intellectual. Few reformers of the day could match his experience at the end of a broomstick or at working overtime to be able to buy a “decent suit” for a conference. Few working-class blacks could say they had written books or
discussed important matters with prominent national figures like Woodrow Wilson, William Jennings Bryan, and Booker T. Washington.80

At the Lincoln Conference, in addition to the problem of employment discrimination, Stemons also addressed Wharton’s main concern that northern blacks were being abandoned or neglected by social service agencies. Stemons saw this problem in a broader context. He argued that the North and South had joined “upon a policy of submerging the race” based on the widespread belief that “the Negro must work out his own salvation.” In an unpublished manuscript that Stemons wrote sometime before the conference, he attacked this policy by harshly criticizing one of its foremost architects, Booker T. Washington.81 Washington had also acknowledged Stemons’s criticisms in a letter to him.82 The heart of Stemons’s critique of Negro self-improvement and Washington’s bootstrap philosophy was that it did not apply to millions of white workingmen for whom society had the “greatest concern.” With no barriers placed on their ambitions, Stemons proclaimed, “no thought is ever suggested that the toiling white millions should work out their own salvation, except through the active aid and sympathy of every constructive element of society.”83

Stemons exaggerated the generosity of American industrialists and philanthropists toward millions of “toiling” whites, but the spirit of progressivism could be deceptive. Stemons knew with certainty that it did not apply equally to blacks in places like Philadelphia. Even a decade before, when noting that charitable organizations preferred to help black dependents more than ambitious workers, Du Bois also noted that more than 90 percent of charity agencies discriminated to some degree against blacks.84 Of the roughly 10 percent remaining, “protective, rescue and reformatory work” was “not applied to any great extent” among blacks. In other words, very few agencies in Philadelphia, including many settlement houses, were trying directly to save black children from becoming juvenile delinquents or adults from becoming criminals.

Outside of the limited crime prevention conducted by a small number of settlement houses, the best that could be said was that many liberal reformers supported industrial education in the South. Stemons considered this to be part of the problem. Since the early nineteenth century, Quakers had been among the most active supporters of abolition and were instrumental in making the Underground Railroad a safe passage to Philadelphia and beyond. Before the Civil War, Quakers established
schools in Philadelphia, such as the Institute for Colored Youth founded in 1842, to help educate free blacks. Sixty years later, inspired by the example of Booker T. Washington—“a man sent of God,” according to principal Hugh M. Browne—Quakers remade the institute into a normal school, called Cheyney, to train “colored teachers” for “Christian Industrial Tuskegee.” Before then, during the postbellum period, Quakers had turned their attention to the South, opening Christiansburg school in Cambria, Virginia, in 1865.

According to the Friends’ Freedmen’s Association, Christiansburg was a unique southern school because its “finances [were] entirely handled by a strong Board of Managers in Philadelphia.” But the school’s supporters became discouraged in 1896 because they felt that classical education for southern blacks had been squandered on “unworthy objects” who migrated north and “drifted into the slum life.” Worse still, a few had committed “atrocious crimes.” Although there is no evidence that the school’s managers were influenced by the publication of Hoffman’s *Race Traits*, the timing of their concerns could not have been better. Suggestive too was their language stating that such “gloom[y]” conditions had raised one of the “greatest questions of this country”: what to do to solve the “great Negro problem.” To save the school and presumably the nation, Booker T. Washington was brought in to help. Based on his recommendations, one of his former assistants was hired to serve as principal, making half of the new teachers graduates of Hampton or Tuskegee. The newly staffed and retooled Christiansburg Industrial Institute had three educational goals: building character, teaching common English, and vocational training.

The immediate success of Christiansburg’s transformation heightened Washington’s appeal among Philadelphia Quakers because it fed into the logic that liberal educators should no longer contribute to the creation of black criminals. Because of industrial education’s focus on character building, “troublesome” blacks would have good reason to stay in the South. Those blacks in the North unwilling to go south to be properly educated would be left to work out their own salvation. In this sense, industrial education in the South was an anticrime solution, and for many white liberals in the North it represented the upper limit of reform among blacks. In 1906, several years before Wharton decided to leave the Starr Centre, she also supported the Hampton-Tuskegee model of race progress. She invited Washington to speak at the Starr Centre and at board meetings on several occasions. When she defended blacks against white
prejudice, she argued that no Hampton or Tuskegee graduates could be
found in jails or prisons. Seeing the Hampton-Tuskegee model as a pana-
acea for blacks’ problems at that time, she bemoaned, “Would that we had
a Tuskegee in our midst.”

Not everyone agreed. One New York critic of Boston’s Reform League
summed it up this way: “These Boston people beat me. They will have
mass meetings and raise money to help Mr. Washington educate the ‘nig-
gers’ down South, but they will let a decent Northerner starve before they
will give him a chance to earn an honest living.” Wharton herself had
to deal with opposition to Tuskegee. During a Starr Centre board meet-
ing in May 1905, Washington offered scholarships to Tuskegee to
troubled young men from South Philadelphia as opportunities to get
their lives together. Of the four recipients, three ran away from the indus-
trial and agricultural training camp within weeks of the start of the fall
semester.

While Washington was canvassing Philadelphia, trading scholarships
for financial support, Tuskegee’s stock was soaring in some northern lib-
eral circles. The preceding year’s national debate over whether black
crime rates increased with education, pitting Du Bois against Mississipi
governor James K. Vardaman in a series of speeches and published arti-
cles, brought to light a significant body of research into the criminal rec-
ords of the alumni of black colleges. President Roosevelt, widely con-
considered to be liberal on most race matters, added to the national media
attention in a series of keynote addresses extolling the crime-fighting vir-
tues of Hampton and Tuskegee. At Hampton’s commencement on May
30, 1906, Roosevelt expressed his sincere appreciation for the school’s
“self-help mission” and its commitment to educating blacks on “how to
conduct themselves with self-respect [as] hard working, intelligent, law-
abiding citizens.” The essence of this training, he emphasized, was the
building of character in the entire race. Pointing to the outstanding achieve-
ments of the school’s teachers and administrators, Roosevelt continued,
“You have sent out from Hampton Institute in all something like 6,000
graduates, and, if I have remembered rightly, there are but two of whom
you have record[ed] as criminals.” Then he looked at the students and
issued a stern warning to not let their school down: “The negro criminal,
no matter at whose expense the particular crime may be committed, is a
hundredfold more dangerous to the negro race than to the white race,
because he tends to arouse the bitter prejudices for which, not he alone,
but the whole race, will suffer. In the interest of the colored folks see to it, you colored men here, that you war against criminality in your own race with a particular zeal, because that criminality is in the ultimate analysis a greater danger to your race than any other thing can be.” In a graduation speech at Tuskegee the year before, Roosevelt was even more frank in his repudiation of racism and his injunction to black college graduates to fight the criminality within: “[A]bove all, vice and criminality of every kind, are evils more potent for harm to the black race than all acts of oppression of white men put together.” With these presidential ideas spreading around the country from the champion of the little guy, no wonder northern liberals were eager to see Hampton and Tuskegee as a solution to the black crime in their midst.92

Many of Philadelphia’s liberal whites were huge supporters of industrial education in the South, in part because they believed it was an effective long-term solution to crime.93 At a March 1907 meeting of the Society of Friends in the Germantown section of Philadelphia, Herbert Welsh, a Quaker education reformer, gave an address on “Some Present Aspects of the Negro Problem.” Passionately arguing for Hampton and Tuskegee to be “multiplied” around the nation, Welsh began by praising Hampton’s founder, General Samuel Chapman Armstrong, for seeing that “slavery was not all bad.” According to Welsh, Armstrong built Hampton on slavery’s good aspects: religious and mental training, “knowledge of handicrafts,” and a “fair, practical education.” What Armstrong did not believe in and what Hampton did not do was to treat the “negro” as an equal but recognized that as a “lower [and] . . . weaker race,” the “negro” needed character building from the start, according to Welsh.94 But many in the North had not been as visionary as Armstrong, he continued, and had failed the Negro and the nation by educating him like a white man and granting him the right to vote.95 Welsh told his northern audience that they had now become impatient with blacks and showed a “constant willingness to admit” that southerners had been correct. “In condemning the negro you may point to thousands of the ignorant, degraded, immoral negroes; you may say these people will not work; the proportion of crime among them is unduly large; you may give them, and with justice, an exceedingly bad name,” Welsh proclaimed, but “on the other hand,” Hampton and Tuskegee with their positive results have already shown the nation the way to eliminate its “heavy burden of negro ignorance and vice.”96
A month before his address, Welsh sent a copy of his speech to Du Bois at Atlanta University and to H. B. Frissell, principal of Hampton, to get their feedback. Du Bois agreed with Welsh’s main points and especially liked his idea of channeling more federal money into education, in spite of the fact that Welsh made this argument on the premise that educating blacks should be a national priority akin to national defense, defending against an “internal peril.”

Du Bois’s only disagreement with Welsh was his singular focus on the Hampton-Tuskegee model. He thought there should be funding for primary education, industrial high schools like Hampton and Tuskegee, and university training. Perhaps out of respect to Du Bois, Welsh appears to have changed his speech by mentioning Atlanta University as an example of a successful school, despite the contradiction with his main point.

Principal Frissell, General Armstrong’s successor at Hampton and a prominent southern white paternalist, unequivocally supported industrial and agricultural schooling for blacks in the South but disagreed with Welsh’s idea that the “general government” should become involved. He argued that too much work needed to be done by northern reformers before southern whites would accept broad federal intervention in the education of blacks. “Friends of the Negro” had done “comparatively little . . . for instance, in the city of Philadelphia,” he wrote, “and yet crime is increasing at a tremendous rate and a feeling of bitterness is being engendered against the blacks.” Philadelphians needed to start a “general movement toward the improvement of the conditions of the Negro race” before pursuing further support for industrial education in the South. The work in the South, Frissell continued, was indeed “being hindered more by the crime of the black man in the North, and the very unfortunate conditions under which he has to live there, than by any other cause.”

Frissell had apparently been observant on his trips to Philadelphia to conduct Hampton meetings, but his conclusions were not popular among northerners, which may explain why he had no effect on Welsh’s speech.

Frissell’s willingness to hold northerners accountable for black repression and crime may also explain why Stemons, who made similar arguments, was almost shut out of the Lincoln Conference and was not allowed to make his entire speech. Stemons believed that some northern leaders had read his work and had become determined to silence him. William Walling, one of the main conference organizers and eventual
founding member of the NAACP, who had promised to include Stemons on the program in the first place, suggested later that his associates had decided to limit “radical” speakers.\footnote{103}

About the same time that Frissell personally cautioned Welsh to tend to his own backyard, Stemons published a pamphlet, *The North Holds the Key*, that he called “the crowning article of my life”; it was his first opportunity for widespread exposure and in some ways his last.\footnote{104} Stemons argued provocatively that the North’s failure to open industrial opportunities to blacks contributed directly to political disfranchisement and racial violence in the South. As long as the North continued to advise “the South [on] how to deal with the Negro” rather than providing fair opportunities, he wrote, the majority of blacks would remain in the South because of the abundance of work. White southerners would therefore continue to treat blacks with impunity because blacks had few employment options outside the South.\footnote{105}

Many race leaders may have balked at Stemons’s words for two reasons. The most obvious reason was that he had insulted liberal whites like Welsh who had devoted considerable time and resources to the Negro Problem.\footnote{106} Even if they agreed that they had neglected their own black neighbors, they could still justify it because no more than 10 percent of the black population lived among them. Moreover, black leaders were more concerned about conditions in the South, as represented by followers of Washington. Those in the opposing camp represented by Du Bois’s Niagara Movement agitated for civil and political rights to the exclusion of broaching the economic question.\footnote{107} Therefore, by the time Stemons enthusiastically advised Walling to put his ideas about “the question of the Negro’s industrial disadvantages in the North” before the conference organizers, many leaders were probably already opposed to him. After being disappointed with his limited speaking time, Stemons huffed, “I have never seen the race in a worse light than at this conference—that is, I mean for arrogance and opposition to all who do not subscribe to all they say.”\footnote{108}

By the spring of 1909, despite this disappointment, Stemons had become most successful at linking industrial repression and black criminality. Ostensibly, no other person in Philadelphia, following Du Bois’s departure to Atlanta, was as committed to publicizing this dual problem. Stemons came into contact with people at all levels of the city, from black church members to the mayor. Although his direct influence on public policy is impossible to measure, he clearly brought together influential
like-minded people to fight black crime and increase job opportunities. At the intersection of these two critical issues, Stemons and others helped to draw a line between those whom they defined as the ambitious and law-abiding and the shiftless and vicious, a line they felt would counter the negative portrayal of the race as criminal. With the discerning eye of an informed public, they believed the floodgates of industrial opportunity would open.

Beginning in the spring of 1907, Stemons noted that important people had begun to take a sincere interest in his anticrime work. An editorial response to Stemons’s article “Why Crime Increases among Negroes” in the Philadelphia Public Ledger praised him for describing “the real ‘Negro problem.’” The editors were rightly seduced by Stemons’s claim that as long as white employers refused to hire blacks and white employees refused to work beside them, crime among blacks would continue to rise. “With a feeling of hopelessness in the face of such odds, as well as of resentment against such treatment, many Negroes are turning against society with the reckless desperation born of despair.” Warning the city to take heed of Stemons’s words, the editors wrote that the Negro “can afford to remain isolated and oppressed better than the community can afford to have him remain so, an unassimilated element of discord and danger.” Anything the editors had not gleaned from the actual article was clarified at a meeting with Stemons the day before the editorial’s publication. Also in attendance were the editors of the Philadelphia Press, unnamed “prominent colored men,” and the well-respected sociologist Alfred Holt Stone, who was at the time writing Studies in the American Race Problem. Stone, a Mississippian, shared Stemons’s opinion that northerners were as guilty as southerners of fomenting a “race problem” because they would not hire blacks for good jobs. Industrial opportunity was “the ‘door of hope,’” Stone wrote, “upon whose cruel closing follow idleness and crime, vice and destitution, vagrancy and death, for the masses of the race.” Having Stone at the meeting certainly would have impressed the newspaper editors, making them more likely to take Stemons seriously.

Stemons also began to build a modicum of support among black clergymen. Charles Albert Tindley, pastor of East Calvary Methodist Episcopal, was moved by Stemons’s crime article in the Public Ledger. Tindley’s church was among the most active black institutions in charity work, especially among poor southern migrants. His direct contact with struggling blacks in Philadelphia clearly exposed him to the need for ex-
panding economic opportunities and crime prevention. Tindley also drew people to him through his innovative music ministry. He is best known as the father of gospel music, having written several of the most popular gospel hymns of all times, including “We’ll Understand It Better By and By,” and directly influencing the late Thomas Dorsey.

To be sure, many other black churches were surrounded by poverty, vice, and crime, but most of them appear to have avoided outright crime fighting. That had not always been the case, according to Du Bois. Black churches in Philadelphia had gained a reputation for crime fighting in the nineteenth century. As early as 1809, they had responded to an increase of crime when the gradual abolition laws began to take effect and too many freedmen along with immigrants began “to congregate.” But a hundred years later, the situation churches faced was very different because of the growth of the black population through migration, the increased number of churches, and intensified competition for saving souls. A small but steady stream of migrants, primarily from Maryland and Virginia, also helped to intensify internal class and status divisions among blacks. Ties that had bound together the small black communities of mostly native-born Philadelphians in the nineteenth century gave way to larger and more diverse communities in the twentieth. The result, historian Robert S. Gregg argues, was that churches felt greater pressure to hold on to their congregations for fear of losing them to other churches.

Du Bois also observed that pastors feared losing their saints to new forms of entertainment and the most popular leisure activities in the city. Baseball, moving pictures, vaudeville, theater, and dancing increasingly competed for the attention of church members on late Saturday nights and Sunday afternoons. These amusements were often attacked by clergy, but their “precepts against specific amusements [were] often violated,” Du Bois wrote. Pastors may have sermonized against the evils of vice and unsupervised recreation, but they did not necessarily mount offensive weapons against them. Richard R. Wright, Jr., black sociologist and editor of the Philadelphia-based Christian Recorder, a journal of the A.M.E. denomination, also pointed out that most churches tended to avoid social work “chiefly because of lack of money.” Yet in 1912 Wright counted about six churches, including Tindley’s East Calvary, that had sufficient resources to develop institutional features aimed at improving economic and social conditions in the communities they served. Two were exceptional, according to Wright. The Berean
Presbyterian Church, headed by Matthew Anderson, an Oberlin and Princeton graduate, featured a kindergarten, industrial training school, trades association, and building and loan association and sponsored conferences on educational, social, and economic issues. Henry L. Phillip’s Protestant Episcopal Church of the Crucifixion was also unique because of its homeless shelter and novel approach to the “amusement question.” To combat the evils awaiting blacks on the streets and in the dens of secular establishments, the Church of the Crucifixion went “against the general view of Negro Christians in establishing a poolroom and evenings for dancing.”

Aggressive crime fighting by black churches may have been counterproductive or at the very least may have produced limited results. The working-class Philadelphians who crowded into the storefront churches of the Baptists were especially vulnerable to being labeled criminals because of their proximity to crime in their daily lives. To fend off the stigma of criminality based on the white public’s racist assumptions, some church laymen wanted nothing to do with rescue and reform work. For others, physical closeness to criminals and vice may have implicated family members or even themselves, resulting in a passive attitude or ambivalence. Surely some members gambled on the “numbers” at the very least. Although pastors may not have supported illegal lotteries and games of chance, they could understand the desperate desire of their members to take a shot at winning. The bottom line was that, on a practical level, many churches had to tolerate the complexities of urban poverty, where parables of good versus evil rang truer inside the sanctuary than outside.

Evelyn Brooks Higginbotham’s research on the women’s movement in the national organization of black Baptists provides some clues about what may have characterized the upper limit of anticrime work within Baptist churches in Philadelphia, and perhaps among other denominations. Following instructions of their national leaders, local Baptist women likely pushed for sports, music, and other recreational programs within their Philadelphia churches “as alternatives to the street’s allurements,” especially jazz music and public dance halls. Some local churches may have even punished members for “immoral” behavior committed outside the church. At Shiloh Baptist Church in Washington, D.C., for example, “individuals caught dancing, imbibing alcoholic beverages, or engaging in other ‘improper’ behavior were literally delivered a summons to come before the church for censure,” according to Higginbotham. Although
all her examples of this type of direct intervention come from southern cities, where religious communities may have been stricter than those in Philadelphia, it is likely that some northern churches adopted southern practices as migration increased. The fact that in response to migration Baptists became the largest denomination in Philadelphia between 1900 and 1910 strongly suggests that local churches yielded some ground to the newcomers.\textsuperscript{126}

Often overlooked by critics who claimed that black leaders coddled and protected criminals was the anticrime work of pastors and laymen outside of the church.\textsuperscript{127} In fact, many church leaders wore multiple hats in their communities. Henry Phillips, rector of the Church of the Crucifixion, served on the board of the Starr Centre before the Wharton branch was formed; he later became the only black member of the city’s first vice commission and was the first president of the Association for the Protection of Colored Women (APCW). The APCW’s executive secretary, a black woman named Sadie W. Layten, served as the president of the Women’s Convention of the National Baptist Convention. As part of a regional network of branches in Virginia, Maryland, and Pennsylvania and a national office in New York, the APCW’s goal was to protect black women from being taken advantage of by labor agents who channeled unsuspecting southern migrants into vice work.\textsuperscript{128} Layten’s contacts with Baptist women were a valuable asset to the Philadelphia branch because the women frequently escorted newly arrived migrants to safe lodgings and found them jobs. If unsuccessful, APCW workers and church friends could take the migrants to headquarters in South Philadelphia for temporary shelter and domestic training. In 1905, the APCW was effectively the first and only black-run crime prevention agency in Philadelphia.\textsuperscript{129}

Reverend Tindley of East Calvary M. E. was just beginning to establish another crime prevention agency separate from his church in 1907 when he came across Stemons’s crime article and began to share ideas with Stemons.\textsuperscript{130} Two years later Tindley launched his Beacon Light Institute for Civic and Moral Reforms. He described the institute as “undenominational [sic] or sectarian,” open to “everybody white and colored,” yet by scheduling the institute’s mass meetings on Sunday afternoons at the Old Bainbridge Street M. E. church, he appealed directly to church laymen. “If you are good, come and help us to make others so,” Tindley wrote. “Some bad person is waiting on the action of your goodness to make them better; don’t talk about them, but help them. The newspapers
and the enemies of the race will do the talking.” Tindley’s distinction between helping and talking is an important indication of his discomfort with the common practice of conflating crime issues and antiblack rhetoric as an excuse for inaction. At the first of four mass meetings, the work ahead was clearly proposed: “What can be done to rid the street corners, in this city, of the poorly dressed, ill mannerly, and objectionable peoples of our race?” The remaining meetings sought solutions to the additional problems of morally corruptible leisure activities and domestic violence.131

When Stemons saw the institute’s flyer announcing upcoming meetings, he wrote a note that the first meeting’s topic was the “subject of my paper.” In the summer of 1909, shortly after Stemons had recovered from his lackluster results at the founding conference of the NAACP and after he had written another article, “The Influence upon the Race Situation of the Venal and Vicious Element among Negroes,” he and Tindley officially began to work together on a third crime prevention organization.132 Within a few weeks Stemons wrote to the members of the A.M.E. Preachers Meeting, hoping for an invitation to speak in order to build support. In the letter Stemons presented the usual evidence of blacks’ losing ground in domestic and personal services and being effectively locked out of industrial work, but this time to strengthen his appeal he encouraged the preachers to consider the evidence in light of their own self-interests, since their churches would “lose force and support” if job discrimination worsened.133 Curiously, Stemons made no mention of crime. He explained to his sister that he did not want to tell them his “plans or ideas” until they invited him to speak.134 More than likely, however, Stemons took a page from Tindley’s playbook and decided to tone down the crime rhetoric while he was still seeking support. Apparently, hiding his trump cards did not work: the A.M.E. ministers passed on him despite Tindley’s backing as a Methodist Episcopal preacher.

Stemons may have actually made a mistake when he decided to emphasize industrial repression without talking about crime. Du Bois’s The Philadelphia Negro had already shown that explaining black criminality was critical to getting people’s attention and helping them to fully understand that racism and discrimination had destructive consequences for the city in general and black communities in particular. In the book’s opening pages, Du Bois noted that most whites believed that crime defined the Negro Problem, which explained blacks’ low status or slum existence, but he immediately instructed whites to reverse their thinking and recognize
their own prejudice as the problem. Much later in the book, he also pointed out the reluctance of middle-class blacks to do their part to uplift the “submerged tenth” for fear of losing their own respectability. But Du Bois rejected their apathy, arguing that they had an obligation to help the poor and criminal.135

Following in a direct line from Du Bois circa 1899, Stemons’s used the same rhetorical approach, appealing to right-thinking people on the basis of fairness and the need for equal opportunity or to suffer the consequences. Stemons had in fact already begun to make this argument to influential whites by writing crime articles and holding meetings. He had recently obtained the endorsement of Temple University’s president Russell H. Conwell, also the pastor of Baptist Temple, who, Stemons boasted, was “perhaps the wisest and most favorably known Baptist clergyman in the world.”136 But in one of his first attempts to gather support from influential blacks, he went only halfway. Du Bois had argued that the respectable status that the “Talented Tenth” attempted to preserve by keeping their distance from the “submerged tenth” could be strengthened through racial uplift. That is, black middle-class people could better define their class position and move the whole race forward by adopting the same attitude and behavior white progressives had shown toward their white-skinned social inferiors, which included modest attempts to improve economic conditions and crime prevention. Stemons got it right the next time and would never abandon this dual focus again.

In his opening statements to the Baptist Ministerial Conference on November 15, 1909, Stemons blamed economic discrimination for crime among young blacks: “I know, and you know, that there are countless thousands of Negro youth . . . who absolutely refuse to expend time and money in training and fitting themselves for the higher walks of life, and who are becoming depraved, and reckless and criminal, because of the persistent manner in which every door of opportunity is slammed in their faces.” Du Bois could not have said it better. Stemons continued, “If you do not believe it, come with me to almost any community populated largely by colored people, or come with me on a public conveyance on which there chances to be a large number of Negroes, and I will show you enough in one day to almost make you ashamed of the fact that you are identified with the colored race.” But “economic restrictions,” he reiterated, were “directly responsible.”137

In rhetoric alone, Stemons easily crossed the line into criminalizing jobless and underemployed blacks, diluting the strength of his attack on
industrial repression. But Du Bois had done the same thing, according to his biographer. “When it came to African American morality Du Bois’s measure was a rigid Calvinist ruler,” David Levering Lewis writes. “The racially disproportionate crime rate that he deplored owed much to feeble group morality, but crime was at bottom symptomatic of systemic ills.”138 For black writers and reformers, then, highlighting black criminality was a double-edged sword.139 At the same time that it carved out space to create a dialogue with liberal whites about racism’s consequences and middle-class blacks about their duty to the race, it defended the conservative self-help solution that dominated the pace of racial reform before Washington’s death in 1915 and the onset of the Great Migration. This conservative edge was not what Stemons or Du Bois had intended to use; nevertheless, historian Kevin Gaines is right to call the “discourse of uplift, the urban counterpart to industrial education.”140 In this sense, racial uplift discourse and black crime rhetoric made antidiscrimination complaints more palatable to northern audiences, at least to those willing to listen at all.

It is crucial to emphasize the distinction between direct complaints against economic discrimination and subtle appeals for expanded economic opportunity. The latter approach did not necessarily depend on a critique of black crime, nor did it explicitly recognize white racism as a major cause of the problem. Instead, it turned the presumption of prejudice as a cause into a subject for investigation and shifted attention toward blacks’ industrial inefficiency and need for further education and training.

In contrast to Stemons’s antidiscrimination complaints at the Baptist Conference, the Armstrong Association of Philadelphia (AAP) perhaps best illustrates the subtle approach to economic reform. The AAP, named for General Armstrong, was originally a group of local philanthropists like those in the New York Armstrong Association who raised money for Hampton and Tuskegee. After Carl Kelsey, a University of Pennsylvania sociologist, introduced his student Richard R. Wright, Jr., to John T. Emlen, a member of the AAP and a white teacher at Hampton, Wright convinced Emlen that the AAP should use its connections to help blacks “get skilled jobs.” While working on his dissertation as a research fellow at the Eighth Ward Settlement, Wright had become aware of the need for such an organization after interviewing a large number of southern mechanics who could secure jobs as porters and menial workers only.141
Thus the new AAP was launched in May 1908. Emlen raised funds and Wright found jobs as treasurer and field secretary respectively. Since the AAP used its wealthy contacts and Wright himself as a sterling example of the race’s “best” men, the association did not have to use fear tactics to get supporters as it sought to match highly qualified workers with sympathetic employers.142 Besides, for the men the AAP identified and helped, crime presumably was not a paycheck away. The AAP also minimized the appearance of radical reform or the necessity for aggressive rhetorical strategies by relying on a conservative case-by-case approach rather than by seeking broad access for all types of black workers. When opportunity remained closed, there were no protests or mention of social consequences; the AAP simply determined whether “prejudice, improper supervision, or inefficiency” was the cause and whether it could be “remedied.”143

Adding to the organization’s conservative methods, its president, Carl E. Grammer, rector of St. Stephen Protestant Episcopal and a “very charming Southern gentleman,” imposed his own ideas about the limits of economic reform. Wright wrote in his autobiography that Grammer preferred giving blacks charity rather than jobs on an equal basis with whites, and that he “condoned” unions that discriminated against blacks and counseled patience over action. Because of Grammer, the first three field secretaries of the AAP, all black, resigned after serving one-year terms. B. F. Lee, the third to resign in 1912, referred to Grammer as a “Southern missionary trying to covert the North to his Southern way of thinking about colored people.”144

The AAP became part of a national movement as an affiliate of the National Urban League (NUL) shortly after its founding in 1910. During the Great Migration the NUL became the premier organization for the “adjustment” of southern migrants to northern cities, combining the ideas of the Association for the Protection of Colored Women and the Armstrong Association. Under the leadership of Columbia University sociologist George Edmund Haynes, the Urban League also commenced a major program of training black social workers to increase efforts on behalf of struggling blacks. But the NUL “floundered” before 1916, according to historian Nancy Weiss, who notes that during its earliest years the Philadelphia affiliate was in fact more successful at obtaining jobs. This is a testament to the extreme conservatism of the premigration NUL, whose membership was dominated by black educators allied with Booker T.
Washington. Their “dependence on white philanthropy, the influence of white churches, and the prevalent faith in industrial education all promoted a certain conservatism” among them.145

During the Great Migration and into the 1920s and 1930s, the NUL became much more successful at job placement, owing a great deal to the labor demands of wartime production and the cessation of immigration. Leadership also changed hands in 1917, from Haynes to the younger and less conservative Eugene Kinckle Jones.146 As the NUL became more aggressive in its pursuit of jobs for skilled and unskilled black migrants, it also began conducting nationwide studies of black life, including crime surveys, sometimes with the financial support of corporate-sponsored philanthropy.147 During this period the NUL also adopted racial uplift discourse. In a letter distributed to the black press at the height of the migration, Jones urged “right-thinking Negroes . . . to discourage the wholesale migration of shiftless people,” since “indolent, inefficient men,” quick to lose their jobs, would only “become a burden to the Northern communities and bring reproach and humiliation to thrifty colored citizens in communities where white people [had] not hitherto considered Negroes undesirables.”148 The organization also resorted to using crime rhetoric to stir its white supporters to greater involvement and largesse. A National Urban League Bulletin in 1917 portended the social consequences if migrants were “permitted to pack themselves into overcrowded colonies and drift into disease and crime through sheer ignorance of how to live and how to find work and hold a job in the North.” Through the intervention of the NUL, the bulletin announced, migrants could be “taken hold of upon their arrival and . . . taught how to become independent, productive citizens at a time when effective labor is at a premium.”149 Throughout the 1920s and 1930s, the NUL continued its strategy of appealing to white philanthropists and businesses through depictions of blacks’ desperate economic and social conditions in various northern cities, including Philadelphia. The cold facts presented in the organization’s Opportunity magazine painted a clear picture to white readers: Pay now with jobs and structural improvements, or pay later with juvenile delinquency, crime, and disease. Yet during the Great Migration, the National Urban League and its affiliates shifted slightly to the left while adopting an increasing focus on crime at the expense of southern migrants.

Foreshadowing the AAP’s eventual change in direction, important members began to publicly support Stemons at the time of the Baptist
conference in late 1909. Tindley was already behind Stemons before the conference, while serving as one of two “colored” vice presidents of the Armstrong Association. The other black vice president, W. A. Creditt, introduced Stemons at the conference along with E. W. Moore, the Public Meetings committee chairman of the AAP.\textsuperscript{150} In addition to Creditt and Moore’s credibility as executives of the AAP, their support of Stemons was significant to black Baptists in Philadelphia. Creditt was pastor of the oldest Baptist church in the city, First African Baptist (established in 1809), which had the third-largest Baptist congregation, and Moore headed the fourth-largest congregation at Zion Baptist.\textsuperscript{151}

Supporting Stemons’s plans, Tindley, Moore, and Matthew Anderson, pastor of Berean Presbyterian and president of Berean Manual Training and Industrial School, signed their names to Stemons’s published call for a “Negro Conference” to be held in the spring of 1910. They also issued a public statement in defense of Stemons’s speech to the Baptists. Stemons’s “solemn representations” of the race’s economic and moral slide, they wrote, had caused some “colored clergymen” to withhold their endorsement of the “Race Conference.” Feeling it their duty to take seriously their colleagues’ objections, they investigated the evidence for themselves. “Being optimistically inclined, we could not, and would not believe his sweeping statement in this connection till he had confronted us with facts and figures, which are backed by the outspoken testimony of many of the most eminent, conservative and impartial sociologists of the country, white and colored alike. These facts have astounded and amazed us, and we feel that he minimized, rather than magnified, the true situation when he expressed grave apprehensions for the future of Negroes in this country, unless positive steps are taken to remedy the monstrous and depressing conditions which are being imposed upon the masses of the race.”\textsuperscript{152}

To corroborate Stemons’s testimony, they could have consulted any one of the national black-crime experts, such as Frederick Hoffman, W. E. B. Du Bois, William H. Thomas, or Walter Willcox.\textsuperscript{153} Whichever source they used, their official endorsement worked. Not only was the conference going forward as planned, but Washington had gotten wind of Stemons’s rising influence. He may have even heard Stemons’s address to the Baptists or read the public statement since he was in town around the same time and had spoken at Creditt’s church.\textsuperscript{154} Two days before his conference was to begin, Stemons received an invitation to the annual
Figure 4-4 “Dual Mission” handbill of the Joint Organization of the Association for Equalizing Industrial Opportunities and the League of Civic and Political Reform, articulating Stemons’s programmatic response to W. E. B. Du Bois’s call for whites to police racism and for middle-class blacks to police their own criminals. The Historical Society of Pennsylvanian (HSP), James Samuel Stemons Papers.
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Tuskegee conference. “We shall be very glad to offer you the hospitality of the school and to make your visit here pleasant and profitable,” Washington wrote.155

Held at the “colored” YMCA on November 21–22, 1910, the race conference turned out to be the first public event of the Association for Equalizing Industrial Opportunities and League for Civic and Political Reform (AEIO-LCPR). Stemons’s dream had finally come true: a dual-approach reform organization with major support from black and white heavyweights. Among white clergymen, the first day’s proceedings were presided over by Alexander MacKay-Smith, the Protestant Episcopal Bishop of Pennsylvania, and the meeting was called to order by A. J. Rowland, the secretary of the American Baptist Publication Society. Speeches by Stemons, Tindley, and Carl Kelsey of the University of Pennsylvania focused on the problem of black criminality. Specifically, Stemons addressed the issue of political repression and the need for “civic virtue and political independence,” calling blacks “politically dishonest.” Tindley’s address was titled “The Depraved and Rowdy Element among Negroes, and How They Aggravate the Race Situation.” He argued that the paths to crime for blacks were far more numerous than the paths to legitimate opportunity. Finally, Kelsey added his perspective as a white progressive to the day’s coverage of blacks’ “shortcomings.” “We must fill the [N]egroes with a profound dissatisfaction with themselves before a beginning toward their improvement is made,” he said, because “there has been too much coddling” by “a certain class of whites” who “pitied” the freedmen. After the paradoxes of racial reform vis-à-vis racial condemnation had been shared for all to ponder, the first day closed with a discussion. The panelists included T. Thomas Fortune, editor of the New York Age; Francis Bartholomew, head social worker of the Eighth Ward Settlement and member of the AAP’s education committee; and P. A. Wallace, pastor of Wesley A.M.E. Zion, the largest black church in Philadelphia.156

The second day shifted from crime and racial uplift to discrimination and industrial opportunity. The structure remained largely unchanged, but there were new dignitaries and speakers, such as Howard University’s president Wilbur P. Thirkield and B. F. Lee, Jr., field secretary for the AAP.157 Although the Tuesday evening speeches were no less significant than those of Monday afternoon, there was less press coverage.158 Two Philadelphia dailies, the Public Ledger and North American, reported on the first day’s events, highlighting portions of the main addresses and quoting from the anticrime resolution of the newly formed League of
The members of the Church individually and collectively, hereby subscribe to the above pledge. It being understood that they assume no further responsibility than to, all other considerations being equal, live up to the same. In taking this stand it is their belief that they are materially adding to the positive influences which must be exerted before the injustices and inequalities of present economic conditions can possibly be removed. They believe further that when they are joined in this position by the masses of Americans who at heart are desirous that every individual be given an opportunity to work for an honest living, they will represent a tangible force which can easily banish every artificial barrier to such opportunities.
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Figure 4-5  Pledge Card of the Association for Equalizing Industrial Opportunities distributed to members of white churches for the purposes of committing them to color-blind hiring practices and to ending economic discrimination. The Historical Society of Pennsylvanian (HSP), James Samuel Stemons Papers.
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Civic and Political Reform (LCPR) adopted at the end of the panel discussion. The opportunity was ripe for both newspapers to trumpet anti-black crime rhetoric as stated by an obviously sympathetic crowd. White readers of these papers would also not miss the implicit admission of a black crime problem in the reporting of an interracial cast of prominent race leaders calling for “self-respecting negroes” to police their own communities by reporting crime to the “proper authorities.” By basically calling for community policing before it became a staple in the arsenal against inner-city crime, the League of Civic and Political Reform represented a practical response to Du Bois’s earlier proposition that the “duty of the Negroes” in Philadelphia should “first be directed toward a lessening of Negro crime.” True to his moral sensibility in 1899, Du Bois had suggested that Negroes start by making their homes incubators of self-respect that taught that “idleness and crime [were] beneath and not above the lowest work.”

In 1910 Stemons’s LCPR merely changed the venue and broadened the scope of Du Bois’s proposition. Taking its fight to the street, the LCPR distributed a handbill titled “To Self-Respecting Colored Citizens.” The handbill addressed men and women of “refined sensibility” who were ashamed of the “rowdy, ruffianly, blatant, foul-mouthed, corner-lounging, dive-infested elements among them.” To rid the race of “this stigma,” they were instructed to “report every such crime against decency” to the LCPR. A pledge to show “moral support” for the organization was also required. Besides helping to “prosecute and penalize the dissolute and criminal elements among Negroes,” pledge signers promised to hold city officials politically responsible for any dereliction of policing duty. No “administration of whatever party” would be allowed to ignore the LCPR’s demands for the “suppression” of any activity “manifestly hurtful to the morals or good name” of the black community.

The LCPR planned to alter the course of crime prevention among blacks nationwide, using the church as a source for recruitment and a sphere of influence. “It is purposed to get” the support of “every colored pastor in every community,” an internal document noted, “to use his utmost influence to induce his entire congregation to do the same.” Stemons, Tindley, and their influential supporters used the rhetoric of criminality to build a black army against it. Although they could draw rhetorical and practical examples from the anticrime work of settlement houses, institutional churches, the Association for the Protection of Colored Women, and the Women’s Movement of the National Baptist Convention, there
was no exact precedent for what they were attempting to do. They were not only engaging directly in crime prevention, but they were demanding better policing and by extension better accountability of municipal services as well. They were indirectly attacking the political support for mostly white-owned vice industries, such as speakeasies, brothels, and gambling dens. Most importantly, they were explicitly linking these battles to a broader war for economic and racial justice in the North.\textsuperscript{162}

The LCPR was organized as an auxiliary of the Association for Equalizing Industrial Opportunities (AEIO), which planned to wage war against economic discrimination by whites. Using its influential white supporters, the AEIO would “appeal directly to the owners and employees” of businesses to “give merited recognition to coloured [sic] labor.” They also expected to use employer surveys to research every angle of a company’s “willingness or unwillingness to employ or work with Negroes, and why.” In addition, the AEIO would ask white churches, starting with the congregations of the ministers involved with the organization, to take a collective pledge “when possible,” and “individually when necessary,” to actively broaden color-blind industrial opportunities.\textsuperscript{163} Although the AEIO overlapped with the leadership, methods, and goals of the AAP, it planned to work on behalf of the masses and the mechanics. This is a further testament to the AEIO’s serious desire to achieve immediate economic opportunity for blacks in the North when most interracial reform organizations were focused on industrial education or civil and political rights in the South.

Stemons’s personal life deserves some credit for the AEIO’s broader attack on economic discrimination. While the organization was building support, he was working twelve hours a day at the post office where, in his opinion, too many “brilliant” blacks found their best chance for respectable work.\textsuperscript{164}

The freshly launched joint organization held two mass meetings during the next year and continued to recruit local leaders. For example, the very successful criminal defense attorney G. Edward Dickerson came onboard.\textsuperscript{165} With popularity in the black press likened to the late Johnny Cochran’s, Dickerson was the star personality in several major cases, some of which pitted his clients against the Philadelphia police, who were accused of being heavy-handed and quick-triggered. The \textit{Public Ledger} also continued to show its support for Stemons, establishing a fund for donations in the organization’s name. One of the fund’s trustees was Henry Wilbur, the influential secretary of the Annual Conference of
Friends. By the end of 1911, the AEIO-LCPR had enlisted the city’s highest official, the newly elected head of the Keystone reform party, Mayor Rudolph J. Blankenburg.

But at this moment of greatest potential, the organization seemed to elevate its attack on crime above its war on economic injustice. Stemons had always insisted on linking the two, but because of his own need to become a recognized race leader, the personal jealousies and distrust of local leaders, the numerous competing agendas of other reform organizations, and the failure of too many whites to treat blacks as equals and to accept their responsibility for blacks’ shortcomings, Stemons’s rhetoric of black criminality quickly became the organization’s passport to relevance. Writing to Blankenburg four days after his election, Stemons congratulated him, enclosed a copy of the “Appeal to Self-Respecting Colored Citizens,” and wrote: “The colored people of this, and every other large city, furnish far too large a quota of venal [and] vicious . . . characters.” He closed by expressing his desire to obtain the mayor’s aid in the “suppression of this element.”

Less than two months later, on January 6, 1912, Stemons escorted an interracial delegation of some of his most prominent supporters to visit the mayor. Stemons made a “very brief address.” In reply, Stemons told his sister, the mayor “assured” the delegation “of his most hearty sympathy with us and the colored race generally.” Although there is no complete record of what Stemons said to the mayor, the press account gave a strong indication of what the public wanted to hear. The Philadelphia Inquirer made no mention of economic discrimination or that the delegation included any white members. Instead, it highlighted little more than what was said regarding crime. “Reference was made by the speakers of the delegation and the Mayor to crimes to which the colored man is alleged to be addicted,” announced the Inquirer. Stemons also noted the one-sided press coverage in the North American, Pennsylvania’s second-largest daily. “They left out the chief things I wrote about the Negro’s disadvantages,” he complained, “[and] . . . from the reports which I have seen they dwelt strongly on the side that related to criminality among Negroes.”

This watershed moment for his organization revealed the degree to which appeals to whites for racial reform depended on black leaders’ willingness to traffic in the rhetorical currency of black inferiority. Stemons chose crime, as had Du Bois a decade before. Booker T. Washington testified to blacks’ present incapacity for higher learning, political leadership,
and in most cases social equality. Black Baptist women—Sadie Layten and clubwomen like Nannie Burroughs, president of the National Training School for Women and Girls—singled out sexual depravity among working-class black women. This is not to say that black leaders were not ambivalent about their social inferiors, as surely many white progressives were with respect to European immigrants. It is only to say that their public arguments in defense of their race hinged on conceding shortcomings in ways that white progressives’ arguments in favor of immigrant advancement did not. The anticrime work of white settlement house workers examined at the beginning of this chapter illustrates the difference between their strategies and those of black reformers. White progressives helped to shape public knowledge about the need for structural change among immigrants, in contrast to racial change among blacks. Also, unlike black reformers, white progressives did not endure the personal pressure to define their respectability or right to middle-class standing as a negation of working-class culture and class, even though they accrued social status nevertheless. But the crucial point is that white progressives had access to money, power, and the ability to effect reform in ways that did not have to come at the expense of immigrants. The same cannot be said for black-organized reform in the North prior to the Great Migration.171

The benefits of Stemons’s campaign for economic reform in 1912 were dubious, if not elusive. Although his supporters shared many of the same contacts as the successful Armstrong Association of Philadelphia, and the AAP made an offer to the AEIO-LCPR to join together, there is no evidence that the organization achieved any success in broadening industrial opportunities. Yet as a measure of the attractiveness of the organization’s crime-prevention potential, the black branch of the Philadelphia YMCA offered to absorb it and to pay Stemons a full-time salary as a director.172

The costs seemed immediately apparent. Not more than a month after his meeting, Stemons anxiously informed his sister that he had read that Mayor Blankenburg and his director of public safety had “proposed among the white people the exact counterpart of my League—an association which should co-operate with the police, and report to them any disturbance, any law-breaking . . . any disorder of any kind.” Stemons continued, “By good citizens and public officials thus acting together, the Director declared, almost perfect order in the city could soon be produced.” Stemons could not believe what had happened. He was shocked that neither he nor any representatives of his organization had been in-
vited to participate, except for one white clergyman who had left the organization on bad terms. Sounding exasperated, he wrote, “The whites have hitherto gone ahead with their meetings just as though no Negroes existed.” A month later the mayor officially announced the establishment of the first vice commission in Philadelphia. Just as Stemons had feared, no blacks were invited to serve on the commission. Stemons believed that his penalty for highlighting black criminality was that his community policing idea had been stolen. Seeing himself as a proponent of reform rather than a source of contempt, Stemons did not see the obvious: that his efforts would contribute to the further stigmatization of blacks as criminals, regardless of whether blacks served on a vice commission or not.

Still, Stemons cannot be totally blamed for missing this point. He was not the only one who appeared at times to focus more on the need for black crime fighters than on seeking economic justice. A black columnist for the Philadelphia Tribune, for example, was also troubled by the absence of blacks on the commission and wondered whether prejudice was the cause. He contacted Mayor Blankenburg’s office to investigate, only to be told a naked lie that “not a colored preacher had ever written a line on the matter or evidenced the slightest interest concerning vice.” This was a self-serving misrepresentation for the mayor’s benefit, though its meaning would not become clear until after the commission completed its work the following year. Without further question or apparent awareness of Stemons’s mayoral visit, the columnist went on to blame blacks for not taking an active interest in crime. “I have tried to urge our folks to bestir themselves on this vice problem,” he wrote, but to no avail. Anticipating the worst in the coming year, the columnist cynically concluded, “Now our white friends will take the matter up, and as usual, they will lay all the blame of bad conditions at the door of colored people.”
The pace of crime prevention among progressives that began at the dawn of the twentieth century accelerated during the second decade. Social, moral, and political reform also continued to gain the lion’s share of their attention. Although these reformers were sometimes fierce critics of industrialization’s hunger for cheap labor and insensitivity to the quality of workers’ lives, they mostly chose to wage battles outside the workplace. Soliciting the financial support of business owners and participating on the boards of various social agencies, progressives rarely challenged the inherent inequalities in the economic system. A conflicting story emerges when one compares what these liberals believed with what they were willing to fight against. They claimed that crime was more a function of economic forces than of individual moral failure, yet between 1911 and 1917 many of them initiated or supported vice crusades in major cities such as Chicago, New York, Philadelphia, and New Orleans. Their actions spoke louder than their words as they formed urban vice commissions to investigate and eliminate prostitution, gambling, and illegal drug use and trafficking. Like the settlement house movement, the movement to close red-light districts—the Tenderloin, as the district was called in Philadelphia—focused once again on the symptoms of inequality rather than on the causes, and this movement was as profoundly racialized.

Race mattered to city officials and reformers who hired former pimps and prostitutes to infiltrate the disorderly houses and gambling dens of Philadelphia in the spring of 1912. But proof of this claim is not necessarily revealed by the mistreatment of African Americans by Philadelphia’s Vice Commission or its hired guns. Black reformer James Stemons had fought long and hard to bring black criminality to the attention of city authorities. Stemons had even credited himself for giving Mayor Rudolph J. Blankenburg the idea to commence a wide-scale assault on
vice in Philadelphia with the help of ministers and reformers. That Ste-
mons and the many supporters of the League of Civic and Political Re-
form (LCPR) demanded a coordinated response of concerned citizens and
public officials to stamp out crime shows that blacks did not necessarily
see aggressive crime fighting as inherently harmful to the race. For this
reason, the work of the Vice Commission should have signaled a hopeful
sign to black reformers that a broader effort was afoot to improve the
quality of life for everyone: whites, immigrants, and blacks.

A major concern expressed by African Americans such as Du Bois,
Stemons, and writers for the *Philadelphia Tribune* was that crime preven-
tion among blacks had been too long ignored. There was also a booming
body of evidence that anticrime forces that did descend on black com-
munities acted with impunity and disregarded the individual rights of
black citizens. In this thicket of paradoxical worries, blacks themselves
contributed to the racialization of crime prevention by linking racial
progress to crime fighting. In other words, although blacks needed the
help of the city’s mostly white police force to catch criminals regardless
of race, blacks advocated crime fighting on the basis of what was good
for the black community. They wanted to raise public awareness about
crime among blacks in order to give their communities, particularly their
vulnerable children, the same protection that white communities received.
They also calculated that fewer black criminals would translate into bet-
ter social treatment and more economic opportunity for the law-abiding.
In 1912, however, Philadelphia city officials and reformers seemed to
turn a deaf ear to the larger goals of black crime fighters. Instead, they
accepted the premise that crime among blacks was a serious problem,
but since less was at stake politically, white officials were unwilling to
give it the same attention they gave crime among whites.

Vice raids against white members of the underworld were nothing
new. All police districts in Philadelphia, most of which had majority
white and immigrant populations, made vice arrests as part of their nor-
mal routine. What was unique under the Blankenburg administration
was an official policy of coordinated anti-vice efforts by the police, city
officials, and citizens. Upon taking office in December 1911, Blanken-
burg planned to keep a campaign promise to rid the city of vice. As a
political independent, he was beholden to neither the Republican machine
that ruled Philadelphia and the state of Pennsylvania, nor the Democratic
party, which had not run the city since the 1880s and would not run it
again until the 1950s. Blankenburg was head of the Keystone party, a
fusion party of anti-machine Republicans and Democrats who wanted to rid the city of political corruption.

To derail the Republican machine, Blankenburg attacked police corruption so that crooked politicians would no longer be able to pay for police protection. Police were the foot soldiers. Without their surveillance and strong-arm tactics at polling places, Republican candidates would be vulnerable to challenges by Democrats and reformers. The strength of the “Organization,” as the machine was called, was its iron grip on the voters. Had the Republicans not been embroiled in an internal dispute between two warring machine factions, Blankenburg never would have had a chance to win the election. In the wake of the dispute, an unusual number of Organization loyalists failed to turn up at the polls, leaving room for Blankenburg to slip through. His winning margin of a paltry four thousand votes hardly qualified as a mandate by the voters.

From the start of Blankenburg’s administration, clear signals indicated that his new crime-fighting program would not be in the interest of color-blind law and order. The lack of results from the mayor’s January 1912 meeting with Stemmons’s delegation of reformers and ministers to discuss better policing in black neighborhoods was the first clue that blacks’ concerns would go unaddressed. By February the mayor had moved ahead with plans to assemble a committee of local anti-vice reformers, none of whom were black. In March Blankenburg met with U.S. Attorney General George B. Wickersham to coordinate local efforts to help the federal government combat white prostitution under the Mann Act. Also known as the White Slave Law, the Mann Act made the transfer of white women across state lines for the purposes of prostitution illegal. Though mostly color-blind in its language (its popular moniker, an exception), the law was discriminatory in practice. Black women did not receive equal protection under the Mann Act, wherever it was applied.

In the opening months of his administration, Blankenburg made it plain that he wanted to work with white moral reformers to save whites from becoming criminals. The Inasmuch Mission, for example, was located in “Hell’s Half Acre,” one of central Philadelphia’s most notorious rough spots. At the center of a “district of vice,” the mission was surrounded by as many as “65 houses being used for immoral purposes.” Even the building owned by Inasmuch had a sordid past. It had once been known as a “get away house,” complete with its own underground tunnel, and had also been the scene of a quadruple homicide. Crime flourished in this
area, and the police were known to stand idly by—laughing, in some cases—while ownership of personal property was transferred via the force of arms. That was the situation the mission faced when it hired underworld investigators to tip off Blankenburg’s policemen about criminal activity. By May 1912 the area was declared clean. One newspaper headline announced, “Hell’s Half Acre Now Respectable.”7

G. Grant Williams, an African American journalist and Philadelphia Tribune editor, called the crackdown an attempt to turn the area into a “white settlement.” He observed that under the previous administration the area’s black residents had not received any police protection. Now the area was swarming with police, but the beneficiaries of the mission’s collaboration with the police, Williams charged, were the “white tramps and bums” who came from all over the city to use the mission.8 Director of Public Safety George D. Porter had in fact praised the mission for its success. He compared it to Hull House, famous for its successful intervention in the lives of many impoverished whites and immigrants in a tough Chicago neighborhood.9 Hull House offered limited services to its black neighbors.10 The fact that Inasmuch Mission was following suit and becoming Philadelphia’s model for a nearly whites-only, community-based policing mission did not bode well for the black residents of Hell’s Half Acre. Williams complained, “What has the Inasmuch Mission done for the real residents of Hells [sic] Half Acre, who are colored people? Has it made any provisions for the colored children of the neighborhood to keep them away from the existing evils?” He concluded that Inasmuch was doing nothing to improve the conditions of black people.11 The Inasmuch Mission became a major influence among local white moral reformers interested in redeeming the white underworld. In September, within four months of the mission’s victory over crime, the Episcopal Church of Philadelphia absorbed Inasmuch, giving it the financial and institutional backing of a major religious organization.12

Episcopal churches were also beginning to take the lead in mission work among white prostitutes and pimps in North Philadelphia, an area with a much smaller population of blacks than South Philadelphia. Male evangelists inspired by the Social Service Committee of the Interchurch Federation visited the homes of residents in the Tenderloin with the “purpose of extending to men of the household an invitation to come to church.” When they discovered a disorderly house, the evangelists notified the police, and raids were later conducted. “In this manner the men
of the churches are engaged in what practically amounts to police work,” the *Public Ledger* reported, “and are co-operating” with the police. Members of the Bible Class of Trinity Methodist Episcopal Church also conducted investigations to chart every disorderly house near the church building. To entice sinners, Trinity built a recreation room in the basement. James B. Ely, head of the Lemon Hill Association, also located in the Tenderloin, organized women missionaries from one hundred leading churches and synagogues to redeem “fallen women.”

The Inasmuch Mission likewise inspired individual white politicians. Former Thirty-third Ward councilman William Burke, who had recently revealed to the public that he was an ex-convict, announced plans to “devote the rest of [his] life to the uplift of the people of the underworld.” Burke stated, “God knows they are the most miserable of all human beings. Almost every man’s hand is against them, and those who have been behind the prison bars find it almost impossible to obtain employment. I know what they suffer. I have been through it. . . . I would like nothing better than to connect myself with that Inasmuch Mission which is doing such splendid work in their behalf.”

In an effort to draw attention to the absence of a “war on evils” in black communities, a column appeared in an October 5 issue of the *Philadelphia Tribune*. Striking a cynical tone, the black columnist criticized the new administration’s one-sided crusade: “Some people dreamed that with the coming of boasted Reform our street corners would be free of loafers; dens of vice would be closed, and a new condition of things would be seen. All, however, have been disappointed.” Instead, the police in South Philadelphia continued to ignore the “corner loungers” who crowded the streets and harassed the innocent. According to the columnist, an especially “shameful sight” could be found on any Sunday afternoon near Allen A.M.E. church. Young children heading to Sunday School were “compelled to meet the insults of this motley throng, while the policeman jogs merrily on swinging his club.”

Arrest statistics strongly suggest that the *Tribune*’s criticism of the mayor’s racially biased crime policy was accurate. By comparing arrest statistics for the year before Blankenburg took office—and the Philadelphia Vice Commission began—to those for the year the changes took effect, the immediate impact of the new crime policy can be measured. However, the statistics should be accepted cautiously as only one measure of change rather than as an accurate depiction of the amount of police activity or crime. Crime statistics were inherently flawed by political biases in
Philadelphia’s criminal justice system and were as likely to exaggerate crime conditions as to underreport them, depending on the political climate. The Blankenburg reform years, 1912 to 1916, were exceptional, given Blankenburg’s hard-line stance against police corruption and its ties to vice protection managed by Republican machine loyalists. The city was also experiencing its first coordinated and sustained anti-vice crusade. Later in the 1920s, during Prohibition, anti-vice investigations would recur periodically, and police activity in white and black communities was grossly underrepresented by arrest statistics.

Police officers worked feverishly with suspected and known criminals to keep them from going to jail for most offenses short of murder. They were much more willing to accept payoffs to keep their pockets lined and criminals on the streets than to shut down a flush system of repeat offenders and repeat remittances.

The sixth and eighth police districts, also the targeted areas of the Vice Commission’s investigations, encompassed the main red-light district in Philadelphia. The Tenderloin extended directly north from the central business district into North Philadelphia. The population represented by these two police districts was overwhelmingly white and working class in 1912, with a small black population of similar economic status. The total number of arrests in these police districts was 12,523 in 1911 and 14,653 in 1912, a 17.0 percent increase. In the entire city over the same period, arrests rose only 9.7 percent. In South Philadelphia, the nineteenth district encompassed what could be called Philadelphia’s Black Belt, although no ward in Philadelphia came close to having an all-black population. The nineteenth district had more black arrests than any other single district in the city, three times more than the next most active district among blacks, the adjacent second district. It also had the most black police officers in the city. Between 1911 and 1912, total arrests in the nineteenth district fell from 4,043 to 3,625, a 10.3 percent decline.

These statistics suggest how much more active the police were in the Tenderloin compared to the city as whole, and especially the predominately black area of South Philadelphia.

When the numbers are broken out by race, the results are even more dramatic. White arrests in the Tenderloin districts rose 19.1 percent during 1912 compared to an 11.7 percent decline among blacks. Citywide, white arrests rose 11 percent, while black arrests fell 1 percent. Even juvenile arrests across the city followed the same pattern, with white youth arrests climbing a modest 0.1 percent, but black youth arrests falling...
20.7 percent. The most striking change was seen in the nineteenth district of South Philadelphia, where black arrests fell sharply by as much as 21 percent, compared to a rise of 9.4 percent among whites. Responding to the continued crisis facing black communities, the Tribune wrote, “[Public Safety] Director Porter may continue to praise policemen while thieves, robbers and bandits are holding a high carnival unmolested.”

The Vice Commission’s final report confirmed the pattern of racial disparity suggested by the arrest statistics. White prostitution was the single most important issue raised by the commission. Over the course of several months the commission interviewed 3,311 women. This number was not further disaggregated by race, but given the area of the city where the investigators did the bulk of their work there is no doubt that the overwhelming majority were white women. The newspapers provided explicit clues as well when blotter-length articles mentioned that twenty white women were arrested in vice raids in the Tenderloin. Even when race was not mentioned in reports, as in the article about one hundred suspects arrested during raids of disorderly houses, the suspects were all white. Integral to the main investigation of white prostitution, the commission also devoted considerable space to highlighting corruption among magistrates and policemen, the vast majority of whom were also white. The only official acknowledgment of black participation in the mayor’s anti-vice campaign was the delayed inclusion of the Reverend Henry L. Phillips on the commission.

In a context where crime fighting had become the mantra of the city’s new reform mayor, whites looked after their own. The problem for black crime fighters was that saving their own meant working largely without the active support of the police, major city institutions, and influential politicians. The ultimate irrelevance of Stemons’s League for Civic and Political Reform is a perfect case in point. The LCPR’s program was basically identical to what white religious organizations and reformers were able to accomplish in the Tenderloin, but Mayor Blankenburg gave it no support, and the LCPR was thus unsuccessful. While it is impossible to know exactly why Blankenburg turned his back on the LCPR and denied the existence of black crime fighters like Stemons with whom he had agreed to work, more than likely he knew he could gain more political capital and success as a reform mayor by using the city’s limited resources to clean up white areas.

The racially exclusive nature of Philadelphia’s anti-vice movement echoed other incidents of racial discrimination involving Blankenburg’s
administration. During the third week of January 1913, for example, the city held its first annual dinner for Public Works employees at Wanamaker’s restaurant. Two black employees were refused admittance to the dinner. They were told by members of their own party that the white waiters refused to serve them. A Wanamaker spokesman challenged that claim, stating that the restaurant served everyone regardless of race. Given John Wanamaker’s generous philanthropic support of southern black education, it seems unlikely that his restaurant would have been so blatantly racist. A month later a Tribune investigator discovered that a southern white city employee who refused to be seated with his fellow black workers was behind the incident. As a fusion party of independent Republicans and transplanted southern Democrats, Blankenburg’s Keystone reform party was seemingly cut from the same progressive cloth as President Woodrow Wilson’s administration. Suggesting that Blankenburg sponsored an unofficial policy of discrimination at City Hall, a Tribune columnist wrote that “an invisible sign hangs over the door in every department over which the Mayor presides.” A more blatant example occurred when one of the city’s highway commissioners was riding down a street in a carriage, commenting on how badly the streets needed repairing. Then he reportedly said, “We need not bother our heads about having this repaired because it is only occupied by niggers.”

Blankenburg’s administration was evidently hostile to blacks. Although stricter civil service requirements were passed as part of Blankenburg’s reform program, Benjamin E. Hinds, for example, was not given one of 150 jobs even though his exam score of 82.7 placed him fifty-fifth on the list of appointees. A score of 70 was the cutoff, and Hinds should have been a shoo-in for a civil service job. Director Porter did not acknowledge the injustice, but told Hinds to try again next time. During the first several months of Blankenburg’s term, at least nineteen black employees reportedly lost their jobs due to racism in city departments. Heavily influenced by southerners, the reform administration had “no love for the Negro except it be as a servant or a menial,” remarked a Tribune editorial.

The administration’s inimical attitude toward blacks was sometimes mirrored by violent confrontations between white citizens and police officers on one side and black citizens on the other. On September 21, 1912, Robert Henderson was escorting two women home from a party at about one o’clock in the morning. Although newspaper accounts differ
as to exactly what happened next, for some reason Henderson began chasing three white young men. Henderson claimed that the men, two eighteen-year-olds and one nineteen-year-old, began “jeering” at him. The teenagers claimed that they were calling out to each other when Henderson mistook their yells as a personal affront. The young men threw two milk bottles in Henderson’s direction, and Henderson drew a penknife. Upon noticing the “colored man” in hot pursuit of three white “boys,” David Simpson, a white off-duty police officer, stepped in to block Henderson’s path and was fatally stabbed. After fleeing the scene, Henderson was arrested. The teenagers were also picked up and held as material witnesses. Philadelphia’s white press was unequivocal in its characterizations of Simpson as a hero: a loyal son, a young husband, and a father who died trying to protect white youths. Out of respect, the police station where Simpson had worked was “draped with black crepe” and had its flag “lowered to half staff.” The Evening Bulletin even went a step further and characterized Henderson as a cold-blooded killer. The paper reported that at the moment of the stabbing Henderson had said, “I told you to keep away, so take this and you will learn better.”

Black men did not generally attack white youths or white police officers without provocation; the odds against them were simply too great. However, the opposite scenario was not an unusual occurrence. In response to what happened, the Philadelphia Tribune regretted the death of Simpson but sympathized with Henderson’s response, considering the danger he may have sensed from the teenagers. Henderson, the Tribune claimed, may have anticipated trouble, given the frequent attacks by white gangs on innocent blacks. “White roughs in the downtown district make it a practice to tantalize colored persons and frequently beat them unmercifully,” the editorialist wrote. Worse still, if a policeman intervenes, “he invariably arrests the colored man who has been assaulted, and allows the white assailant to go scot free.” Unlike the effort to improve crime control in North Philadelphia’s most troublesome white areas, racial violence, wherever it occurred in Philadelphia, was not a priority among law enforcement officers. Many white policemen, the Tribune concluded, were simply not to be trusted because they usually sided with “white thugs” who made it a “night sport to assault one or more persons of color.”

The Tribune might have also mentioned that Henderson likely did not know that Simpson was a police officer since he was dressed in civilian clothes and standing on the corner with friends late at night. When
Simpson jumped out to subdue Henderson, Henderson probably panicked. Given that a black man had taken the life of a white police officer, his defense attorney had to raise such questions in order to keep Henderson from going to the electric chair. At the trial during the first week of December, Henderson’s black attorney, G. Edward Dickerson, was praised for winning the case with “strong” arguments.37

The same day as Henderson’s acquittal, Dickerson was also recognized for representing a black physician, Thomas G. Coates, who had been shot down a month before by two white police officers. Shortly after midnight on November 1, 1912, Coates and his friend, D. Ogden, heard a women “crying murder.” When they rushed to her aid, they found two white men beating an unarmed black man with blackjacks. Coates questioned the men, and one responded by swinging at him. Coates dodged the blow, fell to the ground, and was shot twice at point-blank range. The first bullet entered his “scalp behind the right ear and came out over the temple.” The second tore through his clothes but glanced off a button, missing his flesh. Ogden was not harmed.38

When Coates and Ogden had come upon the scene, the two allegedly drunk undercover police officers were brutalizing a black man, demanding to know to whom the man had paid police protection when he had once owned a speakeasy. Ironically, police were willing to use illegal means against blacks in the name of police reform. The facts that no one was arrested and that Officers Martin Lyford and John Devinney made no attempt to assist Coates added further proof of their unlawful intentions and deliberate “reckless[ness].” The Tribune did not hide its disgust for what had happened, noting that “of late it is unsafe for a respectable colored man to walk the streets after dark for fear of being assaulted.”

Sometime between the attack on Henderson and the Coates shooting, Theodore Cuff was shot at twice by an officer while he was running to catch a trolley. He was unhurt but was then arrested for being a “suspicious character.” The charge was thrown out, and the officer was reprimanded.39

Later in November yet another black man found himself in what he perceived to be a life-or-death struggle with a white assailant. John Brown was walking alone on November 28, 1912, when he was approached by Steve McLaughlin. Based on witness accounts, McLaughlin asked Brown for a match to light a cigarette. He also demanded a dime to buy a drink at a nearby saloon. Without a match to give, Brown refused to hand over any money. McLaughlin began beating Brown, sending him twice to the
ground. Upon rising the third time, according to a statement Brown made to the arresting officer, he shot McLaughlin three times. McLaughlin died at the hospital the following evening.40

According to half of the eight prosecutorial witnesses and six defense witnesses, McLaughlin was a very rough man. He drank regularly between sessions of corner lounging with his two friends, Albert Reilly and John Eagan, both known as “bums” by the local police. None of these three men held steady jobs, unlike John Brown who had worked at the water department for several years. Testifying for the prosecution, Officer Douglass said he had known McLaughlin for the past eleven years and had “never knewed [sic] him to work at any steady position.” McLaughlin instead spent much of his free time building a “very bad” reputation, “always hunting for trouble.” Officer Douglass testified that McLaughlin, a physically imposing figure, specialized in attacking black people: “His sole object was he had no use for colored men. If they walked up 20th street or 23rd street he would knock them down for nothing at all.” On his deathbed, McLaughlin even admitted to Detective William Belshaw that he was as much to blame for being shot as was Brown for shooting him. “I was fighting with him,” he added. True to form, the day McLaughlin was shot he had just been released from jail, having served a ten-day sentence for beating up a “colored” bootblack. Several police officers testified that McLaughlin had been arrested and served time on numerous other occasions. Detective John L. Porter stated that McLaughlin had been in the House of Correction “not less than fifteen or twenty times”; those convictions marked only the times when he had been caught.41

Brown’s black coworker Russell Freeman testified for the defense that McLaughlin had also attacked him after demanding money for a drink. When Freeman told McLaughlin he did not have any money, McLaughlin “pulled out a pair of iron knuckles and he hit me over the eye and I will always have [a scar].” After a bystander pulled McLaughlin off Freeman, McLaughlin and “two of his buddies” followed Freeman home and began threatening him from the street. McLaughlin said, “What do you think, that black son-of-a-bitch comes all the way from the South with our money in his pocket and won’t give us a dime. . . . Well we will lay for him and get him tonight.” Freeman escaped further harm.42

In McLaughlin’s North Philadelphia neighborhood, the increasing presence of black southern migrants, though still a small percentage of the population before the Great Migration, apparently touched off violent
tendencies among some white men. African American men were the most underemployed and lowest-paid male workers in Philadelphia’s prewar economy, and black city employees and civil service applicants were on notice that public jobs would go to white men first. Complaints about blacks stealing whites’ jobs thus had no basis in fact. McLaughlin’s gang did not appear to be terribly interested in working anyway. Nevertheless, Brown and Freeman had been expected to pay a racial surcharge in either cash or blood for their hard work.

The fact that black men like John Brown and Robert Henderson armed themselves when walking Philadelphia’s mean streets strongly suggests that they anticipated the kinds of racial attacks that the Tribune had noted were so common. Brown, characterized by his employer as a “quiet, peaceable man,” had been attacked once before while working at the Water Department. Officer Douglass stated that he knew about the incident because a warrant had been sworn out for Brown’s arrest. The officer testified that Brown was regularly harassed by his white coworkers. One of them went so far as to sodomize Brown by “putting his hand in his rectum and making a fool out of him.” Brown “cut” the man in retaliation. Officer Douglass never served the warrant because the matter was “fixed up” and the “cutting didn’t amount to anything.” Brown was not so lucky the next time he used a weapon to defend himself.

John Brown was tried twice for the death of Steve McLaughlin. The first trial occurred immediately after the shooting in the court of white popular justice. After hearing gunshots, several men ran from their houses in pursuit of Brown. John Feeney testified: “I came out to the door. I saw some boys running down the street and they hollered murder, and I ran out and followed this nigger up to 26th and Oxford, and then I caught him.” The “big crowd” that caught Brown, which also included McLaughlin’s buddies Reilly and Eagan, pummeled Brown to a pulp. “He was all beat up,” Officer Douglass observed, “His eyes were swollen up and he was all marked up.” Henderson narrowly escaped the same fate or worse after stabbing Officer Simpson, but the police managed to safely escort him to jail.

Based on all the facts, Brown’s defense attorney in the second trial could have argued self-defense or justifiable homicide. But on his attorney’s advice, Brown did not make that claim in a courtroom. Sensing the anti-black mood of the community, and rather than taking the risk that a white jury might find Brown guilty of a more serious charge, Brown’s attorney calculated that a judge, knowing the circumstances, would exercise
greater reason after accepting a plea and would mete out a fair punishment. Before rendering his decision, Judge Norris S. Barratt, Jr., told the court that he did not agree with Brown’s excessive use of force, but given McLaughlin’s undeniably bad character, Brown’s plea to manslaughter was appropriate. Judge Barratt rendered a relatively light sentence of eighteen months out of a possible twelve years, although a strong argument could be made that Brown should have walked, given that he had served six months awaiting trial.46

In the midst of Mayor Blankenburg’s well-publicized anti-vice crusade, police reform and crime prevention among whites appeared to come at the expense of blacks’ safety from assaults by white civilians and police officers. Within three months at least six black men and two black women (counting those accompanying Henderson) had been chased, beaten, or shot at without provocation at the same time that white reformers, ministers, and police officers were offering would-be white criminals a fresh start. Warning the city to take notice, the Tribune wrote, “It seems as though some of these white policemen have gone crazy, or else they are drunkards or dope fiends. Since the reformers have been in power, some of these crazy cops shoot at colored men as though they were squirrels [sic].”47

In December city officials took note by dismissing the officers involved in the Coates shooting. Police Superintendent James Robinson also issued a warning to all officers to stop using their guns unlawfully. His order read in part, “[A] police officer is not justified in using his revolver upon mere suspicion of a felony having been committed, much less a [mis]demeanor.” The Tribune applauded the warning and, in response to the dismissal, expressed a sigh of relief that blacks would not have to go out and buy “firearms for self-protection.”48

A few years later, southern blacks who migrated north in response to wartime labor shortages were singled out for carrying handguns in Philadelphia. For example, after sentencing several migrants from Greenwood, South Carolina, to jail terms, one judge said that he was going south to investigate “what caused all this meanness.”49 The judge did not need to leave town. Philadelphia played a significant part in encouraging blacks to arm themselves for self-defense, regardless of their native or migrant status.50 Yet during this moment of increasing racial violence, it is very difficult to know just how many blacks who became violent offenders in the statistical record like John Brown or in the newspapers like Robert Henderson did so because they had to protect themselves. In-
cidents of racial violence contributed to the criminalization of African Americans.51

Philadelphia politics and the city administration played an instrumental role in the way crime was fought and was perceived by the public. Having gained public support, vice reform became a sympathetic movement to clean up predominately white neighborhoods and make new ones safe for whites, at the same time that vice reform largely ignored black neighborhoods. African American neighborhoods, however, could ill afford to be on the short end of a reform movement, given the structural handicaps that already plagued them. Low wages, unemployment, poor housing, and limited access to well-funded, politically popular social welfare agencies meant that, on the eve of the Great Migration, native black Philadelphians were already disproportionately suffering the social preconditions for crime.52 The widespread belief that their inequality was linked to some racial or cultural fault of their own illustrates how profoundly critical the issue of crime was to defining black progress and potential. The stigma of criminality that in part defined the Negro Problem at the onset of the Progressive era was reinforced at the end of the period by the failure of white politicians and moral reformers to prioritize crime prevention among blacks as they had for whites. Because Progressive era moral reform was racially stratified and discriminatory, black criminality continued to be perceived as a racial problem and a reflection of black inferiority. Subsequent advances in racial reasoning that led to arguments about black cultural inferiority in the period just before and during the Great Migration were built on the assessment of crime as a persistent racial problem. There was little recognition that the black crime problem had been, and would continue to be, a truly collaborative project.

Putting 1912 behind but sensing the mood of the moment and the possibilities of renewal, the Tribune declared the “Future Is Promising” in a February 1913 editorial. It spoke to and for the optimism of black Philadelphians in spite of the crime problem:

Some colored people, as well as some white people, appear to be somewhat discouraged because all our people are not saints, so to speak, forgetful of the fact that with centuries of freedom, civilization and education behind them, the white people themselves are guilty of committing all of the acts known in the calendar of crime. Taking it all in all, considering impartially, if possible, the depth
from which our folks have come, they are doing remarkably well, and were it not for the difficulties and discouragements in their path, they would have done infinitely more . . . The demand of the hour is that colored people themselves should strive to cultivate a stronger sense of faith and confidence in themselves. Of course, we have worthless ones among us. What people have not? But we have a number of worthy ones; let us pin our faith to the possibilities within them and not lose courage because it has been our luck to be disappointed in our transactions with others of the crooked sort. With all and in spite of all barriers, as a class, we can surmount them all, if we resolve to dare and do.53

The coming years would prove perhaps more difficult than the Tribune could have imagined.

The onset of wartime migration of African Americans to Philadelphia from southern farms and cities generated new discussions of black crime.54 In part, this reaction was a simple calculation based on pure numbers: the more blacks who came to the city, the more crime that would follow. The link between black migration and crime had been firmly established at the end of the nineteenth century. But between 1900 and 1910, the highlighting of southern migrant criminality was all but muted in comparison to sweeping generalizations about the entire race. Prior to the wartime period, black migration to the North was largely born of individual motivations, which increased the population of newcomers but was not recognized as a mass movement or a coordinated one.

During the war, however, when labor agents, railroads, and black newspapers like the Chicago Defender became major proponents of migration, the movement became widely recognized, and criminality therefore gained broader attention.55 Philadelphia’s black population grew from 84,459 to 134,229 between 1910 and 1920, a sizable 58 percent gain, and blacks represented 7.4 percent of the 1920 population, compared to 5.5 percent in 1910 and 4.8 percent in 1900. New York City, home of the largest black population in the North, also witnessed a 66 percent increase during the decade of the teens. The Great Migration was a national phenomenon. Three Midwestern cities best illustrate the dramatic change. Cleveland’s black population quadrupled in size, Detroit experienced a more than sevenfold increase, and the number of Chicago’s black residents more than doubled between 1910 and 1920.
The wartime migration had such a big demographic impact that some contemporaries unwittingly distorted southern black criminality during the decade before. Looking to the immediate past, these observers virtually erased migrant crime from the historical record in order to emphasize it in the present. The growth of the black middle class during the late teens throughout the twenties produced many black public intellectuals and reformers, some of whom tended to wax negatively about the roughness of black southern migrants, blaming them for the downturn in race relations. In their defense, the level of racial violence in the North had reached such a fever pitch by the bloody summer of 1919 that it may have been hard to imagine that white northerners could be so hateful on general principle alone. But this suddenly precipitous downturn had been gradually steepening since the turn of the century as measured by declining economic opportunity and residential immobility, as well as by increasing racial violence—the raison d’être of the NAACP in 1910. The debate about black southerners as a reason and justification for the increasing discrimination, segregation, and violence in the North was at least twenty years old by 1916, if one takes the publication of Frederick L. Hoffman’s *Race Traits and Tendencies of the American Negro* in 1896 as the starting point. Blacks in Philadelphia, for example, had singled out southerners at least since Du Bois had famously done so in 1899. In 1914 the *Philadelphia Tribune* continued to do the same.

The activist black newspaper began a series of editorials and articles in January that brought attention to a “number of corner loungers, idlers, [and] loafers” around the Thomas Durham elementary school. The school was a couple of blocks from the *Tribune* office in South Philadelphia, as well as near the black branch of the YMCA. According to the *Tribune*, “corner bums” harassed young black girls on their way to and from school, creating a serious threat to the girls’ safety. The paper called for immediate action from concerned citizens, organizations, and the police. In the wake of the Vice Commission and the absence of police-assisted neighborhood watch groups, the *Tribune* did not hesitate to point out that the White Women’s Christian Association had rallied crime fighters to break up a similar “corner assemblage” affecting a white school. Within a week, the black female executive secretary of the Association for the Protection of Colored Women, Sadie W. Layten, and several teachers began an investigation. They then contacted the precinct lieutenant, who detailed officers to clear the streets. Police also raided a house that children had been seen entering. As a result of this investigation, a gang
of young men and girls—one of them found “nearly” naked—was taken into custody. S. K. Whittle was singled out as the ringleader. It was his room in which, he claimed, the girls were being taught to become theatrical performers. Associating Whittle’s crime with his southern roots, the *Tribune* wrote, “It is a great pity that he did not stay” in Norfolk, Virginia, because “he did not come here to better his condition and make of himself a good citizen.”

To the extent that black commentators had a hierarchy of blame for crime on the eve of wartime migration, blaming southerners did not rank at the top. Instead, they cast a much wider net, focusing on society’s inequalities and inattention to black communities. J. R. Brock, principal of the Durham School, addressed the way to prevent such dangerous situations from reoccurring in the future. In addition to parents’ taking greater responsibility for their children’s safety, he wrote, “it is the duty of society . . . to make every highway safe, physically and morally. It is the duty of every place of business to keep its front free of loungers.”

Like Stemons and Du Bois, black commentators like Brock and the *Tribune* writers tried, if sometimes unsuccessfully, to strike a balance between blaming individuals and blaming society. That balance was echoed in their dual approach, summarized neatly by the *Tribune*’s response to the Durham School crackdown: a reignited commitment to fighting crime “from within” the race and “from without.”

Wartime migrants to Philadelphia were easy targets for intra-racial crime fighting because they suffered from not one but two social distinctions. Not only were many newcomers poor and desperate to take advantage of employment at shipbuilding yards and munitions plants, but they were also perceived to be distinctly backward in their social habits and culture. To the extent that class in the North had always distinguished between respectable, law-abiding blacks and the “submerged tenth,” intra-racial southern culture became more meaningful and problematic to black northerners trying to minimize the stigma of criminality. What was new was the intensity of the rhetoric of blame toward southern migrants.

A representative example comes from the most authoritative study of the Great Migration in Philadelphia written by a contemporary, the first black woman to receive a doctorate from the University of Pennsylvania. Sadie T. Mossell’s timely and well-received dissertation in economics was published in 1921 by the *Annals of the Academy of Political and Social Science*. Mossell analyzed the standard of living of one hundred
migrant families, using household budget figures, to determine their degree of adjustment to life in Philadelphia. Concluding that most migrant families did not earn enough to meet the minimum standard of living to conduct decent lives, her research showed that the migrants had not only failed to adjust themselves to their new environment but were directly responsible for the downward turn in race relations. Mossell concluded:

With few exceptions the migrants were untrained, often illiterate, and generally void of culture. On the other hand, there stood thousands of the native Negro population of Philadelphia, who had attained a high economic, intellectual and moral status. They found suddenly thrown into their midst about forty thousand migrants, whose presence in such large numbers crushed and stagnated the progress of Negro life. The process of assimilation which the colored citizens are carrying on cannot immediately bring back the pendulum which has swung to a position of depressed social, economic and moral life. Only gradually as the weights of ignorance, lack of culture, and increased racial prejudice aroused by the white people against the whole Negro citizenry as a result of the tremendous increase in the size of the Negro population, are removed, will the pendulum return to normal. The pessimist groans that it will never regain this position and points to the previous culture level of Philadelphia Negroes as if it had been permanently drowned by a torrent of migration. Certainly none of us can deny that the migration retarded the steady march of progress of the colored people in Philadelphia.61

Mossell’s research is intriguing; had she not been primarily interested in blaming migrants for whites’ stepping up their repression of black Philadelphians, she could have presented a stunning critique of structural inequality shaped by white racism. Two themes were particularly highlighted: segregation in housing and segregation in recreation. The housing shortage, as she noted, was the most critical issue affecting migrants. To make matters worse, whites violently resisted black expansion into predominately white areas, and landlords raised rents on already overcrowded and dilapidated housing.62 The higher wages that brought the migrants north were canceled out by price gouging in the segregated black areas. Native blacks and migrants were underpaid and held the lowest-paying jobs despite the wartime flood of opportunity; they also paid the highest
prices for essential goods and services, like food, clothing, rent, and insurance, relative to their white counterparts.

Despite such compelling evidence that migrants were not free to succeed or fail on their own individual and collective merits, Mossell saved her most passionate criticism for migrant criminality. “While crime and immorality among them never developed beyond control,” she wrote, “many of their number were to be seen lounging on corners, frequenting dens of vice and saloons and arming themselves with razors and pistols, thereby increasing the number of court cases and greatly marring the records of the Negroes in Philadelphia and the peace of the city.”63 There is no doubt that corner lounging by whites and blacks was a problem in Philadelphia from the perspective of the middle class.64 Moreover, the vice problem was endemic to the city’s ruling Republican party. The saloon problem had reached such epic proportions in the entire country that the federal government would soon pass the Volstead Act to criminalize alcohol—America’s favorite pastime. Finally, the possession of concealed weapons was arguably as much a reflection of criminal intent as it was a safety measure against random acts of racial violence.65 None of these issues could be identified solely with southern blacks. Even without such nuances, Mossell’s highlighting of migrant criminality was based on a false premise that, before the migrants arrived, the “Philadelphia Negro . . . had always enjoyed the same social and educational facilities as the whites and courteous treatment from them.”66

Mossell was not the only observer to conflate white hostility and discrimination against blacks with some migrants’ difficulty in quickly achieving middle-class social status and respectability. Life was rough in Philadelphia for many black newcomers despite the benefits of greater economic opportunity and social freedom relative to their southern communities. Emmett Scott, the first black assistant to the secretary of war, prepared a study of black migration during World War I. Scott argued that many migrants in Philadelphia had “used their liberty in their northern home as a stumbling block” by wasting their “high wages” in “saloons and dens of vice” to the “detriment” of themselves and the community.67 Clearly, the idea of migrants’ newly gained freedom in the North was used against them; Scott’s characterization of liberty came with a built-in penalty. No matter how much migrants mirrored the behavior of their working-class white and northern-born black counterparts, they were resented for being strangers.68 As outsiders, their behavior was a priori contemptible.
Forrester Washington, an African American researcher and head of the Armstrong Association of Philadelphia (a National Urban League affiliate), pointed this out in 1917: “Both the native colored and white people of our community have a feeling that the southern man is more criminal than the northern which creates a very unpleasant attitude towards the newcomers.”69 The contempt that black northerners felt toward southern strangers thus actually legitimized continued white prejudice against all blacks.

Other black reformers saw migrants’ class status as a legitimate cause for alarm. “We need such Christian activities especially because of the class of colored people we are continually receiving from the South,” wrote Henry Phillips of the Crucifixion Episcopal Church, a former member of the Vice Commission. “If we do not look after them in the right way, they are sure to look after us in the wrong way.”70 Phillips’s use of an us-versus-them dichotomy as an argument for saving the black community mirrored the sentiment some whites had expressed throughout the Progressive era for stamping out black crime to save the city and/or the nation. Both uses obfuscated the reality of structural barriers and racist sentiment; the rhetoric implied that but for black migrants, there would have been no racial problems.

Critical to the idea of southern migrants as troublesome was the outbreak of race riots on an unprecedented scale in Philadelphia and surrounding areas in 1917 and 1918. The first outbreak occurred thirty-five miles south of Philadelphia in Chester, Pennsylvania. Chester’s black population was in the process of doubling from forty thousand residents in 1914 to nearly eighty thousand by 1918. Migrant workers had flooded the small city to work at Baldwin Locomotive and the Sun Shipbuilding Company. White workers responded with uneasiness to the newcomers, especially by late July 1917 when ship workers went on strike. Chester’s vice district was located in the Black Belt and became subject to public scrutiny during the migration. Given that it was a politically protected vice district, as was Philadelphia’s under the new pro-vice leadership of Mayor Thomas B. Smith (1916–1920), blacks in general bore the brunt of public attacks on vice and crime. The conspicuous presence of so many strangers made blacks easy scapegoats for a system of political and police corruption that had been in place long before they arrived. Nevertheless, a series of robberies committed by blacks shortly before the riots played vividly in the racial imaginations of Chester’s white residents.71
ADELLA BOND SHOOTS INTO
MOB ATTEMPTING VIOLENCE

Police Disarm Colored Citizens and Then Help Beat Them With Clubs.

OUR CITIZENS PRESENT A STRONG PROTEST

The mob rule spirit that made East St. Louis Ill., and Chester, Pa., famous has at last reached Philadelphia, and for the past week there have been a series of riots and disturbances which has resulted in several deaths.

The daily papers, as usual, came out with a statement that the riot was caused by two white girls being assaulted by colored men. Attorney G. Edward Dickerson, who has been the leader in the defense of the colored citizens, produced evidence to show that the trouble was caused by the white brutes, which aroused the citizens of color to such an extent that police committees have waited on the officials at city hall. The Mayor, however, has made it a policy—

"Philadelphia's white citizens seem to resent high rule, after President Wilson has urged them to come to a
decent end, it is great commonwealth.
How can a colored man go to home with a clear conscience? How can he willingly give his life for a cause that will not protect his family during his lifetime?"

There are the questions Mr. Dickerson asks many citizens are asking. "What right," says he, "has an officer of the law to go into other homes without a warrant when that person has not committed any crime, search his home and take all weapons of defense away? There is no law in the commonwealth to back them up. But, this same block on Elkhart street, and Philadelphia's name went to court, for some of the lawmen have been killed. The white men have been trying to fix this block. For some of the lawmen have been killed, we have had trouble with them for two years. They were always behind our post. There was much comment of freight cars being loaded from Philadelphia factories. We got tired of dealing with these people. So, I employed a negro agent and taught them how to deal with the white people. We all met before the white tenants in the home-there was a fight. Then we moved out and a white woman named Mrs. Ford moved in. When we got a chance to sell the house Mrs. Bond did. We have sold six of the houses. Yes, all to colored people. We have twice more houses on the market. I would like to see them go to colored tenants. They are better tenants than the element which is now there. I don't know how far this will all go, but they'll have to get out as soon as their homes are up. And when they are all gone and the colored people take their place there will be no more trouble there.

"Instead of making an effort to dispose of the houses to colored people? No, I didn't employment as an agent. I did. We were glad, of course, to sell to the desirable colored people he found."

"What rent did you charge them, Mr. Bond?"

"That is absolutely our affair."

The white tenants say they formally paid $12 a month. The houses are all alike architecturally.

"The rent was raised to $12 and to $14. All new built houses from Morgan to Wistar where they refused to meet the rule."

The statement from Mr. Morgan corroborates the impressions given by the mob, that they are nothing but brutes and disobedient citizens. Most undestructable they must be when one of their own race speaks so plainly. He speaks of them boasting freight cars, walls they have also hated the houses that they have broken into, taking clothing and jewelry and sometimes even furniture; this in spite of the fact that they have special details of policemen patrolling every block. The police have discovered all the colored men that they could. The white roughs have been seen carrying blackjacks and groceries openly, and on one street where there were five policemen in a block they warned the colored residents to keep inside the houses as they couldn't give any protection of the white roughs started something. I wonder what those clubs and revolvers were given them for, or how they would use the stick if composed of colored men."

Prompt Action of Colored Committeemen.
The rioting began after a white man was killed during a confrontation with two black teenage couples. The deceased had been drinking heavily. On his way home he allegedly insulted one of the black girls, and her date responded with a knife. Over the next three days, starting on July 26, 1917, white mobs roamed Chester’s streets, assaulting blacks, dragging them from streetcars, and setting fire to their homes. By the end the death toll had reached five, with fifty seriously injured. Between the white press, Chester’s white sheriff, and a “prominent [white] retired merchant,” blame for the riot was attributed to black migrants and their “criminal element.”

According to historian Charles Hardy, city officials in Philadelphia responded to the Chester riot by taking notice of the “character of the southerners in their midst.” The city also attempted to prevent its own racial conflagration by increasing the number of officers on patrol. On the last day of the Chester rioting, a Philadelphia police sweep of loitering black men netted some young men from Chester, a few of them armed. Meanwhile, the Philadelphia Inquirer reported that armed black Philadelphians were traveling to Chester, adding that there had been a run on firearms in South Philadelphia’s pawnshops. It was also reported that fifteen hundred white residents of the Gray’s Ferry section of southwest Philadelphia—a mixed area of Irish, Italians, and African Americans—came close to lynching a young black man accused of attacking a white boy.

The near-lynching in the Gray’s Ferry section was a glimpse of what was to come the following year. All hell broke loose in Philadelphia in the spring and summer of 1918. The immediate cause of the racial violence and rioting was the crisis of overcrowded housing due to migration into older black areas. Black population growth pushed the outer boundaries of black neighborhoods across previously settled lines of residential segregation. By the third year of wartime migration, many upwardly mobile blacks who could afford to move away from the most densely populated black neighborhoods began to do so. Many black homeowners and renters suffered fierce and violent opposition from their new white neighbors. For example, after Reginald Collender rented a house on Naudain Street above 28th, whites attacked him and his family, destroying
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*Figure 5-1*  Adella Bond, a black homeowner who defended herself against a white mob at the start of the Philadelphia Race Riot. The Philadelphia Tribune, Philadelphia Penn., August 3, 1918.
their “household effects.” Collender was then arrested, accused of assaulting a police officer who had been shot during the attack. Although no evidence was shown that Collender had possessed or used a gun or had done anything but attempt to protect his family, he was sentenced to serve two to five years in the Eastern State Penitentiary. Investigating Collender’s conviction for improprieties, the Pennsylvania Prison Society successfully petitioned his release before the Board of Pardons on March 20, 1918. Collender was free from incarceration but had gained a felony conviction.74

More housing-related attacks followed at the end of June, when the contents of two black families’ homes were set ablaze on the 2500 block of Pine Street. Keeping score of the growing list of black victims and sensing the potential for more attacks, Tribune editor G. Grant Williams instructed “law-abiding” blacks to defend themselves against the white criminals who attacked their homes. Respectable blacks—no longer in Dixie—had a right as American citizens, he insisted, to use arms against “the ragged rum-crazed hellion crew, prototypes of your old cracker enemies.” Framing the confrontation over housing as a battle of good versus evil, Williams continued, “We stand for law and order, decency and cleanliness, but knowing as we do the facts, that our people are driven from pillar to post looking for houses to rent and that they pay more rent than whites for the same shacks, our patience runs out.”75

Three weeks after Williams’s editorial appeared, Adella Bond’s patience ran out when a mob of white men came to remove her from her new house. After Joseph Kelly, a member of the mob, threw a brick through her parlor window, she fired a warning shot from her revolver. Not knowing what would happen next, Bond had used the gun to summon the police. Kelly ended up being shot in the leg, but in the commotion that followed once the police arrived it was not clear who the shooter was. Several white men, including Kelly, were arrested for inciting a riot. Later that same day groups of whites took to the streets, stoning blacks’ homes and churches. The rioters also looted many homes that were abandoned.76

The events of July 26, 1918, were an undeniable demonstration of what Williams had observed in the preceding months—whites of questionable, if not criminal, backgrounds using violence to resist the residential encroachment of innocent, if not respectable, blacks. Bond was a probation officer with the Municipal Court. Kelly and his crew were well
known to the neighborhood police as a gang of thieves who preyed on a nearby freight yard, peddling stolen goods to their neighbors. Lieutenant Myers of the Seventeenth Police District played up the criminality of the “gang of white hoodlums” who attacked Bond, arguing that the gang wanted to get rid of Bond “not because she bought the house,” but because as a court officer she was a threat to their “thievery.”\textsuperscript{77} Although Myers’s statements corroborated Williams’s juxtaposition of white criminality versus black respectability, Myers’s point was to deny the racist intent of the assault.

Believing that white criminality and police racism were the root problems, black leaders sharply criticized Lieutenant Myers’s failure to stop the police in the riot areas from abdicating their responsibility to protect blacks’ property in the several days of violence that followed. A little more than a week after the rioting began at the front lawn of Adella Bond’s house, vandals and thieves returned, carted away her belongings, and distributed such items as shoes and silverware to the white neighbors. The police, who were supposed to be watching the house, instead allegedly cooperated with the looters. No one was arrested.\textsuperscript{78} Some policemen’s animosity toward blacks was starkly revealed by a white officer who received the complaint of Mrs. P. C. Williams, Bond’s only black neighbor. Williams suffered property damage when a stone was thrown through the window of her grocery store on August 24. She reported the incident to an officer and said he replied, “What in the h[ell] have I got to do with that? It did not happen while I was on duty, and I don’t give a d[amn] if they tear down the whole d[amn] building so long as I don’t see them.”\textsuperscript{79} The veracity of Lieutenant Myers’s statements in defense of his police officers seems suspect at best: “Every one of my men did his full duty and they treated every one alike . . . The policemen could not have done better than they did.”\textsuperscript{80}

Several police officers aided white mobs by disarming blacks, thereby limiting their ability to defend their homes. Policemen unlawfully entered homes looking for weapons to confiscate, without search warrants or a pretext for believing guns were owned illegally. Since Reconstruction black gun ownership and the right to keep firearms for self-protection had been subject to unlawful scrutiny and outright violent suppression by whites across the nation. After removing the weapons, white policemen told blacks to stay indoors; if a mob came, they were warned, the police would be unable to protect them.\textsuperscript{81}
The homes of Joseph Bush and Henry Gillison, for example, were both “forcibly entered” by the police. The police took their arms, “turned them over to the mob who beat them up,” and then arrested them. Bush and Gillison were both represented by defense attorney G. Edward Dickerson and later discharged by a judge. Along with Andrew F. Stevens, a highly respected black state-level politician, Dickerson complained bitterly about the illegal actions of the police. Stevens accused Director of Public Safety William H. Wilson of taking part in the drive to disarm blacks, stating that Wilson had issued an order to gun dealers to cease sales to blacks. Director Wilson denied any racial bias, but admitted that an order had been issued to stop all sales of firearms.82

If responsibility for the rioting was measured solely by the black-white ratio of arrests, blacks would have been overwhelmingly guilty. During the six days of rioting between July 26 and 31, not counting the several weeks of continued violence that followed, sixty blacks were arrested compared to three whites—a ratio of 20 to 1.83 However, arrest statistics were misleading; in many cases blacks were arrested regardless of lack of evidence that they had started a confrontation. Whites were almost never arrested; if a white male was taken into custody, it was usually the chief suspect rather than all participants. The outcome of interracial confrontations often mirrored what happened when a mob in the Gray’s Ferry section—the site of a near lynching the summer before—attacked two black men, Joseph Sherman and L. Sims, on August 11. Sherman was shot, and Sims was beaten with “clubs and fists.” The only arrests were of Sherman and Sims.84 The night before, John Lee, Walter Penn, and Edward Hinton were chased and beaten by a reported one hundred U.S. sailors who were training at the Philadelphia Naval Yards. Hinton died from the beating; Lee and Penn managed to escape into a black church where they were later arrested and charged with carrying concealed weapons. “Yet,” the Tribune claimed, no weapons “were found on them.”85

Some police officers did rescue blacks from mobs rather than simply arrest them after they were beaten. On July 29, J. A. Trotman was assaulted by a group of white men, one of whom threw “a large piece of iron” at him, striking him in the right shoulder. He managed to make it indoors and contact the police, who safely escorted him from the scene.86 The following Saturday, two black motorists were dragged from their cars by several whites near 27th and South Street. With guns drawn and
threatening to shoot, two policeman and several marines stopped the white
mob in its tracks. The next day, however, military personnel were on the
wrong side of the law when a white officer prevented thirty-five uni-
formed sailors from further beating a black man on North Uber Street.87
Despite these uncommon acts of serving and protecting blacks, no whites
were arrested.

An important factor in the disproportionate arrests of blacks during
the summerlong rioting was the criminalization of black resistance to white
violence. Black self-defense, especially with the aid of a weapon, was
treated as a criminal offense regardless of the circumstances. Police not
only entered blacks’ homes without warrants to disarm them, but also
repeatedly arrested them when they waged pitched battles against scores
of white men, presumably to save their own lives. That the police may
have profiled the combination of race and resistance rather than just the
crime of “having a dark face”— unlike the unambiguous racial profiling
done by many white civilians and military personnel—is suggested by
those moments when white policemen intervened to protect blacks who
reportedly did not fight back.88 Police targeting of black resistance was
clearly shown by the sharp contrast, obvious on the third day of the riot-
ing, between blacks willing to fight to the death and those whose first
instincts were to call for help.

On July 28 two black men arrested in separate incidents were respon-
sible for the deaths of two white men. While being chased by a white
mob, Jesse Butler opened fire, killing Hugh Lavery, one of his pursuers.
Later that afternoon, Henry Huff purportedly “brandished” his gun while
he “dared the crowd” to try to get him. When they did, he shot three white
men, one of whom died. The deceased was Thomas McVay, an undercover
patrolman attempting to disarm Huff.89 For the remainder of the rioting,
these early incidents may have justified criminalizing black resistance in
the minds of white police officers who had long been accused of sympathiz-
ing with and assisting white mobs. The evidence is even stronger because
white violence against blacks did not result in the unlawful disarmament
of white men or police brutality and homicide against them.

Perhaps in retaliation, Preston Lewis was the first victim of police bru-
tality the day after Thomas McVay was killed in the line of duty. In what
appears to have been a random stop-and-frisk encounter, Lewis was de-
tained on the street by Officers Ramsey and Schneider. Upon searching
him and finding a “small pocket knife”— sufficient evidence to “justify”
their behavior—the two white policemen beat him so severely that he was taken to a hospital. While Lewis lay on a cot receiving medical treatment, Officer Schneider decided that Lewis’s twenty head wounds were not enough and again beat him over the head with a blackjack. Witnessing the beating, a black officer forced Schneider to stop by threatening to shoot him. A nurse summoned more police, who arrived shortly thereafter but refused to arrest the white officer.  

Within a matter of minutes, Officer Schneider was back on the streets with his partner, looking to stop and frisk other black men. Schneider and Ramsey found Riley Bullock, who fit the same profile as Lewis: black and in possession of a knife. Witness testimony later claimed that Bullock was arrested “while he was going on an errand and committing no crime.” Subjected to what seemed to be the standard procedure of a curbside beating, Bullock was taken to the station house at 21st and Federal streets. Several whites gathered around the arresting officers while Bullock was escorted into the rear entrance. Officer Ramsey said that he and Schneider kept their guns drawn to protect Bullock because someone in the crowd yelled, “Let’s lynch the coon.” He then claimed that he slipped on a stair, his gun discharged, and Bullock received a lethal gunshot wound to his back. White press accounts initially reported that Bullock had been shot by an unknown “negro” who managed to elude the police. During a coroner’s investigation, however, Officer Ramsey was recommended to the grand jury on a first-degree murder charge, and Officer Schneider was charged with second-degree murder. Schneider was also charged with aggravated assault and battery for his attack on Preston Lewis.  

Bullock’s death and Lewis’s beating on the morning and afternoon of July 29 represented two of the most extreme cases of police violence during the rioting. The response of black leaders was to hold a protest meeting the night of the attacks. The next day two delegations were selected to meet with Mayor Thomas B. Smith. The mayor, however, was unavailable for at least the next two weeks; he was reportedly playing golf. Instead, the delegations, headed by B. G. Collier of the Knights of Pythias and Richard R. Wright, Jr., former field secretary of the Armstrong Association and editor of the Christian Recorder, met with Director Wilson. They presented a letter expressing their outrage at the total breakdown of law and order and the arresting of blacks “on any pretense.” Their letter, reprinted in several newspapers, stated in part:
We desire you to understand that we put the whole blame upon your incompetent police force. But for the sympathy of the police, their hobnobbing with the mob, what has now become the disgrace of Philadelphia would have been nothing more than a petty row. Your police have for a long time winked at disorder, such as the beating up of negroes, the stoning of their homes and the attacking of their churches... In nearly every part of this city peaceable and law-abiding negroes of the home-owning type have been set upon by irresponsible hoodlums, their property damaged and destroyed, while the police seem powerless to protect. It is not to be wondered at that the mob thought it could scare negroes from their homes with impunity... We severely condemn mob rule, and we condemn negroes who disregard the law and we feel lawbreakers of all races should be treated alike.93

To achieve fair treatment of all lawbreakers, the protesters suggested the more effective use of black police officers. Many black policemen had been “kept out of the riot district” during the disturbances, and in more than one instance whites who were arrested by them were released by white policemen.94 Their reasoning suggested that if, for example, the black officer had been allowed to take Officer Schneider into custody when he was beating Preston Lewis in the hospital, Riley Bullock might not have been killed. With such evidence in mind, Wright and others argued that black officers would have made prompt arrests and helped to prevent further violence, as, for example, in the case of John R. Evans. After several whites shot up Evans’s home, they were arrested by a black officer but released almost immediately. Evans was a foreman in a federal department where war supplies and munitions were shipped to Europe, and his two sons-in-law were fighting in France, making the attack on him appear to blacks not only racist but treasonous. Adding insult to injury, Lieutenant Myers, who a week earlier was defending the police, had the black officer transferred to another district. Evans’s house was then attacked a second time a week later, and an American flag hanging in his parlor window was shot to pieces—a tragic event bordering on the comic: a white neighbor had given Evans the flag following the first assault to protect his family from further harm. G. Grant Williams of the Tribune had seen enough of Myers’s failure to serve and protect blacks and called for his removal from the Seventeenth Police District, where Officers Schneider and Ramsey had also worked.95
During the following week, a month after the rioting started, Myers and his entire staff were transferred from the Seventeenth, replaced by an interracial staff and a new lieutenant. The *Tribune* praised the change, noting that several whites had recently been arrested and given thirty-day sentences, and crediting the new staff with bringing peace to the riot’s epicenter. Children were now seen playing on Ellsworth Street, where the riot had first begun.96

The pitch and scale of violence against blacks that summer would not soon be forgotten.97 For black writers and reformers especially, answering the question of why the riots had happened led some to consider what blacks might have done to invite the worst manifestations of racial hatred that Philadelphia had ever witnessed. Looking back on the riots, it must have been hard for them to imagine that the pursuit of an authentic equality, expressed by the desire to live in a house and neighborhood of one’s choosing, could alone illicit such venom against blacks. After all, hope was essential to progress. Rather than lay all the blame on white racism—an implicit acceptance that blacks had little control over their own futures—black race-relations experts blamed migrant criminality for legitimizing white contempt.

Sadie Mossell in her migrant study recalled the attack on Adella Bond, describing her as a “woman of refinement and training and old citizen of Philadelphia.” To explain how a middle-class, native black Philadelphian was targeted by a white mob, Mossell argued that “colored people of every class received harsh treatment at the hands of the white public” because of the migrants.98 Legitimizing the antiblack violence, Emmett Scott wrote that in reaction to the vice and crime among migrants, the white community, “unaccustomed to negro neighbors,” showed its “displeasure” through a “number of fracases” leading to the riots.99 These black writers must have also been aware of what some whites had said. While sentencing two black southern migrants convicted of rioting and carrying concealed weapons, a criminal court judge noted, “You and others like you who come here from other jurisdictions are the cause of three-fifths of the trouble we recently had.”100 To be sure, not everyone formulated unambiguous opinions about black migrant criminality in relation to the riots. William D. Fuller, a black lawyer who analyzed a second wave of black migration to Philadelphia from 1921 to 1923, argued that the first migration had “caused several problems to arise in relation to housing, crime and disease.” Yet he also admitted that “an increase in crime” had not been “clearly proven.”101
Although not in the way that many had argued, black criminality did lie beneath the battle over housing, of which the riots were the most violent manifestation. During the first three decades of the twentieth century, the issue of residential segregation in the North relied in part on the powerful racial imagery of black criminals. Real and false evidence of black crime, such as stories in daily newspapers, reinforced the idea of blacks as a dangerous threat to white communities. Philadelphia’s white dailies initially reported that the riots began because of an alleged attack on two white women by black men. No evidence existed to link that rumor with the riots. Nevertheless, the idea of black criminality was a template that applied to all potential black renters and homeowners in predominately white areas, regardless of their class or birthplace. What makes the Philadelphia riot so instructive in this context is that the majority of blacks whose homes were attacked were, by black middle-class standards, “respectable” rather than “criminal.” They were criminalized because of their willingness to fight back when whites resisted their demands for fair housing. Black resistance thus justified the initial assumption that blacks were a threat to white communities. The role of migrants in this cycle of racial criminalization was to increase the likelihood that more blacks would move into white areas and that more white violence would occur, resulting in more blacks adopting a militant stance and ending up arrested, beaten, or dead.

Much of black Philadelphia’s leadership class expressed a defiant tone of militancy during and after the riots. The change was sudden and unmistakable. The outbreak of war in Europe had already heightened expectations among blacks that the fight to make the “world safe for democracy” would also make America safe for her twelve million black citizens. Ironically, on the same day that Adella Bond’s house was attacked, President Woodrow Wilson condemned racial violence across the nation, calling it a “disgraceful evil.” He reminded everyone from governors to local police officers to neighborhood residents that mob violence “can not live where the community does not countenance it.” Wilson’s rhetoric belied his own segregationist leanings and hostility toward people who were not native white Protestants. Nevertheless, the blatant hypocrisy of racial violence during the war further inflamed the usually staid sensibilities of Philadelphia’s black leaders. For instance, sixty-six-year-old Archdeacon Henry Phillips, the city’s most respected black minister and public servant, spoke about blacks’ response to mob violence: “The colored people should kill every one of the white people who molest them, that’s all
I have to say as it is the only protection they will get,” he told a reporter. Other ministers fully supported purchasing “guns and ammunition.” G. Grant Williams agreed: “I would and will shoot any man who attempts to enter my home by force so long as I am peaceful and [a] law-abiding citizen.” In a letter to Williams expressing his support for the Tribune’s coverage of the riot, Pastor R. J. Williams of the venerable Mother Bethel Church stopped short of calling for arms, but wrote, “Enough is enough, and it is time for the Negro to call a halt.”

State Republican committee member Andrew Stevens brought the issues of housing and militancy into full view when he used his fair complexion to buy a house at 3849 N. 16th Street on behalf of a client whose skin color had prevented him from making the purchase himself. After the deed was transferred to Martin Cowdery, “a representative of one of Philadelphia’s oldest and most respected families of color,” Joseph Sternberger, a lawyer representing Cowdery’s future white neighbors, met with Cowdery to voice his “highly respectable” clients’ displeasure and to present their counteroffer to buy back the property. With the same goal in mind, the Sixtieth and Market Streets Business Men’s Association adopted a resolution opposing the sale of real estate to blacks in “white residential sections.” Meanwhile rumors spread that violence would erupt if Cowdery refused the counteroffer. Stevens met with Director Wilson and warned that he would bring “two automatic revolvers” for protection at the move in. Sternberger and George Rote, an insurance agent, then arranged another meeting with Cowdery and Stevens. At that meeting Rote argued that his clients’ only objection to Cowdery was that his presence in the neighborhood would depreciate their property values. Stevens apparently interpreted this second meeting as a veiled warning of what would happen if Cowdery insisted on moving in. He later threatened that if Cowdery was harmed, “organized” blacks would take revenge: “They will come to you and Mr. Sternberger and blow your families to ____.” Sternberger and Rote submitted lengthy letters to the Tribune to “emphatically” deny Stevens’s characterization of them as mob leaders, stating that they had “personally advised the white residents of the neighborhood to refrain from any act of opposition.” Stevens replied that this advice was proof that violence had been threatened. On September 6, G. Grant Williams wrote to Director Wilson requesting police protection. In the end, Cowdery’s move-in party was well armed and well attended, but uneventful. Several plainclothes officers joined extra patrol-
men, along with Stevens’s two guns and twenty black private guards, to ensure Cowdery’s safety.  

The increased likelihood that black Philadelphians of all classes would own and use weapons in anticipation of racial violence strongly suggests that migrant criminality was not at the heart of the precipitous downturn in race relations in 1918. Rather, southern migrants were part of a demographic shift, beginning in the late nineteenth century but accelerating between 1916 and 1918, that brought structural barriers to black equality into sharper focus. White resistance to the demand for better housing by the black middle class amid heightened expectations born from the war was the primary cause of the riots. Historian William Tuttle, Jr., came to the same conclusion about Chicago’s race riot the following summer: “White antipathy and black aspirations mounted into an apex of racial antagonism in the summer of 1919.”  

To the extent that southern migrants did assume an increasingly prominent place in Philadelphia’s vice districts, their behavior mirrored that of their native white and black counterparts. Although he had studied vice in Pittsburgh as a student researcher at the University of Pittsburgh, Abraham Epstein spoke directly to the situation in Philadelphia: “That the Negro becomes a victim of the saloon and the vice elements is evidently more the fault of the community than of himself. He is often anxious to rid himself of these associations, but it can be done only by his white brother’s realization of the social responsibility which he owes to the community.” Looking back more than a half century later, migration historian Florette Henri agrees with Epstein about the association of wide-scale vice and corruption with blacks in northern cities. “A less visible but more pernicious theme was corruption in politics, crooked politicians paid off by saloon, gambling, and prostitution interests to let vice flourish in the Negro sections of cities,” Henri writes. “Where there were vice and crime in the black slums—and it was profitable to politicians that there should be—white people generalized that all blacks were vicious and criminal, which served as an excuse for mob action against the whole black community, not just the lawless element.”

By most accounts, Philadelphia was one of the most corrupt and crime-ridden cities in the country in 1918. Du Bois referred to the city’s political corruption at an NAACP meeting in March 1918 as “worse probably than any other city in the world.” Interviewed by the press the same month, Public Safety Director Wilson admitted that the police were incapable of fighting a crime wave in the city because they were
part of it. “Murders, robberies and crime of every description are of daily occurrence and in many cases the police are charged with these offenses,” he stated. The scale of the city’s corruption and crime was clearly shown by the city’s own chief executive, Mayor Thomas B. Smith, who was under indictment for a campaign-related assassination. Even Smith’s police superintendent, James Robinson, who had supervised the Tenderloin vice cleanup in 1912 under the Blankenburg administration, was now under criminal investigation for knowingly allowing police protection of vice. By the spring of 1918, fearing possible indictment, Robinson left office because the federal government moved in to clean up vice in Philadelphia.115 Based on a report by Raymond Fosdick, chairman of the Commission on Training Camp Activities, which oversaw the social and moral welfare of sailors at military bases across the country, Philadelphia’s vice was the worst in the nation: “Philadelphia, which perhaps gave us more trouble than any other city in the United States, was finally brought to terms only when Secretary [of the Navy, Josephus] Daniels put in a large squad of marines to patrol the streets.”116

Blacks stood on both sides of Philadelphia’s vice and crime problem. With the virus of political corruption that crippled the city in 1918, the need to continue to fight crime from “within the race” and from “without” was as important as ever. When the immensely popular black detective George L. Williams was gunned down on the street by four black men, who were labeled by the Tribune as a “band of drink and ‘dope’ crazed thugs,” black crime fighters swung into action. But in a cruel reversal of the situation in 1912, when they could not rely on the police to assist their efforts, this time the police were in cahoots with the criminals. Complaining about this latest development, the Tribune wrote, “If our big political bosses, black and white, would devote less time in trying to get these bad colored thugs out of jail and give more protection to the law abiding colored citizens, this would be a much better place in which to live.”117

A variation of that argument had been made before by James Stemons and his League for Civic and Political Reform, but the Great Migration changed the degree to which middle-class blacks would step up their commitment to crime fighting in the 1920s and 1930s, and more firmly ground the national debate over black criminality in terms of structural inequality and racial discrimination. The criminalization of the race because of white reformers’ unwillingness to apply crime-prevention strate-
gies in black communities, the intensification of racial violence among white citizens and police officers, and the more militant attitude of middle-class blacks toward achieving economic and social justice all converged during the next two decades to place black criminality near the forefront of an emerging civil rights agenda.
In the 1920s and 1930s the history of social scientific explanations and popular perceptions of crime among African Americans entered a new phase. The Great Migration, coupled with Prohibition, created wide-scale opportunities for white vice owners and corrupt politicians to hide their illegal activities under a cover of blackness. In the midst of successful Progressive era campaigns against white red-light districts across the nation, many observers noted that city officials had become more tolerant of crime in black communities than in white ones. As early as the 1910s in major northern cities like Philadelphia, New York, and Chicago, researchers and reformers had already begun to discern a pattern of discriminatory crime fighting.

The 1911 report of the Chicago Vice Commission observed, for example, that “whenever prostitutes, cadets and thugs were located among white people and had to be moved for commercial or other reasons, they were driven to undesirable parts of the city; the so-called colored residential sections.”¹ Having witnessed firsthand the transformation of a white community, one Chicagoan observed, “A few years ago I could point out 100 joints right in this neighborhood. Now I don’t know of one.”² A decade later, the relocation of a significant portion of white organized crime into black communities had become an all-too-familiar phenomenon.³ “White prostitutes and gamblers and vicious resorts” come into the “Black Belt,” explained a black minister in Chicago, because “it is black; they operate with more safety than they do in the white belt. That is true of every American city that I know of personally.”⁴ According to historian Kenneth Kusmer, ineffective policing in black communities was good public policy from the standpoint of Cleveland’s city officials. This race-based criminal justice policy worked to benefit white leaders and residents by making it less likely that “red-light districts might spring up again in white areas.”⁵
City officials rarely acknowledged the reality that for vice districts to exist in black neighborhoods, the active support of politicians and police officers was required. Except for politically expedient moments when grand juries handed out indictments or when politicians made examples of a few ward leaders and beat cops by arresting them in the wake of public outrage over allegations of corruption, city officials ignored the truth. Behind the borders of segregated black communities, many officials participated directly as patrons and protectors of illegal operations involving liquor, drugs, gambling, and prostitution. One white Philadelphia politician spelled out the situation as plainly as possible when he said to a white pimp, in front of a black female undercover vice agent posing as a prostitute, “You know, Frank, I’ve told you to go as far as you like, anything short of murder is alright with me and I’m at your back. If anything happens come to me and I’ll see that everything is squared.”

The difference between the reality that vice districts in predominately black areas were mostly owned, partially operated, and unofficially regulated by a largely white power structure and the belief that blacks were at the root of these conditions can be traced to the rhetoric of black criminality and its long association with urban crime. Cleveland’s mayor Harry L. Davis, for example, “implied in a speech in 1917 that the Central Avenue area had developed into a vice district because Negroes were naturally degenerate.” The stark contrast between the way the system actually worked, as revealed in the politician’s private conversation with a pimp, and the image projected to the public, as conveyed in a speech by a big-city mayor, provides a rich example of how the vice problem became the starting point in the creation of new ideas about black criminality in the 1920s and 1930s.

As previous chapters have shown, since the late nineteenth century northern-born blacks and southern migrants in northern cities had to contend with a fluid set of racial attitudes and practices that defined them as members of a dangerous criminal population. Those attitudes and practices also aided or legitimized various forms of segregation and discrimination, particularly in relation to social agencies, employment, and housing. A small number of black reformers responded to inequality and the crime stigma by calling for a two-front war against both racial discrimination and black criminals, which they viewed as mutually dependent problems. In 1899 W. E. B. Du Bois pioneered this dual-approach strategy in the pages of The Philadelphia Negro by instructing his white readers to end discrimination and his black ones to help
minimize “Negro crime.”9 A decade later a local black Philadelphia re-
former named James S. Stemons formulated a programmatic response to
Du Bois’s recommendations. He launched a joint organization in which
white members took an oath to uphold color-blind hiring practices and
black members pledged to police their own communities.10

Thus for much of the first two decades of the twentieth century, a few
black reformers in the urban North attempted to tackle the problem of
black criminality by calling for more blacks to become involved in crime
prevention and crime fighting. They did not ignore the broader, more
fundamental problems of racism and structural inequality, but they did
expect white reformers to handle what they considered a white prob-
lem or the failure of most whites to treat blacks fairly. In other words,
black reformers reasoned that the best way to solve the black crime prob-
lem was if each race attacked its half of the problem. In the spirit of
interracialism and racial progress during the Progressive era, blacks  
were expected to police their own criminals, while whites were expected to
police their own racists.

Both groups had failed to achieve their goals by the 1920s. Neither
rhetoric nor activism had stemmed the growing tide of segregation and
discrimination affecting blacks before, during, and immediately after the
Great Migration. Similarly, without institutional resources and political
support from whites, no words or surveillance by blacks had proven ade-
quate to the monumental task of crime prevention in black communi-
ties, especially when those communities were being inundated with south-
ern migrants whose presence amplifi  ed racist sentiment and oppression.11
As an explicit demonstration of an increasingly deteriorating situation,
widespread outbreaks of racial violence occurred in many northern cities
during this period, first in East St. Louis, Illinois, and Chester, Pennsylva-
nia, in 1917, then in Philadelphia in 1918, culminating in the Red Sum-
mer of 1919.

In the 1920s a larger cohort of academically trained black reformers
and local activists responded to this new era of racial conservatism by
taking a greater role in the policing of white racism within black com-
unities in the urban North.12 In local and national interracial organiza-
tions, such as the Chicago Commission on Race Relations, the National
Association for the Advancement of Colored People (NAACP), and the
National Urban League (NUL), black researchers and reformers moved
to the forefront of documenting and publicizing racism’s toll on the quality
of black lives across the urban North. Moving to the center of this intensification of antiracist activities among black reformers was a focus on racism in the criminal justice system, particularly in its most explicit forms. Clear and preponderant new evidence showed African American criminality, for example, to be a direct consequence of discriminatory policing.

By focusing on discriminatory policing in the 1920s and 1930s, particularly in the context of vice districts where numerous examples were easily observed, a growing number of black reformers and a small number of white liberals helped to transform the larger debate about black criminality. Ideologically, the entire debate shifted to the left in the sense that mounting evidence of police corruption, misconduct, and violence against blacks supported a powerful counterargument to the longstanding linkage of black crime rates and moral, cultural, or racial inferiority. Especially among black researchers and reformers, vice districts became the focal point for rewriting African American criminality in terms of its structural basis.

In the 1930s a black minister in Chicago recounted a conversation with city officials about increasing crime rates among black youth: “They told me that the Negro youth of Chicago were committing more crimes than ever in the history of Chicago. They wanted to know just what is the cause. I could only give this solution—wipe out vice and give my people jobs!” In his thinking, vice was not a function of black degeneracy or even of southern migration, but of the city’s failure to police black communities effectively, and to promote equal employment opportunities. Such formulations, which I call writing crime into class, represented a new paradigm shift: Structural inequality, or what Frederick Hoffman dismissed at the turn of the century as the “conditions of life,” became the primary basis for explaining black criminality. Similar explanations had existed in the context of and in opposition to earlier paradigms—the writing of crime into race and culture—but had never become the dominant argument among most liberals, black or white. That changed in the 1920s and 1930s. A 1930 editorial in the National Urban League’s Opportunity magazine observed that the “problems of the Negro” had once been “considered purely racial in their origin.” Because black social workers had now pursued “careful compilation, correlation, and interpretation of social materials as they related to the Negro,” the “more significant social determinants” of the “so-called Negro problem”
were no longer “obscur[ed].” Policing racism in the northern criminal justice system became an effective counter-discourse—a statistical rebuttal—to the long-standing statistical discourse of black criminality and inferiority.

As a result of social surveys and crime studies conducted by NUL researchers, revelations about the role of politicians and the police in the administration of discriminatory criminal justice practices helped give way to these new structural understandings of black criminality. Other researchers highlighted the direct connection between discrimination at recreation facilities (such as playgrounds and community centers) and higher rates of black juvenile delinquency. In 1928 former Philadelphia Urban League official Forrester B. Washington wrote that the Negro migrant in major cities of the North and South “found the wholesome agencies of recreation either closed or closing to him, while at the same time the agencies of commercialized vice have welcomed him with open arms.”

During this period, growing concern about juvenile delinquency blended with an increased focus on vice and policing problems in black communities, demonstrating the devastating impact of institutional racism on what was considered the most vulnerable and least morally culpable population. Describing the “threatened decadence” to blacks in North Philadelphia, for example, a high school principal wrote to officials of the Benezet House Association, a Philadelphia community center, that residents had been “abandoned to the exploiting ravages of a horde of vicious agencies which sprang up, multiplied and flourished until the district is now spotted with them. The effect, especially upon the children and young people, were at once apparent and have become steadily worse with each year.” In her 1925 study “A Survey of Crime among Negroes in Philadelphia,” Anna J. Thompson, a black University of Pennsylvania graduate student and researcher for the NUL, wrote that “the case of the Juvenile delinquent is so much more hopeful than that of the adult criminal. The Juvenile delinquent is as a rule just beginning a life of delinquency which can, if taken in time and by the proper method, be nipped in the bud.”

Undergirding an increasing concern about black juvenile delinquency in the 1920s and 1930s were not only statistics tying higher rates of delinquency to majority white-owned and -regulated vice, but also a growing body of evidence of racial discrimination in the “proper method” of treating black delinquents. In her examination of juvenile delinquency
in 1920s New York City, historian Cheryl Lynn Greenburg found that black youths were twice as likely as white youths to be arraigned in Children’s Court, more likely to be found guilty, twice as likely to be sentenced to over five years in an institution, and five times less likely to receive probation. White children also had “greater access to private services than blacks did,” Greenburg writes. “Fewer white than black delinquent children ended up in Children’s Court in the first place, because more were helped by private agencies before appearing there.”

Researcher William I. Thomas, coauthor of *The Polish Peasant in Europe and America* (1918)—the first of many pathbreaking Chicago School of Sociology studies of immigrant life and settlement in the 1920s and 1930s—discovered in a subsequent study how important police discretion was in determining how white youth were treated and/or classified as juvenile delinquents. Out of 18,000 Chicago-area boys facing arrest in 1926, only 1,430 were actually arraigned in juvenile court. A 1923 U.S. Children’s Bureau report noted racial disparities in the distribution of black and white juveniles across various types of institutions. Of a total population of white youths among the Juvenile Court records analyzed by the study, 80.8 percent were sent to non-correctional facilities compared to 50.6 percent of black youths. Stated conversely, 19.2 percent of white children were sent to a prison, a reformatory, a jail, or a workhouse, compared to more than twice as many black children. The mounting statistical evidence of bias in the juvenile justice system was in part a testament to, and a consequence of, the discriminatory nature of Progressive era crime prevention. Black juvenile delinquency became one of the most effective demonstrations that structural inequality was the primary cause of crime among blacks.

New concerns about vice, police misconduct, and juvenile delinquency led to an explosion of anticrime ideas and initiatives by middle-class blacks. Black social workers became increasingly involved in recreation programs and probation work. The National Association for Colored Women hired Ida B. Wells, the longtime antilynching activist and social welfare advocate, as a probation officer in Chicago. In 1928 the head of the National Urban League, Eugene Kinckle Jones, announced that “the probation work movement has gained considerable headway, most of the larger cities having Negro probation officers for work with juveniles.” As a clear sign of black probation officers’ growing importance, even adult prisoners like Clarence Brown began to seek their assistance. From a New York City jail in 1927, Brown wrote to the NAACP to “please send somebody down here to try and get me out on supened [sic] sentence...
or on probation . . . so I can start a new life. I have no father or mother . . . could you have a colored probation officer to look out for me.” From the standpoint of combating the stigma of crime, civil rights workers began to offer occasional legal assistance and frequent advice to men like Brown and others who claimed to be innocent or mistreated defendants. Civil rights workers also began to aggressively launch publicity campaigns against police brutality and de facto racial profiling. The NAACP, for instance, stood out as a vocal opponent of northern urban police agencies that routinely profiled, arrested, and/or brutalized innocent blacks.

The growth of vice in black communities—resulting from the closing of white red-light districts, increased black migration, and the exigencies of Prohibition—made vice and discriminatory policing inescapable social problems for black reformers. How they and their white liberal allies responded to these challenges, in part by redefining African American criminality as a social rather than a moral and cultural problem is the focus of this chapter.

Racial violence swept across the nation beginning in East St. Louis in 1917; it erupted in Philadelphia the following year, and in twenty-two additional cities in the summer of 1919. Two differing views of black criminality emerged to explain the bloodshed and the chaos, especially with regard to southern migrants. The first view, advanced by writers such as Emmett Scott and Sadie T. Mossell, rationalized violence against black communities in part by blaming black southern migrants for their bad habits—for being culturally backward and thus overrepresented in the crime statistics. In their analysis, southerners’ inability to meet the demands of sophisticated urban living, coupled with the absence of overt forms of racial proscription in the urban North, had led to too much freedom, resulting in excessive crime rates.

Arriving at an entirely different assessment of migrant criminality and its root cause, Henderson H. Donald, a 1920 black graduate from Yale with an M.A. in sociology, instead underscored northern whites’ treatment of migrants. Although Donald agreed that many migrants had committed “criminal acts” because of the “extremely difficult task” of adjusting to their new environment, especially given the absence of “the strict moral and religious checks of the southern communities,” he completely rejected the “conclusion” that a “wave of crime” had been the result. Rather than concluding that crime rates reflected cultural or
moral inferiority, Donald instead focused on northern policing of public order violations and vice, what he called “minor” or “petty” offenses. Using Pittsburgh police court records from 1914 to 1917, he observed a “disproportionate increase in arrests” for “such offenses as suspicious characters, disorderly conduct, drunkenness, keeping and visiting disorderly houses, and violations of city ordinances.” He repeated this analysis for other northern communities and noted similar findings. Cleveland’s jail statistics were especially revealing: the black proportion of the jail population had grown from 13 percent in 1916 to 87 percent in 1917, settling at 60 percent in 1918. To drive his point home, Donald summarized the statements of a Cleveland superintendent of prisons. “These Negroes were not of the criminal type,” the official exclaimed, but were instead victims of poor social conditions. “Often hatless on the streets, Negroes were summarily picked up by the police and sent to prison on the mere charge of suspicion.” Police activity, in Donald’s assessment, was therefore at the root of the “so-called ‘Negro crime’ in the United States.” In Pittsburgh, where unemployment and inadequate housing were obviously the real problems needing official attention, Donald explained, “the situation . . . was all the more aggravated because [of] the attitude of the police department toward these newcomers. . . . With its usual lack of understanding, it permitted the police officers to arrest hundreds of these Negroes, many of whom were sent to the workhouses.”

Pointing out white police officers’ negative attitudes toward blacks, whether southern migrants or native northerners, was not in itself a radical rhetorical move. Earlier writers had highlighted such attitudes while describing how police officers frequently aided or abetted mob attacks against blacks. By this time, most urban reformers were well aware that racist thinking among police officers had real consequences for the development of northern black communities. The Chicago Vice Commission, for example, found in 1911 that police officers had, in the words of the Nation, “invariably driven the white prostitutes into the best Negro sections, where they are a demoralizing example and influence for the colored youth of both sexes.” Police violence and police misconduct in the black community had long been front-page news in local black newspapers such as the Philadelphia Tribune. But directly linking police officers’ discriminatory attitudes and behavior to high crime rates among blacks was an entirely fresh approach.
Donald’s novel approach interpreting of black crime statistics is illustrated by contrasting it to the way a major twentieth-century white criminologist stripped Donald’s analysis of its context in order to highlight southern migrant criminality. Citing Donald’s work in his 1924 edition of *Criminology*, one of the earliest American textbooks on the subject and a standard in the field for much of the twentieth century, white sociologist Edwin H. Sutherland wrote, “During the period of negro migrations to the North in the last decade there appears to have been a very great increase of crimes by negroes in many of the northern cities.” In one sentence, Sutherland readily accepted the veracity of the statistics cited by Donald while neglecting to mention Donald’s conclusion that the numbers were flawed. Sutherland, the specialist, may have been deliberately discrediting the nonspecialist’s interpretation in his first textbook; however, in the second edition of his volume Sutherland would join Donald in questioning the reliability of racial crime statistics. He removed any mention of southern migrant criminality.

Since the 1890s, disproportionately high crime rates among blacks had been the starting point and linchpin of modern discourse on black criminality. Neither racial liberals nor conservatives escaped that statistical “reality.” In the world of numbers stripped of context, all black people were more likely to commit crimes against property and personhood. But context was everything for those writing in defense of blacks’ humanity. Black social scientists of the postriot era did not shy away from numbers, but embraced the social scientific approach as a way to depict accurately the multifarious humanity of black people and as a way of documenting the impact of institutional and societal racism. As Marlon B. Ross points out in his literary analysis of “New Negro social science,” black “sociologists were seeking an activist narrative that could contain an objective portrait of the race while motivating influential groups to act on behalf of the black masses.” These writers focused especially on the broader context of inequality that contributed to black crime rates. To be sure, white racial liberals also questioned the accuracy of the statistics, frequently calling for better and more comprehensive recording of black crime statistics. Black sociologist and Philadelphia race-relations reformer Richard R. Wright, Jr., for example, complained about “the difficulty of getting accurate information.” Much “of what is written about Negro crime in large cities,” he wrote, “is mere guess work, or impres-
sions of observers, and cannot have any final scientific value for the sociologist.”40 Wright therefore attempted to expand the breadth of racial crime statistics beyond census prison data by soliciting unpublished racial arrest statistics from places like St. Louis, Boston, Pittsburgh, and Philadelphia.

In 1919, as part of the NAACP’s initial efforts to discredit the black male rape myth and build a case for federal antilynching legislation, Herbert Seligman, director of publicity for the NAACP, sent letters to county officials across the country seeking black rape statistics.41 One official answered that Hardin, Illinois, did not keep such statistics. He also explained why. “We have no colored people in this county, they are not allowed here,” said the response signed by Clifford Plummer, county clerk.42 In northern counties that did “allow” black residents and tracked their crimes, criminal justice officials could interpret the statistics in a discriminatory manner even when the data supported the NAACP’s position. A New Jersey prosecutor answered Seligman’s request by noting that his locale had not had any “complaints, indictments or convictions for rape against colored people . . . for the past ten years.” In a revealing closing statement, Walter L. Hetfield, Jr., added, “Considering the large population of colored people we have in Union County, we have had very few criminal complaints against members of that race.”43 To many public officials, the association of blacks with crime was often a presumptive reality, even when the statistics showed otherwise.

Until the early 1920s racial liberals in the urban North countered such official thinking by focusing their energies on obtaining more accurate data or, more importantly, by presenting their own antiracist interpretations of how society shared some responsibility for why certain blacks, such as southern migrants, were admittedly criminally inclined. Donald’s approach to statistics signaled a new trend. He shifted focus away from southern migrants as self-evident proof of criminality among a certain “class” of African Americans and instead turned the statistics on their head and stripped them of their prima facie value. Going forward, excessive crime rates among blacks in the race-relations literature of the postwar period represented a policing problem instead of a crime problem.

No other publication had as much influence on the rewriting of black criminality during this period than the 1922 report of the Chicago Commission on Race Relations, titled The Negro in Chicago. On July 27,
1919, shortly after whites stoned a black child to death at a public beach and a white police officer refused to arrest the white suspects identified by black witnesses, six days of rioting tore through Chicago, leaving 38 people dead and 537 injured, of whom 356 were black. To investigate the Chicago race riot of 1919, Illinois Governor Frank O. Lowden appointed a twelve-member commission, consisting of an equal number of prominent black and white civic reformers, to supervise an unprecedented eleven-month investigation into the causes and underlying conditions of one of America’s worst and bloodiest race riots. The commission appointed Graham Romeyn Taylor, a white former settlement house worker and progressive journalist, and Charles S. Johnson, a black sociology graduate student at the University of Chicago, as the chief organizers of the project. Officially designated second in charge, Johnson took a leave of absence from serving as the director of research and investigation at the Chicago Urban League to assume principal authorship of *The Negro in Chicago.*

Johnson was recommended for the position by his graduate advisor, Robert E. Park. The president of the Chicago branch of the Urban League, Park in 1921 was emerging as the most influential white sociologist of race-relations in the country. Until the mid 1930s Park and his career-long collaborator and fellow Chicago sociologist Ernest W. Burgess led a cohort of talented academics, including Louis Wirth, Clifford R. Shaw, Henry D. McKay, John Landesco, and E. Franklin Frazier in the systematic mapping and ethnographic study of community life among European immigrants and African Americans in the urban North. Frazier, a black graduate student at the university from 1929 to 1932, was the only member of this cohort to focus on African Americans, writing a groundbreaking 1932 study of the black family, *The Negro Family in Chicago.* As representatives of the Chicago School of Sociology, they established the field of urban ecology, sharing to varying degrees a scientific commitment to advancing environmental theories of poverty, crime, and delinquency, and carrying the intellectual temperament of Progressive era reformers and academics forward into the postwar period.

The profound influence of these scholars in shaping a broader discourse of liberal environmentalism in the 1920s and 1930s came after publication of *The Negro in Chicago.* Nearly all of the Chicago School studies were published after 1921, with the notable exception of Thomas and Znaniecki’s *The Polish Peasant in Europe and America* and Park and Burgess’s *An Introduction to the Science of Sociology.* Among the social
workers and researchers hired by Taylor and Johnson to conduct fieldwork, and in the testimony of nearly two hundred local experts on various topics ranging from racial violence to real estate and crime and policing, the Chicago School sociologists are discernibly absent.48

In the immediate aftermath of the wartime riots, the work of the Chicago Commission on Race Relations was the latest and most influential study of African American life in the postwar urban North. Praising The Negro in Chicago for marking an “epoch” in the study of race relations, Walter White, assistant secretary of the NAACP and an eyewitness to the destruction left by the riot, wrote, “No student of racial problems or of the principal matters of concern to America can ignore this report.”49

Although problems of police misconduct during the riot, or what White called “the actual connivance with the mob by the Chicago police
force,” were laced throughout *The Negro in Chicago*, the chapter called “Crime and Vicious Environment” was specifically devoted to an analysis of this phenomenon. The title is significant not only for the tenor of the discussion that followed, but also because, like Henderson’s discussion the previous year, it signaled the shifting frame of analysis emerging in a postwar, postriot context, presaged by the changing mood of Philadelphia’s black leaders during and after that city’s riot. As principal author, Johnson played a major role in shaping not only the presentation of the commission’s findings but also the tone of the book. As was the case with many New Negro intellectuals, one of his goals was to counter the racial conservatism of the era by being an “active publicist for liberal environmentalism.” Historian Mia Bay writes that “the new generation of academically trained black social scientists that emerged during the 1920s employed their scientific training in research aimed at showing the primacy of environmental factors in determining human capacity.”

Johnson’s training under Park certainly helped shape his structuralist views, as many scholars note. The roots of his analysis were planted in the fertile ground Park and Burgess were tilling at the University of Chicago, where there was an emerging sociological shift from focussing on ethnic and racial traits and individual pathology toward an urban ecological approach that explained inner-city criminality and juvenile delinquency. But Johnson was ahead of his time when it came to reinterpreting crime and policing. Not until nearly a decade later—when Shaw and McKay published cutting-edge scholarship on white juvenile delinquency and John Landesco on organized crime and police corruption—did the Chicago School have “its most concrete, transformative effect.” Landesco, for example, did not receive his undergraduate degree until the spring of 1924, nearly three years after *The Negro in Chicago* was published. Instead, the two-decades-old epistemological and antiracist criticisms of the black crime discourse by Du Bois, Wells, and local black reformers (including James Stemons, Fannie Williams, and the *Philadelphia Tribune’s* G. Grant Williams) had helped to reframe, from the bottom-up the way Henderson and now Johnson would analyze the data. To that end, Johnson announced in the first sentence of the chapter that “The crime rate of Negroes is so largely controlled by a tangle of predisposing circumstances that it is hardly possible to isolate and measure its factors.” Discrediting at the outset the use of racial crime statistics, Johnson argued that race was unimportant relative to the level of “general lawlessness, crime, and vice in the whole population.”
Crime statistics were fundamentally flawed, according to Johnson. Striking discrepancies were found when Chicago police arrest data was compared with victims’ surveys conducted by the Chicago City Council Crime Commission resulting in the considerable underreporting of crime for the entire city. The number of burglaries reported by victims in 1919, for instance, was found to be more than three times the number in the official police statistics. Other problems stemmed from the lack of the “systematic handling of criminal statistics” across various agencies, therefore limiting an accurate measure of “the prevalence of crime.” Where race mattered, Johnson observed that blacks were more likely than the many “nationality” groups to be “debited” with their crimes because precinct desk sergeants more easily identified blacks by skin color. The fact that there were more blacks in the criminal age group (eighteen to thirty)
compared to other groups, due to the recent influx of young single women and men from the South, also limited the comparability of racial crime statistics.54

Perhaps the most significant factor in a long list of problems with black crime data was revealed by the testimony of “judges and other authorities” that criminal justice officials were likely to “arrest Negroes more freely than whites, to book them on more serious charges, to convict them more readily, and to give them longer sentences.” For example, one municipal court judge stated that he personally knew about “certain . . . police [who] were going into Negro clubs and arresting Negroes they found there, bringing them into court without a bit of evidence of any offense.” Another judge discussed why large numbers of blacks were arrested on suspicion, attributing the practice to a lesser regard for “the rights” of black men compared to white men. “I think they hesitate a little longer when a white man is involved; I am certain that it is so.” A former chief of police agreed, noting that southern migrants “naturally” attracted “greater suspicion than would attach to the white man who had lived for a greater length of time in the same district, and who also would be more easily identified and traced.” Rather than arrest the white man, General Leroy T. Steward explained, the police would simply observe him, whereas they “would no doubt, feel if they permitted the colored man to pass on at the time, they would lose him completely.”55

Such startling testimony coming from within Chicago’s criminal justice community, clearly indicated the effectiveness of the commission’s interracial makeup and attests to the members’ prominence, legitimacy, and access to high-ranking officials. It was the strongest body of evidence yet to reveal the subjective nature of racial crime statistics, deeply influenced by the social, cultural, and political contexts in which they were created.56 “These situations presented such obvious dangers,” Johnson summarized, “that the [Chicago] Commission [on Race Relations] considered it best to avoid giving currency to figures which carried such clear evidence of their own inaccuracy and misrepresentation.” Consequently, the commission abandoned its attempts to “work out comparative racial crime tables.”57

At no point before 1922 had any published study argued that racial crime statistics were too unreliable to be usable. Since the end of the nineteenth century, such statistics, even if incomplete or subject to extreme antiblack interpretations, had been fundamental to assessing the progress and potential of African Americans. The unprecedented decision of the
Chicago Commission on Race Relations to disregard these figures influenced important members of the social scientific community.

Beginning in 1924 Edwin H. Sutherland, one of the greatest criminologist of the twentieth century, cited the Chicago Commission’s conclusion that “there were no reliable [racial crime] statistics available.” He provided no additional commentary or evidence, but ten years later this somewhat tentative and ambivalent reference was transformed when he wrote that the “statistics were completely unreliable,” then cited three studies corroborating The Negro in Chicago’s initial claims. Sutherland’s newly rekindled professional ties to the city and to the University of Chicago may have made him more receptive to the Commission’s findings in the 1934 edition of his definitive textbook. Although he had received a doctorate in sociology from the University of Chicago in 1913, a year before Park’s arrival, he left that year to teach elsewhere before returning to his alma mater in 1930, just as Shaw, McKay, Landesco, and Frazier were building a formidable body of statistical evidence that geography trumped nationality and race in explaining crime and delinquency. In Burgess’s preface to Frazier’s 1932 study, for example, he wrote that “The rates of crime, delinquency, illegitimacy, poverty, and vice would seem from this study to be not a matter so much of race as of geography.” This latest research plus the Chicago Commission’s earlier findings seemed to shake the very foundations of the statistical discourse on black criminality. Sutherland took note, especially since sociological research continued to show the potential for more racial violence in the nation’s cities as a direct consequence of a perpetual cycle of bad data, bad policing, and bad treatment of black citizens.

One of the studies Sutherland cited revealed the potential of inaccurate racial crime statistics to inspire the kind of policing the Chicago Commission had called into question and to fuel popular perceptions about excessive crime among blacks. During a 1925 grand jury investigation of the Minneapolis crime scene, investigator Charles Davis noted that total black arrests documented in police records had grown from 470 in 1923 to 930 in 1924, leveling off to 890 in 1925. The doubling of arrests prompted Davis to write, “This condition is bad and is rapidly growing worse. Unless some method is devised to at least subdue the activities of these Negroes, there is certain to be a series of race riots in Minneapolis, followed by the usual lynchings and killings which always disgrace any civilized community when these outbursts occur.” Despite the level-headed cautions from Johnson’s report in the aftermath of the Red
Summer of 1919 and a 1920 spectacle lynching of three black men in Duluth, Minnesota, 150 miles north of Minneapolis, some northern officials continued to single out black criminality rather than prevent or punish racist behavior among law enforcement officers and the public at large.\(^\text{63}\) In 1928 Maurine Bois, a National Urban League researcher, re-examined the police records Davis had used and discovered that the numbers were incorrect and should have been recorded as 517, 389, and 478, respectively, for 1923 to 1925. Blaming the mistake on “printers and the system of record keeping,” Minneapolis police accepted Bois’s revised numbers as the “official” statistics. Thorsten Sellin, a nationally recognized crime statistics expert and a frequent collaborator with Sutherland, called the errors “an experience” that “makes one question all earlier totals for Minneapolis and creates a profound distrust of official records in general, even though there is no reason to regard the records of the city mentioned as typical.”\(^\text{64}\)

Sellin’s critical eye for the shortcomings and inaccuracies of municipal arrest data had likely been honed by his initial interest in international comparative criminology. In a 1926 article he complained about the lack of uniformity in homicide statistics across European countries, warning researchers that only “trends” could be detected since “the statistics used have little or no value for comparative purposes.”\(^\text{65}\) Unlike many among the first generation of crime statisticians, Sellin benefited from a growing skepticism about the state of crime data among American criminologists.\(^\text{66}\) Born the same year as Hoffman’s *Race Traits* was published, Sellin was indeed a generation apart. As a Swedish-born immigrant to Canada and the United States, his initial experiences with race relations were very different from Hoffman’s. He arrived in Philadelphia in 1915 and attended the University of Pennsylvania for graduate training, receiving his Ph.D. in sociology in 1922. Although there is nothing in Sellin’s early published research or biographical record to explain his particular interest in racial crime statistics, he lived in Philadelphia through several of the tumultuous migration years including the Race Riot of 1918. The impressions made on the nineteen-year-old Sellin by daily headlines about racial violence in his newly adopted home, his early research into questions of comparative criminality, and his interest in the sociology of crime all suggest his openness to questioning the existing statistical discourse on black criminality. A short time after publication of “The Negro Criminal: A Statistical Note,” in which Sellin repeatedly cited *The Negro in Chicago*, he and Sutherland collaborated as consultants to the U.S. Census
Bureau in the preparation of two federal prison reports covering the period 1929 to 1932. Their official statement in the reports spoke directly to the way in which *The Negro in Chicago*’s unprecedented stance in 1922 influenced some of the most prominent white criminologists of the era: “The high commitment rate shown for Negroes is probably in some degree due to the combination of lower economic status, less frequent use of other forms of penal treatment for Negroes, and unfavorable race attitudes on the part of the white race. . . . It is hardly possible, therefore, to draw any conclusions from the data presented in this chapter, regarding the comparative criminality of race groups.”

At the intersection of mounting criticisms of racial crime statistics by white criminologists and by black scholars stood Nathaniel Cantor, a University of Buffalo criminologist. The title of his address at the 1930 annual meeting of the Association for the Study of Negro Life and History, “Crime and the Negro”—two of the most commonly-linked terms in race-relations titles by the 1930s—gave no clue that his was a fresh perspective coming from within the white social scientific community. Cantor wasted no time with the familiar recitation of blacks’ disproportionate prison and arrest rates. Instead he completely rejected crime statistics in his opening lines: “There are few fields in social science where opinion readily passes for knowledge as in criminology. Perhaps in no other discipline are statistics as meaningless as in criminology and penology.” The problem was, he explained, that racial interpretations were built on “unreliable statistics.” National prison data, he noted, had become a “matter of deep suspicion” a year earlier when the director of the U.S. Census Bureau admitted that requests for data from local penal agencies had gone unanswered or had been haphazardly assembled. A recent Detroit survey, he continued, “showed that severer sentences were imposed on the Negroes than the whites for the same offenses.” Clear evidence of police malpractice and judicial bias around the country made plain the fact “that our whole legal machinery tends to operate unfavorably toward the Negro criminal.” For Cantor, a student of Franz Boas with a Columbia Ph.D. in anthropology, the whole situation starting with the old biological linking of “crime” and “negro”—the sleight of hand in his title finally revealed—was built on a flawed premise: “Unless one assumes a biological criminal type there is no more sense in speaking of the Negro criminal, than of referring to Presbyterian spaghetti.” The racial signifier, in other words, made no sense when discussing a social problem. Du Bois certainly agreed with Cantor, writing similarly from the
helm of the NAACP’s *Crisis* magazine, “It is senseless to regard crime as racial or characteristic of certain individuals. Crime is one of the best indices of social conditions.”

Cantor’s speech and subsequent article made a lasting impression on at least one likely audience member: Carter G. Woodson, the Harvard-educated black historian who first created Black History Week (later Black History Month), the founder of the Association for the Study of Negro Life and History, and the editor of its *Journal of Negro History*. “Crime is not racial,” he wrote in a 1938 review of Bernard Peyton Chamberlain’s *The Negro and Crime in Virginia*. Borrowing Cantor’s food analogy but spinning a tortured variation of his own, Woodson scolded the author, “To speak of ‘Negro crime’ is not less excusable than to speak of Irish salt or Malay bananas.”

Although an influential core of black and white researchers had begun the process of deconstructing and discrediting the statistical foundations of crime-as-race-and-culture arguments, other white writers proceeded more tentatively, seeking a balance between a bona fide police problem and a real crime issue among blacks. Thomas J. Woofter, Jr., a southern white liberal sociologist, race-relations expert, and member of the Commission on Interracial Cooperation, explained in 1925 that blacks were a “backward” group, “poorly adapted to the codes and institutions of the white civilization in which they live,” but that “their [actual] criminality” was more a function of the environment than “racial tendencies.” Blending old arguments with new insights, Woofter took crime off the table as the all-powerful symbol of a still-discriminable black inferiority, emphasizing instead the “useless” practice of arresting large numbers of blacks in vice raids. As an example, Woofter described how police in an unnamed “large Northern city” had raided “every Negro pool room” in a single night, resulting in 160 arrests for vagrancy. Twenty of the arrests produced charges, sixty were thrown out upon proof of employment, and eighty individuals were forced to leave town or face indictment. “This high handed arrest of colored people is extremely galling to the law-abiding citizens,” Woofter wrote indignantly. “It cannot be excused on any ground other than ignorance and inefficiency of police officers who engage in these practices, and indifference of the citizens who permit such officers to remain on the job.”

University of Iowa sociologist Edward B. Reuter, author of *The American Race Problem: A Study of the Negro*, saw the same underlying
dynamics at work. “Some part of the apparent excessive criminality of the Negro people finds its explanation in police discrimination,” Reuter argued, noting that police officers were “white men who share the general idea that Negroes are highly criminal.” Yet police racism was only part of the story, he continued; “in very considerable part, [blacks] are still ill-adjusted to the secondary and highly individualistic nature of present-day American life.” Notwithstanding their opposition to discriminatory policing, these white sociologists remained quietly ambivalent about the link between black culture and crime.

Part of their ambivalence is explained by their frame of reference. Beyond the debate about the inadequacies of crime statistics was the continuing effort among 1920s race-reations scholars to reinterpret the meaning of black criminality against the backdrop of a blatantly racist crime discourse. Speaking before a national audience at the annual meeting of the American Prison Association in 1921, G. Croft Williams, a white South Carolinian public welfare official, explained why the “proportion of Negro offenders is startlingly large.” In addition to their present crisis of “maladjustment,” “ignorance,” “low mental power,” and a “miserable environment,” he stated, their African past had been decisive as well: “His dwelling for ages in tropical and semi-tropical forest and jungle life must have left vestiges in his physical constitution. These doubtless were strong factors in his behavior. Perhaps studies in glands, nerves, brains, and blood may some day give us a new conception of the Negro.” Among some influential public officials, the legacy of racial Darwinism continued into the third decade of the twentieth century as a legitimate ideological framework for explaining black criminality.

Chicago trial judge Marcus Kavanagh also clearly rejected 1920s liberal environmentalism. Unlike his judicial colleagues interviewed by the Chicago Commission, Kavanagh argued that whites had no responsibility for creating “negro criminal forces,” one of the nation’s “most perplexing and dangerous problems.” “The worst enemy of the negro in America is the negro criminal. The white man is not an enemy of the negro, that is, he is not yet the negro’s enemy,” he warned. But he may become one unless “spokesmen for the dark race” mobilize against the “negro outlaw,” who would otherwise “continue to ravage and destroy . . . and persist as a torment and a disgrace to his country.” Fully embracing racial crime statistics and police officers, both Williams’s and Kavanagh’s thinking better suited the public’s general “impressions” of Negro criminality that liberals
frequently criticized but rarely defined. Within this larger constellation of antiblack ideas, black culture arguments were not so easily discarded by white liberal scholars in the 1920s.

Two rhetorical strategies helped white liberals to obfuscate the appearance of slipping into old racist discourses while simultaneously maintaining their credibility as objective scholars. First, they frequently juxtaposed black cultural inferiority in the urban North with racist police behavior. By linking the two issues, they distinguished themselves as moderate observers, since outside the boundaries of racial liberalism police officers were a protected class and southern migrants were otherwise still an unruly bunch. Also, by making the men in blue scapegoats for racism in the urban North, and by using code words for poor southern migrants such as “poorly adapted” or “ill-adjusted,” they helped secure a space for interracial collaboration among well-intentioned northern whites and middle-class blacks. These were the men and women Woofter had referred to as “law-abiding citizens,” presumably like himself and those participating in interracial commissions, conferences, and research projects, or representing the National Urban League or NAACP.

The second strategy practiced by white liberals was a corollary of the first: They presented their arguments in part as the product of legitimate black perspectives and research. Woofter, for example, began his discussion of discriminatory policing by framing it as “one of the most persistent complaints of Negroes.” Before doing the same, William T. Root, a white psychologist and lead researcher of a 1927 study of prisoners at Western Pennsylvania Penitentiary in Pittsburgh, told his readers point-blank that his findings presented such an “unfavorable comparison” of black criminality that he was “afraid of giving the impression of having a definite bias in the matter.” To protect himself and his research from the taint of racial bias, Root put “negro case workers” in charge of dealing with black prisoners. In the processing of data such as the consideration “of extenuating circumstances,” Root explained, “the most sympathetic help of his own race has been secured.” Root’s disclaimers suggest that perhaps he and others had adopted the recommendation of the Johnson report that “white members of the public” seek “information from responsible and representative Negroes as the basis of the[ir] judgments about Negro traits, characteristics, and tendencies” so as to counter pejorative stereotypes. Thus, new ideas about the structural basis of black criminality (for example, racism in the criminal justice system) were a reflection of a newly formed critical mass of black researchers
who were demonstratively representative of a professional class of “law-abiding” citizens and, practically speaking, a potential bulwark against their fellow black criminals.

In the 1920s and 1930s a cohort of black women and men became authorities on black criminality. These sociologists, social workers, probation officers, criminal justice officials, journalists, and civil rights workers reshaped the continuing debate about crime as a measure of black progress and potential. Additionally, they called for and became increasingly engaged in crime fighting and crime prevention. Like their predecessors Ida B. Wells, W. E. B. Du Bois, Sadie Layten, and James Stemons, the new reformers were fierce defenders of the right of African Americans to be treated fairly under the law. As Kelly Miller put it in 1924, “[T]he inflexibility of law must be invoked to save order from anarchy.” The breakdown he sought to redress was the arbitrary nature of law enforcement in black communities, frequently resulting in the harmful misapplication of criminal laws against African Americans.81

In her Urban League study of Philadelphia’s criminal justice system using police and prison data and records of various social agencies for January to June 1924, black researcher Anna J. Thompson highlighted numerous examples of the capricious ways in which police officers and judges dealt with blacks. The fact that blacks made up only 7.4 percent of Philadelphia’s population but comprised a quarter of the total arrests, according to Thompson’s analysis, was due largely to frequent vice raids and “needless arrests.” Thompson observed that police raids tended to inflate black arrest rates overall because of the high number of people arrested at one time, regardless of whether they were subsequently convicted of a petty offense or discharged. In one house raid, she noted, four black women and six black men had been arrested, all of them guilty of nothing more than being at home. The routine practice of arresting “suspicious characters” also proved to have a disproportionate impact on black arrest rates because these individuals should never have been arrested in the first place. Harry F., for example, was sent to the county prison for thirty days “on the charge of being a ‘suspicious character’” after he informed a police officer that he was standing on the street because he was out of work and had been recently evicted by his landlady. Moses S. received an identical sentence for the same “crime,” except he was picked up on the street while waiting for a friend. “No better proof of the many needless arrests,” Thompson complained, was the fact that
one-third of all blacks arrested were discharged. “The Negro is an easy prey for petty police officials who offer ‘Tell it to the judge’ as an explanation when arresting ‘suspicious characters’ and other ignorant as well as innocent victims of the law.” Offhandedly she added that the “antagonism” between Irish police officers and blacks was the “basis for many jokes around City Hall.”

Ira De A. Reid, the National Urban League’s director of research and publicity in the late 1920s and the 1930s, presented compelling evidence of poor policing in black communities in his several surveys of crime and policing. In a 1929 study of Denver, Colorado, for example, he found a pattern of “seeming recklessness” by the police when it came to arresting blacks because more than half had been booked on either “the all inclusive charge of ‘Investigation’ ” or vagrancy. In 1931 he came to a similar conclusion in Troy, New York, where 60 percent of the cases against blacks had been “offenses against the public order, probably the least criminal of all categories.” Like Thompson, Reid looked at the extremely high number of cases—78 percent—that were “either suspended, discharged, or adjourned” as evidence of a problem. This situation, he reasoned, “bodes either indiscriminate arrests or extreme leniency on the part of the police.”

As Reid made his way across the country preparing NUL surveys in nine towns and cities in the West, Midwest, and Northeast, he stopped in Pittsburgh in 1930 and witnessed the total absence of law enforcement in the Hill district, a historic black neighborhood. “The amazing fact about the Hill,” wrote Reid, “is that Pittsburgh has permitted intolerable, anti-social conditions to exist there for more than two decades and has done little to clean up.” To Reid, Pittsburgh’s police officials may have seemed especially derelict in their duties because he had lived in the city while receiving his M.A. in sociology from the University of Pittsburgh in 1925 and while serving as one of the specially picked black research assistants in W. T. Root’s local prison study. By the time Reid had investigated five New Jersey municipalities in 1932—Trenton, Princeton, New Brunswick, Perth Amboy, and Plainfield—plus the beach towns of Monmouth County, he had seen enough ineffective policing and structural inequality to arrive at a rubber-stamp disclaimer about high black arrest rates: “That this is due to excessive criminality of the Negro is no longer a satisfactory answer to the problem.”

White municipal officials displayed a cavalier attitude about effectively policing black communities, according to Edward E. Wilson, a Howard
University Law School graduate and Illinois assistant state’s attorney. “The whites who have the machinery of the law do not seem to care what crimes Negroes commit against each other,” he wrote in 1929. “They are likely to take the attitude that ‘this is a matter among niggers and why bother.’” Wilson’s fifteen years as a black prosecutor afforded him a unique perspective as an insider, prompting him to focus on yet another form of discriminatory policing. Rather than highlight the problem of over-surveillance and excessive arrest activity, he focused on the problem of inadequate protection: “There is no greater cause for crime among Negroes than the contempt for law engendered by the conduct of certain police protecting and paltering with violations of the law.”88 By this reasoning, according to historian Kenneth Kusmer, what seemed an obvious contradiction was far from it: “As far as police protection was concerned, black people [in Cleveland] could without contradiction say that they received both too little and too much.”89 Likewise, criminologists Frankie Bailey and Alice Green state that “black urban communities such as Harlem were locations in which law enforcement was both too vigorous and too lax. Police brutality was accompanied by police corruption.”90

As Philadelphia’s black leaders had observed in the midst of the racial violence of 1918, police officers were often on the wrong side of the law, aiding and sometimes leading mob attacks against blacks. Updating the Chicago Commission’s findings, the 1929 Illinois Crime Survey found that African Americans made up 30 percent of the recorded killings by police in 1926–1927, though they represented only 5 percent of the population.91 Less than a year after the Crime Survey’s publication, police shootings of black males in Chicago continued, according to Ida B. Wells. In the manhunt for a sixteen-year-old accused of breaking a restaurant window, she reported, the police entered his home without a warrant, guns blazing. He died in a hail of thirty-five bullets. Two others were killed in separate incidents. Continuing to speak truth to power, Wells expressed her outrage in the Chicago Daily News: “Perhaps if the city had recognized the above murders as a menace to her fair fame and public sentiment and then sternly demanded the removal of incompetent heads of the police department, Alfred Lingle [the sixteen-year-old] might not now be lying cold in death.”92 Police agencies across the urban North during the tumultuous migration years and beyond were, as scholars have noted, often involved directly in anti-black violence.93
The consequence of this apparent paradox was that black communities were subjected to a hostile form of daily policing that was contrary to the criminal laws on which it was based and destructive to the communities it was supposed to serve and protect. In the broadest sense,

Figure 6-3 “Puzzle: Find the ‘Keepers of the Peace,’” a cartoon depicting long standing criticisms of police indifference to white mob violence against black homeowners. The Philadelphia Tribune, Philadelphia Penn., May 10, 1928.
however, “discretion was built into daily police work,” according to crime historian Mark Haller. The system was overburdened by the fact that the number of violations within the entire population exceeded those that could be prosecuted. “Informal standards” were thus developed to help guide police work, resulting in a wide departure “from the impartial, due process model that was written into law and supported by civic reformers.”94 In this regard, blacks were the easiest targets of the police; their rights were the least respected, and they had only a modicum of political influence to hold officers accountable. “They are arrested more often and frequently receive longer sentences since they are not politically well known,” noted A. A. Abraham in his study of black juvenile delinquency in Buffalo, New York. Worse still, Abraham added, was that state officials sometimes showed no remorse when they incarcerated innocent blacks. When Frank Harris was about to be released from a Pennsylvania prison after twenty-one years for a murder he did not commit, the state parole board delayed his departure until after its members were “assured Harris had a job and a home.” Upon Harris's release, state officials gave him a “new suit and a $5 bill,” announcing that “no great injury” had been done.95

Many law enforcement officials flaunted the constitutional rights of black criminal suspects, posing a constant threat to innocent bystanders while simultaneously encouraging disrespect for law and order among everyone. Calling for a higher standard of policing as an anticrime solution, Kelly Miller wrote in 1935 that whites needed to “persuade and convince the Negro of the beneficent purpose and function of the law” rather than using it “as a means of humiliating and degrading them. Too often the policeman’s club is the only instrument of the law with which the Negro comes into contact. This engenders in him a distrust and resentful attitude toward all public authorities and law officers. None can doubt that such a kindly attitude would go far to convince the Negro of the value to himself and advantage of law obedience and good citizenship.”96 Until that happened, indiscriminate and reckless policing remained, in state’s attorney Wilson’s opinion, “as responsible for criminality in Chicago as any other one agency.”97

Black New Yorker George Fald expressed similar concerns about policing in Harlem in a 1922 letter to James Weldon Johnson, executive secretary of the NAACP. Identifying himself as a “law abiding citizen,” Fald reported that numerous instances of police misconduct had “been going on for some time. Not only in the station house but on the street. I can recall
several instances in which I have been an eye witness.” Fald described
one scene where a police officer searched a youth at gunpoint in the hall-
way of a building at West 137th Street, finding nothing on the “would be
prisoner.” Rather than stop there, the officer proceeded to question the
“lad” about where he lived. When the youth responded, the officer cursed
him and “struck the boy in the face.” The subsequent action by the New
York City police officer may have been a routine practice, but it was
rarely described by witnesses. According to Fald, the officer “told the boy
to run,” then chased him while attempting “to strike him with his billie
[sic].” The officer then “drew his revolver again to shoot but changed his
mind.” Puzzled and outraged, Fald asked Johnson, “How, if the officer
had nothing on that boy, have he the right to molest him?” When ques-
tioned by Fald about his actions, the officer cursed him in the presence of
“women and children” and said the boy was a “hold up man.” Fald was
not only unconvinced, but reasoned out loud that if the officer had prob-
able cause to stop the youth, “he could arrest him on suspicious [sic]
could he not?” Fald closed his letter by expressing hope that his testimony
would deliver “justice to those who justice deserve.”

Brooklyn resident Rupert Clarke wanted the same justice when he
conveyed the details of his own run-in with New York’s finest while rid-
ing the subway on July 23, 1931. According to correspondence between
Clarke and NAACP officials and an affidavit submitted to the New York
City police commissioner, Clarke was sitting in a corner with two empty
seats near him when “this man on entering [the subway car] promptly
sat next to me[,] pushed my leg violently and ordered me to close them. I
looked at him a little thought he was drunk or something of the kind and
returned to my ‘Times.’ . . . A moment later he repeated the assault.” As it
turns out, the assailant was an undercover police officer, James E. Cleary,
who arrested Clarke after he pushed back and they began to argue. “Of
all the people in the world I would least expect an officer to do such a
base thing: deliberately assault and provoke a man and then arrest him.
Of course, I read about such things in newspapers but I never dreamed
they applied to me.” He said he refused to be arrested, but the officer
pulled the emergency brake on the train and soon two additional officers
assisted him. Clarke submitted. He was locked in two “dungeons” until
he was taken before the judge, where he was found guilty and ordered to
serve two days in jail or pay a fine. A white man witnessed the incident,
but when asked by Clarke for his testimony, he replied, “I saw nothing.”
Frustrated by the eyewitness’s lack of compassion, Clarke wrote, “Well it
wasn’t exactly a surprise but I shall always remember him.” Without enough money for a lawyer, Clarke, a postal worker, unwillingly paid the fine instead of fighting it. Figuring that his case was closed, he wanted the “wonderful association” to know about Cleary because he suspected he would attempt “the base trick on other of my people.” Clarke hoped his affidavit would help get Cleary fired. “I am sure the Commissioner doesn’t want such men on his force.”

The professional standards and racial ethics of those in charge of police agencies could not be taken for granted in light of the racial scandal initiated by Raymond E. Gilyard, police chief in Seymour, Connecticut. Six weeks before Clarke’s encounter, a small New England town only eighty miles northeast of New York City was rocked by the alleged gang-style murder of Chief Gilyard. The New Haven Evening Register reported on May 12, 1931, that moments before he died of a fatal gunshot Gilyard told a telephone operator, “I’ve been shot. . . . Three Negroes did it.” A well-liked leader, Gilyard was “virtually [Seymour’s] town manager” and had been “popular among the better element of the town as an anti-crime crusader.” Recently he had been “prominent in the prosecution of Negro gangsters.” Immediately following his death, with rumors suggesting that the murder was a retaliatory hit, as many as ten black suspects were rounded up and questioned by the police. The primary suspects were the brother and two associates of Harold Stanton, recently imprisoned by Gilyard for armed robbery. Town residents also joined in the manhunt for “the trio of Negro killers” by reporting the movements of suspicious blacks seen near Town Hall on the day of the shooting. Three “negroes . . . loitering,” an impatient-looking Negro pacing outside a small sedan “parked just north of town hall,” and four blacks driving away from the building at high speeds were all purportedly seen and suspected of foul play.

While suspicious African Americans were being sought and arrested by Seymour police, some townspeople and journalists had begun to question the murder theory and speculate whether Gilyard had in fact taken his own life. The Manchester Herald stated that although it looked like blacks had killed him, “the nature of the crime . . . flies squarely in the face of the criminal history of the colored race.” Not only were 90 percent of black murders intra-racial, according to the Herald, but they were never premeditated and were usually the outcome of a “sudden flaming of passion” due to “sex jealousy” and “gambling quarrels.” Besides, the Herald concluded, “Feuds and considered revenges are completely foreign
to the Negro psychology.” Putting racial crime tendencies aside—the echoes of Hoffmannesque caricatures and Frances Kellor’s claim that black criminals were incapable of executing “well laid plans or complicated schemings”—other observers began to analyze the facts of the case more closely, beginning with the improbability that Gilyard could have made a phone call after being shot through the heart.\footnote{Similarly odd was the ballistics report that all the bullets fired at the scene came from Gilyard’s own guns. Although the coroner had initially discounted rumors of suicide, by the second day he changed his mind. The final ruling was that Gilyard “spent two months creating a fabrication of murder clews [sic] to escape his creditors”; he wanted his suicide to look like a murder in order to protect a large insurance policy. All suspects were immediately released.} The Gilyard hoax was just one of many instances of racial scapegoating in the 1920s and 1930s. In New York City two white women, Mary Daly and Florence Kane, were murdered in separate incidents in 1925. In both cases, a flurry of press reports identified black men as the suspects until further investigation yielded white male perpetrators.\footnote{Two years later, in a slight variation, two white women falsely accused two black men in separate incidents of murder, when they themselves were the culprits.} Ida B. Wells had documented similar cases nearly a half-century before. More recently, the problem had become so noteworthy and widespread that the pioneering black sociologist Monroe N. Work continued Wells’s work by compiling false accusations in an annual Negro Year Book.\footnote{In 1935, the Commission on Interracial Cooperation similarly released a report titled “Burnt Cork and Crime,” where they highlighted not only false rape accusations by white women but also the “white man’s trick of blackening his face before committing his crime.” Taking note of the report and the scale of evidence, the white University of North Carolina sociologist Guy B. Johnson wrote that the full “incidence of the situations will probably never be known,” except in the few cases where they “fail to work.” But “to the extent that they succeed they are an absolute exaggeration of the Negro’s actual criminality.”} Banking on the white public’s readiness “to accept as fact the merest suspicion or accusation that a Negro is the perpetrator of a particular crime,” Gilyard, it seems, hoped for his family’s sake that his plan would succeed.\footnote{Although his suicide hoax proved that racist police behavior did not always originate with the rank and file, to many black observers like Walter White of the NAACP the scandal was simply another}
“instance of how Negroes are unjustly and with impunity accused of crime.”108 Claude McKay, a Caribbean-born poet and Harlem Renaissance writer, ostensibly agreed with White when he described in his autobiography how he had become an innocent victim of a “police dragnet.” While working in Pittsburgh for the Pennsylvania Railroad, McKay was arrested and jailed overnight with a “motley gang of men, bums, vagrants, pimps, and honest fellows.” The following day during his trial, McKay explained his employment situation and said that he had left his identification in New York. “The judge declared that I was doing indispensable work on the railroad, and he reprimanded the black detective who had pressed the charge and said the police should be more discriminate in making arrests and endeavor to ascertain the facts about their victims,” McKay wrote. “My case was dismissed.”109

Even when wrongful arrests were righted by judges—an arbitrary practice dependent on the appearance of respectability and likely concrete proof of employment—considerable damage had already been done. “The important fact . . . is the belief in the Negro’s higher criminality,” wrote Sellin in his influential 1928 article. “We are prone to judge ourselves by our best traits and strangers by their worst. In the case of the Negro, stranger in our midst, all beliefs prejudicial to him aid in intensifying the feeling of racial antipathy engendered by his color and his social status.”110 By the early 1930s Sellin’s research had become its own source of inspiration for black researchers and crime fighters.111 In a 1935 study, Sellin continued to uncover evidence of the ways in which “differential treatment” by criminal justice officials fueled the “apparent criminality” of blacks, finding that African American males in the North received harsher sentences overall than did native white or foreign-born males. He concluded that given the “great and relatively constant variations observed,” racial prejudice is to blame and “equality before the law is a social fiction.”112

Equality before the law was precisely the issue for many blacks in the segregated communities of the urban North. A 1927 Philadelphia Tribune editorial commented that “the best thinking element among our race group should not condone any wrong-doing on the part of any member of the group. We should insist, however, upon receiving fair treatment from those who are entrusted with the enforcement of the law; but they cannot afford us this equal treatment before the law if back in their minds they feel that we ought to be the recipients of treatment which is not only different, but unfair as well.”113 The bottom line for
many residents of black communities was that police officers, white and black, needed to take seriously their duty to arrest the guilty and protect the innocent.

This was easier said than done within the white-controlled vice districts of black communities. Recorded observations of numerous black eyewitnesses ranging from undercover vice agents to NAACP informants and investigators showed that numerous entrenched interests were opposed to the effective policing of black communities. The rising influence of a critical mass of black crime fighters—middle-class women and men actively engaged in punishing criminals and preventing crime—helped to corroborate and enrich the claims of their social scientific counterparts that the “machinery of justice” was indeed discriminatory. Their observations and efforts also reveal how so many individuals profited—politically, professionally, and/or financially—from perpetuating vice conditions in black communities.

Starting in January 1921 and lasting roughly four months, a black female undercover vice agent for the Philadelphia Police Department began recording daily entries in a journal. Working alongside the “colored vice men” hired by the administration of Philadelphia Mayor J. Hampton Moore, she disguised herself as a prostitute in order to infiltrate the inner realms of a wide range of illegal enterprises. Without their knowledge or consent, she conducted daily interviews with dozens of white and black people directly engaged in prostitution, gambling, illegal liquor manufacturing and sales, drug dealing, and robbery. She also observed from close range numerous examples of blatant corruption and misconduct by police officers and high-ranking officials. Her journal entries are a unique and graphic description of a Prohibition era vice district, even more fascinating because they were written by a black woman who may have been a middle-class club woman turned crime fighter. Neither her name nor her identity were mentioned in the reports or in other documents examined in the Moore papers, but her condescending attitude toward and anxiety about some of what she witnessed reveals her social class. After entering a room at the Royal Palace Hotel where a party was taking place, she wrote the following: “The place was packed with under-world characters and was dense with tobacco smoke and other odors so that it is really wonderful that I survived the ordeal. I doubt if in darkest Africa there was ever such ignorance displayed as went on here on this occasion. . . . They played a very low kind of jazz music. Most of them call it the slow drag. They shimied [sic] and acted in
a manner beyond description. It was so vile.”

Clearly unable to contain her personal disgust, she continued her entry: “There was plenty of gin and whiskey as well as beer, for all and most of the women present were dope users and also a number of the men... I was offered both heroin and cocaine.” Although most of her entries were quotations from the people she met and physical descriptions of the places, people, and things she witnessed, her middle-class sensibility occasionally crept through. At the first annual dance of the Claver Younger Set, a black social club, she described the auditorium as a “very nice hall.” Although she had been invited by “a gambler” and knew other members of the “underworld” were present, she remarked that the guests were typically of “the better class of young men and women and all acted in an exemplary manner. There was neither loud talking nor bad language used, neither was anyone allowed to loiter in the halls.”

The black female undercover agent was apparently typical of her social peers when she disparaged storefront churches in South Philadelphia for a style of worship unacceptable to her kind. Among the majority of black middle-class people, public respectability and proper religious expression were one and the same, according to historian Evelyn Brooks Higginbotham. “Conditions were terrible at a so called religious meeting,” the agent wrote, indicating that she was repulsed by the playing of jazz-influenced gospel music, especially the use of a “trap drum and tambo-reen [sic].” Given the lack of “decency” indicated by the dancing, shouting, and carrying-on, she called the place “ridiculous. It seems a pity that under the pretense of being religious any group should be allowed to practice such immorality and ignorance especially in neighborhoods in which there is already far too little enlightenment [sic].” Her notions of respectability situ-ate her as a person with little in common with those she was investigating. This suggests how easily she could have emphasized the “immorality and ignorance” of a different class of black people above and beyond the official corruption she witnessed. She, however, made only a single reference to southern migrant criminality.

While documenting the movements of dozens of black “underworld” characters, the undercover agent paid considerable attention to the larger framework in which they existed. With housing, for example, she observed how many white landlords specialized in renting to “hardened criminal type[s].” Black tenants claimed that certain landlords marketed their rental units as safe havens for crime since they had personal connections with the police. J. Werner, for example, one of three brothers who
shared a large real estate business, was also a police officer. According to a prostitute, one of the Werner buildings was a “fine house to live in as the landlord never bothers to see what is going on so long as he gets his rent.” Morris Werner was even known to “boast . . . that he has sufficient pull in the district to prevent the arrest of anyone living in his houses if they are charged with anything short of murder, or that he can have anyone in bad with him picked up.” Another property owner, Harry Levin, was reputed to lease his units to known drug dealers at rock-bottom prices. The Philadelphia Tribune later complained that “something must be done to abolish those hellish tenement houses that enrich the landlord and breed criminals,” accusing “city authorities” of being fully aware of such “dives.”

As shown by the agent’s journal—page after page recording dozens of instances of corruption—the connection between law enforcement officers and vice operations was blatant and endemic. Her references are all the more revealing considering that the misconduct and unlawful behavior she described occurred among the people with whom she had a professional relationship. As fellow police officers they had sworn to uphold the law, but they routinely neglected to arrest suspects who committed crimes right before their eyes, collected protection money from vice operators, and frequently drank liquor in illegal establishments, sometimes while soliciting prostitutes. A few police officers ran their own shady places. J. Werner’s Pool Hall was located near the corner of Broad and South streets. Here, the agent observed, “at almost any time police officers in uniform can be standing in this pool hall, in friendly conversation with tough characters.” Although not owned by an officer, Kate’s Resort was so popular among the police that it was called the “cops’ retreat. Many cops come here for a good time during the time they are supposed to be on duty.” Other police hangouts were the University Pool Room, Seegal’s Pool Hall, and Vic Hamilton’s Café, the largest and most popular cabaret in South Philadelphia. The “café” was the cream of the crop among police hangouts, given its VIP patrons. According to a waitress at the nightclub, “[t]he Chief of Detectives and other high officials often come [in] . . . to enjoy themselves and the proprietor is the leader in this ward, so you know that means nothing can happen here.”

At the opposite extreme of protected places was a “notorious thieving joint” run by a “colored man known as Jim.” When prostitutes recruited him to help them rob their white clients, the police rarely interfered, Jim explained to the undercover agent. “Cops know everything and they’ll just bluff the fellow and tell him to get to hellout [sic] of here, what’s he
doing hanging around niggers.” The investigator agreed, adding that she had seen “uniformed police officers, prostitutes and the hold-up men divide the money between them in this court.”

Although there was considerable diversity among the beneficiaries of police corruption—Jewish landlords, Italian bootleggers, African American pimps, Chinese and native white drug dealers—whites dominated the ownership and management of vice. In Harlem in 1928, for example, the Committee of Fourteen, a New York City Progressive era anti-vice agency reenergized to fight bootlegging during Prohibition, found eighty-five speakeasies, all but four of them owned by whites. Like many other black communities across the urban North, Harlem had become what one Committee of Fourteen investigator called “a convenient place in which to go on a moral vacation” for “certain classes of whites.” To the black poet Claude McKay, Harlem was the “paradise of bootleggers.” Estimates from Chicago and other cities suggest that from 80 to possibly 90 percent of vice businesses were owned by nonblacks.

Ownership by whites also meant that they wielded greater political influence and received the bulk of protection from city officials, leaving black-run places more vulnerable to police raids that did occur. A December 22, 1927, Philadelphia Tribune headline, for example, announced that the police department had deliberately protected an exclusive white nightclub while “inconsequential houses of unsavory aspect maintained by Negroes are subjected to constant raids.” The scale of the problem in Philadelphia had become so great that the following year the Tribune launched its own investigation: “If you have been raided recently by the police, or if you know of anyone who has, without the proper presentation of a search and seizure warrant send your name, address, the date and time of the raid, and the police officers making the raid to the philadelphia tribune.” During a 1931 New York state legislative investigation of political and police corruption known as the Samuel Seabury Commission, witnesses testified that New York City police officers who did not make their arrest quotas “used to go to Harlem and in Harlem they go to any colored house or colored apartment and they make any arrests at all, just because they thought colored people had less chance in court.” An NAACP investigation of Harlem’s vice conditions in 1932 discovered wide-scale police corruption and selective law enforcement to the benefit of the police and white vice operators. “[T]he field of money making in Harlem,” a memo read, is “entirely in the hands of the white police and the white racketeer.” Knowing they were
not alone, New York’s black paper, the *Amsterdam News*, had years before editorialized about “Chicago Police Covering up Criminal Connections by Attacks on Negroes.” In his 1933 study, *Vice in Chicago*, white sociologist Walter Reckless observed that blacks were the primary targets of police activity in vice areas. Police were seven times more active in vice districts in 1928 than they had been in 1908, and based on 1931 police records, 87 percent of the cases were against the “obvious, cheap Negro resorts.” Detroit’s prostitution scene was no different; “it is a noticeable policy of the Detroit police to arrest colored girls almost exclusively on week-ends, the days when business is most brisk.” Historian Irma Watkins-Owens concludes that “white racketeers operating in black communities were seldom pursued with the same rigor as black operators.”

Having the least political influence, black residents in vice districts were more likely to experience two extreme forms of policing: widespread corruption and frequent raids. The following conversation—between a black police officer and the undercover agent—about the racial politics of Philadelphia Mayor J. Hampton Moore gives a sense of the contradictions at work. The agent began:

I noticed two white officers standing in the store doorway opposite the Green Dragon and one in the block. I said, “look at the law awatching us.” He said, “no, they are watching Smithie Lucas’s [a black man’s] place. You know he is in bad with this city administration and the Mayor keeps cops there ready to pounce upon him and raid his place for the least thing that happens there. They are supposed to be watching it for liquor but if it is too long before something does happen they will raid him anyway, that’s politics.” Further said, “You know [Vic] Hamilton’s [a white man’s] is the only place in this ward that is supposed to run. He is Mayor Moore’s man in the ward, the man he recognizes in [his fight against the machine politicians who] recognize decent colored people as well as the underworld. . . . When did you ever hear of Mayor Moore attending or coming to speak at a big colored affair. All those colored people who voted or worked for him are getting just what they deserve, a kick in the pants. Why he even turned [G. Edward] Dickerson [a popular black lawyer and civic reformer] down. Dickerson and his crowd really elected Moore, now Moore has as good as told him this is a white man’s administration, no negroes need
apply and the town is on the bum, worse than ever, even the police are lying down, simply on duty for that $5.00 per [day].”

Embedded in this insider’s graphic description of the politics of race and crime fighting is a firsthand account of the arbitrary nature of law enforcement in black communities across the urban North. The fact that some blacks in these communities stood to gain from a contradictory pattern of ineffective policing did not change the overall dilemma faced by the majority of residents, particularly self-identified working- and middle-class citizens who demanded that the guilty be punished and the innocent be protected. For them, the degree to which the policing problem had become greater than the crime problem is demonstrated by their repeated references to it and by the fact that they saw it as clear evidence of racial inequality in American society.

Commenting on the need for reliable and effective police protection on Chicago’s South Side in the 1930s, members of the Amethyst Girls, a black women’s social club, complained about being the victims of a recent spate of robberies. Two of the women castigated the police, charging that “they are too busy wasting their time talking and drinking beer in such popular spots as the Apex Grill instead of keeping their eyes open and trying to do their duty as they should.” Another woman chimed in that such neglect was not tolerated in white neighborhoods on the North Side. Across town, she stated, “cops . . . are more interested in the protection of their women and children.” A white scholar and contributor to The Negro in Chicago linked the disparity in the quality of policing on the South Side and the North Side to overall economic inequality among blacks. When it came to vice dens “in a territory upon the North Side,” University of Chicago professor Charles Merriam explained, “where there are many lawyers and people of some means, if they found [such] a place . . . they would never rest until they got it out. They would just keep at it with time and money until they forced it out.” Notwithstanding their lack of resources, he concluded, “Negroes ought to be protected.”

Civil rights activists agreed and increasingly used the media to highlight the need for police reform. NAACP officials Walter White and James Weldon Johnson frequently issued press releases, for example, when they received complaints of police misconduct or read about it in newspapers. In the aftermath of Raymond E. Gilyard’s conspiracy to frame blacks for his suicide, for example, White contacted a lawyer in New Haven, seeking accurate information for a press release. “We want to use
this story,” he wrote. “Please send us all details you can gather on the matter.” NAACP officials also publicized other instances of police misconduct, including “police indifference” to a mob attack in Chicago, the torture of an innocent mentally handicapped suspect in Pittsburgh, and unlawful police shootings in Cincinnati, Ohio, and Jersey City, New Jersey. In Jersey City, several allegations of police misconduct in the 1920s drew the attention of civil rights activists. On December 7, 1920, Police Chief R. T. Battersby issued an order “that members of the force were to arrest all Negroes found on the streets after nine o’clock.” According to Chief Battersby, there had recently been three robberies by blacks, in his mind evidence of a black crime wave that threatened the city’s public safety. Battersby stated that this “has got to stop.” Before the curfew could be enforced, an Associated Press employee notified the national headquarters of the NAACP, which took immediate action by contacting the local branch of the organization and city officials. Walter White called the order “vicious and unjust” and demanded Battersby’s immediate dismissal. James Weldon Johnson agreed and expressed his fear of the danger that could result from such an order. “It is likely to be stretched out too far by ignorant or wilful-minded [sic] policemen who will be ready to arrest Negroes for no causes at all.” The potential for a race riot over something like this, A. L. Jackson of the National Urban League pointed out, was too real to be taken lightly. The fear that race riots would become a permanent feature of northern cities after the Red Summer of 1919 gave a sense of urgency to the swift backlash against Jersey City’s chief law enforcement officer. In as close to an admission as he would make, Battersby denied that he had issued an order against the entire black community, but stated that he had in fact informed his officers to “pick up strange negroes.” “Jersey City is pretty free from crime,” he added, “and we intend to keep it so.” Reminiscent of white southern journalist Clarence Poe, who along with Du Bois two decades earlier had attempted to debunk the statistical myth that education created black criminals, a Tennessee editorialist referred to the Battersby order as a “Jim Crow Curfew Law.” With a touch of sarcasm and an appreciation for the racial double standard at work, he wrote, “Taking into account the enormous number of crimes committed by whites, not alone in Jersey City but in nearly all other centers of population, it would seem that if this director of public safety is right in his
plan of solving the trouble, the thing to do is to establish a curfew law for whites.” Battersby kept his job but was publicly censured.

In a letter Walter White sent to the editor of the New York World, thanking him for his “splendid [sic] editorial” on the controversy in Jersey City, he made one of his clearest statements about the way in which he and arguably other civil rights activists viewed black criminality relative to police misconduct:

There has been so much vicious propaganda which has later proven untrue, manufactured deliberately for the persecution of Negroes, that such action can do nothing but create a tremendous dissatisfaction among Negroes and an impressed oppression of the Negro by irresponsible elements. . . . Tactics of this sort can lead to but one thing and that is an aggravation of already acutely strained racial relations and the formenting [sic] of conditions which will result in race riots. We are glad that the World has taken so clean-cut a position on this matter. The fact that three crimes have been attributed to Negroes in three days has thus been used to case [sic] a stigma upon Jersey City’s 3000 colored citizens and to brand all of them as criminals. If this is the kind of democracy for which the Negro fought, then his services indeed have been in vain.

In the context of an emerging national civil rights struggle, White’s statement can be seen as an early indication of the way in which other blacks would come to frame the problem over the next two decades. Stepping up their resistance to Jim Crow justice in the urban North, in 1929 Jersey City’s civil rights activists returned to the streets to protest a suspicious shooting of a black man and the alleged attack on a “young colored woman” by a police lieutenant. In the spirit of this new era, the Philadelphia Tribune put at the masthead of every issue of the paper the statement “Fighting Against: Segregated Schools; Police Brutality; Economic and Civic Discrimination; Racial Treachery.” The activist paper also increasingly brought local, regional, and national coverage of police brutality to its readers, accompanied by an occasional editorial cartoon. Among the many new voices of protest, publicizing instances of racial injustice became a central civil rights strategy.

As the statistical discourse on black criminality underwent dramatic changes in the 1920s and 1930s, spurred by New Negro race-relations
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writers and civil rights activists and assisted by some major white crimi-
nologists, broader calls for reform proceeded simultaneously in the nation’s
criminal justice community. The national scene was a parallel universe,
and reform was only tangentially connected in most criminal justice offi-
cials’ minds to the problems raised by African Americans in their commu-
nities. The situation was somewhat analogous to the Janus-faced ap-
proach to Progressive era crime prevention and crime fighting, given that
black communities contended with their own criminals and vice opera-
tors, and also carried a huge burden of white vice and criminality; the re-
verse did not hold true.

The standard discussions of Prohibition’s failures over the decade of
its existence drew a color line through reform attempts to redress the im-
pact of the underground economy. In 1926, as a result of Prohibition-
related crime and violence and sensational media reports of crime waves
sweeping the nation—with law-abiding white and immigrant citizens
wearing the face of victimization—prominent police and federal officials
began to collaborate on a national crime reporting system that would
standardize and improve the reliability of locally gathered crime statistics
to aid the police in crime control. The collaborators were motivated by
a need to counter a groundswell of public criticism that the machinery of
law enforcement had completely failed. A 1930 New York Times editorial
remarked, “Predatory crime with homicidal incidental seems never to
have been more prevalent in the country than it was at the close of last
year.” Not only were there “no comprehensive trustworthy statistics . . .
available on the subject,” the Times complained, but the “police service in
various cities” was “breaking down.” Bootlegging gang wars—framed
by images of high-priced lawyers and their smug clients, nattily dressed
white gangsters who never seemed to get caught or do time—played viv-
idly in the white press. These criticisms accompanied further complaints

Figure 6-4 “Be First to Let Him Out,” a cartoon depicting a disturbed Benjamin
Franklin looking at the Philadelphia Negro incarcerated behind the bars of “Ill
Will,” “Prejudice,” “Segregated Schools,” and “Jim Crowism.” The cartoon is an
editorial statement on the racist failures of American democracy in The City of
Brotherly Love. Note the ambiguity in Franklin’s position. His face shows concern,
but his back is to the jail cell, casting a shadow onto it. It is not clear whether “Old
Man Phila” is upset with the Philadelphia Negro or with the criminalization of
blacks in his city—the birthplace of Liberty. The Philadelphia Tribune, Philadelphia
Penn., January 3, 1929.
of widespread police corruption and abusive third-degree tactics that as critics pointed out, fell heavily on “the poor and uninfluential.”

Leaders of the International Association of the Chiefs of Police (IACP), including former Berkeley chief August Vollmer and Detroit’s police commissioner William P. Rutledge, along with U.S. Attorney General George B. Wickersham and FBI Director J. Edgar Hoover sought to create a uniform crime reporting system that would establish a scientific basis for judging police efficiency. Law enforcement personnel were, as Lawrence Rosen points out, “concerned about their image.” President Herbert Hoover convened a National Commission on Law Observance and Enforcement in 1929, appointing Wickersham as its chair. Building on the work of state crime commission surveys from the early 1920s, the Wickersham Commission examined every part of the system, from statistics to policing to parole, with the help of social science experts, including Shaw, McKay, Sutherland, and Sellin. Acknowledging the achievement of the FBI and the IACP, the commission signed off on the newly created Uniform Crime Reports of 1930.

The nation’s first comprehensive crime data system, authoritative to this day, was not an unqualified success. The results were especially mixed regarding African American criminal justice experiences and their measurement. Standardized “reliable” statistics—properly recorded and tabulated—did not change the daily reality of racial bias among police officers. This problem was abetted by the fact that Report 11 of the Wickersham Commission, Lawlessness in Law Enforcement, was a “devastating indictment of police brutality and third degree,” according to historian Marilynn Johnson, but made no mention of the “racial disparity in third-degree cases” among black urbanites in the ten northern cities examined. In her own analysis, Johnson found that blacks were overrepresented by a factor of seven in New York’s third-degree cases, topping the Illinois Crime Survey’s findings that African Americans were overrepresented by a factor of six in Chicago police killings.

The Philadelphia Tribune similarly noted the commission’s underreporting of cases in Philadelphia. The editors acknowledged that the investigation into police lawlessness was to “millions of Negro Americans” the “first tangible bit of good” that the commission had done. They then added, “we are tempted very strongly to tell you that somebody told a lie about the decrease in police brutality.” They noted that sensational cases of brutality against blacks in the South, from Arkansas and the “uncivilized wilds of Mississippi,” had received prominent coverage, but
there was no mention of several local cases, including the beating of a sickly elderly black woman; the torture of a man “chocked, [sic] hung upside down, his joints twisted and told that Negroes should be treated like dogs”; and the “drag net” arrests of Negroes on the “steps of their own homes, beaten and in some cases sent home without a magistrate’s hearing. Five hundred more cases even worse than these,” they concluded, had gone unaccounted for.159 Taking full stock of Wickersham’s unfortunate omissions, the NAACP protested outside the White House to draw attention to the federal government’s unwillingness to secure antilynching legislation in spite of its heightened interest in crime and crime fighting.160

To the commission’s credit, one criticism of government crime data on African Americans came from within one of its own reports. The thirty-six-page “Notes on the Negro’s Relation to Work and Law Observance,” written by Ira De A. Reid, the NUL’s director of research, appeared in the four-hundred-page first volume of the Report on the Causes of Crime.161 Given the history of dominant nonstructuralist analyses of black criminality and the marginalization of black social scientists at the national level, this was an accomplishment in its own right. In the foreword to the study, Sellin was cited for taking a leading role in bringing the work of Charles S. Johnson, now at Fisk University, and Reid to the commission’s attention. Sellin, the foreword also noted, had recently attended the National Interracial Conference organized by Johnson and Reid, where he warned against attributing racial characteristics to the disproportionate crime rates of blacks. The data only proved that “the Negro appears to be arrested, convicted, and committed to penal institutions more frequently than whites.” Nothing more could be determined, he reiterated. Impressed by Sellin’s advocacy and stature, the commissioners decided to “insure a more understanding interpretation of the disproportionate number of Negroes shown in our study of men at [New York’s] Sing Sing.”162 Reid was then selected for his experience and because, as “an investigator of the Negro race,” he could lift the veil of mystery regarding “his own racial group.” In the study itself, Reid argued that his findings and those of many others had shown that economic discrimination and over-incarceration went hand in hand. Even with creditable crime data, he concluded, disproportionately high black crime rates were still unreliable as long as crime statistics could not properly account for economic discrimination and racism in the criminal justice system.163 The impact of Reid’s criticism and Sellin’s warnings nevertheless remained in doubt.
Despite the likelihood that racial crime statistics would continue into the foreseeable future in light of the Wickersham commission’s unwillingness to fully embrace evidence of racism in the criminal justice system, African Americans had made great strides in gaining a legitimate voice in the national black crime debate and in drawing attention to the need for police reform in black communities. Concerned blacks’ vision of effective policing in the 1920s and 1930s had its roots in the Progressive era community policing initiatives of black crime fighters such as James S. Stemons. Like his New Negro counterparts, Stemons had sought to eliminate “vicious and ruffian characters” by attempting to make municipal authorities responsive to black communities. But in Stemons’s day, talk of black criminality trumped discussion of the structural antecedents of crime. The rhetoric of black inferiority that characterized racial reform in an era of liberal backbiting and Booker T. Washington’s accommodationist politics eventually dissolved in the wake of racial bloodletting and war-inspired militancy. A new antiracist crime discourse and civil rights activism emerged from the flames of race hatred and oppression in northern cities during the postwar period.
Thorsten Sellin’s and Edwin H. Sutherland’s cautions about the limits of racial crime statistics were a breakthrough accomplishment in the four-decades evolution of the national discourse on black criminality. By comparison to their Progressive era predecessors, the interracial collaborations of a new generation of social scientists proved to be far more responsive to the realities of racism in American society and to the voices of African American crime experts, crime fighters, and ordinary citizens. Nathaniel Cantor’s colorful injunction against the linking of blackness and criminality, like those of M. V. Ball, W. E. B. Du Bois, and Ida B. Wells in the 1890s, revealed that the perspective had gained a level of unprecedented legitimacy within some circles of mainstream social science. None of these scholars and activists ignored the real crime in black communities or the toll that it took on law-abiding victims. But they resisted the condemnation of blackness. They resisted the racialization of crime among African Americans in the same way that progressives and later Chicago School sociologists opposed the racialization of immigrant crime and delinquency. “The problem of crime and colored groups,” Cantor insisted, “does not differ from the general problem of crime causation.”¹

For the many researchers, journalists, crime fighters, and law-abiding citizens who were dedicated to the cause of civil rights, rewriting black criminality in terms of police misconduct was an attractive rhetorical weapon because it fundamentally undercut the use of black crime statistics to justify other forms of discrimination. Policing racism in the northern criminal justice system became an effective rebuttal to the statistical arguments of earlier white social scientists that the “numbers speak for themselves.”² The many blacks and liberal white criminologists whose ideas were influenced by The Negro in Chicago, or whose work picked
up where it left off, never again viewed racial crime statistics in quite the same way. Doubts were even raised within the pages of the *Journal of Criminal Law and Criminology*, a first-rate academic publication that merged with the *American Journal of Police Science* in 1932.

Hans Von Hentig’s 1940 article, “The Criminality of the Negro,” was rare in that it illustrated the unreliability of racial crime statistics in relation to policing in a periodical with no obvious sympathies for the black civil rights struggle. After showing evidence that white offenders were more likely to go undetected by the police than were black offenders, Hentig concluded:

Many, many more than we think escape this formal judgment and remain in the category of law-abiding citizens. Others, in contrast, are subjected to another sort of error. They are not overlooked but are misjudged in the opposite way; they are, so to speak over-assessed. . . . Arrests are made by human beings; sentences are pronounced by human beings; statistics are compiled by the same unwise homosapiens [sic]. When, as it is in our case, minorities are the subject of judgment and treatment, it is more than ever important to turn our attention to these agencies which we would like to believe unbiased and evenhanded and which are the more liable to errors the less they feel free of them. Furthermore, the colored race is a minority of which we are in dread.3

By Hentig’s reasoning, racism in the criminal justice system had become a central problem in the judgment and treatment of the “colored race.” The gap separating Hentig’s logic and reasoning from Frederic L. Hoffman’s—the span of half a century of statistical discourse on black criminality—now seemed unbridgeable.

But it was not. Hoffman was still producing crime data and still shaping the statistical discourse on black criminality, much to Du Bois’s frustration.4 More importantly for the IACP and the FBI—creators of the *Uniform Crime Reports* (UCRs)—the cautions of Sellin, Cantor, and Ira De A. Reid seemed to fall on deaf ears. To the nation’s top law enforcement officials, race tables continued to speak for themselves.

Three years after they were first published in 1930, the UCRs began, for the first time, to report arrest statistics by race, based on fingerprint cards sent by local police agencies to the Identification Division of the FBI. Sellin’s and Sutherland’s prison report warnings about the inappropriateness of using data to “draw any conclusions . . . regarding the comparative
criminality of race groups” nowhere appeared in the new UCRs. Instead the following statement accompanied the first three annual racial tabulations of arrests by offense: “It is believed that figures pertaining to the number of Negroes and foreign-born whites who were arrested and fingerprinted can most fairly be presented by showing them in proportion to the number of such individuals in the general population of the country.” After 1935 “foreign-born” was removed from the statement: “The significance of the figures showing the number of Negroes arrested as compared with the number of whites can best be indicated in terms of the number of each in the general population of the country.” By 1941 the foreign-born had been completely absorbed in the race tables under the category “white,” and the text simply read: “Most of the persons in this tabulation were members of the white and Negro races.”

On this statistical trajectory, the nation’s most respected and authoritative crime source had simplified the racial crime calculus in 1930s America. Blackness now stood as the singular mark of a criminal. “Negro” became the only statistically significant category in the UCR tables upon which to measure “white” criminality, deviance, and pathology. It was a losing prospect for African Americans. “The machinery of justice” was after all, as many had long observed, “entirely in the hands of the white man.” So were democracy and the economy. The statistical gaze on European immigrant criminality was finally heading to extinction, a process that Jane Addams and other progressives had helped to spearhead decades before. The second generation of European immigrants was assimilated into white crime statistics, as revealed by the last mention of the foreign-born in the 1940 UCR: “[I]t is significant to point out that the figure for native whites includes the immediate descendants of foreign-born individuals.” In this latest chapter of ethnic succession in the urban North—the statistical equivalent of “white flight”—all European immigrants were securing their whiteness, as blacks hunkered down for the many civil rights battles yet to come.

As the first black expert on African American criminality, W. E. B. Du Bois demonstrated—more than any one individual, and perhaps like no other could—how far the debate about the use of crime to measure blacks’ progress and potential in modern America had come since the late nineteenth century. In an era dominated by hereditarian and regressionist theories about black inferiority and savagery, Du Bois’s stern warning in the 1890s that blacks needed to “conquer” their “present
vices” and turn their homes into “incubators of self-respect” had the effect of legitimizing the prevailing discourse. Overshadowing his anti-racist criticisms, his Victorian moralizing against the submerged tenth in *The Philadelphia Negro* perfectly fit a racist milieu that increasingly looked to the social sciences to justify racism and discrimination.8

But embedded in the academic discourse that Du Bois embraced was a framework for its undoing. As Du Bois had subtly shown in his early research, black criminality did not and could not exist apart from the reality of inequality. “How long can a city teach its black children that the road to success is to have a white face?” he asked indignantly, as if to suggest an inevitable expiration date on seeing black criminality only as black inferiority.9 Over the next three decades, armed with increasing social scientific data about a growing black middle class and a panoptical view (as editor of the *Crisis*) of nearly every incident of racial violence and discrimination against blacks, Du Bois turned social science into civil rights activism and stood at the center of a major transformation.

By the late 1920s and early 1930s, Du Bois had seen enough. For him and for many others, police racism and judicial unfairness came to represent the height of hypocrisy in American society. It was bad enough that the most isolated, impoverished, and despised citizens in the country were further ridiculed and isolated for their crimes, but it was so much worse that agents of the criminal justice system seemed to be conspiratorial instigators. With a long view of history and little faith in his liberal white counterparts, Du Bois turned back to middle-class blacks, as he had in *The Philadelphia Negro*, demanding that they do something.10

Rather than simply reinvigorating calls for crime prevention, Du Bois demanded that middle-class blacks, like their Progressive era white predecessors be sympathetic to the plight of black suspects and criminals. Social uplift agencies “ought to . . . save these unfortunates from further debauchery once they are in the hands of the law,” he told *Crisis* readers. “It is to the disgrace of the American Negro and particularly his religious and philanthropic organizations that they continually and systematically neglect Negroes who have been arrested, or who are accused of crime, or who have been convicted and incarcerated. . . . [E]very Negro knows that a frightful proportion of Negroes accused of crime are absolutely innocent. Nothing in the world is easier in the United States than to accuse a black man of crime.”11

The idea of black criminality was crucial to the making of modern urban America. In nearly every sphere of life it impacted how people
defined fundamental differences between native whites, immigrants, and blacks. It also impacted, by comparison, how people evaluated black people’s presence—the Negro Problem, as it had once been called—in the urban North. In education, in housing, in jobs, in leisure and recreation, the idea shaped the “public transcript” of the modern urban world. Moreover, the various ways in which writers and reformers imagined black people as inferior to and fundamentally different from native whites and immigrants in the early twentieth century had a direct impact on the allocation of social resources for preventing crime in all communities, with the smallest amount flowing to black communities. Native whites and immigrants were much more likely to benefit directly from the most thoughtful and forward-thinking (or progressive) social work and social science during the early twentieth century. Regardless of whether one views Americanization programs as an attempt to strip European immigrants of their language, religion, and cultural institutions, the impetus grew out of a desire to eradicate differences rather than to accentuate them. Social workers and settlement house reformers were active agents in the effort to assimilate immigrants into American culture and society. They did not leave immigrants to work out their own salvation, though some immigrants tried mightily to disrupt these plans with their fierce attachment to cultural traditions and institutions derived from their homelands. Long before the late-model black drug dealer became public enemy number one, white bootleggers, drug pushers, pimps, common thieves, and thugs plied their trade in black communities alongside their black peers, but with the police on their side. Thoughtful, well funded crime prevention and politically accountable crime fighting secured immigrants’ whiteness, in contrast to the experiences of blacks, who were often brutalized or left unprotected and were repeatedly told to conquer their own crime before others would help them.

The destructive consequences of the black crime discourse went beyond limited reform efforts in black communities; it also limited the application of pioneering sociological concepts to record and interpret the black experience. As much as progressives used statistical knowledge and social surveys as part of their arsenal of knowledge about immigrant inequality, they did not use data to shame immigrants into respectable behavior. Progressives used crime statistics to demonstrate the suffering of poor and working-class immigrants and native whites. They frequently rejected the data as “too statistical” because it submerged the humanity of the people and masked the “aggravating causes” of crime. The decriminalization of immigrants by progressives decades before
the New Deal drew on immigrant crime statistics as an index of their assimilability—as “Americans in Process”—and of both their economic, social, and political oppression. This was the choice progressives made to bring immigrants into the fold of American life. For these reformers, immigrants’ humanity trumped the scale of their crimes and the cultural expressions of their social resistance.\textsuperscript{12}

By contrast, African American crime to many white race-relations experts stood as an almost singular reflection of black culture and humanity. For these writers, anything less than a full-throttle use of black crime statistics was deemed “too sentimental,” too soft on crime. Downplaying the statistics, they often claimed, was no more than a biased attempt to conceal the dangerous criminal tendencies of the Negro stranger in America’s midst. Even among white liberal social scientists and social workers who attached blacks to their broader pro-immigrant critiques of structural inequality in American society, ambivalence about the innate criminal tendencies of African Americans confounded their racial liberalism during the Progressive era. By the time liberals began to pay closer attention to the economic, political, and social factors that contributed to African American criminality in the 1920s and 1930s, larger numbers of second-generation immigrants were not only experiencing greater social mobility, but they were also increasingly less likely to be stigmatized by their criminality. Wide-scale lawbreaking and corruption during Prohibition actually helped to blur previously distinct lines between white immigrant groups, such as the Irish, Italians, and Jews, in part because of cross-ethnic alliances in the context of organized crime. As historian Humbert Nelli points out, “Ethnic diversity characterized many of the criminal syndicates that emerged during the Prohibition era.”\textsuperscript{13}

The irony that African American criminality stood out in the context of Prohibition as a result of the collusion of white ethnic groups with greater political power and economic resources was not lost on black researchers and crime fighters, leading them to shift their focus from targeting black criminals and the illicit pleasures of the working class to policing the criminal justice system. But paradoxically the antiracist rhetoric of civil rights activists contributed to sharpening the differences in how others viewed blacks’ relationship to crime and policing compared to how they viewed nearly every other group.

Criminologists John Landesco and Sutherland perpetuated these differences in the 1930s as they began to explain second-generation immigrant criminality in terms of its likeness to native-white criminality. In
the 1934 edition of his classic textbook *Principles of Criminology*, Sutherland wrote that “the second generation appears to approach the native-born of native parentage in regard to the kinds of crime committed.” Likewise, Landesco’s contributions to the 1929 Illinois Crime Survey, a pioneering study of organized crime in Chicago, paved the way for viewing organized crime as an “intimate part of the total structure of urban life.” His work, notes Mark Haller, “tended to minimize ethnic traits as explanatory factors” and became the basis for the work of Robert Merton and Daniel Bell in the 1950s. These modern proponents of Émile Durkheim’s anomie theory explained criminality as a function of social strain produced when peoples’ expectations do not match their level of legitimate access to material wealth and social status. According to this theory, impoverished and isolated groups are more likely to experience greater social strain because the fewest legitimate options are available to them. Crime becomes a ready alternative and, in the words of Bell, an “American way of life.” Beginning with Hoffman, Durkheim’s contemporary, at no point did any of the scholarship suggest that African Americans shared the same notions of success or that their crime could be similarly understood in these terms. For white social scientists at midcentury, America’s “great army of unfortunates” was still the white working class.

The trajectory of the discourse on white ethnic criminality and organized crime, on one hand, and African American criminality, on the other hand, had moved in two completely different directions since the arrival of new immigrant groups and a small number of early black migrants to the urban North in the 1890s. The gap in the discourse mirrored differences in reality, but more importantly the rhetorical disparity helped to shape those differences. Rhetorical celebrations of ethnic succession, even in the context of organized crime, were rooted in opposition to the stagnation or limited social mobility among African Americans, reinforcing the notion that there was something fundamentally wrong with blacks. Indeed, the dominant discourse on black criminality that emerged during the late nineteenth century established a framework for acknowledging racial inequality even among immigrants in modern American society, while simultaneously pathologizing African Americans. By the early 1940s the situation was compounded as a new wave of African American war-time migration three times larger than the Great Migration was underway in the major cities of the North.

As a window into the World War II period, an era marked by increasing national political influence among black civil rights activists, it is
helpful to consider the most influential social science scholarship on race relations immediately following the period studied here. Just as Hoffman’s *Race Traits and Tendencies* (1896), Du Bois’s *The Philadelphia Negro* (1899), Franz Boas’s *The Mind of Primitive Man* (1911), and Charles S. Johnson’s *The Negro in Chicago* (1922) were pathbreaking studies that established new ways of defining the relationship between black criminality and racial liberalism, so too was Gunnar Myrdal’s *An American Dilemma: The Negro Problem and Modern Democracy* (1944).18

Myrdal’s analysis of African American criminality synthesized the arguments and findings of many of the major studies listed above. Myrdal also relied heavily on original research conducted by African Americans. This is significant because the studies were based on southern black conditions in 1940. The greater attention given to southern evidence fit within the liberal civil rights discourse emerging at the time, which highlighted the most extreme examples of southern racism and violence in order to stir the moral conscience of the nation. Myrdal devoted four chapters to racist and discriminatory criminal justice practices in the South. At the same time, he minimized racism and inequality in the urban North. “Northern Negroes are concentrated in big cities, where human relations are more formalized and where Negroes are a small minority of the total population,” he explained. “The legal machinery in those cities might sometimes be tainted by the corruption of the city administration, but its size alone tends to objectify its operations and prevent its being influenced by the narrowest type of local prejudice. . . . In the North, for the most part, Negroes enjoy equitable justice.” *An American Dilemma*, then, is the starting point for understanding why the historical scholarship after 1940 continued to neglect inner-city northern blacks’ experiences with discriminatory policing and judicial practices until after the riots of the mid to late 1960s.19

Perhaps even more telling of the ways in which the post-World War II liberal discourse would shift its primary explanation for African American criminality back onto blacks themselves was Myrdal’s statement that “in the North it is not so much discrimination which distorts the Negro’s criminal record, as it is certain characteristics of the Negro population.” Myrdal pointed to blacks’ psychological deviance and maladjustment to racial inequality. Somewhat analogous to the ways in which racial liberals in the Progressive era incriminated black culture despite their knowledge of racism and discrimination, Myrdal’s work signaled a renewed
emphasis on culture defined as pathology: “In practically all its diver-
gences, American Negro culture is not something independent of general
American culture. It is a distorted development, or a pathological condi-
tion, of the general American culture” (Myrdal’s italics). By the 1940s
and 1950s social scientists were saying exactly the opposite regarding sec-
ond- and third-generation immigrant criminality. For all of Myrdal’s
insightful analysis of structural inequality and his strident criticism of
racist treatment by southern police officers, African Americans in the
urban North continued to be, in his estimate, their own worst enemies.
Despite the tremendous gains made by black crime researchers and civil
rights activists in the 1920s and 1930s, racism in the northern criminal
justice system was rendered nearly invisible by this latest formulation.
By illuminating the idea of black criminality in the making of modern
urban America, it becomes clear that there are options in how we choose
to use and interpret crime statistics. They may tell us something about the
world we live in and about the people we label “criminals.” But they can-
not tell us everything. Far from it. For good or for bad, the numbers do
not speak for themselves. They never have. They have always been inter-
preted, and made meaningful, in a broader political, economic, and so-
cial context in which race mattered. The falsity of past claims of race-
neutral crime statistics and color-blind justice should caution us against
the ubiquitous referencing of statistics about black criminality today,
especially given the relative silence about white criminality. The invisible
layers of racial ideology packed into the statistics, sociological theories,
and the everyday stories we continue to tell about crime in modern urban
America are a legacy of the past. The choice about which narratives we
attach to the data in the future, however, is ours to make. Progressives
rewrote white and immigrant criminality just as early civil rights activists
rewrote, for a time, black criminality. The measure of crime, in both cases,
was not racial inferiority but rather compassion towards the least among
them. Sympathy and faith in humanity were chosen over scorn and
contempt.
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